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PREFACE

The present thesis is intended as an essay on the history of an idea or a concept
namely the poet. Ifistory of ideas has become by now, since Lovejoy till Isaaih Berlin,
an exacting and respectable discipline which cannot be explained away in favour of
analysis and deconstruction. Concepts have their reality and a life of their own. They
are subsistent entities as distinguished from existent ones, a la CD. Broad. In the
Republic, in connection with developing his theory of ideas, Plato remarked that
whenever we ascribe the same term to more than one object we conceive an idea or a
concept to subsist. By the same token, the poet is a legitimate notion and is to be
inevitably encountered in every culture and civilisation known to mankind. Language,
be it simply spoken or scripted, has such wielders of the medium who have enlarged the
expressive power and potency of language. Deliberating on the method of philosophy,
A.N. Whitehead, (co-author of the Principia Mathematica) has remarked m. Adventures
of Ideas that the moment of breakdown of language occasions the enunciation of a
profound metaphysical truth. The point for Whitehead is that the very purpose of
philosophy is to delve below the apparent clarity of common speech. The creative
wielder of language, whom we call the poet, does that in his own manner. Language, to
Whitehead, delivers its evidence in a threefold manner — one on the meaning of words,
another on the meaning enshrined in grammatical form, and the third on the meaning
beyond individual words and grammatical forms, meanings miraculously revealed in
poetry. It may be of special interest to note that these things have been said by no less a
person than one who is one of the founders of mathematical logic and who taught
mathematics to another great thinker of all times, Bertrand Russell-We may, therefore,
accord further attention to yet another statement from Whitehead - 'all men enjoy
flashes of insight beyond meanings already stabilized in etymology and grammar'
(1961: 228). This explains our fascination for poetry and the poet. The poet is the
person who in his various ways is 'engaged in finding linguistic expressions for
meanings as yet unexpressed' (ibid) As an example. Whitehead invites us to consider a
line and a half of poetry from Euripides's the Trojan Women (886-7) which suggests a

philosophical problem to which Europe had no answer till today. "Zeus, whether thou
art Compulsion of Nature or Intelligence of Mankind, to thee I prayed", (ibid)
Whitehead comments that these lines have survived the ages with a modem appeal. The
poet in Euripides carries us away from the constriction in foundation for epistemology.
The importance of the concept of the poet may now be well appreciated. We may
enlarge upon Whitehead's contention in respect of the poet. It is possible to say that
poetry is afragmentof language with the mark on it of a finite creative effort so that it
stands alone in its individuality as a 'being' detailed from the vague inanity of its
background. Thus the art of poetry heightens the sense of humanity. To return to Plato,
by saying that there is a concept of the poet, is to imply the thesis that the concept may
be formulated as a creative spirit and instantiated with reference to the literature of the
world be it Sanskrit or English. These two languages are culturally and geographically
apart and yet we come across the highest common factor of designation and
understanding of the role jmd the office of the poet. This prepares us for the
'connectedness' of the theme of the creative self in and through the chapters of the
present dissertation.
We are not concerned with the poet as such but with the idea of the poet as has been
spoken of or thought by various thinkers over the years. In this respect our study is a
second order activity in the logical sense of the term. Sometimes it will be seen that the
poets have themselves spoken about their office. All that I would like to bring home in
the thesis is that since there is axiomatically a concept of the poet, the evidence of
which is available in all known literatures of the world, it follows that the nuances and
formulation of the concept deserve a study with the support of the data known to me.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The concept of the poet is challenging in view of the fact that various traditions of
different civilisations along with their approaches to art and life contribute to its
formation. However, as we traverse the terrains of Vedic, Greek, Latin, Biblical,
European and English literatures we observe subtle changes affecting the attitude
towards the poet and his relation to his work but the myth of his imperishability has
meanwhile been established. He exists within the well-wrought urn of life and art and
yet by virtue of uniqueness eludes easy categorisation, rendering all efforts at
conceptualisation challenging.
We can well begin by attending to a familiar remark about Indian civilisation that it had
its beginning in poetry. The incipient stages of civilisations owed a great deal to the
poets. The Vedic poet regulated the life of the community through ritualistic patterns
and through poetry lent a shape to the Indian culture. There is not a single poem that is
not connected with a ritualistic situation. This combination is the essence of the Vedic
culture; this continued throughout the ages, when the ancient thoughts remained a living
force in the nation.

In fact the Vedic poets thrived in and were nurtured by a

philosophical milieu. In the context of the Rig Veda there is a close relation between
philosophy and poetry.

Art, religion, literature and philosophy formed the potent

coordinates of the Indian genius. This sense of totality is characteristic of the domain of
the Vedic poet's philosophy. The concept of kavi revolves around the extraordinary
ability of the individual to see through the miasma of ignorance into the clear ether of
wisdom, the sense of ntual and metaphysics, and the adroitness and acumen in the
handling of language. The poets always speak about their new contributions to the art of
poetry. Thus, there is consistency, continuity and progression in their civilisation. The
poets brought under discussion are Dirghatamas and Brihaspati from Rig Veda. Also,
the relevant contributions of other poets are taken into consideration that inevitably
supplement and compliment the whole act of 'theorising'. Also the Atharvanic poets
make their contribution toward a uniform and organic concept that primarily hinges on

the rich and exemplary abilities of the kavi. Needless to say, a philosopher is a poet. A
man who has realised the tnlh is recognised only when he is able to express his
realisation through the medium of poetic language. There is also an indication that
poetry is the only medium through which truth can be expressed. The concept of the
poet in the Vedic aesthetics, thus, is a paramountly significant starting block in our
quest. It is richly revealing in its epistemological intricacy as it stands to influence the
later 'critical endeavours' towards the magnum query: who is a poet?
This inevitably brings us to dwell on the Greek aesthetics. To the Greeks, the poet has
been an enigmatic person, at once looked upon with awe and wonder. It may be noted
that since the conception about the nature of poetry has passed through changing phases
along with the development of the Greek civilisation, different conceptions of the poet
have also originated. Homer's name is used collectively for all epic poets. In the Iliad
we are told that the Muses were the original poets who experienced the epic events as
eye-witnesses and transmitted knowledge of them to later men. In the Odyssey the
singers boast that they can sing all the events of the Trojan war and all that happens in
the world in general. The point is that poetry is a sort of knowledge and the poet when
he is blessed by the Muses comes to have a privileged access to this knowledge. This
argument carries over from the Vedic poet's remarkable access to truth and wisdom.

Our thesis can work convincingly on Works and Days and Theogony of Hesoid. Hesoid
makes a point in Theogony that language of poetry is a departure from ordinary speech
and that poetic genius is a gift by virtue of which the poet can explore the events in
times that have gone and those that are to come. The Vedas speak of the poet as vakpati,
the lord of speech. Indeed the Greeks assumed an elevated position for the poet. Hesoid
displays his conviction of a prophetic mission. Sappho was Plato's tenth Muse;
Simonides with typical Ionian clarity penned his works that bore charts dndsophia;
Theognis professes to enshrine the lessons of life in his verses; Pindar has the
architectonic quality and the gift of the interpreting eye coupled with a soaring
inspiration that lift him high with a spirit which is strong and sublime. The study will
take us into a critical consideration of various issues from the works of various early
Greek poets to arrive at a cogent and coherent idea of who the poet actually is.

However, Plato's indictment on the vocation of the poet should be an interesting point
of critical departure. The Vedic and the Greek view of the poet can be put under the
declamatory hammer. Behind Plato's concerns with art lies a conviction of the unity of
all values, as seen in his dissatisfaction with functional and relativist definitions of
'beauty' or 'fineness', and the assumption of the latter's inseparability from goodness.
But, from the earliest Dialogues, there are tensions visible in Plato's attitude to art,
especially poetry. Working in a culture in which poetiy was a serious influence on
beliefs and ideas, not least through education {Protagoras 325e-326b), Plato disputes
the ethical wisdom and religious insight traditionally ascribed to poets. He inherited this
distrust from earlier philosophers such as Xenophanes and Heraclitus, as well as from
his mentor, Socrates {Euthyphro 6b-c). Yet Plato evinces a strong fascination for poetry,
emulating its dramatic and verbal qualities in his own writings. His Socrates often
expresses deep respect for poetry, as well as a range of doubts about its credentials.
Most consistently challenged is the idea that the poets possess a rationally explicable
craft or 'artistry' (techie), though the practitioners of the visual arts are granted this
status (for instance Gorgias 503e). Set against techne, if sometimes disingenuously, is
the traditional conception of inspiration {Apology 21-2; Ion; Meno 99c-d). If the poets
are inspired, they may offer valuable experiences which cannot be scrutinised with
consistent clarity or expected to conform to predeterminable standards. If, however,
poets do not know how or what they create, their status as guides to life (cf Lysis 214a
1-2) must be suspect and the powerful emotions which they undoubtedly evoke {Ion
535) may be psychologically dangerous. The pleasure of art stands in an uneasy relation
to ethical aims {Gorgias 501-2). Yet Plato is able to allow for * internal' aesthetic
principles, such as those of form, organisation and coherence (for example, Phaedrus
268-9 & the Republic 4.4 20c-d). However, if one cares to introspect into the texts of
the Republic, Ion, Cratyhts and several others of Plato's dialogues, a different kind of
judgement about his concept of the poet comes forth. This is not egregiously
antagonistic. So an ambivalence springs from Plato's tirades against the poets and his
efFort to place them wisely within the circuit of his republic with the demands of
morality and justice.

This ambivalence comes to be clarified at the hands of Aristotle. He defends poetry
against the diatribe, though he never mentions Plato by name. He wrote a dialogue Ow
the Poets, which is lost, and we cannot make any reliable guess about what it contained..
It is necessary to say here that though he shows a tendency to formulate a moral view of
poetry, as in his concept of the tragjc protagonist, he is not blind to the aesthetic side of
imitation, for imitation, according to him, is the basic instinct of the human mind, and is
not merely an instrument of instruction but a pleasurable activity that is its own
justification. Aristotle works on an undisputed fact that a handful of men are poets and
the majority are not. Fortunately, although Aristotle insists on fidelity to truth - or what
in his simple, unobtrusive way he calls likeness - he means by repetition much more
than a bare repetition of what we have in life. Emphasis on the means of imitation is one
of Aristotle's major contributions to aesthetic theory. Poetry, for him, is only a mimetic
art that gives us pleasure and is an aid to learning. A poet is just a maker of stories, and
like other makers he manipulates his materials and gives them a proper form. He should
observe the golden mean in everything. Aristotle's emphasis on form, on the poet's
ability to give beauty and universality to his stories, a recognition of the gradual
development of poetic activity and the poet's power to organise his materials restore
largely the glory of poetry. The neoclassic followers of Aristotle have tried to petrify his
observations into hard and fest rules but it is the primary value of his criticism that it
provokes questions and doubts.
This assumption that the poet is the 'maker' takes on a different dimension with the
Psalms in the Old Testament. Babette Deutsch has defined poetry as "the art which uses
words as both speech and song to reveal the realities that the senses record, the feeling
salute, the mind perceives, and the shaping imagination orders". {Hugh 1972:405) The
Vedic and the Greek poetry amply justify then- status and Old Testament poetry, too,
cannot be left behind. Scriptures can regulate our interest from the aesthetic to the
semantic; but such an approach can cause serious damage to the beauty of poetry itself
In faa, the semantic and the aesthetic are interwelded to spark an interpretation that
homes in on meaning and beauty. Scripture tells us virtually nothing about the poets;
there are allusions to David, and there are references to what we might call certain
"guilds" of poets, such as are probably alluded to in the Psalms to "Asaph" and the

"sons of Korah". Elsewhere (Num. XXI: 27) mention is made of moshlim, for which a
possible translation might be "minstrels". In the absence of any direct information about
the poets, we are left completely dependent upon the poems. So the Book of Psalms,
perhaps the most rhythmic and expressive, has been chosen as the text under discussion
to theorise the concept of the Poet. Vedas, early Greek poetry and the Psalms demand a
theoretical approach that canfigureout the cxincept of the creator underlying the poems.
There is no point in burning one's fingers in the intriguing questions of the
translatability and untranslatability of Vedic, Greek or Hebrew poetry for, the
preponderating thnist of the entire dissertation is not primarily on the rigours of
semantics or the styli sties but on the inherent theory that supposedly contributes to the
ideation of the creator or the creative matrix. So we need not cross swords with Frost
when he says that poetry is lost in translation. However, a combination of interpretation
and rereading of the psalms would invalidate Frost's subsequent remark: "It is also what
is lost in interpretation". (Untermeyer 1964: 18) The authorship of the Psalms is not our
point of study; but the interpretation can surely lead us to the complex ambience of an
aesthetics of creation that does not name the poet but brings the creative self and its
principles under the rubric of the Poet. This is in consonance with our thesis where the
concern is scarcely with the making of the individual poet but certainly with the
ontology of the creative being.
This was again an important issue in the medieval aesthetics where a school of criticism
believed that the problems of aesthetics were not the object of any genuine interests and
were most often smothered in theology. Baumgarten described aesthetics by means of
such expressions as scientia cognitionis, sensitivae, iheoria liberaliiim artium, ars
pulcre cogitandi, and ars analogi rationis which disclaimed any coherent aesthetic
theory, barring a few exceptions. However, when we have the principles of beauty
under discussion, an aesthetic theory can obviously be disentangled Ars signified the
technique for constructing objects which had been inherited from the Greek word
techne. And since artistic experience is somehow connected with aesthetic experience it
would be profitable to look into the relation between the Scholastic theory of art and the
Scholastic philosophy of beauty. Despite the absence of any extensive study of the
problems of aesthetics, St. Augustine was an outstanding exception whose energy and

intellectual drive threw up several issues which can become useful in our theorisation of
the concept of the creative self Historiographies from Glunz, Eugenio Garin, or Edgar
de Bruyne show a degree of awareness of poetic creation in the medieval artists. Poets
were aware of their creative and expressive activity and poetry was conferred with a
revelatory value with penetrating insight and rhetorical skill. However, this is beyond
our purview. Moreover, the inconsistencies of the texts make the job highly demanding.
Our focus then has to be on the philosophy of beauty to arrive at a concept of the creator
for, even Thomas Aquinas, whose ideas are our main area of research, had his interests
not in poetry but in the ontological character of beauty. Interestingly, himself a poet, he
possesses the creative breadth and an innate sense of music. His concept of beauty and
ideas on poetry have a rhythm that needs a careful exploration. Harmony, the prime
principle for both the writers mentioned, puts them at the hub of a creative process
where the accent is on the imperatives of consonance and proportion. So the aesthetics
of Aquinas bear a concreteness that is helpful for our study. We can, thus, dwell on
Augustine and Aquinas for the theoretical realisation of a concept of the creator which
one struggles to arrive at in the rather incoherent ambience of medieval aesthetics.
Things start taking shape with more critical emphasis on the man behind creation with
the Renaissance which is essentially a revolt against the other worldly view of life. It is
a reassertion of this world as a place of boundless possibilities and of man being
capable of realising these possibilities in himself The rediscovery and reinterpretation
of antiquity gave birth to a new culture - that of humanism; the general impression is
one of free and frank boldness. A wide initiative was left to individuals. In fact it is for
the first time in the period of the Renaissance that English criticism develops itself, if
not with entire independence, yet with sufficient conformity to its own needs. It was one
of the greatest achievements of Renaissance criticism that it made a commendable effort
to understand the poetic art and its aesthetic values. What perhaps held the greatest
concern for all is the function of poetry. Poetry was taken to be a civilising factor in
history. It had refinement and elevation of humanity as its chief function. Action being
the test of all studies, poetry was valued in that it conduced to righteous and noble
action. Without being caught in the maze of criticism coming from Guarino, Bruni,
Ascham, Gascoigne, Puttenham, Campion, Daniel, Webbe and the rest, we can dwell on

Sidney's An Apology for Poetry for, it is not only a work of genius but also a very
valuable treatise being the epitome of Renaissance criticism. Many fundamental truths
and principals of universal importance are enunciated. Aiistotelianism, Platonism and
Horaceanism are brought into freer play. He defends poetry against the bilious charges
of it being immoral, debilitating and provocative of debauchery and in the process holds
out a concrete and organic concept of the poet. Our discussion on Aristotle and Plato
could be of good use here as Sidney's concept of the poet draws on these two sources in
sufficient measure. However, the introduction of Ben Jonson as another segment of
discussion, alongside Sidney could be interesting for he balanced the idealising strain
and saw danger in its unbridled course. A Bacon and a Shakespeare, the former more
than the latter, have their own lights to guide them, but the rest did not have the same
advantage. The concept of the poet in Jonsonian aesthetics, thus, changes with ideas
taken from Italian sources, especially by way of the Dutch professor Daniel Heinius,
Study, practise, imitate, he says. The poet for him is a maker as it is with Sidney but the
difference is obvious. He has little faith in 'unpremeditated art'. His version of
Neoclassicism was strongly oriented towards 'brevity' and 'vigour', in opposition to his
contemporaries, the Metaphysicals. (Sidnell 1991:125) And yet as has been seen, he is
not against exploring new paths, provoded they conform to nature and reason and are
better than those shown by the ancients. So with Jonson's concept of the poet it
becomes easy for us to enter the territory of neoclassicism.
As a result of Renaissance extravagance and undisciplined individualism, a need was
felt for purging the excess and infusing order, decorum, measure and respect for the
general sense. In the effort to obtain them, it appealed to authority and tradition on the
one hand and to reason and expediency on the other.

Be sure your self and your own Reach to know
How far your Genius, Taste, and Learning go,
Launch not beyond your Depth

{An Essay on Criticism, 0. 48-50)

In fact, with the French neoclassicists, the aesthetics of neoclassicism was well
manicured with the prospect of greater harvest across the channel. The renaissance

theorists emphasised generality but their art was predominantly oriented towards moral
improvement in contradistinction to the neoclassical theorists who oriented their
aesthetics towards general truths about the world and humanity. There is a control over
creativity vwth the exercise of greater judgement and measure. However, the escape
clauses complicate the neoclassical aesthetics of creation which obviously become our
major points of interest. These variations in principle, thus, affect the concept of the
poet with a newfound delicacy. This was an age above all of empiricism, but it is an
empiricism that sometimes got modified by an idealism derived from quite a different
philosophical tradition. It is from this tradition that Shaftesbury sprang whose ideas on
aesthetics, primarily on creative imagination, would be difficult to reconcile with
Johnson's distrust of imagination. Dryden, writing within the strict neoclassical
perimeter, can still make his spokesman Neander throw emphasis on the "lively" image
of human nature and thus on the value of local intensities (Drydenl 970:25) to throw, if
not heavy handedly, a gauntlet at the principles of decorum. These exceptions keep
coming with Dr. Johnson as well and it has been argued in this dissertation that even
Reynolds's aesthetics strike new depths with the painter being shown as the poetical
painter. Johnson, it need to be observed, denies an a priori absolute status to the
Neoclassical rules. No man has been ever great by imitation done merely under 'rules'.
The contours of the creative self are created around a critical vilification for those
principles that show utter disregard for life and nature and encourage incredible fictions
with sentiments 'which neither passion nor reason could have dictated'. Rambler 37
(Johnsonl968:205) Also the new field of philosophical aesthetics adds a distinct
intellectual dimension to our search of the concept of the poet. The new aestheticians
questioning the nature of beauty in art, literature or music sought their answers in terms
of universal human response. The neoclassical sunshine was hard to evade but the
internal fissures promised potential fiiture developments. This makes our job even more
challenging. With the Age of Sensibility supervening the Augustan Period, the cerebral
cognate is displaced by feeling and emotional response. Enthusiasm and sublime
became the key operative words and a new subjectivist appeal emerged to seize the
aesthetics of creation. The way in which Joseph Warton distinguishes between different

levels of poetry in Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope clearly reveals the
difficulty in our thesis.
In the first class I would place our only three sublime and pathetic
poets: Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton. In the second class should be
ranked such as possessed the true poetical genius in more moderate
degree, but who had noble talents for moral, ethical, and panegyrical
poetry ...In the third class may be placed men of wit, of elegant taste,
and lively fancy in describing familiar life, though not the higher scenes
of poetry. (Sigworth 1971:293-94)
Without arguing over the justification of relegating Pope to the lowest rung, which is
irrelevant to our argument, we can bring home the message of a contrariety in the
aesthetics of the age that inevitably breeds complexity. Such opposition sends out
positive signals for an upheaval that completely alters the concept of the poet with the
onset of the Romantic Movement.
Before we figure out the 'change', a critical discussion on Imraanuel Kant's views on
imagination and genius are required for he remains a key source to the romantic literary
theory. For him aesthetic response involves a distinctive bent of mind and aesthetic
pleasure is no mere passive reception of sensations. There is the emphasis on the
aesthetic perspective that envelops the familiar things of everyday life with an
unfamiliar glow. It is the poet's power to defamiliarise. Also involved is the
unconscious creativity which can be attributed as synthesis. Under the Kantian
aesthetics the creative self can be seen to unify the sense-data not as a mere
agglomeration but as an incorporation that traiwcends the matrix of numberless images.
This synthesising activity exacerbates the qualitative function of imagination. Kant
argues that the poetic use of imagination has significance in its own right. This creative
power of the imagination is exhibited by genius which Kant calls the 'faculty of
aesthetic ideas'. Rational ideas transcend nature, and aesthetic ideas surpass it by
transforming and enriching experience.

With the emphasis on the transforming power of the imagination and the concept of
geist and aesthetical ideas, Kant, thus, prepares the ground for a discussion of the
romantic literary theory. Flushed with irrepressible literary energies, we encounter
peaks of poetic intensity and exaltation. The aesthetics of creation concentrates on an
inner essence and a quality of thought and vision, rather than on a simple recognisable
category of outward form. The poet, hence, shines out in his radical individualism as he
stands amidst the 'inner circle' politics of a Dryden and Shelleyan Utopian politics. This
is the theory that is all inclusive, believing in wholeness and unity. It was Friedrich
Schlegel who first coined the term 'Romantic' as a derivation from the German romcm.
A.W. Schlegel's observation can be quite pertinent:

the romantic delights in indissoluble mixtures; all contrarieties: nature
and art, poetry and prose, seriousness and mirth, recollection and
anticipation, spirituality and sensualhy, terrestrial and celestial, life and
death, are blended together in the most intimate combination. (Foakes
1968:59)

Romantic literary theory, thus, calls for an entirely different concept of the creative self
It was at one with Aristotle in considering delight as the object of literature. But it was
achieved not by a mechanical application of rules but by the power of imagination and
the poet's intuitive and emotional reaction to his subject. It did not also regard the
'kinds' of literature as immutably fixed, and introduced and revived forms unknown to
the ancients. In a word it left genius free to pursue its own course, not minding how it
did its work so long as it did it well The concept of the poet was the culmination of the
sporadic protests of the neoclassicists themselves against the rigidity of their creed. The
'sealed patterns' that formulated the neoclassical concept gave way to an aesthetics that
was blessedly unsure about the contours of the poet's being. The freedom, thus
generated, evolved the enthusiasm, the energy, the transforming power of the genius
and the momentous upheaval in language to thrash out a new concept with its
potentialities and possibilities and the accompanying 'perils' of such responses.

10

The major peril that such a movement brought was the divisiveness in critical
approaches and the validity of continuing with such a concept of the creator. On the
question of the function of poetry the Victorians found themselves divided into two
groups. Carlyle and Ruskin graced one side of the fence and Pater and Oscar Wilde
stood at the other. Arnold may be said to stand midway between the two. Seeing the
threat posed by rational scepticism and the Satanic mills of industrialism to the bastion
of religion and morality, Carlyle and Ruskin picked up the cudgels in their defence. To
them art and morals were interdependent. Carlyle expected the lofty rhyme to
communicate a lofty vision to the reader. For him the poet should be nothing less than a
seer. Pater and Wilde reasserted the right of art to be a pleasurable pursuit by itself,
untrammelled by any ethical or social considerations. As a matter of fact, Arnold's view
of the fiinction of poetry takes the middle course between these two extremist stands.
While it was not the business of the poet to compose moral and didactic poems, he
could not overlook the fact that poetry was the unified expression of thought and art; it
is a powerful and beautiful application of ideas to life. Victorian England was most in
need of an answer to the question; How to live? Religion and philosophy had both
failed her in her hour of need. At this hour, Arnold's poet was to provide the answer.
The Preface to the 1853 volume of poems - a manifesto of classicism in an age of
subjectivism and individualism in poetry - is an important utterance at a critical
moment of English literary history. Arnold learnt from the masters of the antiquity the
cardinal doctrine that fine bits of thought, however melodious, must be subordinated to
the total impression. He writes: 'every one knows how we seek naturally to combine the
pieces of our knowledge together... and how unsatisfactory and tiresome it would be to
go on for ever learning lists of exceptions, or accumulating items of facts which must
stand isolated'. (1953:336) True poetry does not consist in 'exquisite bits and images'.
For him 'poetry reconciles [man] with himself and the universe'. (Arnoldl962:33) He
was always conscious of the noble function of poetry and of its immense possibilities.
Poetry needs to follow the principles of poetic truth and poetic beauty where matter and
expression, form and content should go hand in hand. He disapproves of strong
individualism and dislikes 'our hatred of all limits to the unrestrained swing of the
individual's personality, our maxim of "every man for himself'.' (Arnold! 960:49) So to
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deem poetry as a source of consolation and delight becomes the strongest vocation of
the poet. It is difficult to see how this approach, though opposed to open didacticism, is
basically differentfiromthat of the neo-classicists. But he searched for the best that was
known and thought in the world, and this he found both in neoclassicism and
romanticism. The concept of the poet has the blend of the two traditions - aligning with
Wordsworth iand Shelley in promoting the general capacity for morality and cultivating
a quasi-religious mood of deep solemnity - with the tilt in favour of the classical.
But the aesthetics of the creative self in the Victorian age cannot do without Carlyle's
concept of the Poet. He is one of the most powerful transmitters of the German aesthetic
philosophy. Condemning analytic science he brings poetry and truth in a hallowed
alliance. From early manhood to old age, Carlyle was aware of a vocation and
responsibility to bear witness to the Divine nature of the true man and to speak and
write of the tnrth as far as it lay in hira to do so, and thus, to transmit the message of

God to man in his generation. If Oft Heroes, Hero-Worship and the Heroic m History
not the best work of Carlyle, it is certainly the most popular. Anti-scientific in his
reading of history, Carlyle is also antidemocratic in the practical lessons he deduces
from it. He teaches that our right relations with the Hero are that of teacher and pupil,
that we should acknowledge his superiority and revere him. He insists that the only
hope for our distracted world of today Hes in the strength and wisdom of the few, not in
the organised unwisdom of the many. The burden of history is for him always the need
of the Able Man. This should bring us to the third lecture, 'Hero as Poet' where the poet
holds the centre stage as the Able Man, the inspired soul vouchsafed to us, direct fi-om
Nature's own great fire-heat, to see the Truth, speak it and do it. He has the 'seeing eye'
and the 'inspired' vision. Here is the poet-prophet who is sent to diagnose and
understand the spiritual malady of the age, to interpret the age to itself by articulating
the thoughts which other earnest men suppress or leave unuttered. With the accentuated
emphasis on 'individualism', Carlyle's Poet is the Great Man.
Continuing with the emphasis on the poet as the seer or rishi, we can analyse Sri
Aurobindo's aesthetics for more critical revelation. We can say that in Sri Aurobindo's
philosophical anthropology human existence is full of possibilities, that man as such has
an unavoidable tendency towards self-exceeding. The growth of man's self awareness is
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a growing process of integration. The human quest is a search for a mode of self
awareness which can prove more effective in harmonising the lower and the higher.
For Aurobindo, 'the rational or intellectual man is not the last and the highest ideal of
manhood. The spirit that manifests itself in man and dominates secretly the phases of
his development, is greater and profounder than his inteI]ect'.{Aurobindo 1949.124) He
believes that 'the intellect is not the poet or the artist, the creator within us; creation
comes by a suprarational influx of light and power which must work always by vision
and inspiration'.(159) The metaphysical proof of the possibility of art is entailed by his
view that the spiritual evolution of man himself necessitates the aesthetic harmonisation
of man's complex infra-rational sediments of existence, meditated by the rational in
terms of the suprarational. Brushing aside the tradition led by Hobbes and Ryle, he
points to the complexity of the creative process. Creative activity does not consist
merely in the reshuffling of discrete elements of atomic contents and experienced forms
into other combinations. The product of the creative mind is not a mere combination,
but a creation in the sense that no behaviourist or mechanist can admit.
It is exciting to observe the remarkable diversity in the principles of creative aesthetics
when Tagore is placed within the framework of the modernist poetics. It is reaWy
difficult to imagine that Tagore and Eliot, with so remarkable divergence in vision and
method, were writing in tandem at the first half of the twentieth century. So, before
venturing into the modernist and the postmodernist arena, Tagorean aesthetic remains
compulsively as a significant node in our quest .His literary criticism and pieces on
theory of criticism comprise an important area of study. He is certainly not a
philosopher of art as Hegel is. In fact the question of primary importance, for him, is
somewhat Kantian: How is art possible? He uses the term 'art' to include the processes
of creativity, communication, appreciation or criticism. Of these the creative process
could be considered as the necessary condition of the phenomenon of art. A clue to
Tagore's conception of the creative process in art may be found in his identification of
the creator with either a child or a woman. This identification is not explained in terms
of psychology, it is rather a symbolical interpretation of the creative process. Tagore
intends thereby to relate creative work to some flindamental human characteristics.
Much of his critical writings on art is symbolism and based upon the primal and
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elemental experience of human life. His critical concepts such as 'personality' and
'surplus in man' map, as it were, the twin domains of art and anthropology. As a
romantic thinker, Tagore's philosophical ideas evince an increased regard for man's
creative capacities, in particular, and a new concept of the human imagination as
leading to an autonomous realm of transcendent value. The consequence of Tagore's
increased regard for the imagination is the growing subjectivity in art, an increasingly
deliberate turn within the mind of man. A poem owes its form to the touch of the person
who produces it. Tagore's idea of uniqueness of the human person (for us the poet)
corresponds to the romantic notion of intensity by way of emphasising personal feeling.
Primacy of the person is one of Tagore's aesthetic faiths. The ontology of the creative
self is free from the necessity of nature and utilitarianism; it is a transcendent entity
which is 'non natural' With his expressionism differing from Croce, Tagore's theory of
art is non-hedonistic, non-teleological and based on an eirgument from freedom.
'The interval between the two world wars was in literary criticism a period of
revolution. In this it resembles the first decades of the nineteenth century, when the
critical principles of the Romantic movement overwhelmed an older code of polite
decorum. Both revolutions were accelerated by all-engulfing warfare and political
upheaval in Europe, and both were launched by poets clearing a public space for their
own innovations in verse; but whereas the earlier revolution seemed to have behind it
the inexorable groundswell of insurgence, the later triumph of modernist criticism gave
the appearance of being a sudden putsch. More calculating, more conspiratorial, in its
deliberate subversion, the modernist faction of literary criticism emerged at the end of
the Great War from the underworld of Ezra Pound's coteries and little magazines with a
decisive new leader, cunningly disguised as a London bank clerk.' (Baldick 1996:64) In
fact the modernist poetics comes to be represented largely through T.S. Eliot as there is
no better poet-critic than this 'international hero'. The attempts to demythify Eliot's
reputation have been, perhaps, slightly overdone primarily because of the 'atomistic'
attitude of Eliot's critic. In the teeth of the charge of 'cleft Eliot', one can still argue
convincingly in favour of a homogenous oeuvre of Eliot which has an ingrained
singular unity contributing to a coherent concept of the poet. He developed a critical
point of view against the contrary winds of doctrine past and present, and with singular
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integrity refused to be side tracked by any one-sided theory or method. His classicism is
a living order that engenders an 'integration' in which the binaries of formalism and
freedom are reconciled. This principle of classicism is subsumed under 'tradition', the
vital principle of growth and order operative in mein's spiritual, social and creative
spheres. His concept of poetry as an impersonal art mediates between the extremes of
uncontrolled automatism and mechanical calculation. He defines criticism as the
objective study of art that leads to impersonal judgement and thus mediates between the
polarities of undisciplined impressionism and dogmatic fixation of rules. His method
and technique which are in accord with his concept of poetry Jind criticism,
scrupulously guards against the two kinds of excess - those of 'anarchism' and
'specialism'. So in an aesthetic that harmonises the contraries, the concept of the poet
crystallises with the principles of integration and stability. His aesthetic has a greater
stability than Dryden or Johnson or Arnold. He has assimilated and transcended them
by grounding his criticism in a deeper aesthetic insight as to the nature of poetry and the
poet. It is an insight that he shares with Coleridge and Mallarme into that creative centre
of art where vitality and order are one.
With EJiot, the rage of depersonaiisation and demyfhification of the authorial
sovereignty catches on a new steam. When Eliot claims that the poet should be the
servant of his language, rather than master of it, the first decisive nail in the writer's
coffin has been hit. As 'deliberation' in poetic acts gets undermined, the poet is written
through by l&nguage. The poem is said to exists 'somewhere between the writer and the
reader; it has a reality which is not simply the reality of what the writer is trying to
express'. (Eliot 1964:30) It resonates with several possibilities of meaning. It is here
that the reader cuts his ground out from the writer's empire. Eliot maintains:

A poem may appear to mean very different things to different readers, and
all these meanings may be different from what the author thought he
meant .... The reader's interpretation may differ from the author's and be
equally valid — it may even be better. There may be much more in a poem
than the author was aware of (1957: 30-1)
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So the genetic relation between the authorial intention and the meaning of the work
comes to be subverted. And what applies to individual readers also applies to whole
generations ~ 'each generation, like each individual, brings to the contemplation of art
its own categories of appreciation, makes its own demands upon art, and has its own
uses for art.'(Eliot 1964:109) In contrast to modernist writer's objective to reinvigorate
perception which had been stultified by habit and language left rancid by cliches, the
postmodernist critic questions the very nature of perception and language. He reflects
upon language and literature and the very writmg of the text; he cannot conceive of a
text prior to his 'production' of it through a critical enterprise.

But once we deny the sovereignty of consciousness, surrendering its powers
to Language, then, just as surely as the individual gives way to the 'subject',
so Literature gives way to 'writing'(ec/-f7i/re), and the artistic 'work',
considered as the product of an integral mind, must give way to the text, that
is, to a web of signs with no organizing centre. (Baldick 1996:164)

It appears that our very 'thesis' stands to get dismantled under the heralding banner of
an authorial demise. But deconstruction can be deconstructed with logical reasoning to
turn the tables on those exuberant critics determined to decimate the author. However,
we should not assume that the poet remained the same when man's relation to reality
has undergone a sea-change. It is the poet who grows complex, as T.S. Eliot has argued,
no less capable of giving expression to the present view of reality which is
indeterminate, plural and even self-deconstructing. The poet himself has become
postmodern in that he exists by dispersing or absenting himself in/from the text. This is
not the Vedic^ov/ - sovereign in his creation- but one who himself becomes the critic;
he knows his limitations and understands the privilege to enrich himself from the
reader's role of more as a doer than a knower. Our reading, thus, concludes with the
conviction that it is the role of the creative self that has undergone several changes; it
has not died. That it has not is evinced by the plethora of 'deconstructive' activity it
initiates. The author/poet can be shown to exist even in a text that is riven by
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irreconcilable self-contradictions and fundamental instabilities. So although the poet
varies in his potency and primacy, his existence can never be questioned.
I change, but I cannot die. (Shelley, "The Cloud" 76 )
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CHAPTER II

Towards a Concept of the Poet in the Vedic Aesthetics

The remarkable truth about the Indian civilisation is that it has had its beginning in
poetry. The incipient stages in the establishment of the civilisation had the potent
contribution of the poets. And through the ritualistic pattern the Vedic poets regulated
the life of the community and through poetry lent a shape to the Indian culture. It must
be noted that till now hardly anything that is solemn and serious begins in India without
singing a song and to adapt a Tennysonian phrase to our purpose, the Vedas sang the
subcontinent into a nation. Just as the Greek tragedy had its origin in the religious
ceremonials, in similar fashion and perhaps, more intimately, singing a song and
reciting new poetical compositions were parts of the community rituals. The rituals
bound the members of the community together and as such ritual was religion.
Etymologically, the word religion is derived from the Latin religere which means to
bind together. For the Vedic man rituals and poetry were close companions; each
complemented the other. It may be difficult to find an example of 'pure poetry' in the
Rig Veda since the atmosphere of ritualism pervades the poems, so much so that poetry
formed an integral part of the rituals. So the social dimension of poetry cannot be
confuted.

The poet was socially committed.

He was not lonely, idiosyncratic or

aberrant as our modem poets are. He manifested a profound concern for human destiny
and communication for him never posed a problem. He could engineer an admirable
unification of the factors of rituals of community, poetry, and song as art forms, and
philosophy that encompassed the grave subject of the origin of the world and man's
relation to it. We are reminded of a remark of Pierre-Simon Ballanche: 'It is always a
religious truth that the poet has to transmit. Religion and poetry are but one and the
same. The poet is the priest' (Furst 1980:78) Such a unique blend formed the quiddity
of the Vedic culture. Indeed it was a large enough task that cannot be expected of a
modem poet. But it must not be supposed that all the poets of the Rig Veda were cast in
the same mould and their poetry was monolithic. Diverse philosophical thinking such as
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scepticism, agnosticism, pantheism have been at woric behind the poet's speech. In fact
the Vedic poets thrived in and were nurtured by a philosophical environment.
Heraclitus, who breathed his thoughts into hisfragmentarypoems in the company of the
argumentative Plato and Aristotle, may amaze us but a Brihaspati or a Dirghatamas
need not have the similar impact. In the context of the Rig Veda there is a close relation
between philosophy and poetry. For a student of culture it is a point worth noticing that
a philosopher in the Vedas is a poet. The truth in man is acknowledged when it sees the
light of day through the vehicle of poetic speech. So truth needs the body of poetry to
express itself. The philosophy in the Vedas is not epistemology or metaphysics alone, it
is the philosophy of language and a philosophy of poetry as well. Also the Rig Veda is
the glorious repository of high-quality poetry and canons of Hterary criticism of
stupendous merit..The claim may sound tall but it is hardly so, for the statement of the
claim is fiilly substantiable. For an example we may refer to Eliot's distinction between
the man who suffers and the man who creates which was anticipated thousands of years
ago by the imagery of the two birds perched on the same tree; one busies itself in
pecking about grains and fruits while the other simply looks on disinterestedly. ('Two
birds,friendsjoined together clutch the same tree. One of them eats the ^it; the other
looks on without eating'. 1.164.20 O'Flaherty 1994:78. The metaphor of the two birds

occur in the Atharva veda IX,ix,20, Mundakopanishad in,I,l, Kaihopanishad, VI,1
Gita XV,] and interestingly enough it appears in Rabindranath Tagore's poem "Dui
Pakhi"["Two Birds"])
So art, religion; literature, and philosophy formed the potent co-ordinates in the genius
of India. The commingling of intellect and emotion in man is instrumental to his
complete satisfaction and importantly his satisfaction is in the satisfaction of all the
elements. This forms a significant sector in the domain of the Vedic poet's philosophy.
We may now turn to Dirghatamas who was a stalwart poet and one of the profoundest
philosophers of the Vedas. He has twenty-five poems to his credit in the Rig Veda
collection. They are fijil of philosophy and abound in mysticism and symbolism. The
Vedic people had the desired familiarity with the set of symbols quite unlike the modem
reader who is baffled by the jumble of paradoxes and the sinuous matrix of symbols. It
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must be remembered that Dirghatamas recited his poems before a gathering of learned
listeners. In one of his verses, Dirghatamas enquires about the existence of any person
who has seen the creation of the world. He thus makes us confront the pregnant relation
that exists between the mysterious basic universe and the evolved world of experience.
It is in this knowledge that real wisdom resides and the knowledge of the basic universe
is achieved through a vision. The wise poets explore their hearts and by dint of their
power of intuition come to know a lot about the stages of origination. 'Poets seeking in
then- heart with wisdom found the bond of existence in non-existence'.(10.129.4
O'FIaherty 1994:25) Remarkably enough, it is only the power of the language of the
poet that can stir the hidden universe to break forth with a meaning. If one can
understand the language of the poet then he can also understand the mystery of the
universe and Dirghatamas appears to suggest that it is the poets who comprehend the
mystery.(It reminds us of Novalis for whom the poet and the priest are one. 'Only an
artist can divine the meaning of life.' Furst 1980:70.) Sunahsepa, one of the prominent
Vedic poets, finds himself in bondage and embarks on a self-exploration to discover the
illumination that would provide him with the clue to the mystery of the world. In fact
light, wisdom, fi-eedom, and poetry form the pith of Sunahsepa's philosophy. The state
of 'freedom' emboldens him to behold his father and mother (wisdom and poetry).
Interestingly, it is the unique 'vision' that begets wisdom, the power that enables our
inner faculties to see through the apparent opacity and understand the true law of things.
'Let him who reedly knows proclaim here the hidden place of that beloved bird.'
(1.164.70'Flaherty 1994:76) The 'beloved bird' can come to mean truth or illumination
that is concealed from the ordinary view. It is only the poet who by an 'inner height'
discerns the position of the bird. So, 'unknowing, ignorant, I ask for knowledge about it
from the poets who know'. (1.164.6 ibid) The omniscient intellect enables them to grasp
the Truth of the universe. There is the emphasis on yaturvidya and it may be observed
that the poets in Atharva Veda use the root vid about two hundred and fifty times, cit
about thirty five times andjna about eighty times in the sense to know and drs about
eighty times in the sense to see, to observe. They have the ability to realise the forces
that guide nature's operations and with this knowledge they want to control and
command them. It may be mentioned in this context that Dadhyane, a very important
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poet of the preRigvedic times had the wisdom about madhu or honoy - Madhu-vidya o
knowledge of the great mystery.
Thus have I, an illumined sage, by my thoughts and utterances spoken
to thee, who knowest, O Fire, O Creator, secret words of guidance, seerwisdom that speak out their sense to the seer. (Vamadeva's hymns, IV,
3.16Aurobindo 1991:174)
So the seer is expected to look beyond the apparent reality and bring the 'secret' to light
by the dint of his wisdom. Indeed the illumined rishi has access to the secret words -

ninya vacamsi and possesses the wisdom to utter the hidden meaning - kayyani kavaye
nivacana. And Dirghatamas feels that the riks exist in a supreme ether, imperishable
and immutable in which all the gods are seated. He adds 'One who knows not That
what shall he do with the Rik? -1.164.39 (6) The poets have spread the seven threads
and they ask him to weave them into a cloth. ('An ignorant fool, I ask in my mind about
the hidden footprints of the gods. Over the young calf the poets stretched out seven
threads to weave.' (1.164.5) (O'Flaherty 1994:76) Herein we find the seed of the
postmodern critical theories where the poem, exists as a text and nothing else. There
are two words in one of the verses of Brihaspati: sirih and tanira. The word (antra is
related to tantu, and tantu means thread and the word sirih must be the accusative plural
of siri. Either they spin cotton into yam or weave clothes out of yam. They put the
words lengthwise and crosswise. The word text has its origin in the art of weaving. Just
as a piece of cloth has its texture so is the poem a text woven out of different strands of
thought. It has been suggested that the seven threads given to Dirghatamas to weave
were the poetry of the earUer poets. The number seven is mystical. The Vedas speak of
the symbolism of seven sisters singing in chorus. There is also a reference to the
weaving of the cloth in the poem of another Vedic poet Brihaspati. The Kavis in
Atharva Veda fashion seven boundaries (5.1.6) being wise and deft. They may be called
Rsabha having thousand eyes. They are tapasvins and hence they protect Surya
(18.2.18)
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It is worth noting that speech becomes identified with the creator and the absolute
godhead - 'I am the one who blows like the wind, embracing all creatures' (10.125.8)
O'Fiaherty 1994:63). But speech who knows all does not move all. The love of speech
is lavished on the poet- 'whom I love I make awesome; I make him a sage, a wise man,
a Brahmin'(l 0.125.5) (ibid). Thus wisdom is bestowed which gets wedded to speech to
give biith to poetry. Wisdom is the father and language is the mother. Timidity could be
the initial reaction but an aesthetic relish is what awaits the ripening of the marriage.
'The mother gave the father a share in accordance with the Order, for at the beginning
she embraced him with mind and heart. Recoiling, she was pierced and flowed with the
seed of the embryo. The reverent came to praise.'(1.164.8) (76) Here the seed of the
embryo is the poetic composition. Again, 'The mother was harnessed to the chariot pole
of the priest's cow; the embryo remained within the cowpens. The calf lowed and
looked for the many coloured cow on the three stages of the journey.' (1.164.9)(ibid)
The cow is the language and poetry takes its birth from the union of language and
wisdom which is meant by the word calf It may be observed that the word vacas
(speech, spell) is used more often than vac. It is the speech-ability of the poet (4.4.2,
1.29.5) that has its own inherent power, having the voice of the bull and the intensity of
the thunder. The vacas of the poet (conferred by Varuna) stubs out all poison (5.13.1),
decimates the enemy (5.23.2) and most often the vices (7.78.3). By vac the poet slugs it
out with the messengers of death and removes aUyaksma (6.85.2).
In a poem of Brihaspati language is spoken of as revealing her charms like a wife
wearing fine robes ('One who looked did not see speech, and another who listens does
not hear it. It reyeals itself to someone as a loving wife, beautifiilly dressed, reveals her
body to her husband.' 10.71.4 0'Flahertyl994:61) This metaphor is basic to the theory
of the language of poetry that was subsequently developed in India by such thinkers as
Abhinava Gupta and Ananda Vardhana . This theory would reject Mallarme's dictum
that poetry is written with words and not with ideas. What Brihaspati says in his poem
and what later on was canonised by Abhinava Gupta is the view that meaning is
incarnate in the language of poetry. Language is the body while meaning is the soul.
Neither of these can be dissociated from the other. This view has found its paradigmatic
expression in the opening verse of Kalidasa's Raghitvamsa (l.I)
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vagarthav iva samprktau ... jagatahpitarau vatide
Interwelded as words and meaning
Parvati and the Lord of the Lords (Brough 1968:51)
As a matter of fact, Brihaspati has strongly rooted for the phenomenon of poetry being
the ofJspring of language and ivisdom. The world of forms bear reference to the
language and in the process of becoming poetry, language with its innate malleability,
assumes diverse forms in relation to the various objects in the world. So what
distinguishes the ordinary language from the language of poetry requires a careful
introspection.
There is one absolute language, vak, and on no account can the poet's language be cut
off from it. In the case of ordinary language the meaning is conventional or stratified or
used as a result of semantic habit. In case of poetry, language crosses the frontiers of
conventional meaning and reaches out to the transcendent source of meaning. The
thoughts of the poet cannot be communicated through propositional statements and the
obliquity of poetry contributes to its aesthetic profundity. Poetry transcends the fixed
contours of a linguistic construction and its meaning illuminates in a flash by
meaningfijl sentence-units in Bhartrihari's philosophy of Sanskrit grammar. This brings
to the fore the doctrine of suggestion (dhvani). (Dfivarti is the principle which is derived
by Anandavardhana. Every analysable linguistic element in poetry is vyanjaka or
revealer in regard to rasa which must be regarded ipso facto as vyangya or 'revealed'
par excellence. It is the poet who comprehends the aesthetic suggestivity and can
fathom the multi- layered symbolism to infuse the intended rasa. Also Kuntaka's
Vakroktijivita should not go unmentioned. Vakrokti is an unusual statement, more
elevated, ornamented and appealing than our ordinary language which is fit enough to
make its presence felt in the domain of poetry. Nilakantha Dikshita calls it Vinyasa
Visesha in Siva Lilamava. Ruyyaka uses the term Praudhokti in Alamkara Sarvasva.)
Indeed the Vedic poet sees through the ordinary usage and gets the suggested meaning
iyyanjana) incarnate in the language. It is owing to this power that the poet enjoys a
special position in the Vedic sociology.
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/ Ching makes us aware of the 'right' man who takes up the words and ponders their
meaning under the fixed rules that reveal themselves. It is to the right man that the
meaning manifests itself Here the 'right' man could be the poet or the man with the
vision of truth and wisdom.

He is the one who knows how to stretch the thread and weave the cloth;
he will speak the right words. He who understands this is the guardian of
immortality; (6.9.3) (OTlaherty 1994:116)

Thus it is only the 'inspired' poets who know how to harness the plough and stretch the
yokes on either side (to fashion the composition with deftness and delicacy). By this
they win favour among gods. Moreover, Dirghatamas draws a distinction between those
who have eyes to see (endowed with wisdom) and those who are blind (people who
understand nothing). Precisely, the real sight is the sight of the poet. It is further
maintained that those who possess wisdom attain immortality. It appears from
Dirghatamas's manner of speaking that wisdom consists in expressing the truth in
appropriate metres. Also it is essential to remain cognisant about the proper occasion for
the different metres. The concept of metre is so important an affair that the holiest of
truths is taken to be expressed in Gayatri metre. Poetry has different metres and one
should know what metre is to be resorted to for a particular song.

With the Gayatri foot they fashion a hymn; with the hymn, a chant; vwth
the Tristubh foot a strophe; with the strophe of two feet or four feet they
fashion a speech. With the syllable they fashion the seven tones. (1.164.24)
(O'Flaherty 1994:78)

Even the Atharvanic hymns are bound by metres. Arka (a song) is measured by Gayatri
metre and in fact the riks have similar metre and from these riks the samans are
fashioned. The poets sing wka {arkam abhyarcanti, 13.I.13),The true poet knows what
poetry is and by knowing the truth turns immortal. The question as regards the relation
between the true poet and immortality remains. The question would surface since
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'wisdom' has become a suspect word in today's atmosphere. Eliot has been hesitant in
admitting that Goethe is a great poet though he admits that Goethe is a sage. This
Eliotian hesitation is symptomatic of the hour of disbelief. But for the Vedic man
nothing is less than the loss of wisdom. Here, wisdom cannot be a mere intellectual
equipment. In fact poetic language becomes the glorious medium for 'tnith' to express
itself and is the sole mamier by which immortality is achieved. This is the Vedic
philosophy which Dirghatamas represents where to be a poet is the highest goal and
with poethood comes bliss and immutability. Also the Angu-ases are said to have
discovered 'light'. By being associated vAxh the exploits of Indra in the release of the
cows after killing Vala, the Angirases have released 'light'. In fact Yama who found
the Path achieved wisdom in the company of the Angirases. Their 'light', Yama's Path
and Manu's system of moral life leave its synergistic impact on the unification of
civilisation.
Here we may make an effort to understand the reasons that make a true poet know what
metre will suit a particular kind of poetry. Dirghatamas gives a description of the metres
and their application. He says that the Gayatri metre is related to the three worlds and is
not confined to any region and for this reason it has a greatness of its own. Dirghatamas
highlights the contrast between the condition of the poet and the condition of the
common man. In the poet there is something that is externally seen and at the same time
there is something which resides inside him. It is the truth about him. What is external is
what is in him common with the ordinary man. Quite unlike the common man there is
something in the poet that runs briskly; it is his talent. The mind of the poet is compared
with a fast-paced steed and the immortal spirit in the poet moves about with his own
will power. Thus the poet combines two factors, the mortal and the immortal, and both
form an integral part of his personality. Dirghatamas suggests that on becoming a poet
he is blessed with a new parentage; he becomes the son of the heaven as father and of
the earth as mother. With poetry appearing as the supreme expanse of the worid, he
settles confidently at the altar and proudly faces the abode of language. The rituals of
which his poetic self is a vital ingredient reveal the world-force and the world activity.
This is a pointer to aesthetic comprehensiveness in the Atharvanic poet. For him there is
varcas (splendour) that takes into account the aesthetic charms of the earth - gandha,
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odour of the world {Prithivi) and nichi, charm with its subtlety and refinement and the
tigra, the warty or vulgar - in the same sweep. This is peculiarly the all comprehensive
and the all encompass!ve self of the poet.
So Kavi is the man with prajnavat or dhyanavat, medha, and manisa. He is the

kaantacfarsin (loosely translated as transvisionary) as suggested in Atharva Veda
19,53.1 possessed ofprajna (understanding). Here dhira (wisdom) is related to medha
(intellect). This medha is closely allied with tapas, indriya (the power of senses,
6.133.4), sraddha and diksa (19.64.1; 19.40.3). The medhti in the kavi orders the
thought process and regulates the flow of ideas, imparting the requisite artistic finality.
In the true poet, medhaflowsunabated and the mind is without chidra (here it means
the breach in comprehension or ideation). The poet is, thus, the medhavin or sumedhas.
Further Dirghatamas is struck by amazement at the metamorphosed state in which he
finds himself.
'I do not know just what it is that I am like. I wander about concealed and
wrapped In thought. When the first bom of Order came to me , I won a share
of this Speech. \l. 164.37) (O'F/aherty 1994:79)
The discrepancy between the old and the new selves is quite conspicuous and
Dirghatamas as a poet shrugs off his old self but cannot explain the dynamics of this
transformation. Indeed the split in the poet's personality is muhi-directional. It is to the
ultimate truths of the world that the personality of the poet is directed. This runs counter
to the personality of the ordinary man that gravitates towards the prosaic order of the
extraneous world - the worid that is too much with us, getting and spending. Here the
double personality in Dirghatamas is a case in point. He uses both the singular and the
dual number while speaking of himself
Very clearly, the riks or the syllables of poetry are the supreme abode of language. The
Atharvanic poet acts as the purohita (priest) of the kings as he wrestles against the
messengers of Yama who have come to take away the life of a person, declaring himself
as brahmacarin ofMrityji. In contrast to the ordinary language that relates itself to the
objects of this experienced world, the language of poetry establishes itself as the real
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language where the gods can find their refulgent mansion - ' the undying syllable of the
song is the final abode where all the gods have taken their seat'.(l.l64.39)(0'Flaherty
1994:80) What follows from it is the importance of understanding the syllables - an
understanding that sustains the relation between language of poetry and the presence of
god therein. Also, what finds a durable niche is the fact that through the understanding
of poetry man can achieve a communion with the gods. It must be mentioned that the
poet with the gifl of imagination (pratibhd) shares an aesthetic sensibility with the ideal
critic (sahridaya or rasikd). Importantly, in Dirghatamas the critic who understands the
essence of poetry, and the creator called poet, lose all distinctions.
Dirghatamas juxtaposes two concepts ksara and aksara. The word ksara means what
sheds down and the word aksara means what cannot be shed or what is indestructible.
The implication of the contrast is what obtains between the empirical and the
transcendent or between that what is conditioned and that what is unconditioned. The
world beyond can only be spoken of by language. The world of experience is rooted in
or allied with the transcendent. When Wordsworth in his great poem "Lines Composed
a Few Miles Above Tintem Abbey" speaks of the unknown modes of being he was
thinking what had ab-eady been thought by Dirghatamas so long back.

'Speech was divided into four parts that the inspired priests know. Three
parts, hidden in deep secret, humans do not stir into action; the fourth
part of speech is what men speak.' (1.164.45) (O'Flaherty 1994:80)

So it is the poet who with the benison of imagination {kavi pratibhd) hasfi"eeaccess to
all the four quarters. He wields language in such a way that 'the unknown modes of
being' are made known. (One can profitably refer to the Agni Purana which maintains
that words attain preeminence in science [sastra], meaning in epic history [Itihasa] and
suggestion in poetry. In Dhvani Kavya [DhvanyaIoka,lA^] we find that the apparent
meaning delightfully eases into another territory of meaning and manifests that [other
suggested ) sense. Interestingly enough, Tagore hints at this truth in a line of his song :
adhara madhuri dharaci chanda bandhane - I have held the ineffable beauty or charm
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in the prison house of rhythm.) The Vedic poet commands this 'zone' of meaning to
reveal the innate beauty beyond the ambience of logical discourse.
One of Dirghatamas's major poems is addressed to. his Muse, the river goddess
Sarasvati.( It may be noted that there is only one Muse in Indian theory of poetry as
distinguished from the nine Muses of the Greeks) The word Sarasvati denoted a river
and connoted a goddess. The river is spoken of in the Vedas as the greatest of the rivers
and also as the greatest of the mothers: noditame, ambetame. Sarasvati as a goddess is
the apotheosis of a river held in high esteem by the Vedic people. As a goddess she
incarnates the sacred divine knowledge, Brahmavidya-svarupini.

She is the

fountainhead of all faculties (mental and spiritual), the purifier and bestower of pure
reason, the recompenser of worship and is the source of inspiration and accomplishment
for all our benevolent acts. She sets in motion all the energies of the soul and intellect.
She imparts deep knowledge to all who are seekers of truth. It was in the valley of the
river Sarasvati that the Aryan civilisation had originated and flourished in India. In the
poem the poet is the child of Sarasvati. She is thought of as a mother who nurses the
poet on her breast : 'Your inexhaustible breast, Sarasvati that flows with the food of
life, that you use to nourish all that one could wish for, freely giving treasure and wealth
and beautiful gifts - bring that here for us to suck'.(1.164.49) (O'Flaherty 1994:81) It is
implied that what a poet can give to a man is what a mother gives to a baby. But the
difference is important for us to note. The milk available in the mother's breast is only
for a particular period of time; but the milk from Sarasvati's breast is everlasting. It
keeps on nourishing the poet unconditionally.
One has to admit that the mysticism, symbolism, and the enigma of the poem baffle the
modem reader with a near impenetrable density. But what cannot be disclaimed is the
fact that the poem is a work of high quality dappled with exquisite images evincing a
deft handling of language. It is crowned by a laudable artistic unity achieved through a
remarkable commingling of contrasts.
The line of argument cannot be strengthened without an adequate discussion of
Brihaspati (also known by the appellation of Brahmanaspati meaning lord of poetry).
He is also called pathikrt, 'path-preparer' (the Kavinam Kavih). He was a creation and
at the same time a personification of the priestly activity, to which later priestly poets
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ascribed the deeds of might for which formerly other gods, notably Indra, were praised.
He is the harbinger of joy for the gods and men and through his wisdom one can obtain
a share in the sacrifice. He is the Pontifex, the preparer of the way to the Seights of
heaven. There is a mention of poetry as a very prominent feature in him. Symbolically it
is said that he has seven mouths and is endowed with seven songs. Althoagh in the
Atharva Veda, the poet can be the divine kavi where Agni (5.12.1; 8.3.20; 19.4,6),
Bhumi (12.1.63), Vena (5.1.6) Vamna (5.13.1), Savitri (7.14.1) Rohita (13J.1I) are
omniscient and possessed with extraordinary abilities. Their skill is in the oreation of
the universe - devasya kavyam - separately categorised from their human counterpart.
It can be convincingly argued that Brihaspati is essentially a man who was deified on
account of his superior talents and achievements. Here one may note that deification of
poets is a matter well known to aestheticians. (Jayadeva, the author of Gitagovinda, is
looked upon by the Vaisnavas as the incarnation of the finit of Krishna.) If we go back
in history we shall find that the poet and the priest were united originally in the same
person, which means that the poet was he who was conscious of the world of spirit as
well as that of sense, and was the ambassador of the gods to men. This was his highest
fiinction and this is the reason for giving him the name of 'seer'. Thus Brihaspati
combines the dual identity of a god and a singer (divine singer). We should also note
that the concept of the poet as a divine singer is a happy person. The 'happiness' of the
poet is related to 'immortality' - a state devoid of existential anguish or ennui. And this
happiness emerges out of a deliverance from the murky quarters of ignorance and
immortality is conjoined to the attainment of wisdom. Atharvan, as the preeminent poet
in Atharva Vecki has a direct correspondence with Varuna who bestowed a speckled
cow to him. This is kavita -sakti, the poetic inspiration. When Atharvan was asked what
made him the poet, he responded confidently saying that his omniscience made him
know everything that is created. Kavya (poetry) has made him profound in intelligence
and seems to suggest that the go (cow) presented to him is nothing but the kavitva-sakti.
So poethood is a spiritual achievement. Interestingly Yama, who in the later
mythologies became the lord of Death, is described in the Rig Veda as the pathfinder to
immortality. Indeed the discovery of the Path has come in the company of the poets.
The journey to illumination cannot be completed in the sole capacity of a powerful rex
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but by being a part of the community of the poets. Also, being endeared to poetry, the
destination may be reached. When a formidable mier like Yama lovingly seeks the
realm of poetry and song, finds illumination in the camaraderie of poets, and associates
himself with the valiant exploits of Indra, the question of effeminacy of the Vedic poets
is easily ruled out. Rather a unique combination of power and wisdom emerges. The
heroism suggested here cannot border on barbarism but has beauty about it for the
Vedic civilisation demands an extraordinary intrepidity to break through the frontiers of
darkness and evil to savour a triumph which flowers into poetry. So for the harmony
and security of a civilisation, the dual functions of wisdom and power assume
mammoth significance.
When language enters into a true poet it transforms itself into true poetry called mantra
or a brahman. Poetry in Atharva Veda is referred to asManisa, SamsaMati (prayer) or
Gatha and Gir (song). It is the Uktha (song) to which Agni responds and Stotra (song of
praise) for which Varuna blessed Atharvan. Indra comes to the poet owing to his dhi
(prayer) as also the Asvins render assistance to him. Language in the wondrous hands of
the poet assumes an unusual and deviant form as the poet loses his status of a mere
composer and escalates to the pedestal of a seer of mantra and is a brahmana as well.
The beauty inherent in the language of poetry requires the genius of a poet to manifest
itself In Agni's fashioning of the hymns of Angiras we find the word kip that suggests
an artistic design in poetry. Here one may mention the forging of the joints of the
chariot by Rbhus who use their physical adroitness to join the parts of the chariot much
in the same way the kavi fashions out the Kavya Sarira. Like the ploughman who levels
the deep furrows and dishevelled earth, the kavi smoothens the rough edges of language
and with choice of words, selection and arrangement {electio^ indicium, dispositid)
beautifies the whole Kavi-vakya.

Inspired with poetry I have fashioned this hymn of praise for you whose
very nature is power, as the skilled artist fashions a chariot. {Rig Veda
5.2.11) (OTlaherty 1994:103)
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In Sanskrit poetics, Dandin uses the term Atisayokti, the term and concept being derived
from Bhamaha. Atisaya or Adbhuta is wonder and he refers to the wonderful
'transmutation' by which language blooms into poetry when handled by the creative
genius of the poet. It is only the poet who can put his fingers on the inner tissues of
language and mine the hidden wealth. Language can be a burden for those to whom the
innate beauty remains hidden. Brihaspati believes that the person who has realised the
true beauty of poetic language and has successfully ferreted beauty out is well
protected. So a true poet or rishi can consider himself secure for poetry has endowed
him with the power and strength to ward off all perils and stub out all evils. The
difference in the matter of inner wealth is what finds an implicit elucidation in the
difference between the lakes. One of the lakes have water rising only up to the chest
while the other can have sufficient water for a complete bath. Water exists in all; but the
difference is in depth. Some pry into the inner resources of language but cannot exhaust
the limits of it; the true poet comprehends the meaning in totality and surfaces with the
entire chest of beauty. Also, the difference lies in the 'mobility' of the mind. Added to
that is the insight into the truth and an outstanding intellectual ability that combines
religion, philosophy, science, and art. This catapults the poet to the elevated station of a
leader of a nation.
In fact presentation of good poetry is accompanied by some music and good poetry
recited in an assembly adds to the development of art. In this regard beauty and rhythm
can be aligned for it is through the rhythmic corridors of language that beauty can come
to the fore. Brihaspati says that we sing about the origin of the gods in the form of a
poem. This is a very significant statement. Sri Aurobindo could be said to have been
looking back to Brihaspati's declaration when he christens Book I of his Savitri as the
Book of Beginnings: 'It was the hour before the Gods awake'.(Aurobindol996:l)
Brihaspati then blows out the birth of the gods. This act of blowing out the birth of the
gods is imaged by a simile: a smith blows the wind through the bellow. Poetic creation
is suggested to be creating de novo , making there arise what is from what was not. The
simile is significant for the fact that Brihaspati is not prepared to make any distinction
between craft and the finer art. This should remind one of Michelangelo who also did
not make such distinction. Also one should not forget the simile of weaving. Indeed the
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distinction has gained currency since Kant's Critique of Judgement and is celebrated by
Hegel in his Lectures on Fine Arts. We may flxrther consider the simile and march into
some interesting areas. Brihaspati as a poet, is taking up the philosophical concepts of
Being and Non-Being. If Being comes out of Non-Being by the miracle of the poet's
creation then it must be rationally

incomprehensible. The alleged rational

incomprehensibility is the miracle of creation. The wind does not appear to be there
before the smith's blowing; it comes into being when the smith blows his bellows. The
gods who did not appear to be in existence are brought into being by the power of
Brihaspati. He is the great poet singing about the truths of the world. This brings light to
humanity which was concealed under the cloud of ignorance. Shall we not take
Brihaspati as suggesting further that in bringing the gods into existence, by singing
about them, he is creating himself as well? Poetry creates the poet along with the beings
he sang about.
The poet then is the creature who is free; no causal explanation can tell why someone is
a poet. His freedom may be an enigma but it is nonetheless a fact. His wisdom or
illumination comes from within; the poet evolves from within. The inward vision
which Patanjali enunciates finds a perpetual flow of pure consciousness that incarnate
sound and meaning. It is the poet who knows the secret of speech and thus visualises
Brahman, the ultimate reality. This brahman is the highest principle, the inner
protection and the poet speaks of it with power and unites with its magical potency.
This inwardness of the mystery of language convinced Bhartrihari (in Val^a Padiya) to
seek the final junction of beatitude. It is with the transformation of language that the
world begins to evolve. The doctrine of Sabda Brahman or language as Brahman goes
back to the system of thought represented by a poem of Brihaspati in the Rig Veda.
Throughout the Vedic literature the word brahmana in the neuter gender means the
poetry of the Vedas and in the masculine it means the poet. It is only in the Upanishad
of the later times that the word came to denote the highest truth or Reality or the
Absolute. The other synonyms of the English word poet that occur in the Rig Veda
besides brahmana are Kavi and Vipra.{ also Kan(, Jaritr, Grnat, Stuvai, Gqyat, and
Stotr in the Atharva Veda) All these words have mystico-cognitive connotations.
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Historical imagination is Janus faced. It looks back and it also looks up to the
future. As-yet and the not-yet are both encompassed by the imagination. As a matter of
fact, in dealing with the Vedas we have to take recourse to reconstruction or
hermeneutics. Here the attempt has been made to ideate the concept of the poet in the Rig
Vedafi^oma two fold source. First, the profound poetic quality of most of the riks cannot
be doubted. The Nasadiya Sukta may be linguistically simple but is conceptually
provocative. Despite the mosaic of answerable questions, perplexing challenges and
paradoxes, the whirligig of time has failed to attenuate a fraction of the beauty of the
creation hymn. Max MuUer in quoting this sukta in Six Systems of Indian Philosophy
appropriately comments that language blushes at itself in this composition. The beauty of
Usa is not Time's fool; it is unimpeachable. The myth of the Urbashi and her fugitive
charm have found handsome adoration in Kalidasa. Also Rabindranath Tagore and
Dinkar are not far behind. Sri Aurobindo composed a drama on her. It is interesting to
note that as Dirghatamas, Brhaspati, Sunahsepa, Kanva, Kutsa, Usana, Arti, Bhrgu,
Rbhus, Atharvan, Angiras, Bharadvaja are poets so also Agni, Indra and Varuna are
honoured as poets. This interchange of the person of the poet and god is a pointer to the
basic truth about poetry - the truth about the divine quality of poetic speech. Indeed many
a time the poets have announced themselves: aham kavin Usana pasyatauma {Rig Veda,
4.26.1) - 1 am the poet Usana, behold me. (Kavinam Usana Kavin; the Gita 10.37 looks
back to the Vedas)
Secondly, we have seen poetry as inextricably welded with divinity and language has
been apotheosised {vacdevi, the goddess of speech). The Vedic people looked at nature
as the poetry of gods - devasyakavyam which does not undergo mutation - namamara
najirjati. That the poet can accompany the gods is a thing that has been surfacing itself
in the cuhural history of India and elsewhere in the world. The latest of the singers
along this line is Rabindranath Tagore in his poem 'Tapobhanga" ("The Awakening of
Siva"). The last two verses tell us that the archetypal poet is a member of Siva and
Uma's wedding procession celebrating the eternal wedding of love with truth.
In banishing all evil spirits to a dark hole the poet in the Rig Veda seizes the opportunity
to heap evil on the head of the rival priest, a 'sorcerer' (7.104). (Similar reference exists
in the Atharva Veda where the evil spirits run away at the sight of the Atharvanic poet.)
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The.poet's special gift to create or his role of being a trans visionary with a creative
insight may be misinterpreted by being compared to the awesome wielding of the
magician's wand. But his special faculty cannot be connived and his luminous status is
thoroughly established. Only the poet with his extraordinary ability has access to that
•sweet fruit' and perceives the 'beloved bird'.

'The birds that eat honey nest and brood on that tree on whose tip, they say,
is the sweet fruit. No one who does not know the father eats that.'(1.164.22)
( 0"Flaherty 1994:78)

Here the father is the wisdom. It may be mentioned that the corresponding faculties for
Truth-consciousness are dristi, sniti, viveka, the direct vision of truth, the direct hearing
of its word, the direct discrimination of the right. Whosoever is in possession of this
Truth-consciousness or open to the action of these faculties is the rishi or Kavi, sage or
seer. So the riddle of sacrifice (Asya Vamasyd), a long and complex hymn whose
meaning remains primarily hidden in labyrinthine symbolism, is only known to the
poet. He knows the answers to the questions that are asked in the hymn. He commands
a power that transcends all limit and privacy. A true poet is said to be a rishi or voyajit
as Rimbaud wanted to become.

Je dis qu 'ilfaut etre voyant, sefaire voyant
I say that one must be a seer, make oneself a seer. (Bernard 1962:10)

With a mind pouring the light, the rishi can see the inner experience and Dirghatamas is
proud to belong to that category. Incidentally he was bom blind. His name means 'one
in long darkness'. This darkness can refer to the umbra of ignorance or the lack of
wisdom or the want of insight into the mysteries of the universe. Dirghatamas, like the
philosopher in Plato's Republic, emerges from the cave and looks up at the sun, the
source of light. He reminds us of the celebrated prayer in the Upanishad to lead the
blind from darkness to light, from death to immortality. With Darshana (vision),
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Vamana (the power of objectification) and Pratibha (the creative genius), the poet is
the person to whom the,prayer is granted.
The poet's fashioned seven boundaries; he who was trapped went to only one
of them. The pillar of life's vigour, he stands in the nest of the Highest, among
the supports at the end of the paths. {Rig Veda 10.5.6) (O'Flaherty 1994; 118)
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CHAPTER i n

The Poet as Hero and Maker: A Reading in Early Greek Poetry

Echoing Waller in "A Presage of the Ruin of the Turkish Empire" and Shaftesbury in
Characteristicks of Men, Mcmners, Opinions, Times we can refer to Greece as the
source of art and cultivated thought and being the most civilised and accomplished
nation, then raised, whatever flourished, to the right degree of correctness and
perfection. As a matter of fact, Greek poetry was nurtured under the welcome shade of
political freedom and their art thrived under the laws of a free society. Poetry, being a
serious public concern, easily became the cornerstone of education and civic life. It was
a 'delightful' thing that was capable of 'enchantment'; it was not strictly utilitarian for
divinity in the form of an inspiration by the gods or the Muses could not be overridden;
it existed as an art, a craft, that required talent, training and long practice. So the
concept of the Poet as a teacher, as an enchanter, as a divinely inspired individual and
as craftsman come through quite clearly.
Since the nature of poetry has varied through the development of Greek civilisation,
different concepts of the poet have also surfaced. However, before we come to deal with
the concept of the poet in early Greece we may note some of the characteristics of the
Greek mind such as their love of beauty, humanism, directness, and freedom.
In spite of their love of beauty, the Greeks were not aesthetes; they were more
interested in life than in art. The Greek sense of beauty was all pervasive and kalon
denoted both beauty and goodness. It was with Aristotle that the word dgathos came to
be picked up for moral virtue but it never had the currency that kalon enjoyed. When we
speak of Hellenism we should bear in mind that the Greeks extended their concept of
kalon to morals. Beauty was given a much wider scope. When we speak of good, the
Greeks were ready to say beautiful; when we speak of evil they were ready to say ugly.
It was beautiful to a Greek if a man died for his country or if the Government was
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excellent. Victory, temperance, eloquence, punishment of vice, wisdom were not
merely good, they were beautiful.
Another feature of the Greek mind had been its unclouded clearness. The Greeks on the
whole looked straight at life and saw it as it was. Much of Greek humanism was bom of
this life-vision. The term man was not interpreted in a materialistic way; it did not
denote a spiritual entity either. The spiritual slant in the interpretation emerged with
Plato and he was an exception to the general run of the Greek mind. By 'man', the
Greeks meant the creature under the natural circumstances and with the most obvious
attributes, passing fi-om childhood to manhood to old age (with his home and the city,
its main events, birth, marriage, death, its chief evils, sickness, poverty, exile, health,
wealth, success, honour, warm affections and friendship). The Greek took man with his
instinct, impulses, faculties and with no preconceptions in regard to the invisible. It is
the human standpoint towards life and this precisely is Greek humanism. And no one
better than Protagoras summed up the Greek attitude when he said that man is the
measure of all things. Even when the Greek made gods, he humanised them. The
dualism that we come across in St. Paul and Blaise Pascal is not to be met with in the
pre Platonic Greece. It has often been said that Hellenism dispenses with the need for a
deity, a future life and a purely spiritual worid. But to the Christian the world is not an
adequate theatre. Also St. Augustine's criticism of the Grreek view of life is based upon
his Platonism. And Plato we know in many things falls away from the Greek ideal of
earthiness.
Bassett's perceptive brilliance concretises his concept of the poet as one 'who gives to
material at his disposal a particular, individual quality and existence. The "maker" is the
formal cause of what he makes. He brings an entity into being by imparting life to inert
matter - if what he "makes" is capable of life. In the world of beautiful thought and its
expression in words the "poet" is what the Creator was to the author of the first chapter
of Genesis - the illustration is apposite, since both this author and Homer belong to an
early era of thought. The Creator gave life and particular qualities to existing matter and
brought our world into existence. The aim of the early poet in thus creating is also
illustrated by the Hebrew account of Creation. . . The only reason for the creative effort
of the early "poet", as poet, was the joy in the making, which, because of his humanity
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or for some other reason, he shared with his audience. There is strong evidence that
Homer had no other purpose than this - a feet which, if established, gives to our oldest
literary document the added value of being poetry in its pure state.' (1938:8-9)
According to tradition, the Iliad and Odyssey were composed by the wayfaring singer
named Homer. Homer's name is used collectively for all epic poets just as the name of
Vyasa is used as the author of the Mahabharala. Homer was more of a singer than a
poet in the modem sense of the term - a singer with the gift of'invention', the invention
of the myth centering around his epic. Also the singer is said to be knowledgeable.
Odysseus is said to be skilful in telling tales but is also said to be knowledgeable as a
singer (11,368). The singer considered himself superior to his employers in education
and manners. As the singer moved from place to place standing before many strangers'
door, he is said to have learnt the minds of many men (Odyssey, 1,3). The wayfaring
singers felt themselves to be the inspectors of many people they came to know. The
word 'bard' or 'singer' occurs only once in the Iliad (11.24.720) but representations of
bard appear variously in Odyssey. Words of praise for the bard come from Odysseus
and the bard sings 'all too according to the order of things', Hen kata kosmon. The poet
is the man who has the ability to provide precise representations of reality. Also the poet
knows thelkteria, 'enchanting things'. The Sirens who stood for the bard can boast of
the requisite 'enchantment'. Their listeners were enraptured.

So he spoke but they all remained quiet, in silence
they were held in a spell through the dark hall. (Goldhill 1991:65)

A silence descends on the Phaeacians as they listen to the song of the Sirens. Also in
book 13 when Odysseus finishes his lengthy tale in the palace of Alcinous, an
enchanting silence settles over the audience. The speaker is eulogised on his grace as a
word-weaver, having the genius and the craft of the singer; here hearing him is as
soothingly remarkable as drinking the good wine of the patron. This is an obvious
pointer to the skill of the master Poet who has his listeners under his spell and charms
them into being partakers of the life which his imagination has created. Goldhill, quite
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introspectively, cites another instance. Eumaeus dea;ribes the stranger to Penelope in
the following way.
Such things he tells, he would enchant [thelgein] your very heart....
As when a man looks at a bard, who has learnt from
the god to sing words pleasing to mortals
and they violently desire to hear him, when he sings.
So that man sitting in the hall kept enchanting (thelgein) me.
{Goldhill 1991:66)
Here the linguistic panache of Odysseus draws parallel with the power of language of
the Poet that leaves all spellbound. Thus, the hero becomes the Poet. The compelling
power of the poet's speech has an obvious Vedic analogy. In the Rig Veda speech
becomes identified with the creator, 'I am the one who blows like the wind, embracing
all creatures.' (O'FIaherty 1994:63) In fact the love of speech is lavished on the poet 'whom I love I make awesome I make him a sage, a wise man, a Brahmin'.(ibid) The
point to be noted is that the power of language grows in the hands of the Poet. Again,
the art of the singer consisted in the recitation of the wars and the heroes of the past.
The theme of the recitation was announced by praying to the Muse to sing of it (Iliad,
2,484). What the Homeric singer aimed at was to arouse the feelings of fear and pity
through imagined participation in the tragic events - fear more prominently in the Iliad
and pity in the Odyssey. The tradition of the Homeric singer was fluid because of the
absence of a fixed text. The singer usually sang an unwritten, bookless epic and
fashioned his chant anew. A passage in the Odyssey (22,347) speaks of the art of
learning the songs. Here, the singer Phemius, boasts that he is self-taught and that god
has implanted songs of all sorts in his spirit. He is autodidaktos who sings for gods and
men. This is significant for it contains the point about creativity. Phemius points out that
the songs that he sings are not repetition of the songs that he has learnt or heard but are
produced by himself The word autodidaktos testifies to the notion of creativity or the
inventive power. However, self-teaching does not obviate the divine aid. By considering
the source of his inspiration as mysterious, Phemius further implicitly admits the
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transcendent presence and the creative force embodied in the mythic Muse. He sings a
very 'new' song - the artistic form of the epic chant - which is the poetic creation. In
the Iliad (2,485) we are told that the Muses were the original poets who experienced the
epic events as eye-witnesses and transmitted such knowledge to later men. The point is
that, poetry is a sort of knowledge, and that the poet, when he is blessed by the Muses,
comes to have a sort of privileged access to knowledge. This is where the question of
divine inspiration emerges. Borrowing from Democritus, Plato points out that, just as
iron filings become magnetised through the power of the magnet, so the poet is inspired
through the divine power. (But it may be noted that this inspiration is not the Cicerian
frenzy in On the Orator or in On the Nature ofGodsr, the greatness of the Poet in the
aesthetics of early Greek poetry cannot be wholly attributed Xo a divine afflatus or
instinctus or concitatio). However, Homer tells us no less than six times that
Demodocus's skill has a divine origin. In fact, the poet is the voice and the vehicle of
ancient wisdom without the Dionysiac frenzy that Plato associates with poetry. There is
some muscle in the claim that the chief concern of the Homeric bard is pragmatics and
not poetics; but it is difficult to accept that Muses are merely repositories of social
memory. In the inspiration and the song, the notes of creativity are simply obvious.
Pope eloquently acknowledges Homer's creative imagination when he writes:

It is to the strength of this amazing Invention we are to attribute that
unequal'd Fire and Rapture, which is so forcible in Homer, that no
Man of a true Poetical Spirit is Master of himself while he reads him
... How fertile will that Imagination appear, which was able to cloath
all the Properties of Elements, the Qualifications of the Mind, the
Virtues and Vices, in Forms and Persons; and to introduce them into
Actions agreeable to the Nature of the Things they shadow'd? (Mack
1967: vii) (the italics are mine)

It is from Homer we arrive at a concept which clearly demonstrates the Poet as a man,
possessed with a divine vision (darshand) and powers of description (varnana), who
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like the creator in Genesis, breathes life into the image which he had made. Such a
concept of the Poet as the divine singer occurs in the Rig Veda where Brihaspati,
essentially a man, is deified on account of his superior talents and achievements. As a
matter of fact in the Rig Veda (X 91.3) God is depicted as a poet.

Most skilful with Thy powers, most wise with wisdom,
O God, Thou art a Poet knowing all with thy poetic wisdom.
Master of good things. Thou, the One, art the Lord
Of what the heaven and the earth produce. (Bose 1960:119)

Indeed Wisdom and Art work simultaneously to produce the inspired song. The poet of
the Iliad is enabled by the benison of the Muses to know not only what the gods did, but
also how they did it. The Poet does not merely sense it, he knows it. There are occasions
when a god's voice speaks to a mortal through the poet.. The higher power is revealed
through more than the human range of the words. (This reminds us of what Heidegger
points out in Ou 'est-ce-que la Metaphysique where the poet is the mediator between the
gods and the humans - 'In-between' (Zwischen). The poet shows the openness (offene)
in this 'In-between' between the divine and the human. Furthermore, the poet is the
.shepherd of'language' as much of the being of truth. Sherfan 1997:243) Both the Vedic
and Greek poet have the unobstntcted view. The epic singer is convinced that a god is
present at the crisis of our lives, if he chooses to be. Importantly, it is to the poet alone
that the god is visible - 'May my song be pleasing to the house of Zeus'. (Frankel
1975:164) The epic which perpetuated the glory of the heroes, shows them as they
actually were in the poet's eyes. The poet sees life steadily and sees it whole. With his
imagination and preternatural vision, he is like one of Plato's souls that hastens back to
earth after a thousand years amidst the indescribable sights and experiences of heaven.
Homer's poetry is endowed with the quality to reveal new beauties and enlarge the
dimensions of the human spirit. One can, thus, obviously identify the contours of the
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'true' poet who reads between the cold dark lines of the world, exhibiting the sublimity
oflife.
With Hesoid we come to an altogether different world away from the world of
heroes. The narrative of the///<i£/ignores the existence of the ordinary people. Hesoid,
by contrast, in Works and Days pictures the daily life of people. Hesoid tells us that the
Muses have instructed him to sing his song. He is a self-conscious poet who knows
about his power, which permits him to ignore the narrow limitations of direct physical
experience. He has never been to the sea but he can have the knowledge of seafaring
through the Muses (this supports our thesis about an 'external aid' as expounded
earlier). The Theogony opens with a song of praise to the Muses. The poem begins with
a long invocation to the Muses (1-115), in the nature of a 'Homeric' hymn, celebrating
their power as well as their piety in singing of the generations of the gods. It is they who
once taught Hesoid beautiful song as he tended his sheep under holy Helicon (22-3) and
'they gave me a staff, plucking a fine branch of flourishing bay, and breathed in me a
divine voice, so that I might sing of what was to come and what had been. And they
commanded' me to hymn the race of the blessed immortals and always to sing to
themselves first and Iast'( Easterling & Knox 1989:54). By accepting Hesoid's view
that the Muses are skillul in speaking and that they give him a resounding speech, two
points can be brought into focus: (a) Language of poetry as a departure fi'om ordinary
speech, and (b) the concept of the poetic genius or pratibha. There are profound
ontological speculations embodied in Hesoid's verse and it is possible to deduce what
he himself thought of the art he practised. Hesoid states it cat^orically that the Muses
released him fi-om the lowly animal existence and blessed him. Indeed the power of the
poet and that of the king are of the same kind and origin. By the side of the kingly
function, "which comes from Zeus, stands the singer's function emanating from Apollo
and the Muses. Both are distinguished by the gift of attractive and persuasive speech.
The Vedas speak of the poet as vakpati, the lord of speech. The Greeks, too, attested his
extraordinariness in this regard. Another dimension of Hesoid is his keen awareness of
the moral corruption of man. In both the Theogony and the Works and Days one comes
across a picture of the decay of human morality and the poet's belief in the divine
justice. The Works and Days appears to suggest that meaning and dignity could be
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achieved by the simple life of a peasant when the nobility of the state has suffered
decadence. The decay of human morality fails to jolt the poet's faith in the divine
justice. Zeus remains the all-mighty refuge of justice:

Zeus who dwells with lightning and has his mansion over the
world. Hear me, Zeus, see me, and hearken; let righteousness
dwell in thy judgement, mine let it be to declare thy truth and
wisdom. (Frankel 1975: 114)

What is significant is that the poet sets himself as the spokesman of truth. Hesoid's
realism does not forsake myth altogether. He dichotomises power between aidos and
nemesis. The two concepts describe the feeling for moral values and for the sanctity of
justice and these

concepts bear corresponding symbolism in the hawk and the

nightingale. The nightingale, whose name means the songstress, represents the poet.
The poet's function is to declare the blessedness of justice called dike.
Coming down the ages we find that Theognis, also, flags off his composition
with a prayer and a short hymn of praise to Apollo. Ibycus, it may be noted, in his art
would always please god than men in his art. He would choose not to blaspheme god
for the sake of artistic effect [Cf Pindar, Olympian, 1,35ff& fragment 81] which can be
attributed to the divine favour bestowed on the poet. Even the goddess Aphrodite
favours the Poet with a life that is luxuriously open to the sacred power of a grand
passion). Whatever is said to have beauty is loved for being beautiful for it implied
physical and moral beauty together. This love for the beautiful and an affixation on
noble deeds set the tone of his whole work. He professes, truly enough, to enshrine the
lessons of life in his verses for he believes in disbursing knowledge when one is the
friend of the Muse - inventing, composing and imparting in his own style. Perhaps here
lies a pointer to the concepts ofsophia and aretai.
As the precursor of the sophistic enlightenment, Simonides is remarkable, for his
skill in art and the profundity in his wise perception. Like Xenophanes and Archilochus.
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he breaks with the tradition and walking out of the conventional elucidation of words
like agathos, kakos, aischros ('goodly', 'mean', 'shameful') emphasises with prophetic
insight the uniqueness of intention, justice and laws of society. These perpetuate the
glory of the city and the philosophic wisdom that acknowledges the limitations of
humanity. Endowed with the power of pathos that is proverbial, Simonides works with
a remarkable fluency and rhythm that has Dionysius in a state of admiration. His ability
to delineate the fundamental human predicament with rhythmic unity and fluidity
speaks of his poetic acumen. In this regard Mimnermus is not to be left behind.
Simonides knows the just exercise of his poetic spirit to clothe an emotion, which
would otherwise have suffered firom cold neglect. He exhibits the poet's 'ability' to feel
the sympathy, putting his finger on the right tissue of human suffering. He concretises a
given human situation with a vitalising power cloaked in the lustre of a language that
seldom divorces it fi"om its natural spontaneity. Dionysius praised his choice of words
and his accuracy in combining them, and the ancient critics spoke eloquently about his
sweetness and elegance. (It may be noted here that in terms of stateliness, power, and
sweetness of diction, Ibycus also heralds his extraordinariness. He has exhibited the
strength of the real artist). A mere attention to the smoothness of diction in most of the
verses should not coax us to gloss over the inherent wisdom that points to the various
truths of human life. Moreover, there .is an implicit reference to an artistic
consciousness that understands the extraordinariness of 'craft' which is the supreme
prerogative of the poet. Under a confused glow of a disintegrating tradition, Simonides
works fiercely with typical Ionian clarity and the 'adhesiveness' of a poet's mind that
comprehends the bizarrerie of circumstances to infuse a warmth - a warmth that is
embosomed in a new feeling for man and his growth in and with nature. With his
sapience and prescience, Simonides has led mankind to a zone of greater calm and
confidence. The subtlety of his mind has worked on the logic of polarised thought and
by introducing an opposition between the absolute and the relative, he has brought man
to bear the pangs of his mortal limitations. He infuses an understanding that analyses
man's relation to his circumstances with greater prudence and insight and redresses the
illusion of perfection that hangs over man, underscoring the reality to supplicate before
an inevitable force i.e. the Law. He removes the logs from our eyes and makes us
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perceive the principles that honour acceptability and sensibility in life. He emanates as
the prophet with a radiant creative power that becalms a besotted herd. This is an
interesting angle in the formation of the concept of the poet. His poetry was not a mere
adornment of life but bore the charts and sophia, imbrued as it invariably was, with a
consciousness that delights and educates. He is the subtle bee (Fragment, 593) who
never chooses the luTcuriously aromatic garden to suck the honey but weaves his way
through the thicket and thyme to sip the ambrosia of poetry. This is the Poet's subtlety the subtlety of his 'craft'.
With Sappho one comes closer to our concept of the poet as the 'feeling' self
who can wrest a song from the sorrow and turn her joys into a melody. It was in
Sappho's nature to react passionately and get driven to extremity in crisis. She appears
to us as a distant star that shines steadily. She is graced by the Muses and combines a
melody that is true to the nature of a true poet. Her feminine nature knows only
devotion to grace, the pain of spiritual passion and perceptive intelligence. In her poetry
the topical is allied with the eternal in perfect balance. Such reconcilement without
struggle is little short of a miracle. In fact such balance and genius find their strong feet
in Pindar. Unlike Bacchylides, his art is never lucid without being abstruse or orotund.
It has the stamp of the brilliant mind of the poet working at his masterly best.
Theognidea may have maxims but it requires the poet's art to survive. Pindar wields
language with a sublime power, couching his soaring thoughts deftly, demonstrating in
the process his inward strength and stability. The realm of his poetry paves enchantingly
the roads that lead one to the 'inner resources' and leaves all exit doors closed. It is a
self contained universe manifesting the power of Parminides or Heraclitus with the
radiance of the inner power that calibrates the emotion and acts of the heroes and the
gods and untangles the intricate nature of men.
A man may be 'twixt ape and Plato
Tis the man who with a bird,
Wren or eagle, finds his way to
All its instincts; - he hath heard
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The Lion's roaring, and can tell
What his homy throat expresseth;
And to him the Tiger's tell
Comes articulate, and presseth
On his ear like mother-tongue;
(Keats, 'Tragment: 'where is the Poet? Show him! Show him!" 7-15)

Perhaps, it approximates the Heraclitean philosophy of life that underscores the advance
from disorder to order and from the superficiality of the common run of thought to the
penetrating insight of the 'few'. It is within the power of the poet to establish a link
between values and their manifestations in life. The poet engineers a relationship
between the pregnant past and the prospective present and the cross-relations declare a
'power' that leads one to a higher governing reality. Pindar's art profoundly professes
poetry as the universal medium. His choral songs weld music and words, exhibiting the
profundity of the wholeness. He has the arcMtectonice, the interpreting eye and a divine
inspiration that lift him high with the spirit that is strong and sublime. The extraordinary
intensity of the poetic spirit surfaces in the victory odes and Pindar lays great faith in
the principle that achievements have a thirst for song and 'song' bears the implicit
premium on the art that weaves the words into a sustaining melody. Obviously it is the
poet's art - his gracious gift of the musical art. Alcman, in one of his lyrics says,

I know the tunes of all the birds.
Alcman invented words and tune by which he put into words of melody the
voice of the kakkabis bird. (Freinkei 1975:162)

In the context of Alcman's choral lyrics we notice that the poet functions as the catalyst
to creativity. In Pindar's Nemean 5,1 there is a meaningful conflation between the art of
the poet and the statuary. Perhaps the emphasis is on the difficulty of the poet's art,
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which sounds the upper echelons of creation. And to substantiate the claim that the
poet's, mind secures the immortality of the fruits of aretea, Pindar {Pyihiam, 6,5-14)
hails the 'treasury of songs' that provides a more formidable ring of protection than the
treasury of the Delphic would have for statues of victors. It is the Muses' gift of a
draught of nectar; it is the exquisite fhiit of the poet's soul. In the fiflh triad of the first
Pythian ode, Pindar emboldens his language on the anvil of truth as often he has done in
his,other odes. He admits the function of the poet as being the voice and conscience of
the community, in accordance with the right emphasis on correct judgement. Being
apothegmatic - harping on the need to be righteous, truthful and liberal - he transpires
wisdom; indeed the treasury of songs that we have seen as being the soulful and.artful
effusions of the poet, creates the luminous sanctuary of immortality. This has obvious
Vedic connection in that Dirghataraas, one of the most important of the poetphilosophers of Rig-Veda, points at the holy nexus between access to truth and
immortality. Pindar emphasises the immortality conferred by poetry and the image of
Apollo's golden lyre (significantly contrasted with the music of Dionysus) that
bespeaks a soothing harmony. This 'harmony' pacifies all the wild forces of the divine
world, reemphasising thereby the poet's power. In fact the profundity of Homeric and
Pindaric creations invariably point topratibha. It is non-jati.

Aye on the shores of darkness there is light,
And precipices show untrodden green,
There is a budding morrow in midnight,
There is a triple sight in bhndness keen;
(Keats, 'To Homer" 9-12) (italics mine)

It is the power of the mind that makes Homer or Pindar see the subject of their poems as
steeped in beauty, rendering, in the process, in apt language, a picture of beauty that
they have seen. The concept of the poet combines smrti or recollection, mati or
farsightedness, bttddhi or intellect and prajna or intuition (poetic imagination). For
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Homer many a time it is a yogin's yogic perception. They have the creative talent or
Karayitri Pratibha\ it is sahaja or inborn.
The Greeks, indeed, have created a new world of poetry (nirmiti). With due regard to
Mammata (kayyaprakasa), the poets with Homer in particular have exhibited the nine
Rasas (love, humour, parthos, terrible, heroic, fearful, repugnant, wonderous and
peaceful). Rajasekhara in Kavyamimcansa admits of the three types of poets of which
we can attribute the Greek poets to belong to two categories namely the sarasvata-kavi
and the abhyasika-hjvi. Also Ksemendra speaks of two factors that go to the making of
a poet viz. (a) divine favour and (b) human effort {kavikanthabharana). Indeed if
Homer, Hesoid and Pindar belong to the first category, Simonides, Theognis,
Bacchylides, Alcman, Ibcus, Mimnermus, Anacreon and the rest, partaking in part from
the first division, belong primjirily to the second category. However, the discussion
cannot end without a brief reference to Plato, a bom poet and lover of poetry, who
disclaimed it for the higher truth of philosophy. Since the time of Solon and
Xenophanes the poet has faced the charge of being a liar. In the corpus of Plato's
Dialogues there are tributes to the vocation of the poet which are no less striking than
the picture of the poet as the dealer of half-truth that we have in the Republic. The poet
is gripped by enthousiasmos that makes him a victim of a 'frenzy' that is beyond his
control. Despite his tirade and banishment of the poets there is a wistful admission of
the lingering attractiveness of poetry in the Republic. Outwardly he bore an attitude of
an obscurantist trying to muzzle the poetic impulse; inwardly, he emphasised on techne
or the artful representation of men and actions without the obliteration of a
communication from the soul. For Plato, poetry can be intensely personal and perilous.
However, for the early Greek poets it was exquisite and uninhibited.
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CHAPTER IV

The Banishment and Restoration of the Poet: A Reading in the Plutonian and
Aristotelian

Aesthetics

Plato's mistrust in the poet takes its root in Xenophanes, Heraclitus and Socrates.

Socrates : And you actually believe that war occurred among the gods,
and there were dreadful hatreds, battles, and all sorts of fearful things
like that? Such things as the poets tell of, and good artists represent in
sacred places; yes, and at the great Panathenaic festival the robe that is
carried up to the Acropolis is all inwrought with such embellishments?
What is our position, Euthyphro? Do we say that these things are true?
{Eiithyphro 6-c)

The Greek tyrants were not insensible to the importance of awakening in their cause a
Pseudo-Hellenic feeling. They plumed themselves on their laurels at the Olympic games
but were never devoid of the love for literature and art. Akhough Plato may have been
thinking about the Greek Poets who had graced the courts of Dionysias or Archelaus, he
could not be blind to the tyranny under which the Tragic Muse functioned. His
prophetic eye could see through the sycophancy and falsity of the instructors, being as
they were, the creatures of the government. Contraposing the vile meddlesome activities
of the contemporaries with the idea of the perfect society, Plato looks beyond the
immediate topicality to allude to the evils and errors of mankind. His predominant
emphasis is on producing good citizens, the guardians of the ideal state. Plato wanted
his republic to-be a stable and orderly society where the guardians are guardians, the
soldiers soldiers and the workers workers. He wanted subjects to be identifiable in terms
of their socialisation, and he wanted to be able to place and define subjects in terms of
determinate, psychological, sociological, biological and anthropological attributes. This i*
why, having failed to banish mimesis with the poet, Plato tried to prevent mimetic
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mirrors (which , for Lacoue-Labarthe represent the mimetician) from being turned on
everything and anything improperly and unstably, by fixing his own mirror to the wall
of the cave, where it can no longer turn, but only reflect, however obscurely, stable,
static and unchanging truths.(Bannet 1993: 56) Obviously, the poet falls under scrutiny
when the Platonian thought is so assertive as this,

Socrates: And that these two, true opinion and knowledge, are the only two
things which direct us aright and the possession of which makes a man a
true guide. We may except chance, because what turns out right by chance
is not due to human direction, and say that when human control leads to
right ends, these two principles are directive, true opinion and knowledge.
(Me«o,99)

The Republic lays down a standard for human life. The state can find its right order,
when there lies established a standard of truth which is beyond the fangs of change and
the souls of men are raised to behold the universal light. Plato's physical object
{phainomenon) is thus Heraclitus's flux or Parmenides's becoming. Plato's truth or
eidos is Parmenides's Being and the relation h^'ween phainomenon and eidos is one of
eidolon (image) and the archetype. Such a state perhaps defies reality for, his mimetic
art is vouchsafed to represent man of opposite disposition and thus to contradict
himself; he cannot even tell whether there is more truth in one thing that he has said
than in another.(Z,mi'5,iv,719) However, the poet should be a man with true opinion and
knowledge and a sense of justice as well. However, 'just as the painter, fiirthermore,
only imitates what he sees and does not know how to make or to use what he sees ( he
could paint a bed, but not make one) so the poet imitates reality without necessarily
understanding it. Not only, therefore, are the arts imitations of imitations and thus thrice
removed from truth: they are also the products of a fijtile ignorance. The man who
imitates or describes or represents without really knowing what he is imitating is
demonstrating both his lack of useful purpose and his lack of knowledge. (Daiches
1998:21) This distinguishes Plato's poet from the modern theories of 'creation',
'expression', or interpretation which evince a faith in the poet's knowledge of reality.
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The imitative artist, for Plato, is hamstrung by his limitation and subjective vision.
Mimesis cannot be attested as an act of servile copying for, it comes to be associated
with fine art as contrasted with productive act. [It may be noted in this context that a
complex relation exists among methexis (participation), homoiosls (likeness) and
paraplesia (likeness)] The poet, then, is not the real artist for in that case he would have
been interested in realities and not in imitations. And of the three arts - one which uses,
makes, and imitates - Plato makes sure that the philosopher takes precedence over the
poet for the poet can neither use nor make. The philosopher imitates the Form; the poet,
as Plato points out in Laws (IV, 719) imitates the events of the sensible world through
language. Among the three techniques - use, manufacture and representation - use
(khreia) tops over the rest. Knowledge (episteme), true belief (pistis) and correct
opinion (c/oxa) are the three coordinates that bear cognitive relationship to the object
that the poet chooses to represent. But what can bring Plato under fire is the argument
that the poet is precluded from 'correct opinion' or knowledge when the poet can grow
an access to the 'user' to have a 'direct experience'. But the question bristles on the
degree of'correctness' and 'directness' of experience as the principle of non-contrariety
in Plato contradicts the poet's embrace of reason and perceptual illusion in one breath.
Havelock quite rightly questions, "Why demand that the poet 'know', in the sense that
the carpenter knows about a bed? Surely this is to degrade the standards of poetic
creation by submitting them to criteria which are unworthy or at least improper or
irrelevant. Need the poet be an expert in the matter he sings of? Such a presupposition
does not make sense." (Sesonskel966:132) This alleged lack of actual knowledge~or
perception (gignoskein) of the things represented makes the poet like the painter who
practises 'superficial likeness' - a 'poetic colouring' that can evoke alluring
enchantment. Annas argues that the painter's lack of knowledge does not carry over to
the poet. Plato has made a few points against the poet's claim to have knowledge but
has done nothing to show that he imitates the way that a trompe-l'oeil painter does, or
that his works are mere images and at third removedfrom real nature. He has not
established that the poet imitates in the pejorative sense established for the pamter.
(1981-338) Also Goodrich points out that the painter succeeds in h.s deception at a
distance Three distances may possibly be intended here: that between representation
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and the viewer; that between 'the object as it actually is'(RepubIic, X.598b) and the
viewer; or between 'the thing-in-itself (X.598a) and the representation.( 1982:131) We
can safely agree with Goodrich that Plato implicitly connoted all the three distances
throughout and we believe, for the poet, the reference to the third distance would be
irrefutably apt.
The poet is said to correspond to the lowest part of the soul that is egotistic, irrational
and deluded. It is the eikasia, a state of vague image-ridden illusion (the lowest rung in
the phases of knowledge with/>«/«, dicmoia and noesis existing in the ascending order);
' in terms of the Cave myth this is the condition of the prisoners who face the black wall
and see only shadows cast by the fire. Plato does not actually say that the artist is in a
state of eikasia, but he clearly implies it, and indeed his whole criticism of art extends
and illuminates the conception of the shadow-bound consciousness.' (Murdoch 1977:5)
With the fitful and passionate in him the poet waters the passions instead of drying them
up. He is a pantomimic creature divorced from the knowledge of Truth and Reality
which belongs to the realm of the a priori - the true paradigm, the Form General.
However much the poet possesses techne yet the inspiration {fitror poeticus) comes
under suspicion for there could be no invention in him until he is out of his senses and
has decimated reason.

So I soon made up my mind about the poets too. I decided that it was not
wisdom that enabled them to write theh" poetiy, but a kind of instinct or
inspiration, such as you find in seers and prophets who deliver all their
sublime messages without knowing in the least what they mean. It seemed
clear to me that the poets were in much the same case, and I also observed
that the very fact that they were poets made them think that they had a
perfect understanding of all other subjects, of which they were totally
ignorant. (Apology, 22c)
Interestingly, Plato in the Phaedrus underscores positively the madness of the Muses.
' If any man come to the gates of poetry without the madness of the Muses, persuaded
that skill alone will make him a good poet, then shall he and his works of sanity with
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him be brought to nought by the poetry of madness, and behold, their place is nowhere
to be found.' (245a-c) This madness is interpreted as power divine (theia dunamis) that
should prevail with the wise and not merely with the learned, allowing them to treat the
subject finely. It is hypnotism, 'a kind of incantation', beneficial 'mania' in Phaednts.
(Ion : ' . . . Socrates, your words in some way touch my very soul, and it does seem to me
that by dispensation from above good poets convey to us these utterances of the gods.'
535a) But the poet cannot be just 'possessed' for he needs 'art and understanding'. As a
matter of fact, there is the emphasis on the poetic process where Beauty, keeping its
rational and moral function untainted, qualifies to cherish an association with the artistic
process. And there is no denying God as simple and true in deed and word; divine and
divinity are free from falsehood. As a significant contrast to this stands the poet who
ensconced on the Muses' tripod, loses his senses and resembles a fountain that gives
free course to upward msh of water (Z,mf5,719c) which inferentially attests
'individualism' in the creative aesthetics. It may be noted that the poet in his
incontrovertible role to interpret the divine afflatus concedes a contribution to any
aesthetic contradiction. The contradiction to which he is jm inevitable party, crystallises
his diminutive denomination in his contrasted status as maker with the Muse. However,
the glitches in Platonian aesthetic stares in the face in the proposition that the gods
sometimes cull the weakest of the poets as the medium for the most exquisite poems.
{Ion 534e) This tilt in the balance of contradiction towards the divine cushions oif
largely the poet's disability. Platonian aesthetics does not allow any emotional selfindulgence and heralds a rational harmony under the direction of reason and goodness art and knowledge (techne kai epist erne) This is dialectical reasoning as distinguished
from mathematical reason. For Plato, 'excess' impairs proportion that makes for
lowbrow art and bad ethics. The unbridled poetic innovations have given rise to a
confusion de genres which merely acknowledges the function of 'pleasure' - a
Platonian anathema. He evinces a concern for training and an allegiance for the rational
and the good. The poet, working through his medium, exposes himself to the
temptations and vulnerabilities of the world of sense. So Socrates voices his concern in
the Gorgias:
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Do the orators seem to you always to speak with an eye to what is best,
their sole aim being to render the citizens as perfect as possible by their
speeches, or is their impulse also to gratify the citizens, and do they neglect
the common good for their personal interest and treat the people like
children, attempting only to please them, with no concern whatever whether
such conduct makes them better or worse? (502e)

His hostility to art is primarily directed to the 'unintelligent' art for he would not admit
the superiority of the claims of imagination over intellect. The glaring chink is in the
proposition that poetic imagination stands unassisted by the calculating or the reasoning
element in the soul. It is imagination which orders out a new world of aesthetic
contemplation, orienting and reorienting the spasmodic fits of emotion, paroxysmic
seizures and frenzied trances. An imagination or 'heightened' inspiration cannot have
the divisiveness or contradiction that Plato pontificates; rather an emphatic sense of
unity derived from the author's central purpose elicits a multi-dimensionality and
artistic complexity. However, unfettered imagination and formless institutionalism are
decidedly faltering. The poet needs to be the artist who is gifted to discern the true
nature of the beautifiil and graceful, bearing allegiance to 'intelligent' art. The 'parable
of metals' (Republic, 415a-c) with its normative import points to Plato's belief that
'hired poets could devise what would properly be called "noble lies" to exhibit
paradigm behavior or behavior of paradigm figures, and hence supply the populace with
a set of directives or instructions for living their lives.' (Battin 1977:169) The noble lie
is factually false but is normatively true. However, the pitfalls of taking any poetic
description as normative would place us in an area where paradigmatic feature is
confijsed with the non paradigmatic ones. Despite the inevitability of colourlessness that
purely paradigmatic poetry would grow into, Plato's world still roots for it and roots out
the 'anti paradigms'. Plato in the Timaeus maintains that God is the Demiurgos, the
craftsman, and the world is his product. God is the artist who works towards his end
which He understands. This underscores the necessity of 'understanding' in the poet
who stands to disclose the real nature of the world. His moral duty is to encourage
mental concord and stability without 'the very miracle of his craft'.
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Later on when they send the children to school, their instructions to the
masters lay much more emphasis on good behaviour than on letters or music.
The teachers take good care of this, and when boys have learned their letters
and are ready to understand the written word as formerly the spoken, they set
the works of good poets before them on their desks to read and make them
learn them by heart, poems contdning much admonition and many stories,
eulogies, and panegyrics of the good men of old, so that the child may be
inspired to imitate them and long to be like them. (Protagoras, 326a)

So the poets need to be good as fathers and guides in matters of wisdom. {Lysis, 213e)
Morals, for Plato, are an assimilation to the stable and the equable. Representation calls
for assimilation to a model and the one true model is God,

Platonian aesthetics

disclaims such assimilation for artistic representation cannot work on such lines (Plato's
epistemological objection is too well known). The poets were the educators of Greece
and they looked upon themselves (including the comic poets) as instructors. Art,
arguably, existed with the overriding concern for the sake of religion, decoration or in
whatever context the piece was produced. So Plato's dismissal of the aesthetic aspect
and the declaration of the boundaries of the poet may not be qualified as being too
cavalier for art existed under the contemporary artistic climate that favoured it as the
vehicle for transporting the 'message'.
Socrates points out in the Republic that there must be a pattern laid up in heaven for him
who wishes to contemplate it. However, it does not make any difference whether it
exists now or ever will come into being. A poet is expected to order his being in
accordance with such laws. He cannot ignore the quantitative and qualitative principles
{Phaedrus, 261).But the point remains that if he does, poetry that would survive would
be portraits of good people {Republic 395c / 397d) and hymns to gods {ibid, X, 607a),
which is a truncated view of poetry and poetic abilities. Battin, in listing down six types
of poetry, perceptively refers to the ideal Platonian domain of,,th^ 'the normative and
the factually true'. Here the normativeiy and the factually false are excluded. However,
the instance of the myth of metals and Plato's attitude to Homeric and Hesoidic tales
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underscore poetry that is normatively true and factually false, obviating the normatively
false and the factually true. Also Plato would prefer the normatively neutral and the
-true

factually 4alse and antagonise the normatively neutral and the factually false.
(1977:172) Mere benefit to humanity (pleasure has the typical Platonian doubt about it)
could not be the sole vocation of the poet. Murdoch appositely points out that Plato,
even when it seems that he is clearly concerned with what is aesthetic ('contemplative')
as opposed to what is grossly didactic ('practical'), the moral tone is never eclipsed as
the preponderating interest is to provide therapy of the soul'. (1977:12) The point that
Ferrari makes is too impressively pertinent to ignore. What preoccupies Plato about
poetry is not 'fictionality' but 'theatricality' which means 'that capacity for imaginative
identification which inspired poets and performers and satisfied audiences alike employ.
Fictionality belongs to the artistic product; theatricality belongs to the soul. And by
thinking of poetry in terms of theatricality rather than fictionality, Plato makes poetry
through and through an ethical, not an aesthetic affair'. (Kennedy 1989: 98) The
normatively false stands to be stubbed out as it poses a genuine danger to the state. Art
cannot be self-sufficient; it has the power to enter the soul and cast an impact on the life
of a culture.
Athenian: Well, to begin with, must it not hold good of all things which
have an attendant charm that their chief value lies either in this mere charm
itself, in their tightness in some sense, or finally, in their utility? To give
an example, I mean that meat and drink, and articles of nutriment
generally, are attended by a charm which we may call flavour; as to
rightness and utility, it is precisely what we call the wholesomeness of the
various viands which is also their true rightness.
Clinias: Exactly
Athenian: Against the art of learning is attended by a charm, a gusto, but it
is the truth of what is learned which gives it its rightness and utility, its
goodness and nobility. (Laws, II, 667 c-d)
Also, Beauty of art, for Plato, is synonymous with moral beauty (Plato uses the word
ka/os in the sense of both 'beautiful' and 'good') -There is the admittance of grace
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('flavour', 'charm'); but beauty and virtiie are connected with measure and proportion
{metriotes kai stimmetria). Artistic imitation, thus, should be concerned with beauty and
aesthetic experience justifies itself beyond the formal degrees of similitude between the
original and its imitation. Though he manifests a passion for beauty (III, Republic,
403c), the puritanical Plato anticipates Tolstoy who insists that beauty has no objective
worth and should never be placed above the demands of morality. For.him, aesthetic
properties have value only as a means to an end where the immediate artistic end is the
transmission of feeling from the artist to the audience and the ultimate objective is the
feelings, engendered by a strong moral note, that unite us. There is the emphasis on the
qualitative and quantitative likeness and the formal attractiveness. Annas convincingly
argues that Plato holds two inconsistent views about poetry. First 'it is important and
dangerous, and so either be censored and tamed in the service of a truly moral life
(Bk.3) or expelled from the truly moral life altogether as being hopelessly
untrustworthy (Bk 10). Second, it is a trivial and fatuous thing, too pathetic even to be
immoral' It is first of these views which Plato holds most consistently and which
makes most sense of the development of the Republic. Plato is bound to be worried
about the influence of poetry when he gives such weight to the education of people's
desires and characters, and it is only realistic for him to bear in mind the important role
of poetry in the popular education of his own day.... By contrast, he has to try and
prove that poetry is trivial. This he attempts in the first two arguments of Book 10;
arguments that do not work, because they rely on a forced and an unconvincing
assimilation of poetry to a wholly distinct art form .... It is therefore a mistake to take
these two arguments as being the essence of Plato's 'theory of art', as is often done. In
the course of trying to prove a conclusion, the triviality of poetry, which he elsewhere
implicitly rejects, Plato puts forward a view of both poetry and painting which he
endorses nowhere else.' (1981:342)

This inconsistency invariably influences the

concept of the poet. What largely goes unanalysed is the 'genius' (ingenium) of the poet
under the calumnious cover of'madness'. The poet may rebel against any attempt to set
limits to his fancy; he may argue truly that mere moralising in verse does not make a
poet. Art is the only instrument that enables us to approximate absolute reality or the
invisible world of Forms. Plato has not been very enunciative about what dialectical
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reasoning is like. Plato just assumes that he can talk of poetry as being 'mere image',
and at third remove from real nature without the requisite awareness that his
propositions can only make sense within the metaphysical picture of Form. Ironically
enough, Plato snipes heartlessly at those qualities we applaud in the poet - the range,
catholicity, the command of the human emotional register, intensity, and the 'power to
sa;y things that only he can say and reveal things in ourselves that only he can reveal'.
(Sesonskel966:118)

The poet produces something that is less than the reality it

purports to represent. In the process of semblance-making, he neither duplicates nor
replicates. But 'he puts an idea into it. He puts his perception into it. He gives us his
intuition of certain distinctive and essential qualities. He is not further from the ideal,
but has attempted to impress upon the material he uses the clearer impress of a Form, or
Idea, and in so doing has given to some little bit of the world - which in Plato's
language, is changing, manifold, and disordered - a permanence, a unity, an order...'
(Scott-James 1963: 41-2) Dwelling on the commonly attributed power of the poet as
excelling Nature, one can say that he does not wholly envision the ideal but makes a
selective use of models. Despite the evidence of a persistent attraction for poetry ('And
1 suppose we'd also allow people who champion poetry because they like it, even
though they can't compose it, to speak on its behalf in prose, and to try to prove that
there's more to poetry than mere pleasure - that it also has a beneficial effect on society
and on human life in general. And we won't listen in a hostile frame of mind, because
we'll be winners if poetry turns out to be beneficial as well as enjoyable.'- Republic, X,
607e), the Platonian poet is conceptualised within the canons of his ideal republic which
does not exonerate him from the charge of putting forth a fragmented view of the poet
which is stimulating, idiosyncratic and outrageous. However, it is indirectly true that the
attempt to underline that the poet is not really creative, corroborates Plato's awareness
of the nature of the poet's creativity. Poetry, one should understand, is not so much nonfunctional as anti-functional, A literary artist himself, his concept of creativity cannot be
doubted, for as tradition makes us believe, Plato was a poet before encountering
Socrates.
Aristotle, with authority and conviction, sets to restore poetry and in the process
precludes further disservice to the Poet. Without the philosopher's and historian's direct
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commitment to truth, the poet's art offers 'images' of 'possible' human life. This gives
us the idea that even if poetic materials cannot be described in terms of'truth', it can be
argued to make a contribution to the understanding of human realities. Here poetic
fictionality, as Halliwell puts it, "coordinates the logically 'non committal' standing of
poetry (its exemption from the Platonic requirement of veracity) with the ideally
enactive or dramatic mode of presentation. Both these factors are present in the
judgement on Empedocles, whose verse writings are classified as 'natural philosophy',
not poetry, because they offer categorical claims about the world (including the larger
sphere of nature, which Aristotle excludes in a priori fashion from poetry's distinctively
human subject-matter), and because they are consequently not concerned with the
hypothetical or fictional dramatisation of action".(Kennedyl989:154) For Aristotle,
poetry is more philosophical and truer than history. The concept of the poet shapes up
with the dual principle of poetry having a moral view and imitation having an aesthetic
side to it. Aristotle is not here to ignore the moral role of the poet. However, at the
same time, he does not consider morality to be the sole criterion for it would then turn
the poet into a moral teacher. Fine art, for him is a free and independent activity of the
mind outside the domain of both religion and of politics, having an end not wholly
subservient to education or moral improvement. This leads him to a view of art that is
not overwhelmingly didactic and prescriptive. Aristotle, in his assumptions on poetry,
clearly emphasises the extraordinary ability of the 'man' who in his art of 'making'
underlines axiomatically that some are poets, all are not. The poet's creation is a
mimetic art meant to give pleasure and inculcate learning and understanding. Art was
either directed to the necessities of life or to its 'recreation' where the inventors of the
latter were naturally always regarded as wiser than the inventors of the former because
their branches of knowledge did not aim at utility. To Plato's charge that poets purvey
falsehoods about reality, Aristotle's rejoinder is not polemical but sensible. Many
aspects of reality lie beyond the premises of poetry proper and when the 'poet does deal
with his legitimate object (human action) he is not to be understood as making truth
bearing statements or claims, but as offering plausible yet fictional structures of
possible (rather than actual) events. The poet is a dramatiser, not an interpreter, of
human life. And where interpretation or judgement takes from mimetic representation,
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Aristotle does not consider the result as 'poetry' but as some other kind of discourse,
needing to be assessed by a different set of criteria.' (Halliwell 1987:74) Importantly,
the Aristotelean poet does not have the enthusrasmos that is impervious to reason and
hence closed to order and utility. He manipulates his materials and renders a proper and
prudent form; he is not the man who is gifted with 'genius' that acts under the rules
from within, rather has a marvellous sense of construction and the unrivalled
competence to lend 'form' to his thoughts. He marshals his materials from the 'chaos'
before, him with a keen sense of arrangement that infuses an orderliness, continuity and
moderation to the form. He is the man who avoids extremes and follows the golden
mean. The act of mimesis is more creative and less interpretive where it is inherently
Active; it represents and dramatises human life 'in its essential aspect of purposive,
ethically qualified action'.(76) His power of organisation lends to generalisation the
touch of universality.
Art addresses itself not to abstract reason but to the sensibility and image-making
faculty; it is concerned with outward appearances and employs illusions for its world is
not that which is revealed by pure thought; it sees truth, but in its concrete
manifestations and not as an abstract idea. The poet renders beauty and universality to
his stories with the extraordinary sense of form that is partly original and partly
derivative. His art is distinguished from the discourse which makes direct claims about
reality. He is not endowed with a grace that is beyond the reach of art. Aristotle is very
sceptical to admit that there is predominantly an unpremeditated, involuntary, impulsive
streak in the poet that brooks no interference. The poet's activity does not soar by a
sudden and creative exaltation for, the importance of poetry lies in how it organises its
materials. Poetry, no doubt, is the imitation of life; but it also transforms what it copies,
guided as it is, by 'necessity'. The freedom of fictional invention of the Aristotelian
poet is constrained by a requirement to conform to the standards of 'probability' or
'necessity'. This places him in a 'poised position', as Halliwell underlines, 'between the
popular Greek conception of poetry as a vehicle of truth (moral, historical and
otherwise), and the outright Platonic condemnation of poetry as falsehood and
deception'.(73)
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So poetry is both 'doing' and 'making'. And the poet is not a mere weaver of words in
verse - not primarily a maker of verses or of dialogues, though these are constituents of
poetry - but a maker of 'stories'. The poet sometimes 'invents' and sometimes
'borrows' stories and gives them a proper shape. In his invention he makes sure that the
derivation is wrapped in afictiveand illusive belief. What is imitation to Pythagoras is
participation to Plato. For Aristotle, imitation or representation {mimesis) is instinctive.
The instinct for imitation is inherent in man from his earliest days; he
differs from other animals in that he is the most imitative of creatures, and
he learns his earliest lessons by imitation. Also inborn in all of us is the
instinct to enjoy works of imitation. (Dorschl965:35)
Here is the source of art {Poetics) and the explanation of why we take pleasure in
creating and contemplating works of art. Unlike Plato, Aristotle accepts all these
mimetic activities as 'arts' in the full Greek sense of techne. This can be described as
productive skill or activity which follow the controlled and intrinsically rational
principles, and which do so in order to impose upon their particular materials a form
which is consciously conceived by the mind of the maker (see Metaphysics 7.7). Plato
did not see poetry as conforming to the criteria of knowledge attached to the notion of
*art'. But techne for Aristotle is the rational and knowledgeable means to the
achievement of predetermined end. Thus we have here a significant departure from
Plato. It is because of its orderly and purposeful (teleological) character that all 'art' techne (including, for instance, medicine and carpentry), is said by Aristotle to 'imitate
nature' (for instance. Physics 2.2, 2.8). However, imitation of nature need not be
confused with the idea of mimesis itself All disciplined arts follow procedures which
Aristotle takes to be analogous to the workings of nature. It is only the mimetic arts that
have the activity of produdng representations or fictional renderings of the world as
their specific purpose. The idea of resemblance is modified. Poetic imitation, to
Aristotle, initially meant verisimilitude but he cogently attested a mere resemblance to
the original as 'inferiority'. The poet cannot afford to imitate in such an inferior way
for, bare repetition or mere replication would not do justice to his ability. Aristotelean
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aesthetics, thus, hinges on the means of imitation. The carpenter or the sculptor can
produce closer copies of visible appearance of things but the poet triumphs over them in
manifesting the moral qualities, the imperceptible rhythm and melody that deliver
pleasure. It may be pointed out here that mimesis of action or character can reflect
different levels or areas of possible reality that can range from the base to the
outstanding. Aristotle looked on art as art and freed it from the rivalry of other human
activities. He traced the genesis of art to the natural human instinct for imitation and to
the pleasure bom out of it. He argued that imitation is not a mere carbon copy but is a
re-creative and an idealising process. It is neither mimicry nor counterfeiting. Imitation
could be representation but differs from the strict Platonian standards of veracity.
'Imitation, then, is a special kind of representation: it is a matter of representing a soand-so rather than representing the so-and-so. It is sometimes true that you represent a
so-and-so without there being any so-and-so which you represent. Gibbon represented a
degenerate Empire - and there was degenerate Empire which he represented. Manet
represented a lunch, but there was no lunch which he represented. To imitate, let us say,
is to represent not in the Gibbon fashion, but in the Manet manner.' (Barnes 1995: 275)
What art seeks to reproduce is primarily an inward process which as a psychical energy
works on the outward manifestations in deeds, incidents, events, situations. The inward
will elicits some activity of thought or feeling. (This is not to be confused again with the
idea of character which is not intrinsically a matter of psychology but has a specific
foundation in the sphere of ethical dispositions and choices.) It is here that one has to
realise the transformation in the meaning of mimesis that Aristotle has wrought. The
poet delights in rhythm and imitation. This rhythm contains a familiar and ordered
number of movements in a regular manner. {Problemata 920b) He plays the crucial role
of imposing order; art takes the form which is in the soul of the artist. (Metaphysics,
1032a) What he makes, like a carpenter or a painter is something new, a comretum or
synolon. A poet apprehends the pattern which is universal and general underlying
human actions, and then imposes this pattern which is governed by its own internal
logic, the rules of necessity and probability. In case of a tragedy, more specifically, a
poet is the maker of a plot, which is in that particular case, the body of the imitation. In
Aristotle's view plot is the frill body, the concrete body, of action {praxis) which in
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itself is only a concept, an indwelling form toward which human experience tends. It is
action, the dynamic principle which is the soul of tragedy. But when Aristotle describes
plot as the first principle (arche) and the soul (psyche) of tragedy, he means that it is in
the plot that action exists, even though theoretically, it is something different. When a
poet makes a plot, he gives action a form. This form is not taken from real life but is
perceived by the poet as a pattern at once general and universal. It is ruled by the rules
of necessity and probability which provide an inner logic in a literary form.
'Rationality' in art is a the result of the poet's conscious selection and design of his
materials. The sense of artistry and mimesis complement each other. Art is bom not
from the fountains of creation within; the poet is subordinated to his art and the true
locus lies in the teleological relation between them. However, there is no room for
'imagination' in his art of mimesis (the word does not feature once in Aristotle's
Poetics). It is the fidelity to truth that forbids the poet from being bestowed with
imagination for imagination might lead him to embrace falsehood and the impossible.
(De Anima, 428a-433a) The poet is the maker but with a strong allegiance to reality;
his role is conceptualised within the recognition rendered to reality and truth as he is not
expected to portray something that is incomprehensible and unrecognisable. However, a
historian, while in course of describing a king, might render his ruthless bigotry and
delicate love of beauty without any necessary or probable connection between the two.
The poet is adept in establishing the connection which strictly speaking, may be
qualified as a distortion of truth. But the poet is concerned with a higher, a generalisable
truth, not with a blatant factual reporting of a thing. He is the poet because of his ability
to impose a pattern of universality and inevitability on the incoherent, chaotic actions
and incidents. What is of great critical interest is the observation that Aristotle makes
regarding the art of poetry. It is instructive to see that Aristotle looks at poetry as an art
that demands a special gift in him.
Aristotle is making a bow to the Platonic concept of poetry being the result of divine
frenzy. This seems to upset the applecart of neat antinomies like Romanticism and
Classicism. Not surprisingly, while inspirationalists have gloated over this passing
emphasis of Aristotle, formalists have, equally unsurprisingly, been uneasy about it.
Horace, for instance, ridiculed the idea that genius (ingeniiim) is an adequate substitute
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for training, craft, and experience. However, the reading of the Poetics that makes
Aristotle reinforce the Platonic concept was favoured through the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, culminating, as it were, in Milton's great invocation in the Paradise Lost.
As a matter of fact, the original Greek word that Aristotle uses for the frenzied poet is
'manikos' which is obviously related to mania.. A 'maniac' poet, then, being fi-ozen into
his emotional configuration cannot make his soul bend and conform to that of an
imagined character unless the character happens to be a photo copy of his own self On
the grounds of sheer elementary logic, therefore, the conventional translation - gifted or
mad - does not make any sense. Poetry has its source in men who are gifted rather than
ones who are mad. Here Castlevetro cannot go unsupported when he observes that the
poet makes his art plausible only by being well endowed, rather than being overtaken
by what we know as thisi furor poeticiis. Castlevetro's observation makes for a better
and clearer reading of the passage. The fact that Aristotle nowhere else in the Poetics
makes a suggestion that a poet is in a state of madness and that he does not make the
poetic process a matter either of inspiration or of perspiration makes it almost selfevident that the idea of'frenzy' cuts at the very raison d'etre of the Poetics which is
essentially about the techne of poetry.
Poetry infrises a universal appeal into what history records; the pictures of poetry are
not mere reproductions of facts but truths embedded in those facts that apply to all
places and times (phi/osophoteron kai spoudaioteron). Here Aristotle never meant that
poetry is abstract for he knows that good poetry will contain vividly imagined
particul£U"s. What he appears to mean is that works of poetic art (and probably of other
arts too) can possess a richness of significance which invites and rewards interpretation
in terms of the larger conceptions which structure human experience and understanding.
By combining aesthetic pleasure with civic ends the poet's art can render the 'calm of
mind, all passion spent' without the Platonian scepticism, as the emotional appeal of
poetry becomes health-giving and artistically satisfying. It is, however, important to
note that aestheticism, in any of its strong senses, does not find favour with Aristotle for
mimesis is concerned with the presentation and exploration of some idea of a 'possible'
world. With the knowledge that correctness in poetry is not identical with correctness in
politics, the poet gives us knowledge of the universals, transforming the singulars in the
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process and partly completes what nature cannot bring to a finish. (Physics, 199a;
Politics IV,

\yi\\\l)

So, freeing his art from the elements of unreason which mangle our comprehension of
reality, the poet focuses on the world of the possible which is intelligible. In fashioning
his materials he may transcend nature, but cannot afford to flippantly contravene the
laws of rationality. Giving wide berth to the 'fantastic', he can recreate the actual that is
rooted to the habits and principle of nature. What we find in On the Parts of Animals
(IV, 10) and On the Generation of Animals (1,4) — nature makes the best of the materials
it has at her disposal and works with a thrust toward the ideal - come to attain a better
thing or higher reality {beltion) at the hand of the artist. Arts may 'on the basis of
Nature, carry things further than Nature can'. (Wicksteed, Comford: 1957:173) Aided
by reason and the poetic imagination that does not abjure sensible appearances, the
artist can grasp the nature of each thing as // is in itself It is a new imaginal existence
that is different from shadow, illusions and reflexions; it is endowed with truth and
reality of the artist's imagination. Without the attitude to associate with the 'fantastic'
and his manikos state, he can draw objects as they 'ought to be' (hoia einai dei). The
poet recreates human life and nature in images which do not, as Plato thought, delude us
with mere shadows of things, but enhance our understanding and appropriation of life.
A Maker (poietes) of a new world, logical and organic, he bestows Form (eidos) on the
Flux. Poetry is more philosophical than history and the poet is the moral teacher who
knows the art of'making' and 'creating'.
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CHAPTER V

The Concept of the Poet in the Psalms

Identifying the authorship of the Psalms can be a monumental, though moot, exercise
for, contrary to the later traditions, David, Moses and Solomon can

hardly be

considered as possible authors of the Psalms preserved in the Psalter. This has been
demonstrated increasingly clearly as exegesis developed. We can prudently and safely
unite our voice with Klaus Seybold when he points out that at the most it would be
impossible to speak of traces or fragments.

There is not a single Psalm, which can with any probability
be said to stem from David. Of many linguistic, cultural and
theological difficuhies stand in the way. Even if the so-called
Lament of the Bow (2 Sam.l,17ff) could be proven to be by
David, the gulf between this poem and the Psalms shows that a
common origin is out of the question. Only with the
personaHsation of the originally anonymous Holy Scriptures
and the distribution of the text complexes under the names of
great authors, Moses, David, Solomon, and the prophets, Ezra
etc., did the Psalms come to be given an 'author', a
simplification which may have had dogmatic advantages, but
which in the long run has been at the cost of historical
plausibility, and has led to ideological

entrenchment.

(SeyboldI990: 37-8)

However, without grinding any ideological axe, we can yet triumphantly declare the
moving poetic spirit, subtle and sensitive, in the whole corpus of the Psalms. There is
no denying a 'sharp and clear mind' and a 'prophetic spirit', an obvious poetic
inspiration and poetic utterance that verge on a discovery of divine-human relationship.
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(In the Qumran document of the Psalms [] iQPs], we have the reference to David as
being wise, intelligent and irreproachable before God and before mankind in all his
ways. He is bestowed with a sharp and clear mind and is said to have composed his
hymns in a prophetic spirit conferred on him by the Most High.) It has the spiritual
vision that combines life-sense, vigorous emotion, profundity of thought, and a strong
aesthetic sense. It remains as a transmutation of what the Poet sees outwardly in
relation to man's approach to God, exciting an inner vision. Here we notice a mind that
allows it to interact with the actual truths of our outward Ufe and then encourages the
crudity to sink and get drained in the onrushing crystal waters of Imagination,
transforming it into an artifice that is sincere and severe in the strong outlining
illumination. Eschewing all efforts toward personalisation, we can trace a poet-soul that
is intuitive and interpretive, echoing the creative principles of the Vedic poet, Kavi.
The argument can begin with a few lines from Psalm 40.

I waited patiently for the Lord;
he inclined to me and heard my cry.
He drew me up from the desolate pit
out of the miry bog,
and set my feet upon a rock,
making my steps secure.
He put a new song in my mouth,
a song of praise to our God. (emphasis mine)

The "new song" holds the key to our argument. In fact the divine inspiration
spreads its luminous wings on the fertile tracts of the poet's mind and helps in the
germination of a new art. The concept of the poet as a divine singer is an established
phenomenon not only among the Vedic poets like Dirghatamas or Brihaspati but also
among the major early Greek poets like Homer, Hesoid and Pindar. The Poet has
installed himself at a place where his experiences are recorded with clarity and insight
and the experiential self communicates the wisdom that is garnered from the 'paradise
regained' in the wake of the divine afflatus. Milton's prayer to illumine what in him is
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dark is the message. This illumination reveals one aspect of the binding force of the
poetic spirit. This is evident in many of the Psalms; a spirit that artfully telescopes
various themes and through careful reworking engineers a balance that exhibits a strong
thematic unity. There are 'growth rings' that hem the solid inner text. We can mark
clear stages of development wrought by introspection, a wide surfing of thematic
possibilities, and an ingenious poetic license. For instance. Psalm 19 has a three-part
division. It begins:

The heavens are telling the glory of God;
and the firmament proclaims his handiwork.

The second part is a series of theses on the nature of the Word of God i.e. the law of
the Lord, the testimony of the Lord, the precepts of the Lord and the commandment of
the Lord which is perfect, sure, right, and pure. The fear of the Lord is clean and the
ordinances of the Lord are true. However, the third part rises to a prayer with the
poignancy of a sincere emotion.

Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart
be acceptable in thy spirit,
O Lord, my rock and my redeemer.

Despite the obvious thematic diversity, the unification or combination does not strike us
as patchwork. In the alembic of the poet's sensibility and subtilised intellect, it
coalesces into a coherent cogent composition that combines a hymn of creation, the
nature of the creator and the prayer of His creature. The apparent disharmony in themes
melts under the linguistic innovation or what one may refer to as the 'inspired' speech.
The poetic effort (leave aside the wanton tirades or imprecation directed at the enemy
camp) has the prophetic inspiration and the 'impulse' of the spirit.
The organicity of the poet's mind works on a 'structural intention'. He has a
beginning, choosing his words carefully with the pitch and intonation. For instance,
Vindicate me, O God, and defend my cause (Psalm 43), or God is our refuge and
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strength (Psalm 46), or Be Pleased, O God, to deliver me! (Psalm 95), or Hear my
prayer, O Lord (Psalm 102). Striking the note at the outset, the Psalmist makes sure that
the close of the text is equally cadenced, resonant, leaving a well-nigh indelible imprint.
Psalm 104 should be a brilliant example.

May the glory of the Lord endure forever
May the Lord rejoice in his works,
Who looks on the earth and it trembles,
Who touches the mountains and they smoke!
I will sing to the Lord as long as I live;
I will sing praise to my God while I have being.
May my meditations be pleasing to him,
for I rejoice in the LORD,
Let sinners be consumed from the earth,
and let the wicked be no more! '

Post-scripts are obvious for alphabetical Psalms. However, here, the creative spirit of
the Poet has manifested a keen sense of form and rhythm by adding the last two verses
for a structural wholeness.
Bless the LORD, O my soul!
Praise the LORD.

In fact the subtlety of the rhythm goads the Poet to fiimish the last two verses as a
demonstration of a conscious construction that is loyal to the demands of the
wholesome harmonised final impact. It has a lively recognition for 'design' where form
and substance jell together to evolve a soulful rhythm. The Psalm has a thought rhythm
and a well organised development hinging on the concept of God and His creation in
relation to the ultimate dependence of His creatures on Him, The world of creation may
proliferate in all ways but at the end everything suspires from His Immortal Flame, A
meticulous reading of Psalm 104 manifests a conceptual development from one stich to
the next. Here we notice the extraordinary principle of organisation and growth in the
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Poet's mind. The development is effected by making the different stichs deal not with
the same but with different events. Thus one is led through several phases: light to
heavens, then tofirmament,fromit to the clouds which leads one to the wind, then to
storm and from storm to lightning and then to the face of the earth. The spirit of the
Poet works with supreme adhesive qualities and in the crucible of his creative
imagination the ideas are well aligned and endowed with the much-needed vibrancy.
The medium becomes the message.
Again the symmetry of the Poet's mind is well demonstrated if we look at the prayer
songs of the individual. The invocation is immediately accompemied by a cry for help;
the petitioner announces what Yahweh means to him and by an illustrative and
comparative way - this highlights the poet and his medium - underscores God's power
to save. The next block of the 'pattern' deals with the self description of the afflicted
petitioner who is 'distressed and poor'. The distress and distance from God continue to
evoke the plaintive cry - 'why? 'How long?' - and the prayer nearly reaches the
borderline of importunation but never without the latent hope that the clouds of present
misfortune will disperse with time. But the imperative or the jussive mood often faces
impediments in the shape of hostility of fellow mortals. True to his blemished nature.
the supplicant breaks forth into maledictions and seeks an effective intervention of the
Lord. The relationship is crowned by a vow of thanksgiving {todah) and a craving for
His mighty fortress where truth,righteousness,and steadfastness have their holy seat.
Indeed this religious document is a product of the living centre. It has the creative
rhythm and word images with the profound message from the depths of the Poet's soul.
It becomes the testament of the living radiant soul with kavayah satya-srutah. h
manifests a sheer force of presentation where the God-Man relationship opens up an
important text of life, as the composer, guided by the power to soar into the empyrean
of the Infinite, hears the music of the hidden movements. It exhibits the forceful vision
of familiar things and an inquiring spirit that examines the dilating life force, the
passion and ardour of existence and glories in the hues of imagination and takes pride
in the power of transmutation. It becomes 'vital' poetry and philosophy, well
manicured by a keen aesthetic sense and subtilised intellect. The powerful mind
renders a 'discipline' and facilitates the construction of the contours of well-grounded
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ideas in truth and eternity. It removes the veil that separates man from the usually
perplexing theological problems and unearths the higher strata of revelation. The
comprehensive soul and lively sensibility of the Poet thrash out a theological document,
raising the banner of universal proclamation and communication. In the Psalms (102,
40, 41, 22, 30, 69, 49, 73, 104, 139), the Poet stirs the depths of human consciousness,
the bizarre complex of mortal craving, the intricate plexus of fear, doubt and piety, the
confounding matrix of virtue and vice. Indeed through 'a gradation of themes' (faith,
confession, lamentation, heart wrenching, praise, refuge, righteousness) and linguistic
dexterity, the Psalms have become special object of theological interest and reflection.
The Psalmist has dealt with the mystery and wonder of a relationship with imagination,
aesthetic sensitivity, historical consciousness and linguistic acumen. Martin Luther
found the Psalter a little Bible comprehending most beautifully and briefly everything
that is in the entire Bible. It is biblical theology in miniature.
The writer, it may be noted, calls his poem a maski'i, strictly 'proverb' or aphorism but
also 'proverbial poem' or 'solution to a riddle', thereby bringing the Wisdom genre
back into play. Psalm 49 reads:

My mouth shall speak wisdom;
the meditation of my heart shall be understanding.
I will incline my ear to a proverb;
I will solve my riddle to the music of the lyre.

The Psalmist has more often worked in the sapiential tradition; also the theological and
ethical concepts of wisdom circles have impacted upon them. Language assumed the
didactic and the meditative undertones and teaching the revealed will of God became
the very backbone of communaJ and individual existence. (Wisdom was poured out in
the way of righteousness, steadfastness, and was the property that remained as the
abiding peace in his mighty fortress.) The obvious objective was the edification and
orientation of the members of the synagogal community and the general tone was that
of pastoral counselling (Ps. 1, 34, 37, 39, 49, 119, etc.). However, the didactic
presentation of materials is poetically conceived with the clear principle of organisation
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of the Poet's mind.

The 'historical psalm' and the 'Torah psalm' assimilate

"wisdom's" ideas (Ps. 1, 119, 37, 73, etc.) but not in the desiccated aphoristic method.
The stimuli of wisdom run through problem poetry and prayer literature. And although
the proverbial wisdom embraces three motifs - the transitoriness of life in time,
protection of the city and the toil of labour, the common life of brothers - yet the
wisdom slant has the touch of the poet's brilliant mind and his sense of the artistic
form.
Indeed dry precepts and disembodied disquisition can never convey a complete or
perfectly natural impression. Truth requires the art of the poet to express it; it needs the
carefiil adroit hands of the creator to stamp its mark. Poetry has its anointed means to
make truth reveal itself, for a wanton indiscretion in presentation attenuates its identity
with the creative power.

The interpreting eye perceives the authentic and the

compelling and looks beyond the mere scientific, philosophic, or aesthetic truth into
something which has an 'individual distinct significance' brought home by the
transforming power of poetic vision. Most of the poems exhibit a visioned thinking
attended by a realisation that maps out the clear contours of a 'righteous' existence.
The Poet's mind has seen the divine fire of truth and the inmost spirit has grasped it in
entirety. The rhythmic language has seized the finite in man and conflated it with the
song and light of the Infinite. The acuity of the prayer-psalms has made man to figure
out his mortal configuration with the irrefiitable accents of the divine. The Psalmist has
seized the emotional realities of man with 'wise understanding'; he presents a situation
where man tries to envisage the self, outlining the journey fi-om an intellectual
apprehension to a spiritual comprehension. The poet has brought man before Truth,
Unity, highly visioned Will, Harmony, and Good. The citadel is built not by the arid
light of intellectual reason - the dead mechanical chain of apparent things - and
systematising intelligence but is the product of a synthesis of rhythm and truth. There
is a spiritual experience which carries us straight to sight. Psalter does not contain a
summa of theological thought or any kind of confounding theological system but a
treasury of experiences accumulated by generations of people who lived in the region
where the cradle of our civilisation stood. They nourished their particular hopes and
anxieties, they clung to their values and deities, and they are heirs of their faith. But
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such experiences found the eloquence of the poetic spirit to their overwhelming
advantage. The force of inspired seeing propelled then- emotions and with imagination,
fancy, a turn of phrase, an introduction of a symbol or weaving of an image, the
correspondence with the life-spirit is established. Our inner being is made to respond to
the extraneous self or the world; we arrive face to face with our 'inner life'. The Psalter
ceases to exist as a mere disciplined document of religious knowledge. Under the
incandescence of the Poet's inward and piercing sight, the higher flights of thought and
art, the voices of poetry, philosophy and religion dissolve into a luminous entity
secured in its inviolability.
The second stage of the discussion can trigger off with the careful
perusal of the opening of Psalm 45.

My heart overflows with a goodly theme;
I address my verses to the king;
my tongue is like the pen of a ready scribe.

Here the 'address my verses' has the note of craftsmanship or the art of construction
(for example baking in Genesis 40,17 or metal work in 2 Chronicles 3,10). Indeed the
Psalms are the handmaid of the writer and the singer; it exists as the art of the 'ready
scribe', growing out of the wisdom tradition. We can easily agree with Hans Joachim
Kraus when he asserts that art, in the Old Testament, does not consist of a "diaiectical
contradiction", as Kierkegaard puts it in the light of the "truth of the eternal" in that
poetry. On the contrary, the artistic capacity expressed in the Psalms is indicated in the
intensity and concentration of style, the appropriateness of the measures employed, the
clarity and beauty, the heights and depths of that which is spoken and sung in the
presence of Yahweh. (Kraus 1992:15) As a matter of fact, the three basic types of text in
the Psalter - prayer, poem and song - require a suitable linguistic medium which under
the severity of insight and the flame of imagination can grow into a definite shape and
form using all the repertoire of structured speech. No doubt man has approached his
god by verbal as well as non-verbal communication in the form of gestures, oblations
and symbolic acts.

Yet language was probably the decisive element in most
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ceremonies and words carefully guarded and measured came to be used having specific
intonations and particular rhythm. One can agree with Bowra that most so-called
primitive people sing their prayer. In fact, in singing, lies the art of welding proficiently
words and music, idea and the rhythm, instruction and the intonation. There is the fine
recasting of the conventional. With an ear that is extraordinarily sharp to music, the
Poet makes sure that the Psalms exhibit a sound pattern - the vocalic and the
consonantal structure of words and sentences. The sound structure makes remarkable
use of repetition, assonance and alliteration, seeking to print his message in sound
pictures.

The metrical system is substantiated by the accentuation system, the

alternating system and the stichometric system. Also remarkable is the parallelismus
membronim where rhyme-relationship effects a stereophony of thought content. The
Psalms demonstrate a 'keen mind' working on the various stylistic devices, catering to
the demands of the poetic situations. The basic textual structure has the 'refrain'
providing the unity to the stropes; also a symmetrical or concentric or chiastic schema
can be discerned. Interestingly, the formal structure and the semantic structure have a
synchronisation and the bulk of the poems (Ps. 9, 25, 119, 102, 104, etc.) exhibit an
organic wholeness and tectonic symmetry. The Poet has infused a balance in rhythm,
length, and meaning. His edifice has synonymous, antithetical, climactic and synthetic
parallelism and Kugel stresses the dominance of the later. Kugel defines it as 'A is so,
what's more, B is so' which indicates that 'B typically supports A, carries it further,
backs it up, completes it, goes beyond it'.( 1981:52) Alter sees a forward movement,
both intralinearly and interlinearly in the larger structure of some poems.(l 985:9-15)
There is a movement of 'consequentiality' or 'intensification' and this intensification
works on the poet's use of the images and the involvement of the poetic spirit that
infuses a dynamicity in the movement of the verse. This has worked well with the
interpreter for the enrichment of the language serves well towards the communication
of concepts and the meaning of the text. It is part of the Poet's shaping effect and
'intentionality'. Patrick D Miller works on this aspect with laudable care.

Psalm 2:2 shows the way in which successive cola second
earlier ones by elaborating and expanding:
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A The kings of the earth set themselves
B

and the rulers take counsel together

C

against the Lord and his anointed.

While the second colon (B) is clearly parallel to the first (A), it
does not merely repeat the thought of A but intensifies and
elaborates it. The rulers not only take their stand, they counsel
or conspire together. The verb in B explains in a quite specific
way that goes beyond A. The third colon (C) is sometimes
omitted by commentators as a gloss. There is no compelling
reason for that, however.

Again the colon moves on to

intensify and elaborate in a startling way by identifying the
object of the action of kings and rulers.

That action is

emphasized and explained by the double object in colon C. The
tricolon as a whole serves to build in intensity as each
successive colon adds a dimension to the basic thought in the
first colon. The interpreter is led by the poetic process to hear
the development of thought and the force of each new
dimension as he or she hears the members of the poetic line.
(Miller 1986: 34-5)

It is not the labouring on an idea to a point of nauseation but an intensification that
harps on the aesthetic and the interpretive faculties of the Poet's art. This should not
mislead us to believe that the Poet was merely a thinker in lines and stanzas - a
rhapsodist with rhetorical virtuosity. Instead we are made to see through the thoughtpower Notwithstanding the objective, subjective and the aesthetic imagination, a
creative imagination is irrepressibly at work, that stirs the self-interpretive self.
In fact liturgical language is always poetic or semi-poetic. It has to soar above the
colloquial usage for it is essentially a communication with divine things. So we need
not be surprised by the poetic-Iiturgical vocabulary extant in the Psalter. The Poet
includes the devices of parallel pairs or ostensibly formulaic pairings, merismus,
anaphora, anadiplosis, repetition (inclusion is the predominant form), balancing in the
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process, the concrete and the abstract, metaphor and the delicate mosaic of images,
which, illustrate a point and pack a muscle to the poet's supreme art of interpretation,
be it didactic or.aesthetic appropriation. Here, h is important for us to observe the use
of metaphors.

As a hart longs
for flowing streams,
So long my soul
for thee, O God

{Psalm 42)

Or,
In them he has set a tent for the sun,
Which comes forth like a bridegroom
leaving his chamber
and like a strong man runs its course with joy. {Psalm 19)

Here the metaphoric language in its lucid elegance touches a dimension that has the
importation of exhortation, meditation, and concentration. This leads to a meaningfiil
focus on the divine-human relationship that encompasses anxiety, jubilation and the
marvellous works of God in nature and history. The images demonstrate a 'crossover
effect' as evidenced in the Psalm 19 or Psalm 42. The Poet has made sure that the
multiple metaphors bore common allegiance to a subject. The metaphors emanate from
different images and are threaded under an overarching idea. One can observe an
overarching idea(s) or feeling(s) to which the disparate images in the poem contribute;
the poem's unity arises from its metaphorical diversity. The Poet makes sure that the
images are carefully constructed to convey an overarching idea and an overarching
feeling and that individual images do not form literary worlds unto themselves.
Imagery adds the three-dimensionality to the poetic text and the language although has
a restrictiveness yet is never devoid of a delicate elevation. The Poet's purpose is to
integrate and keep the circulation in the poetic circuit unhindered.

His flame of

creation binds the internal and the external experience to a nicety that betrays an
attitude of profound authority.
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Some Psalms primarily have a 'theme word' which can be the key to its exegesis. The
metaphoric language is in tune with the religious language for it remains the powerflil
medium to express the inexpressible.

Also in verse the Scripture sets the three-

dimensional scene in which the Word is alive. There exists a remarkable rule of wordorder that applies for lists and chains of words whereby they run from shortest to
longest. Perpending Psalm 90 closely we come across the art of the Poet and the prayer
writer generating their own style.

Leaving aside omateness or bombast, the

unconstricted linguistic pattern holds its ground with an intentness of spirit. It has a
picturesque language punctuated by images that are exquisite in themselves.

Thou dost sweep men away; they are like a dream
like grasses which are renewed in the morning:
in the morning it flourishes and is renewed;
in the evening it fades and withers.

Here the poetic spirit works feverishly, as it were, on the syntactical structure to evolve
a chaste model of expression that harbours the emotion and wisdom to inundate the
reader in the clear transparency of an everlasting light. Often pedagogical intent comes
together with poetic art, with the former in strong proverbial form. The poetic speech
has the felicity and the finesse to make the exhortative undertone less husky.
However, the mere meretricious use of poetic devices can easily relegate it to the
borderland of half poetry. It is true that the entire corpus of the Old Testament poetry
does not reveal the essence of poetry and fails to distil the coruscating power of the
poetic spirit. However, the best reveal the imaginative vision, the spiritual sense, the
soul-feeling and the soul-sight. The Psalms largely avoid philosophical abstractions or
the labyrinth of metaphysics to communicate in a poetic speech that mediates between
the immaterial and the concrete and the spirit and the 'life'. Herein lies the triumph of
the Poet's mind. Poetry catches the joy or agony of the Poet's soul - the benign
formula to liberate man into pure delight and endow life with immutable beauty. Poetic
speech catches sonorously the mundane and the divine selves of man, juxtaposing the
finite and the infinite, the transient and the Eternal, encouraging an expansive vision
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that removes the dross from the surface of our existence and obviates the 'profane' by
winging to the hitherto unsealed heights.

The spirit combines the best of the

philosopher, the prophet, and the singer without allowing one to dominate the other.
The 'fused' vision is poured into thought images evading cryptogram and enigma and
drops all the ostentatious rigours of structured expression which would have falsified
the vision itself

The Psalms have shown the five eternal powers about which Sri

Aurobindo talks so eloquently in The Future Poetry ( Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and
Spirit). Partaking of the vast creative will of life, the Poet leads us to the awakening of
the self and paves the way for an approximation to a 'greater knowledge'.
(Aurobindo 1994: 197)

Biblical poetry does not have the inane rhythm we associate with lyrical poetry of the
common run; rather it has the rhythmic soul-movement of a keen poetic consciousness.
Mere metrical excellence does not make a poem as knowing all the laws by heart does
not make one a good lawyer. It has to be the creative spirit that runs through the verses
to satiate the claims of melody and harmony. The truth or the wisdom has the support of
a full-throated inspiration and the art of melodic recurrence to reveal a beauty that
wakes the soul. Perhaps herein lies the significance of the Psalms, inviting a debate on
human experience, the possibilities of a spiritual revelation and the ground of soulful
interpretation that eclipse our befogged sensibilities and prepare the road to a
transparent consummation.

Old Testament poetry evolves the creative sound that

makes one conscious of the 'power' behind its genesis. There is the radiant impulse that
makes us hear the 'greater movement' that casts up something from the expanse of
eternal depths, making it just not beautiful poetry but powerful poetry.
Psalms, we may say, a terrible beauty is bom.
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With the

CHAPTER VI

Towards a Concept of the Poet: Thomas Aquinas & St Augustine

In following the trajectory from the fifth to the fifteenth century, one encounters a
rigorous asceticism that was feeir-struck rather than wonder struck by art. Art was
relegated to the languishing backbumer. Gradually, under a welcome shift in emphasis,
the creator's ways were acknowledged and these blossomed into a theory of art and
aesthetics. The groundswell of knowledge ushered the wind of change over the
prevalent point of view towards 'art' as one finds art being deemed as a means of
contemplation {dhyilambd) and contemplation, under a gradual progress, leads to the
bliss of beatitude. Nothing of substance exists to formulate what one would safely
appellate as medieval aesthetics. Aesthetics was treated as a branch of logic or theology.
Rhetoric took precedence over aesthetic. Art in the Middle Ages meant either (1) the
^^mechamcal" or "servile" arts, that is practical technology or (2) the 'Tiberal art" (the
trivium: grammar, rhetoric, dialectic; the quadrivium: music, arithmetic, geometry, and
astronomy); or (3) the "theological arts". Painting and architecture belonged among the
mechanical arts, poetry with rhetoric in the trivium, music in the quadrivium, and the
problem of beauty was part of theology. (Beardsley 1966: 105). For the medieval mind,
beauty was the attractive power of truth and perfection. That is why medieval art was a
kind of knowledge, an intellectual virtue, and a feast of reason rather than a breakfast of
sensations. Also it belonged to the practical order, as distinguished from the speculative.
Emmanuel Chapman quite convincingly disagrees with Gilbert and Kuhn about
the existence of esthetics threatened fatally by the Christian moral opposirion in
theology. He believes that Augustine never turned increasingly away from beauty as he
advanced in his Christian faith. Rather the Augustiaa mind reconciled happily the
claims of beauty and morality. "We Catholics worship God, the principle of all good
great or little, the principle of all beauty great or little, the principle of all order great
and little. The more measure beauty and order shine out in created things, the more are
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they good, the less the shining out of measure, beauty and order, the less are they good.
Measure, beauty and order are the three general goods that we find in all created things
whether spiritual or material." (Chapman 1941: 47-8). So in the holistic concept of
beauty, St Augustine, for whom unlike Plotinus there is no absolute ugliness, beauty
and the very ontology of object are integrally related (De Immoralitate Animae: viii),
His dialectical conception of beauty is consummated in the 'opposition of contraries'.
(City of God. XL, xviii) To the Augustinian mind the aesthetic object is an illumination
o^ con^-uentia partiwn in number, form, unity and order which are also expressional,
shining out in beauty; and the beautifiil is a 'synthesis of the formal aesthetic elements,
illumination and expression". In De Vera Religione XXX 55 and De Genesis ad
Litteram, there is complexity in the unity that resultsfromheterogeneity. In a composite
of unrelated plurality, art looks for a 'higher unity' symbolised in the harmonisation or
the orchestration in multiplicity. However, the emphasis on number 'did not fall into the
error of reducing all the aesthetic constituents to formal numerical relations, the kind of
reduction which has tempted those who have tried to find in art geometrical laws, the
golden section etc'. (Chapman 1941:49-50). For him, number as a principle marks the
arrangement of parts, be it equal and unequal, with the teleology of concordance and
integration (City of God XIX, xiii; one can also refer to De Ordine 11, xv, 42). The order
due to a thing is the guiding principle in the premises of beauty. And this cognition of
order has reason as the principle to justify it. In the nature of judgement, Augustine
brings the a priori standard, the presupposition of an ideal order, which the artist aspires
to reach and the critic, in a normative approach, uses as a touchstone. In the Augustinian
aesthetic, there is not just the search for the harmony of parts but harmony in object
endowed with life. Here is the intensity that is rooted in life,

The splendor of light, the magnificence of the sun, moon and stars, the
sombre beauties of forest, the colour and perfumes of flowers, the
multitude of birds differing in song and plumage, the infinite diversity of
animals among which some of the smallest are the most admirable, the
works of a worm or a bee which seem more surprising then the gigantic
body of a whale, the sea which provides such a great spectacle with the
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different colours clothing it like so many different costumes, sometimes
green and at other times blue and purple (what pleasure this is in seeing
the sea raging and storming if one is safe from its waves ), the multitude
of vestment furnished by trees and animals and so many other things
which can hardly be listed let alone describe, so much time would it take
to include them all. (Chapman 1941: 50)

With such an attitude, dielicacy of feeling and proximity to the phenomenal
world of beauty that pulsates with life, Augustine integrates the 'lights of noetic order'
and the 'order of making' with an 'illumination'. This 'illumination' vouchsafes for his
apathetic treatment of plastic arts, the mimetic art and his ranking of music or
architecture over painting or sculpture. However, he never denies the compulsive
relation between art and imagination. Imitation, for him, is invention.

Therefore it is possible for the mind, by taking away, as has been
said, some things from objects which the senses have brought within its
knowledge, and by adding some things, to produce in the exercise of
imagination that which, as a whole, was never within he observation of any
of the senses; but the parts of it had all been within such observation, though
found in a variety of different things: e.g., when we were boys, bom and
brought up in an inland district, we could already form some idea of the sea,
after we had seen water even in a small cup; (Beardsley 1966:98)

If a small cup of water helps one to imagine a sea, the invention in poetry - mimesis in
the sense of an act that is beyond mere copying - could be mendacious poetry, could be
a lie which does not wish to deceive, but aims to delight in the way a joke is a lie but
evokes a laugh. The artist never chooses to be 'fallacious'; he is not being able to be
true just in the way in which the image in the mirror wants to be the object it reflects.
The bent oar in the water is illusory, but what the artist represents is necessitated by his
will, a creative transcription of objects and in the transcreation his art is non-illusory
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for, its falseness is due to its inability to be what it ought it be. The artist, without being
fallacious, can evoke pleasure through beauty that is harmonised with due regard to
proportion, measure and unity.
In feet beauty is synonymous with totality. The whole (totum) is always greater than the
sum of the parts. The pleasure from the unity in the whole is far greater than what we
experience from the pari. This is the major premise in his aesthetics. (De Genesi Contra
Manichaeos I, xxi). So more the unity, the more is the being in a thing {De Vera
Religione vii, 13). Under the notion that all material objects are potentially divisible,
Augustine's unified aesthetics or the integralism of his mind assumes an obvious
prominence. With the aesthetic constituents in place, the mind, of the artist rises from
'rhythm in sense' to the 'immortal rhythm' which is Divine Ground. There is a strict
allegiance to harmony and unity; there is the aspiration for the state of monas and a
freedom from diias. This gets amply justified in De Oiiantitaie Animae (I ix) which
reasons out a equilateral triangle as better than a scalene, a square as more beautiful
than the equilateral triangle and the circle as the most beautiftil of all, for it is the most
unified and organic. So Augustinian aesthetic is a quest for symmetry and 'Augustine is
able to countenance something very much like an artistic theory of harmony through
contrast, beauty in variety', (Wimsatt, Brooks 1957:125). Beauty, rightly, cannot be
scrutinised in isolation and despite diversity, disunity, and disproportion, beauty rises to
a state of'illumination'. It is the other name of the rational and well-ordered concord
of diverse sounds in harmonious variety . {City of God. XVII, xiv) In Confessions, he
emphasises 'mutual fitness' {aptum) of the part, the agreeableness of the parts with the
whole, the fitness of the shoe with a foot (IV, xiii), which is a clear indication of a bold
accent on 'symmetry', the congruentia partium. In De Vera Religione (xxxii, 59)
Augustine looks into the second arch constructed over the first arch as a
correspondence between the two units. This correspondence is strengthened by the
demands of fitness and the pleasure from beauty derived therefrom owes to the
congruentia partium which is the power of the one harmonious whole. There is the
quest for circumscribing a unity among individual objects as separate units by
comparison and repetition {De Libero Arbitrio, U, viii, 22). The degree of unity hinges
on the degree of equality and inequality which is significant with respect to its
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potentiality as a source that can see proportion, measure and number emanate {De
Musica VI, xvii, 56).
St. Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologaie [{1-11), 57, 4c] defines art as
recta ratio factibilium which, in fact, points to the right judgement and the precise
knowledge of 'manufacture'. It is the epistemology of creation which is bound to the
principles of making and judging - OTJ est principittm faciendi et cogitandi quae sunt
facienda. As with art so with the artist using his prudence and the principles of logic
and rhetoric. With art as cognitive and productive, the emphasis is not on 'doing' but
'making'; it is a strive for excellence which the Greek called arete. Art, being a very
broad concept, included technology and craft and it would be quite appropriate to say
that the theory of art is in the first instance a theory of craftsmanship. Man, bom naked,
helpless and defenceless against nature, could only observe the works of nature and
imitiate them. His observations are important, as every work is either the work of the
creator or the work of an artificer imitating nature.
However, the poet or the artist in man does not 'imitate' slavishly; rather, it involves
invention and reworking - the creative labours work in conjunction and disjunction in
an 'operative' referentiality to the object. The creative operations in nature are
'imitated' by the artist in his operation with the phenomenal worid - ans intitatur
natitrum in sue operatione phantasia - and in Aquinas, it is one of the four internal
powers of the sensitive part of man, and can be identified as the imagination. The other
three powers are common sense, estimative power (which in human beings is cognitive)
and memory. Quasi thesaurus quidam formarum per senstim acceptaiium - the
imagination can be said to be the kind of storehouse of forms received by sense.
Imagination, for the poet, plays the role of simple apprehension. Once an object has
been perceived by the senses, imagination features as a passive faculty upon which the
phantasm is imprinted. Here we can quote Aquinas:

Thus it is part of the concept of the stone, that it should be
instantiated in a particular horse, and so on; so the nature of a stone or of any
material thing cannot be completely and truly known unless it is known as
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existing in the particular; but the particular is apprehended by the senses and
the imagination. Consequently, in order to have actual understanding of its
proper object, the intellect must turn to phantasm to study the universal
nature existing in the particular. (Kenny 1969: 289-90)

Focussing on the 'phantasia', Kretzthaman points out that it produces and preserves the
sensory data that are indispensable for the use of the intellect. 'In intellect itself Aquinas
distinguishes two Aristotelian "powers": "agent [i.e., essentially active or productive]
intellect" which acts on the phantasms in a way that produces "intelligible species",
which constitute the primary contents of the mind stored in "possible [i.e., essentially
receptive ] intellect'". (1993: 139) The phantasm is an image of a thing, and the
imagination is thus a receptacle for images; it qualifies to be the sole way by which the
intellect can know things in their individuality. Phantasm, in fact, has an accentuated
contribution towards the acquisition of concepts and in their application. It is impossible
for the poet's intellect to perform any actual exercise of understanding except by
attending to phantasm. The nature of a stone or of any material thing cannot be
completely and truly known unless it is known as existing in the particular. But the
particular is apprehended by the senses and the imagination. So the intellect of the poet
has to turn to phantasm to study the universal nature existing in the particular, to have
the actual understanding of its proper object. As a cognitive facufty of the artist, it
underscores an uninhibited rearranging of the elements in experience - a composition
that does not believe (similar to the principles of Avicenna) in dividing and uniting, in
decomposing and recomposing. It enables it to form and reform under the principle of
'likeness'. It is the productive operations of the poet in relation to the question of those
ideas in God's mind which are exemplary causes of things; the combinatory or
aggregatory function is highlighted which has a bearing on proportion, measure,
consonantia and the artistic form. Angels, both good and bad, can influence the
imagination of a person.
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An angel causing an imaginative vision [afiquam imaginariam visionem],
sometimes enlightens the intellect at the same time, so that it knows what
these images signify; and then there is no deception. But sometimes by the
angelic operation the similitudes of things only appear in the imagination;
but neither then is deception caused by the angel, but by the defect in the
intellect of him to whom such things appear. (Bundy 1927:221)

The poet is expected to be devoid of this defect. He needs to come under the
ministration of the good angels which also directs the phantasms to the knowledge of
future events. For Aquinas, it is the fi-ee play of imagination that needs to be feared for
it may result in the creation of distorted phantasms. The poet's mind must guard itself
against the agency of demons which can expose it to the possibility of deception and
error. In a typical medieval attitude, Aquinas wants his poet to have a distrust of
imagination. The operating intellect of the poet, while preconceiving the form of what is
made, has an idea; this idea is the very form of the thing that the poet chooses to imitate.
So the 'idea' is not the form as an object of perception but the form of the substance that
the poet selects in his mimetic operation. However, the point to be noted is that in the
Thomistic conception of art, the ontological value of artistic form cannot excel the
natural form. Aquinas believes that artistic form is ontologically dependent. The poet
imitates nature insofar as he is able to, operating upon the materials which nature
provides. Importantly, the composition, not creation, is the indispensable principle in
the medieval theory of art.
In this composition, the 'idea' corresponds to the entire composite - the idea that causes
the whole, both its form and its matter. The poet proceeds with the 'constructive'
endeavour he has in his mind - an idea of the object he is making. The beauty of the
poet's composition does not consist only in its correspondence with the objective
canons of proportion; it consists also in its proportionate correspondence with its
exemplary form. Aquinas maintains that God confers beauty on things in that He is the
cause of consonance and clarity in everything. So we call a man beautiful on account of
his being well proportioned in his dimensions and surroundings, and because of his
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having a clear and bright complexion. Indeed Thomistic poetics rests on these
principles. These are related to form (analogous to Aristotle's 'entelechy') which is the
natural basis, both ontologically and psychologically, of the conditions that are
constitutive of aesthetic value. If an object is to be experienced as beautiful, it must be
considered from the point of view of its formal cause; the aesthetic value is connected
with formal causality .Form is determined by means of measure in its material and
efficient principles (that is, its modus) by means of number that is the composite
proportion of its constitutive elements. Form is restricted to a particular species and
because of its inclination, or weight, it has a certain ordo towards its proper end. The
perfection of the poet is in the complete realisation of the form. A proper knowledge in
this regard, is sine qua non to the production of art. The poet's knowledge of the
'sustenance' is significant for it takes care of the organisation, the selection and the
configuration of the work before him.
In this context, it may be mentiojied that the part played by the senses in the perception
of beauty is indispensable as the poet's mind is said to work under conditions of
'abstracting and discoursing'. The knowledge derived through the senses possesses
fully the intuitivity necessary for the perception of beautiful. Maritain vmtes, ' A certain
splendour is indeed according to all the Ancients the essential character of beauty, claritas est de ratione pulchritudinis (50), lux pulchriflcat, quia sine luce omnia sunt
turpia (51), - but it is a splendour of intelligibility: splendour veri, said the Platonists,
splendor ordinis, said St. Augustine, adding that "unity is the form of all beauty" (52)'
[1930:20].
Firmly fixed in the intuition of sense, the mind, like the stag at the spring of
running water, drinks the clarity of being. The mind apprehends the intelligible light not
sub ratione veri, but rather sub ratiotie delectabilis. Of the instinct for beauty the poet
says that it is the immortal instinct for the beautiful which makes us consider the world
and its pageants as a glimpse of a correspondence with Heaven. The poet under the
Thomistic aesthetics, should acknowledge that every form is a certain irradiation
proceeding from the first brightness - Ex divina pulchritudine esse omnium derivatur.
The poet by his art recreates a lively thirst for everything 'beyond' which the soul
perceives what 'splendours' shine beyond the tomb. Here, one should note that the poet
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is not the supreme artist. Aristotle admits that the old poets were right in their
proposition that to the Divinity alone is reserved the possession of wisdom as His true
property. It is indeed true that the ultimate reference in medieval aesthetics is always to
the divine essence and creation. So medieval art is oriented towards the divine principle
or essence of unity and harmony. The medievalists saw it steadily and whole in a sense
more than the Greeks: more than the Greek sense because, to them, the whole was
always set off or ringed with splendour, the splendour of form and truth, splendor
formae, splendor verae. No wonder, then that words meaning light - clariias, splendor,
fulgor, lux, lumen, illumino, btcidus, illustro ~ are common in most medieval
discourses. In its context, the word does not mean physical light, but form. Forma est
lumen pi4rum, form is pure light a formative and informative energy. So God's
production of beauty or Form excels that of the poet. The poet cannot match His range
and spectrum. The condition of the artist is less exalted and more human and more
discordant for his activities operate beyond the pure immanence of spiritual operations.
Compared to the divine, he falters to enjoy the substance and piece of wisdom and the
speculative and contemplative life is condemned to the misery of temporal practice and
production. The poet's art may encompass all the h'ght of the sky and the grace of the
first garden, yet he falls short of the workmanship of the divine artificer. Even if the
artist were to know every reason susceptible of comprehension and every virtue of
being, the perfect joy would elude him for his wisdom is human. So the poet, hungering
for beatitude, and asking of Art the mystic fullness which God alone can give, can find
• his only outlet in Signe I' abime. The aesthetic format clearly cannot provide the 'joy'
and 'rest' for the human heart and the poet; if he is not to shatter his art or his soul, he
must simply be what art would ask him to be - a good workman.
Thomistic poetics is analogous to classical poetic with the preponderance of precision
and condensation. The poet cannot see the collapse of a worldview owing to the paucity
of inspiration under a theological secularisation of the natural world. However, in
Aquinas's modus of poeticus, the poet can never be deficient of mystical drives. Poetry
in Aquinas's view is a semiotic phenomenon that has no other end than to have
meaning. The meaning is referred to as literal. This claim seems too crude, for Aquinas,
himself a poet, knew very well that poets employ rhetorical figures and allegory. But
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poetical second sense is a subspecies of the literal sense, and Aquinas calls it
"parabolic". This brings about a distinctively different attitude to poetic language for
the poet's introspective and investigative imitations are confirmed in the allegorical
meaning. Poets, for Aquinas know what they want to say and what they are saying. The
medieval perspective that hailed the pleasure of poetry as a subtle play of intellect
which brought in its comprehension mystical correspondences, was given lesser
importance. What Aquinas hailed was the poet's instantaneous understanding that gave
birth to pleasure. It was a correspondence with the 'exact', for Aquinas was a trained
and adroit poet himself, knowing the proportion between words, their literal meaning
and between literal and parabolic meaning. The poet uses figurative expressions owing
to a deficiency in truth (propter defectum veritatis) and religious ceremony makes an
imagistic representation of the divine owing to an excess of truth (propter excedentem
veritatem). And the use of similitudes and metaphors are distinctive of poetry. Aquinas
conceives of poetic art as ZL ratio factihilium - way of making something. So the maker
has to have knowledge - the powers of invention and exposition of facts, events,
feelings and thoughts - and be laborious. So the knowledge of the laws of composition
of poetry is significant. Even in the beginning ofSumma, poetic knowledge is compared
with sacred knowledge. Aquinas's reference to poetry as hi/rma doctrina has nothing to
do with perceptio confiisa. For him, whatever is poetic is referred to the 'imagined', the
'invented' and the 'fictive', rendering pleasure. The poet endeavours to present the
'unknown' and the 'inconceivable'. This inconceivability is not a reality that is beyond
conceptualisation. It is a reality that could have a deficiency of truth which comes from
representation. The poet uses his imagination to recreate the form. It is the ability and
genius of the poet that decide his grasp of the_/brrw; here the degree of his success works
correspondingly with the degree of 'deficiency of truth' which can be attributed to his
theoretical limit. Aquinas believes that just as mysteries of religion require similitude
for they belie our understanding, so also, the poet allegorises to help grasp the
'unreality' or 'space' that separates it from empirical reality.
The servile or mechanical arts were so called because they required for their
operation

unyielding base of matter. The free mind, unadulterated, is the concern of

the noble person. Sapiente est ordinare, the wise man creates order. For those who can
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see, both the past and its presentness, can also measure the loss and the chaos. In fact all
objects of our sensuous experience, in art as in nature, are brought back to the Divine
Ground, the creative centre. By the miracle of symbolic transformation, the sensible
world melts into the ghostly and the ideal and the invisible regains its primacy.
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CHAPTER VII

The Concept of the Poet in the aesthetics of Philip Sidney and Ben
Jonson

It is for the first time in the period of Renaissance that English criticism develops
itself, if not with entire independence yet with sufficient conformity to its own needs.
'Aiid^tbr'ihd beginnings 6f mdderri'literary-criticism one? has to' lobk to^itkiy 6f "the" f^
and the 15'*' centuries, to that formative period of Renaissance which had drawn its
inspirationfi"omthe Revival of learning and the renewed study of the classical literature
of ancient Greek and Rome. Sidney occupies an enviable position in the history of
English criticism. He is indeed the father of English criticism just as Chaucer is the
father of English poetry. The Apology is the first important landmark in the history of
literary criticism in England and an epitome of whatever was significant in the medieval
tradition as well as in the contemporary critical thoughts in Italy. Deeply coloured
though it is with the eclectic temper of the age and its didactic bias, its intrinsic and
lasting value as the first piece of English criticism cannot go unaccounted.

The doctrines that Sidney has discussed have received very similar treatment from
the Italians for over half a century. This period is still creative in its relation to
Antiquity and does not grow the directly imitative attitude of the Neoclassical period.
What one must notice is that despite the emphatic charm of the pagan classics, the
Christian attitude remains with a conspicuous elegance. The Renaissance theorists
justify the 'morals' in art and endorse the Horatian principle of utile dulci. Sidney
carries this strain emphatically, imbibing simultaneously the idealising strain in
Renaissance literary thinking.

It is suggested that the Apology was written as a retort to Gosson's attack though
Gosson or The School of Abuse was never mentioned by name. The School of Abuse
was produced in August 1579, followed soon after by the second part of An Apology of
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The School of Abuse. This tract, however, though contains general reflections on poets,
is mainly concerned with the dramatic poets and the corruption of the theatres. Though
Sidney does not mention Gosson by name, his main purpose in writing the Apology was
to explain to an age, conSised and perplexed, what poetry really was, and what it stood
for in the life of the community. He was concerned to defend poetry - by which term, as
we meant imaginative literature in general - against the charge brought against it by the
Puritans that it was immoral, debilitating, lying, and provocative of debauchery.

For Sidney the poet is the 'first light-giver to ignorance' (Chatterjee 1975:12), the
deliverers of knowledge, the fathers of learning, the first bringer-in of civility, the right
popular philosopher, and monarch of all learning (17). The Poet is also a teacher of
virtue, the kindler of courage and is envisaged to play a role in the religious life of a
nation. He is gifted with an extraordinary ability without forgetting to look 'in an
unflattering glass of reason'.. (35)-He refiises to cherish an immodestly inflated notion of
the poet. Poetry, as Sidney maintains throughout the Apology, is a human, non-divine
art. He defines poetry as

"an art of imitation, for so Aristotle termeth it in his word Mimesis,
that is to say, a representing, counterfeiting or figuring forth: to speak
metaphorically, a speaking picture; with this end, to teach and
delight." (7) ( emphases mine)

Thus Sidney transforms the concept of imitation into one of creation or ideal
imitation according to which, the poet imitates not the actualities but the ideal reality
behind the actual. The poet repudiates the idea of a shackled earth-boundness. He
declares with an unmistakably Puritan emphasis on the responsible individual mind, that
making poetry is essentially the discipline of an enlightened intellect, which seeks to
overcome earth-bound thoughts and inclinations in jm attempt to recover something of
the true and perfect knowledge lost since 'the first accursed fair(6). Imaginative
treatment of life provides the apposite recipe for 'right' poetry where mimesis is not a
mere imitation of the world as is seen by our imperfect eyes, but a 'figuring forth'(7) of
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the 'nature' of higher order and recreating in his imaginative mind the world as it may
have existed in the Creator's mind. The poet in his flight 'borrow nothing of what is,
hath been or shall be; but range, only reined with learned discretion, into the divine
consideration of what maybe, and should be'(8). It is a world present in the mind of the
creator which is distorted by the phenomena of nature but well manifested by the
creative endeavours of the poet. The concept of creation, here, is not be interpreted in
the sixteenth century sense of the word - not effingere but creare. What matters to him
is the power of the creative imagination.

Only the poet disdaining to be tied to any such subjection, lifted up by
the vigour of his oivn invention, doth grow in effect another nature, in
making things either better than nature bringeth forth, or quite anew,
forms such as never were in nature, as the heroes, demi-gods, cyclops,
chimeras, furies, and such like. (6)

'Invention' is the distinguishing character of the poet; he creates new things by
drawing on his own wit. Zuccaro, in his book L 'Idea de' pittori, scitltori et architet/i,
points out that the artist is bestowed with the ability to produce an infinite number of
artefacts that resembles the objects of nature and in his production he makes a new
paradise appear on earth. The artist forms many ideas in himself and his representations
are varied as well. (Panofsky 1924:108) In fact Sidney's use of the terms 'Idea or foreconceit' or 'another nature' or 'golden' point to what Zuccaro refers as the new
paradise.

Nature never set forth the earth in so rich tapestry as divers poets have
done; neither with pleasant rivers, fhiitfiil trees, sweet-smelling flowers
nor whatsoever else may make the too-much-loved earth more lovely; her
world is brazen, the poets only deliver a golden. (6) (Chatterjee 1975:6)

Sidney is here making an interesting, though not an original, point. He expatiates
that the world invented or created by the poet is a better world than the real one. It is not
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the mere exercise of his imagination, but the exercise of his imagination in order to
create this better world is what justifies the poet. This has obvious reference to the
admiration of Zelmane {Arcadia) at Amphialus for the abilities of a 'maker'. The higher
level of ideal imitation is the 'other nature' or Pamela's 'right heavenly naxure" or
'unnatures Nature'. The poet's reason can discern the innate reason within universal
nature, providing a representation that is more perfect, dearer, and agreeable than
anything in nature. He ranges himself freely 'within the zodaic of his own wit'.(6) The
lovers in fiction are 'truer' than those of the real life, the friends are more 'constant', the
warriors are more 'valiant', the princess is more 'right' and the heroes are more
'excellent' in every way. Sidney proceeds to develop a theory of ideal imitation - the
notion that the poet imitates not the mere appearances of actuality but the hidden reality
behind them. Without much respect to the principle of divine fury which is associated
with poetic creation (as exemplified in Giordano Bruno's De Gl' Heroici Furori),
Sidney believes that the poet's 'other nature' is the product of a vigorous activity that
cannot do away with judgement and right reason. The poet deals with, as Aristotle puts
it, katholoti (the universal) and not merely with kathekaston (particular). This is a
testimony of the substantial nature of the poet's creation as he manifests the immutable
traits of human life and thought. So as Sidney's poet arrives intuitively at glimpses of an
ideal world, far removed from bare transcript of life, the poet for Aristotle, arrives at the
universal through the particular. His primary motive force in composition is in response
to a 'light of nature'. His art is an active discovery by the employment of an
interminable skill which is akin to the ability of Pamela in Arcadia as she worsts her
stitches into an embroidery. The poet chooses verse, which for Sidney is not the essence
but an inseparable element of poetry. This is his 'fittest raiment' (Chatterjee 1975:9) to
express the dignity of his subject and invariably evade the 'table-talk fashion' (ibid) of
communication. Sidney deviates from the elocutionary ideal as it was taught for
instance in the medieval arts of poetry. He repudiates the notion of a poem as a bright
and patterned self-supporting construction where the brightness and pattern are painted
on with words. His poetics gravitates towards the Augustinian ideal which would regard
a poem as the setting out of a direct communication of a certain vision of truth.
It may be observed that the Florentine Academy of Marsilio Ficino which launched
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Platonism as the preponderating philosophical influence, misread the irony in Plato's
Ion and Phaedrus about the divine frenzy. So the idea of the poet as the 'possessed'
creator riding the crest of a divine afflatus, passed into Renaissance orthodoxy. With
this notion as the primary strand in his creative matrix, Sidney outmanoeuvres the entire
issue of truth. The poet's utterance cannot be brought under the overarching value
judgment of good or bad: 'for the poet, he nothing affirms, and therefore never
lieth'.(27) Here we can spare a glance at Harington, who similarly like Sidney, answers
back Agrippa's polemics against poetry. The poets are charged of being 'liars'.
Harington in answering to that accusation points out that the poets, on the contrary,
convey truth in manifold forms. He supports his proposition with the instance of the
ancient poets who encompassed myriad sense and mysteries in their poetry. Wtth strong
allegiance to the patristic and the post classical theory, Harington explains that the poet
conceals the mysterious truths of poetry to protect them from profanity that comes from
abuse and misuse. The verse as part of their art is meant for the weaker capacities, the
moral sense is du-ected to stronger stomachs and the allegory is meant for the conceited
and the imaginative minds. He hails the mystical way of writing for the poet. The poet's
art is eikastike or the art of making good likenesses and not phatUasike or the art of
making false appearances. To charge the poet's art as fictive would be incorrect for
Harington emphasises the oblique method of teaching by reference to Demosthenes's
success in persuading the Athenians and the biblical use of many parables. He denies
outright that poetry breeds error and if one admits that poetry pleased fools, Harington
hastens to add that it made the fools wise by presenting them with 'tales able to keep a
child from play and old man from the chimney comer'.(18) So all forms of poetry may
be read with pleasure and profit. This brings us to another important area of Sidney's
concept of the poet.

Now the ideal world of the poet is of importance because of its didactic power, and
the poet by presenting an ideal world, aims at instructing and delighting the reader,
Here Aristotle undergoes a Horatian metamorphosis under the critical eye of Sidney,
The tilt was towards the 'instruction'. Tasso, the Italian poet, wrote that the goal of epic
and indeed all poetry is 'to profit by delighting, that is, delight is the cause why no one
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fails to obtain benefit, because delight induces him to read the more gladly'.(Bloom
1986: 403) For Sidney, in an inversion of the principles which is peculiarly his very
own, the poet delights and imtmcts.
But it is that feigning notable images of virtues, vices, or what else,
with that delightful teaching, which must be the right describing note
to know a poet by. (Chatterjee 1975:9)
The delight is real and substantial, but not without the discipline. It has its own
usefulness. It recognises harmony, perfection, goodness, and success, appealing to the
principles of judgement and imderstanding. So delight gives to instruction the power to
move. The poet is a greater teacher than the philosopher because he can move the
reader. Philosophy, Sidney explains, is scornful of pleasure and sternly abjures all
emotional appeals; whereas poetry attracts and holds the attention of all by its manifold
delight. It provides both precepts and examples, something that Horace points out in his
Epistles 01.1\2^~3\)
Now doth the peerless poet perform both; for whatsoever the philosopher
saith should be done, he giveth a perfect picture of it in some one, by
whom he presupposeth it was done, so as he coupleth the general notion
with the particular example. (Chatterjee 1975:12)
At variance with the moral philosopher who deals with abstractions, the poet depicts
facts and situations in such a way that they conform to the law of probability or
necessity. Truth is accessible only in terms of 'probabilities' or 'conjectured
likelihood'.(15) The imaginative truth is said to triumph over historical truth. In this
context Tagore writes:
Here comes in the difference between the truth of nature and the truth
of literature. On the one hand, a mother's grief is so obvious, its
circumstances of pose and gestures, of voice and tears, of surroundings
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and concomitant events, are so convincing, that our sympathy is
evoked without further ado. On the other hand, the bereaved mother in
real life is neither in a fit state, nor has she power, to express her
feelings in their fullness. So the mother does not weep in literature as
she weeps in nature, but that does not make her grief in the former case
any less true. (Chaudhury 1965:29)
So the truth of literature is said to be higher than the truth of actuality. Artistic truth
scores over the naturalistic truth in its aesthetic delight that is not ordinary pleasure but
something much finer and disinterested. Tagore mentions in his poem "Balmiki" that
the

poet's imagination is truer than Ayodhya (here Ayodhya is representative of

external reality). The poet, for Sidney, has shown things as they ought to be rather than
as they are. Daiches points out that 'Sidney has changed Aristotle's probable "should"
to moral "should".' (1998:65) Sidney deviates from Aristotle's "should" of probability
to the 'oughtness' of a world that is fundamentally moral in character and thus more
edifying than the real world. Also, the poet must set up role models, patterns of
desirable behaviour. The moral philosopher or theologian can teach virtue only in the
abstract, but the poet paints images of ideal characters, and makes virtue appear
attractive by example. It is with the poet that we get the poetic justice. The poet's
feignings serve the purpose of moral instruction far better than the facts of the historian.

For indeed Poetry ever setteth virtue so out in her best colours, making
Fortune her well-waiting handmaid, that one must needs be enamoured of
her.... And, of the contrary part, if evil men come to the stage, they ever go
out... so manacled as they little animate folks to follow them.
(Chatter) ee 1975:16)

The poet as the sub-creator is divinely inspired and metes out morally apposite
comeuppance by using his own proper judgement that is virtuous and true. In fact
Sidney's concept of the poet has the idealising strain with its foundation in Renaissance
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Platonism. Turning the tables on Plato, it focuses on the poet's access to the ideal with
the thumping obliteration of the negative potential of role-models.
However, with Ben Jonson the study of the art of poetry became an inseparable
guide to creation; and it is this element of self-conscious art, guided by the rules of
criticism, which distinguishes him from his predecessors. In his discussion of poetry,
Jonson adopts the Hellenistic three fold category oipoema^ poesis and poeta. It is on
poeta that he enlarges his views, which helps in the conceptualisation of the poet.
Jonson follows Sidney in his definition of the poet as a maker or feigner and of poetry
as fiction or the art of feigning.

A poet is that, which by the Greeks is called Kap'ezokhen, Poietes,
a Maker, or a fainer His Art, an Art of imitation, or faining; expressing
the life of man in fit measure, numbers, and harmony, according to
Aristotle: From the wordpoiein which signifies to make or fayne. Hence,
hee is call'd a Poet, not hee which writeth in measure only; but that
fayneth and formeth a fable, and writes things like the Truth. For, the
Fable and Fiction is (as it were) the forme and Soule of any Poeticall
worke, or Poeme. (Das,Mohanty 1985:1-2)

Again like Sidney, Jonson believes that poetry is the Queen of Arts which had her
origin from heaven, flowed down to the Hebrew, had in prime estimation with the
Greeks, got transmitted to the Latins and all nations that professed civility.
However, it would be worthwhile to dwell on Horace who can provide the essential
comparative angle to our understanding of Jonson's concept of the poet. In his Ars
Poetica, Horace advises the well instructed imitator to take his model from life and
customs. But a mere imitation of life, it is true, does not appear to him to be the whole
nature of poetry. For a poet often uses fiction and mingles facts with fancy, and thus,
pulis in something of his own. But lest there should be too much of the latter, Horace,
adds the proviso, that fiction composed to please should be very near to the truth. In
thus stating the nature of poetry, Horace, is not, perhaps, materially different from
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Aristotle, who had also recognised the poet's right to imitate life not in the manner of
history but in his own creative way, which allows for that purpose even a judicious
resort to the believable false in preference to the unbelievable true. Horace's practical
sense, combining with his aesthetic experience, enables him to evolve a synthesis
between the contradictory approaches of Plato and Aristotle. Poets, he points out, desire
either to improve or to please, or to unite the agreeable and the profitable. Horace
believes that in the past the poets were respected for the service they rendered to
society, for teaching men their duty to the family and to the state, restraining them from
unlawful pursuits, helping to build cities and propagate laws, infiising valour in war,
relieving toil, and making life's path, otherwise, easy and smooth. In this light Jonson
writes:

The Study of it (if wee will trust Aristotle) offers to mankind a certain
rule, and Patteme of living well, and happily; disposing us to all Civil!
offices of Society. If wee will believe Tully^ it nourisheth, and instructeth
our Youth: delights our Age: adomes our prosperity; comforts our
Adversity; entertaines us at home; keeps us company abroad, travaiies
with us; watches; divided the times of our earnest, and sports; shares in
our Country recesses, and recreations; insomuch as the wisest and best
learned have thought her the absolute Mistresse of manners, and neerest
of kin to Vertue. And, whereas they entitle Philosophy to bee a rigid, and
austere Poesie : they have (on the contrary) stiled Poesy, a dulcet and
gentle Philosophy, which leades on, and guides us by the hand to Action,
with a ravishing delight, and incredible Sweetness. But, before wee
handle the kindes of Poems, with their special I differences: or make
court to the Art it selfe, as a Mistresse, I would lead you to the
knowledge of our Poet, by a perfect Information, what he is or should
bee by exercise, by imitation, by Studie; and so bring him downe through
the disciplines of Grammar, Logicke, Rhetoricke, and the Ethicks^ adding
somewhat, out of all, peculiar to him selfe, and worthy of your
Admittance, or reception. (2)
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In fact, both Horace and Jonson do not lose sight of the nature and property of
poetry, which is to charm the mind. And this charm consists not in mere beauty of form
but in the poet's power to move the reader's heart and soul. Jonson says that Arts and
precepts avail nothing unless Nature is beneficial and assisting. A dull disposition does
not dictate the composition much in the same way the barren soil behaves unfruitfully to
the rules of husbandry. So first, we require in the poet a goodness of natural wit. For,
whereas all other arts consist of doctrine and precepts, the poet must be able by nature
and instinct to pour out the treasure of his mind. The poet for Jonson, as also for
Horace, is the Imitator who is able to convert the substance or riches of another poet to
his own use. 'Not to imitate servilely, as Horace saith, and catch at vices for vertue' (4)
It is the Poet's vocation to draw forth the best and the choicest flowers like the bee and
turn all into honey, working it into one savour and relish. However, the conception of
imitation is not strictly Aristotelean in the sense that Jonson's poet indulges less in a
fanciful transcript of life and more with the virtues of verisimilitude. Here Jonson's
position resembles, to an extent. Bacon's theory of poetry. For Bacon, poetry as a
product of imagination adds nothing else hut feigned history. The poet, by the use of his
imagination, can merely create some shadow of satisfaction to the mind when reason
can provide more 'exact goodness' and more 'absolute variety' that can be found in the
nature of things. Poetry with its own licence can represent deeds that are greater and
heroical, rarer and surprising, and actions that work out in accordance with poetic
Justice. For Bacon, the poetic process, notwithstanding the element of distortion,
conduces to magnanimity, morality and delectation that have the uplifting effect.
Jonson's ethical aesthetics agrees to this point. However, what we are instructed to
notice is that/e/^/er/history does not have any correspondence with the tniih of things.
This is out of tune with what Chapman felt. To him, the poet's art is not merely the
outcome of labour and art; one cannot ignore the divine infusion. It brings to our mind
what Shakespeare emphasises in Timon of Athens as poetry bom out of an unforced
inspiration.

Is as a gum which oozes
From whence 'tis nourish'd ; the fire i' the flint
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Shows not till it be struck. (Li. 21-3)

In aesthetics of Shakespeare the poet's art is something more than a matter of rules and
happy chance is an integral part of his creative domain. He thoroughly castigates art that
is tongue-tied by authority. In contrast^ Jonson's poet would tread consciously on the
ground that does not support enthnsiasmos. When Bacon says that the poet's
imaginative art merely palliates man's dissatisfaction with life, it would be justified to
add that Jonson did not limit himself within such premises. Poetry is not the bold rhyme
of every impudent braggart; for Chapman, as with Jonson, it can be the manifestation of
wisdom. The poet's art is no mere licence, gleefully misused and abused. In this regard
Jonson's poet does not believe in borrowing indiscriminately what is good or raw or
undigested; like the bee he gathers honey from the flower; he chooses to be the best and
the fairest. So imitation first prescribed by Isocrates and inculcated later by Cicero,
Horace, and Quintilian finds favour with Jonson as he conceptualises the poet as no
mere imitator but as the artist who re-creates and attains originality by creating
something new.
Jonson believes that the poet should observe how the best writers have imitated and
make sure that he follows them. This, however, does not mean servile genuflexion
before the ancients. 'Like his ancients models Horace and Martial, Jonson had a stem
sense of indignation at the kind of literary imitation which may be called robbery."
(Wimsatt Brooks 1957:179) It is true that the ancients have opened the gates, and made
the way that went before us; but as guides, not commanders. The poet's liberty is not
within the narrow limits of laws, which either the grammarians or the philosophers
prescribe. The poet's adoration of the classics should not shut the windows of his own
mind. For to many things a man should owe but a temporary belief, and a suspension of
his own judgement, not an absolute resignation of himself, or a perpetual captivity. In
tune with the prescription of the Horacian aesthetics, the poet must choose a theme that
is simple and uniform and suited to his power. By simple theme, Horace means one
from familiar material, or from 'life and customs' to which grace can be imparted by the
power of 'order' and 'connection'. It has to be uniform or one whole, with nothing
extraneous or irrelevant to the 'matter' in hand. The suitability of the theme to the
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author's capacity is such an obvious condition of the poetic art that it hardly needs
saying; but there seems to be a reason for the stress Horace lays upon it in the
contemporary craze for indiscriminate writing. Jonsonian aesthetics has obvious
resemblance to this Jirgument.
Horace examines too the vexed question of the place of genius and art in the success of
a poem. It is the dialectic between natural endowment and training in literary art. To
Aristotle the world owes the principle of the art of writing for, out of many men's
perfection in science he formed his ideas on art. So he taught us how we ought to judge
rightly of others, and what we ought to imitate specially in ourselves. But all this
Aristotle believes is in vain without having in the main the natural wit and a poetical
nature. It will be seen here that while Jonson gives the first place to natural endowment,
he is distrustful of it without the necessary discipline in the art of writing. In this
attitude he is more with Horace than with Aristotle, in whom natural endowment is only
indirectly hinted, as when he believes Homer's merit to be the result of either art or
natural genius. It is interesting to observe that most of the neoclassical critics of
England wrongly appreciated Horace as to have considered poetry as a mere matter of
rules with genius omitted altogether. It is true that he attacks Democritus for believing
that genius is more successful than wretched art, but this is not because he considers art,
conversely, more successfiil than genius, but because, he states later, he considers the
two to be indivisible. This inference is warranted by Horace's happy gift of
compromise, which had earlier enabled him to reconcile the conflicting claims of profit
and pleasure as the poet's object in writing. This is not a weak compromise. Grai, the
ideal poets, achieved a unity of content and form, talent and art . So here prodesse
(poetic instruction) and delectare (poetic fiction) are joined in an ideal unity. We can
hope for further illumination if the focus is shifted on Quintilian. Quintilian never
considered the poet's art to be purely a gift of nature - the unstudied expression that has
not been perfected by art. Here, Horace, Quintilian and Jonson stand on common
ground. What is but ill-formed or half developed in its natural state, is raised by art to
its fiill stature by processes discovered in nature itself after a long and careful study. So
the concept of the poet can veer around no hymn to spontatwity or to what today we
think of as the creative imagination. It included no statement even remotely parallel to
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that of Sidney about the free range of wit within its zodaic. The two extremes, Ingenium
dindArs^ are juggled in a dialectical play, with ars continually summoned, and ingenium
providing the counterpoise whenever the emphasis on sittdium engenders a flaccid
direction. Even a river flows with its maximum force when its natural and uneven bed is
cleared of all impediments. It should be mentioned that Jonson discounted the principle
of narrowing down the poet's liberty with the petrifying laws of the grammarians and
philosophers. Imbibing the views of Heinsius, he cites the instances of.the Greeks who
could wrench themselves free from the throttling rigours of petty rules. However,
accepting Aristotle as the greatest philosopher the world ever had, he warns the artist to
judge others rightly and understand what one ought to imitate specially in himself. To
give the study a better cohesion, here, we need to quote Jonson's passage on
Shakespeare.

I remember, the players have often mentioned it as an honour to
Shakespeare, that in his writing, (whatsoever he pennd) hee never
blotted out (a) line. My answer hath beene, would he had blotted a
thousand. Which they thought a malevolent speech. I had not told
posterity this, but

for their ignorance, who

choose that

circumstance to commend their friend by, wherein he most faulted.
And to justifie mine owne candor, (for I lov'd the man, and doe
honour his memory (on his side Idolatry) as much as any.) Hee was
(indeed) honest, and of an open, and free nature: had an excellent
Phantsie; brave notions, and gentle expressions: wherein he flow'd
with that facility, that sometime it was necessary he should be
stop'd: Sufflaminandiis erat\ as Augustus said of Haterius. His wit
was in his owne power; would the rule of it had beene so too.
P a s , Mohanty 1985:1)
Jonson with due regard to the natural wit, is not blind to the purely native
excellences of Shakespeare; his unschooled genius and the free flow of fancy or
imagination come, under scrutiny within the parameters of Jonsonian aesthetics.The
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expression, Sufflaminandus erat, means 'one who needs restraint'. This is the Baconian
prescription as well, in Advancement of Learning where poetry is an expression in
words and the measure of words. The extreme liberty to imagination can conceal the
true nature of things.
Importantly for Jonson, a rhymer and a poet are two things. He writes:

It is said of the incomparable Virgil that he brought forth his verses like
a Beare and after form'd them with licking. Scaliger, the Father, writes
it of him, that he made a quantitie of verses in the morning, which afore
night hee reduced to a lesse number. But, that which Valerius Maximus
hath left recorded of Euripides, the tragicke Poet, his answer to Alcestis,
an other Poet, is as memorable, as modest: who when it was told to
Alcestis, an other Poet, is as memorable, as modest: who, when it was
told to Alcestis, that Euripides had in three daies brought forth but three
verses, and those with some difficultie, and throwes; Alcestis, glorying
hee could with ease have sent forth a hundred in the space: Euripides
roundly repli'd. Like enough. But, there is the difference; thy verses will
last those three daies; mine will to all time.

(3-4)

The poet needs to have an exactness of study and multiplicity of reading not just to
enable him to know the history or argument of a poet and to report it, but his interests
should be to master the matter and style so that he can confidently demonstrate his
ability to handle, place or dispose with elegance whenever there is the need. So Jonson
believes that one should not think that' hee can leape forth suddainely a Poet, by dream
hee hath in Parnassus, or having washt his lipps (as they say) in Helicon. There goes
more to his making , then so. For to Nature, Exercise, Imitation and Studie, Art must
bee added, to make all these perfect And, through these challenge to themselves much,
in the making up of our Maker, it is Art only can lead him to perfection, and leave him
there in possession as planted by her hand...'(4-5)
In such a context the concept of the poet is out of tune with the 'excess' lest,
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... surfeiting
The appetite may sicken, and so die.

(Twelfth Nighty I.i. 2-3)

He recommends the curb of his 'noble censoriousness'. For Jonson's poet, language
owes its life to thought. It bears the same relation to it as the body to the soul. The
Jonsonian poet is provided with the recipe - read the best authors, observe the best
speakers and exercise one's own style with a careful study of the masters. With the
accent on labour, Jonson prescribes that a poet should neither be content with the first
word that offers itself nor with the first arrangement in composition. The best poets
imposed upon themselves care and industry for, ready writing make not good writing
but good writing brings on ready writing. This is what Walter Raleigh in a much later
age points out when he underscores the endless and painful vigilance needed for the
'avoidance of the unfit and the untuneful phrase'. He emphasises 'how meaning must be
tossed from expression to expression, mutilated and deceived, ere it can find rest in
words'. (1898:16) So Jonson's poet is the meticulous and the introspective artist, pairing
his fingernails to beautify the whole poetic tissue {Kavya Sarira, as it is called in the
Sanshrit aesthetics). Here Dionys'ms's emphasis on electio (choice of words) in the
proper rendition of compositio comes to our mind. In a coUocatio (composition) along
with indicium (selection) and dispositio (arrangement) comes electio. Following
Horace, Jonson says that cn^om is the most certain mistress of language. But by
custom he means not the usage of the vulgar but the consent of the learned - what
Quintilian would ascribe as the agreed practice of educated men. While ancient words,
he points out following Quintilian, lend a kind of distinctiveness to the poetic style, it
also provides the concomitant delight. The poet must use it with due regard to their
intelligibility having as their chief attribute the perspicuity in 'usage' - the eldest of the
present, and the newest of the poetic language is the best, for both satisfy the test of
familiarity. So his poet would have a taste for 'choiceness' of phrase, round and clean
composition of sentence, weight of matter, worth of subject, soundness of argument, life
of invention and depth of judgement.
Jonson, the autodidact, thus, sends out strong radiation of his version of
Neoclassicism. A creative writer himself, neither did he lay down absolute standards
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nor did he aspire to challenge or outthink the prevalent general theory, making generous
allowance for individual exceptions. However, standing on the Jonsonian platform, the
gusty breeze of Neoclassical poetics can be unavoidably experienced.
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CHAPTER V m

The Concept of the Poet in the Aesthetics of Eighteenth

Century

The aesthetics of eighteenth century is an interesting proposition that lead us head on
to an apparently contradictory ground where the strict neoclassical compulsions are
challenged with sapience and critical sagacity. From the beginning of the eighteenth
century to its end, British aesthetics was directed above all to the descriptive analysis of
aesthetic experience and it could do its work only because 'the new way of ideas' had
relieved aesthetics of its metaphysical commitments. Here Lord Shaftesbury can be our
starting point. He is said to have founded 'the first really comprehensive and
independent philosophy of the beautiful' (Cassirer 1955:312)y being as he was, a
dominant figure in British aesthetics of that period. Poetry, for Shaftesbury, is no mere
copying or generalised representation. The business of the poet is not just to hold a
mirror to reality; in imitating he transforms. The AristoteUan 'probable impossibility'
takes precedence over the possible improbability. This activates the Shaftesburian
aesthetic which does not acknowledge the status in natural order alongside
associationist psychology; it celebrates the living organic growth of natural order. So
Hobbes and Locke come under fire - "These philosophers together with the antivirtuosi may be called by one common name, viz. barbarians" - as beauty, virtue, and
music assume their individuality to the point where beauty and order of affections are
celebrated and a mechanist and an associative functioning of the mind are debunked in
favour of a creative imagination which is analogous to the operations of the divine
mind. (Rand 1914:178) However much Cartesian rationalism shows its disrespect for
imagination — positing it at best between passive faculty that forms images and
recombines images and Malebranche's scepticism m Recherche de la Verite, there is no
denying the active principle for Shaftesbury.
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But for the man who truly and in a just sense deserves the name of poet,
and who as a real master, or architect in the kind, can describe both men
and manners, and give to an action its just body and proportion, he will be
found, if I mistake not, a very different creature. Such a poet is indeed a
second Maker, a just Prometheus under Jove. Like that sovereign artist or
universal plastic nature, he forms a whole, coherent and proportioned in
itself, with due subjection Jind subordinacy of constituents parts.
(Robertson 1900:1, 135-6).

Shaftesbury repudiates Locke's comparison of the mind with a blank sheet of paper
and the belief that knowledge derives only fi'om same experience. He holds that the
mind is creative and that this power comes from Grod who created man in his own
image.

. . . the mind conceiving of itself, can only be . . . assisted in the
birth. Its pregnancy is from its own nature. Nor could it ever have been thus
impregnated by any other mind than that which formed it at the beginning;
and which... is original to all mental as well as other beauty. (135).

For Shaftesbury the human mind reflects a worid of nature which is organic. His
Platonism led him to believe that beyond the natural order there is a transcendent and
ideal world to which this present world only approximates. But the ideal reveals itself
not in the fixed and dead entities of a mechanical construction; it is embodied in the
changing forms of a world which is a living and organic growth. Art, which is an
imitation or representation of nature, must .then also be creation in a real sense, and
poetic invention must be a creative process. The poet works on the principle of plastic
power that shapes up the raw materials into new forms. It is the modifying power that is
never mechanical but gleans out a 'form' from the 'unformed' and lends a 'shape' to the
'unshaped'. Imagination, which compounds under associative laws the various units of
mental experience, underline mechanical causation, something that Shaftesbury never
subscribed to. Rather, the intriguing intensity of this faculty in the creative aesthetics of
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the poet was the propulsive force that goaded Coleridge to distinguish between fancy
and imagination. The 'indifferent' artist may produce work by bringing together fi-om
memory the bits and pieces of his material which Shaftesbury would ascribe as the
injudicious and random use of wit and fancy. There is a patent emphasis on perception
that does not include the compounding of the sense-data (Cf John Stuart Mill's System
of Logic), but points to an active power of the mind with an amalgamatory or
assimilatory strength. It is what Thomas Pamell would attest as the 'passive mind' in
his "The Gift of Poetry" and the powers of imagination as 'celestial fire'.

It is a perception that homes in on the sense data to create an object, imposing
an order on the disorder. This is 'a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of
creation in the infinite I am' (Shawcross 1907:1202). This brings us to Kant's aesthetics
and there is no denying the influence of Shaftesbury on Kant. Shaftesbury attributes it
to the power of reason (with a respectable analogy with Kantian reason) that apprehends
the truth by an immediate act of awareness. It is a power that need not be confused with
mere discursive ability. It is the product of the poet's imagination, what Kant would call
the 'aesthetic imagination', and Coleridge would tenn the 'secondary imagination'.
Shaftesbury believes that an inward eye distinguishes and sees the fair and shapely, the
amiable and the admirable apart ft^om the deformed, the foul, the odious or the
despicable, reneging on the principle of harmony. In fact the concept of taste for
Shaftesbury is never relative as he fought shy of the schism between relativistic and
absolutistic tendencies and believed that aesthetic sense makes way for universal
standards of judgements. The active principle in the poet's mind which is analogous to
the 'plastic nature' is the shaping spirit of imagination that embodies the poet's thought
in sensible forms, just as the creation is the embodiment of God's thought. Indeed in
likening the mind of the poet to the mind of God, Shaftesbury is not making a
psychological analysis of the art of writing poetry, nor is his description of the poet
something which can be directly and empirically verified as scientific statements can
be.
Added to this one can point out that Shaftesbury considers the terrible and the
frightening as aesthetically valuable. In an aesthetic attitude with a dose of the
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neoclassical virtues of harmony, proportion and symmetry, the poet's vision accepts
nature as having features that lack these attributes; it is the emphasis on the distinction
between the beautiful and the sublime. Such features were regarded as a revelation of
God's majesty and not merely parts but necessary parts of the whole. In the poet's
aesthetic vision the grand and the terrible aspects of nature are appreciated. It is the
encompassing vision that perceives the ghastly and the hideous for their peculiar
beauties - "the wildness pleases" (122). Shaftesbury's poet knows the difference
between enthusiasm and fanaticism for he is the admirer of the kind of enchantment or
magic which we call enthusiasm.

. , . all sound love and admiration is enthusiasm: the transports
of poets, the sublime of orators, the rapture of musicians, the high
strains of the virtuosi - all mere enthusiasm! Even learning itself, the
love of arts and curiosities, the spirit of travelers and adventurers,
gallantry, war, heroism - all mere enthusiasm! . . . T' is enough; I am
content to be this new enthusiast in a way unknown to me before (129).

So the poet can be an enthusiast as well (a realistic revelation of this concept occurs
in Thomson and Akenside). Although Akenside in his The Pleasures of the ImagiiKition
points out that Shakespeare pursued the vast, alone, the wonderiul, the wild, and Waller
sighs for harmony, grace, sublime beauty, the true poetic vision should encompass both.
The enthusiasm for the true artist is diverted towards both ends. The poet need not be
cramped mercilessly and unflinchingly by rules or set precepts for poetical reason is not
the same as mathematical reason. The poet has an aesthetic truth in mind, a truth that is
qualitatively measurable as he manifests a capacity to cany his enquiries closely into
men, manners and human nature.
Hence we can refer to John Dennis's Advancement and Reformation of Modem
Poetry which traces the creative self where art is the expression of passion and the
highest art is the communication of the most intense passion. The 'trueness' of the poet
is in the expression of such strong enthusiasm which he believes are six in number
admiration, terror, horror, joy, sadness and desire." This is a throwback to Thomas
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Burnet's 'sacred theory' and the appreciation of'sublime' in creation. Dennis's state of
enchantment while crossing the Alps is analogous to Burnett's appreciation of
'sublimity' in the ruins of the mountain, the old temples, fractured earth or great
gurgling ocean which in their inherent magnificence raise great thoughts and passions
invoking God and his greatness. They overbear the mind with their Excess, and cast it
into a pleasing kind of stupor and admiration. Dennis's reflection in this context in
worth quoting.

If these Hills were first made with the world, as has been a long
time thought, and Nature design'd them only as a Mound to inclose her
garden Italy's Then we may well say of her what some affirm of great
wits, that her careless, irregular and boldest strokes are most admirable.
For the Alps are works which she seems to have design'd and executed
too in a Fury. (Hooker 1943 : 381).

The notions of Longinus contribute to the concept of the poet in Dennis's aesthetics.
In fact the neoclassic 'School of Taste' in England both facilitated and in turn drew
encouragement from the rising popularity of Longinus's Peri Hupsiios. The urging by
Longinus of the psychological and emotional elements in the creation and
understanding of art, his assumption that art should transport as well as persuade, and
his emphasis upon boldness and grandeur of conception and upon a capacity for the
pathetic - that is to say, for the raising of the passions - as all-important and inherent
aesthetic gifts, served as an authoritative rallying centre for the defence of a subjective
and emotional taste. The poet is the man with strong emotion and grandeur of ideas
supplemented by his skills in rhetoric. Here Burke's observation is vital for our thesis:

it is not only of those ideas which are commonly called
abstract...but even of particular real beings, that we converse without
having any idea of them excited in the imagination; as will certainly appear
on a diligent examination of our own minds. (1958:170)
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The poet has his role to enact in the use of Ijuiguage, utilising the peculiar energies
of his medium. Also Burke's distinction between a clear expression and a strong one is
crucial to a proper understanding of poetic language. The Burkean aesthetics suggest a
natural affinity between language and the sublime. So the poet's status becomes
somewhat subservient to an 'affective sublimity'. The poet is not there to make an ideal
class but to make it affecting to the imagination.

Thomas Warton, in his observations on the Faerie Oueette of Spenser points out
that we receive pleasure from Spenser because he is a 'romantic poet' whose work is
tinctured by appearances which are distinctly different from those with which we are
hemmed. Spenser's work can be hailed as a work of creative imagination; it is a work
whose graces please with an appeal beyond the formal reach of art where the faculties
of creative imagination delight us for they are unassisted and unrestrained by deliberate
judgement. This imagination in the poet is no mere receptor; rather it has a kind of
power like a magnet, as pointed out by Gerard in An Essay on Taste. The poet's
magnetic imagination draws out new combinations or ideas from the whole compass of
nature just like a magnet that selects a combination from a farrago of ferruginous
particles. It is an active power aided by a 'genius' in the artist, which bears strong
resemblance to Nature in its operations. This brings into discussion Young's exegesis
on the origin of art as a vegetable growth from the root of genius.

An original may be said to be of a vegetable nature; it rises
spontaneously from the vital root of genius; it is not made: [whereas]
imitations are often a sort of manufacture wrought up by those
mechanics, art and labour, out^ of preexistent materials not their own.
(Young 1968:552)

A vegetable draws in moisture from the earth or nature and converts it to the
nourishment of the plant which circulates through its vessels and is assimilated to its
several parts. In like manner, genius arranges its ideas by the same operation, and
almost at the same time, collects them. So the poet by that infallible principle of
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selection and organisation, uses his imagination to summon up both the parts and the
whole of an artistic design in a unique act of conjuration. The concept of the poet on
this line is further substantiated by the aesthetic principles inherent in William Duffs
Essay on Original Genius. There is a distinct hint at Coleridge's secondary imagination.
The 'fancy' in the poet's repertoire is a rambling and sportive form of association and
'memory' functions to collect the materials of composition. The poet's imagination,
here, is inventive and plastic, which can discover truths that were formerly unknown.
For Gerard,

The Ends to which Genius may be adapted, are reducible to two; the
discovery of truth, and the production of beauty. The former belongs
to the sciences, the latter to the arts. Genius is, then, the power of
invention, either in science or in the arts, either of truth or of beauty.
(1774: 318 italics mine)

By the intense operation of the creative imagination the poet brings into existence
the shadowy substances and the unreal objects. He, by dint of 'sight' and 'insight'
brings them to view. It is on his exalted station and 'genius' that the advancement of the
entire society in art, science and philosophy is dependent. Here, however, the poet is
. denied the Wordsworthian status in terms of the bonds of attachment with common
humanity. Duff believes that the genius can flourish in the serene valley of bucolic
tranquillity. His art is removed from the meretricious sophistication of civilisation for it
is the effusion of a glowing fancy and an impassioned heart. Poetic genius has its own
law that celebrates spontaneous impulse without the cramping prescriptions of restraint.

However, under the pressing demands of neoclassical modes of writing,
imagination and passion have been subordinated by humanistic classicism to a rational
insight into the decorum of the ideal; but a constant, though subordinate, use of them in
ethical teaching and in both aesthetic creation and understanding had generally been
taken for granted. It is the exhortation of Boileau (L'Art Poetique) that is relevant here
in the sense that the poet is asked to observe 'care' and 'art' and move the passions of
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the heart. However, in the concept of the poet, the essential creative facuhy called
'invention' can never be ignored. This faculty of the poet helps him in the imitation of
Nature as he conceives the design and order of its production. Under a pronounced
rationalism, fancy or imagination of the poet is regarded as a structural adornment.
Pope, in the preface to his translation of the Iliad points out that it is the most brief and
'single' subject that a poet could ever have chosen. With the emphasis on his power of
'invention, he supplies a great variety of incident and events, thronging the narrative
with speeches, battles and episodes of all kinds. Homer's 'invention' is the imaginative
force. To Homer's strength of Invention one can attribute 'Fire' and 'Rapture'.///£«/ is
lighted all throughout by a true poetical spirit as the reader is hurried out of himself by
the power of the poet's imagination. The poet achieves a 'Grace beyond the Reach of
Art' ("An Essay on Criticism" 1.155) or Boileau'sye ne sais quoi.
Also, Dryden, sees the first happiness of the poet's imagination as 'invention'
where is needed a happy genius. Eliot believes that Dryden's 'invention' includes the
sudden eruption of the germ of a new poem possibly, merely as a state of feeling. Next
is fancy or variation which calls for the capacity of moulding thought with due
emphasis on judgement that makes it proper to the subject. The third happiness of the
poetic process is elocution, the art of clothing and adorning the thought in apt and sound
words. In fact the quickness of the imagination is demonstrated in the invention, the
fertility is exhibited in the fancy and accuracy is manifested in the expression. Dryden,
it may be noted, upholds Aristotle's definition of poetry as a process of imitation. He
takes pains to emphasise the other two forms of imitation mentioned in Aristotle's
definition - 'things as they are said to be' and 'things as they ought to be' - apart from
the principle of verisimilitude which does not have the Hobbesian strictness about it.
The poet's art is qualified as a spiritual process. With a departure from the stringent
neoclassic modes, the poet's imitation becomes the process of the spirit that captures the
vital force needed for excellence in art and generates the 'illumination'. In 77?^ Grounds
of Criticism in Tragedy, adverting to the liberty allowed to the poet to imitate things as
they are said or thought to be, Dryden defends Shakespeare's use of supernatural,
founded on popular beliefs. A true knowledge of Nature gives us pleasure but a lively
imitation of it, either in poetry or painting, can produce much greater pleasure for
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imitations of Nature involve an 'ideality' which is wrought up to a nobler pitch. The
poet presents us with images which are more perfect than life as he unites by a happy
chemistry all scattered beauties of Nature without its deformities or faults. It is as much
as to say, as Sidney had observed earlier, that poetry imitates not only things, which, in
Plato's words, are mere copies of their ideal pattern, but the ideal pattern itself. This
brings us to what Dryden thought to be the function of poetry. The poet should inform
the reader about human nature - the fundamental and psychological truths without
making any 'magisterial' and overly moralistic instructions. Now Plato had wanted
poetry to instruct, Aristotle to delight, Horace to do both, and Longinus to transport.
Dryden was familiar with them all and had his own considerable experience as a reader
and writer. The poet considers delight and transport rather than instruction to be the
teleology of his art; this meant no mere imitation of life but a beautiful resemblance of
the whole as he points out in A Defence of An Essay of Dramatic Poesy. Instruction
comes second to delight for poetiy only instructs as it delights. Dryden points out that
the poet's work is to affect the soul, excite the passions and move admiration (awe or
fear). Bare imitation does not serve the purpose. In fact to take every lineament and
feature would not guarantee an excellent piece; what would render success is a beautiful
resemblance of the whole with fancy working to heighten the beauty of the parts and
hide the deformities of the rest. The poet, then, for Dryden is neither a teacher nor a
bare imitator, but a creator, one who, with life or Nature as his raw material, produces a
new thing altogether, resembling the original in its basis but different from it in the
superstructure. This is what Aristotle also meant when, replying to Plato's objection that
poetry gave a copy of a copy, he said that the truth of poetry need not be confounded
with the truths of life. It is in this part of the poet's work that Dryden feels the necessity
of fancy or what Coleridge would ascribe as the shaping spirit of imagination. In the
Epistle Dedicatory of the Rival Ladies, Dryden believes that it is fancy that gives the
life-touches which, in other words, breathes life into the shapeless material from life or
Nature. However, importantly, lest it should outrun 'reason' Dryden makes sure that
good sense should have it restrained by judgement or 'discretion'. The neoclassical
decorum has it that the poet is the master of his own art by his rational grasp and proper
employment of judgement. His role is attested by an adherence to the rules of nature
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and reason for the prevalent poetics believed that such adherence cannot clog the poet's
fancy but can enlarge and extend it. The poet cannot afford to be seized by an irregular
frenzy for that would engender an improbable representation of the rational chain of
circumstances and fill the world with endless absurdities. This fear lay in the neglect of
'probability'. So the poet's aesthetic taste is never built on unbridled emotion, but on
'judgement' that Dennis would ascribe as the fine discernment of truth. The poet's ear
rings with the supreme commandment: 'be thou clear' that avoids the confusing colours
of rhetoric, the spacious tropes and figures of imaginative writing and alluring
enchantments of enthusiasm. The poet is a man who grows a native easiness and brings
also a near mathematical plainness. It is an allegiance to decorum {the word has all the
significance that Neoclassical tradition attaches to it) where the exuberant flourishes of
Baroque period are undermined and a control over creativity is exercised with
impressive coherence. Under the Horatian code, the poet is expected to be a man who
prunes his superfluous branches, moderates the force of the winged's horse's flight to
keep his harp in tune.

Under the sabre of scepticism, imagination comes to hold a key position in
Hume's theory of knowledge. He shows that our customary transition from cause to
effect and vice versa is nothing but an expression of the principle of imagination. Hume
speaks of the operation of imagination in terms of separating the simple ideas and
uniting them in what form it pleases. The operation of imagination does not become
wholly unpredictable because it is guided by some universal principles, which render it,
in some measure, uniform with itself in all terms and places. Imagination is a more free
faculty, and hence the uniting principles among ideas in the operations of imagination
cannot be an inseparable connection. Imagination is described by Hume as the principle
of separation and transposition of idea, but it is also to be considered as uniformly
guided in the union and cohesion of its images. The union and cohesion of distinct
images cannot be regarded as an inseparable one, for an 'inseparable connection' is a
'real' connection. And a 'real' connection is one whose contradictory status is
inconceivable. Hence the distinct elements of a complex image will be united only by
the force of association; a force of attraction which Hume in eiffect compares to the
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attraction of gravitation. As distinguished from phantasy, imagination is the principle of
postuiation, anticipating an outline of the future. Postulation of imagination contains the
presuppositions related to matters of fact and existence. Sense-perceptions are transitory
and the logical picture of the world is atomic and evanescent. But the world in which
we believe is permanent and regular. Thus supplementation is necessary in order that
the world of perceptions is understood. The supplementation of the characters of
permanency, regularity etc. are the work of imagination. The suppJementative fufKtiou
of imagination makes the world of experience possible. Also, as opposed to reason, it
becomes the source and ground of the principle of custom, habit and belief. And as
custom, habit and belief are synthetic principles, and since they depend upon
imagination, imagination becomes one of the constructively creative principles of
human nature.
Addison and Akenside lay strong emphasis on imagination as the faculty of
artistic creation. It is the faculty of the poet who by apprehending beauty, greatness and
novelty evokes the aesthetic pleasure. For Addison (in the eleven papers between Nos.
411-421), the pleasures of imagination are two fold: primary or those which proceed
completely from the objects existing before the eye and the secondary or those that flow
fi'om the ideas of visible objects (objects that are nonexistent before the eye) called into
memories or conjured up into vision of things that are either absent or fictitious
(Spectator no. 411). It may be noted that it is the secondary pleasures of imagination
that are aroused by works of art and literature. Whether it be painting or sculpture or
literature, pleasure arises from a comparison of the copy with the original: the copy
often making a stronger appeal to the imagination than the original. Addison admits in
Spectator no. 416 that words when they are well chosen, have a greater impact and
description, offers more lively idejis than the mere sight of things. However, the poet
need not always be faithful to fact for, his ideas of pleasure may not be answered by any
sight in Nature. So the poet's imagination can fancy to itself things that are great,
strange and beautiful than what meets the eye. The poet can use his imagination by
mending and perfecting nature when he describes a reality.
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The fancy must be warm to retain the print of those images it hath
received from outward objects: and the judgment discerning, to know what
expressions are most proper to clothe and adorn them to the best
advantage. A man who is deficient in either of these respects, though he
may receive the general notion of a description, can never see distinctly all
its particular beauties; as a person, with a wejik sight, may have the
confused prospect of a place that lies before him, without entering into its
several parts, or discerning the variety of its colours in their fiill glory and
perfection. (Das, Mohanty 1985:24)

To Addison, therefore, imagination is no more than that faculty of the mind which
enjoys works of art for the ideas they recall of what it has seen in life. It is pleased
more by what is great, strange or beautifiil - huge mountains, oddities of Nature, or her
lovely sights -than by what is merely common. His recognition of it, however, pointed
the way to an aesthetic approach to literature - to its enjoyment by its appeal to the
imagination, rather than by its proximity to a moral or social end, or observance of
formal rules.
In Spectator no. 418 he proposes that art may excel nature, and in Spectator no.
419 he discusses art wherein the poet, in the event of losing his sight of Nature,
entertains his reader's imagination with characters and actions, most of which are
nonexistent. This is what Dryden would ascribe as the Fairy kind of writing. This kind
of writing is difficult for the poet must work altogether out of his own invention to bring
to life his imaginary beings and personified abstractions. The poet displays his
imagination with a power that makes a new world of its own, leading the reader to a
new creation. This claim is repeated in Spectator no 421 where Addison points out that
the power of the poet's imagination has something in it like creation for, it makes
additions to nature and lends a greater variety to God's works. Shakespeare, for
Addison, thus qualifies as the greatest maister of the fairy way of writing by his noble
extravagance of fancy. He combines his genius with the powers of imagination to
succeed artistically in those areas where mere genius would have faltered. This genius,
it may be noted, is the natural genius, that is never shackled by the clamping rigours of
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rules of Art. (Addison distinguishes between the natural genius and the genius
developed by study in Spectator no. 419-). Genius, which Edward Phillips in the preface
to Theatntm Poetaniw refers as something unattainable by any study or industry and
can never be perfectly apprehended, is the prerogative of the true poet, the man o^ taste.
Temple, Gildon, Farquhar, Dennis and others emphasise this in varying degrees.
Addison, supporting genius (Spectator no. 592), underlines the need of deviating from
the rules of art sometimes than in adhering to them jejunely (Spectator no. 409). The
poet with genuine taste that demands a full exertion of the mind, perceives the ideas and
cultivates his exemplary ability to communicate the 'ideal' in its final production.

With a moderate enthusiasm for the abilities of'genius' ("we are sure that in the
hands of a man of genius it is capable of inspiring sentiment, and of filling the mind
with great and sublime ideas" Weitz 1959: 46-7) the poet under Reynolds's aesthetics
should know that he cannot exist on his own potential talent alone. For Reynolds, the
artist has a quest of his own; the idea of the beauty that we are in search of resides in the
breast of the artist who is under the perpetual labour to impart. This is the struggle of
Reynolds's artist whose communication has the power to raise the thoughts and extend
the views of the spectator, Reynolds admits the presence of 'genius' but does not
subscribe to the view that art is produced by 'chance'; the artist must have a cause for
his art which, is a clear indication of the presence of rules. However, 'genius' is the
power that produces excellence and is sometimes beyond the reach of rules, something
that precepts cannot teach and industry fails to acquire. It is the artist's inherent ability
to select, digest and methodise. The artist of genius will permit the lower painter like
the florist or the collector of shells to exhibit the minute discriminations which
distinguish one object of the same species fi-om another while he like the philosopher,
will consider nature in the abstract and represent in every one of his figures the
character of its species-(Wark 1975:50) So the Jirtist is remarkably similar in his
function to the poet described by Imlac at the beginning of the chapter ten of Johnson's
Rasselas. It is interesting to observe that the painter who takes nature as he finds it is no
better than the prose historian. Rembrandt's penchant for exact representation of
individual objects does not support the argument that his imitation of nature is more
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faithful than what the idealising Raphael does. The painter of the ideal landscape has
the cherished independence and the remarkable power to 'select' his material which
bears an analogy with what the poet does. Reynolds's painter or the poetical painter
varies and combines his material to correspond with the general idea of his work and
the elevation of the theme; "a landskip thus conducted^ under the influence of a poetical
mind, will have the same superiority over the more ordinary and common views, as
Milton's Allegro and Penseroso have over a cold prosaick narration or description; and
such a picture would make a more forcible impression on the mind than the real scenes,
were they presented before us." (Weitz 1959:44) ^^^afl^jf argues:

Shall reason stand in the way, and tell us that we ought not to like
what we know we do like, and prevent us from feeling the frill effect of this
complicated exertion of art? This is what I would understand by poets and
painters being allowed to dare everything; for what can be more daring,
than accomplishing the purpose and end of art, by a complication of means,
none of which have their archetypes in actual nature? (42)

So Reynolds equates the power of the poet and the painter in his study of
Michaelangelo. Compared to Raphael, Michaelangelo has more genius and imagination.
This is the energy, a Promethean fire as noticed in the aesthetics of Shaftesbury. With
more poetical 'inspiration' his ideas grew vast and 'sublime' which is the iiighest
excellence a human composition can attain to. In the fifteenth and the last Discourse,
Michaelangelo is singled out for praise as he is said to possess a 'poetical part' with the
virtue of an elevated imagination; he is ranked with Homer and Shakespeare,
highlighting the power that explores the unknown regions of imagination. "So far
therefore is servile imitation from being necessary, that whatever is familiar, or in any
way reminds us of what we see and hear every day, perhaps does not belong to the
higher provinces of art, either in poetry or painting. The mind is to be transported, as
Shakespeare expresses it, beyond the ignorant present to ages past." (ibid) However, the
artist's sublimity should not transgress the limits of classical decorum - a celebration or
vindication of rational firmness which is the true testament of a sound and true genius,
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It is a Longinian state of transport that accentuates the vigour in a firm realisation of the
ideal or the beau ideal. So in the matters of imitation, Reynolds does not subscribe to a
work that is a mere copy of Nature. Imagination, for him, is the "residence of truth".
(38)
Upon the whole, it seems to me, that the object and intention of all
the arts is to supply the natural imperfection of things, and often to gratify
the mind by realizing and embodying what never existed but in the
imagination. (48)

The art of the painter or the poet is addressed as the highest province for, by evading
any correspondence with the gross senses, he can sunmion the sparks of divinity that
reside within all of us. So selective imitation and industry with an 'unfrigid mind'
would never consider rules as oppressive.

As with Reynolds, so also with Johnson, for he, like Goethe, considers anything
that emancipates the spirit without a corresponding growth in control as dangerous. Dr.
Jolmson held that the poet's art lies in writing pleasure wifh truth by summoning
imagination to the aid of reason. In the imitation of truth, his art is guided by reason and
affords pleasure by imagination. The novelty in the poet's art is something that he never
denies; the aesthetic pleasure is also never disclaimed. But the poet needs to distinguish
between 'to please' and 'to direct'. Truth, to be poetic, has to be pleasure-giving. In fact
the poetic purpose holds morality to be at a higher station than pleasure. 'The end of
writing', he says in the Preface to Shakespeare, 'is to instruct; the end of poetry is to
instruct by pleasing'.(Thomas 1999:15) Johnson's view of the poet's role is in
consonance with Horace and the French neo-classicists. Poetry, in the first instance, is
an imitation of life which represents not merely the particular with which it deals, but,
through it, the universal. "Shakespeare," he says, "is above all writers, at least above all
modern writers, the poet of nature, the poet that holds up lo his readers a faithful mirror
of manners and of life. His characters are not modified by the customs of particular
places, unpractised by the rest of the world; . . . they are the genuine progeny of
common humanity, such as the world will always supply, and observation will always
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find'.(10-11) Here with Shakespeare as his immediate subject, Johnson actually
explains the meaning of poetic imitation. It is a representation not of what just a few
people think, speak, or do but of what most people in most ages think, speak or do: in a
word, the emphasis is on the 'general nature'. The truth of poetry therefore is universal
truth - an observation that is ultimately Aristotle's. The poet must write as a being
superior to time and place. Homer, it may be noted, survives because his representations
are natural with very little dependence on local and temporary customs. The poet's
imitation must then have a universal appeal. For the reader recognises in it his own
thoughts, words and deeds "those general passions and principles by which all minds
are agitated and the whole system of life is continued in motion" {11)_ and language that
seems "to have been gleaned by diligent selection out of common conversation and
common occurences".(I2), It is from this "wide extension of design",(n) that he
believes so much instruction can be derived.

"It is this which fills the plays of Shakespeare with practical
axioms and domestic wisdom. It is said of Euripides that every verse was a
precept; and it may be said of Shakespeare that from his works may be
collected a system of civil and economic prudence." (11)

True to his neociassic wisdom, Johnson is quick to clarify that the poet should
entertain a conscious design to enforce moral lessons. It is true of Shakespeare as he
sacrifices virtue to convenience and is so much more careful to please than to instruct
that he seems to write without any moral purpose. However, it is always the poet's
vocation under the Johnsonian principles of art, to make the world better. Perhaps this
moral proviso does not quite attune with the definition of imitation. If a poet is to
imitate life as it is in most countries and ages, how can he give it a moral turn unless it
is supposed that life itself is organised on a moral basis? As this is not true in all cases,
what Johnson means is, perhaps, an imitation of those aspects of life only which satisfy
both his requirements of verisimilitude and morality. The Johnsonian aesthetic puts the
emphasis on a rational grasp of the immutable ideal and the unalterable standard,
something that can fi^ctify through protracted study, greater compass of experience and
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incessant endeavours of mind. For the poet, imitation would be sincere attempts to
portray the essential and the lasting. His study of nature must be aided and verified by
the general principles of works that have successfully qualified the long hammering
blows of critical examination. The poet need not imitate a particular trait of a writer for
in that case it would be a travesty of artistic imitation equated with a failure. There
should not be a whole-hearted reliance on unassisted genius and natural sagacity.
Johnson stresses the need for reason and of a mind that reposes on the "stability of
tmth".(10) The poet is the interpreter of Nature and the legislator of mankind, presiding
over the thoughts and manners of future generations. To accomplish this end,

His character requires that he estimates the happiness and misery
of every condition; observe the power of all the passions in all their
combinations, and trace the changes of the human mind as they are
modified by various institutions and accidental influences of climate or
custom, from the spriteliness of infancy to the despondence of
decrepitude. He must divest himself of the prejudices of his age and
country; he must consider right and wrong in their abstracted and
invariable state; he must disregard present laws and opinions, and rise to
general and transcendental truths, which will always be the same...'
( Tillotson,Jenkins 1977:X 29).

Mere intrusion of individual feelings and a focus on the particular can distort art.
Whatever is inconsistent with truth and probability cannot be good. Bouhours
disapproves of "authors who do not control their ideas or their words, and leave nothing
to be thought or said on the subjects they treat". (Elledge, Schier 1970:164) Whatever is
inconsistent with truth and probablity cannot be good. The poet should connive at the
romantically 'marvellous' and subscribe to the 'probable' for that would preclude a
disorganised discharge of 'inventive' energies and heal his mind from scatty
'incredibilities'. The poet or the artist in general shall imbibe the values of the toil of
study, the knowledge of nature or the acquaintance with life. The poet must avoid the
dominance of subjective impulse over objective insight, doing things de jus/esse; he
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'does not number the streak of the tulip' (Tillotson, Jenkins 1977:28) and so never loses
sight of the grandeur of generality. Johnson, though he respected the originality and
learning of the metaphysicals, yet painted them with the same brush of'generality'. The
poets in their adventurous hunt for novelty sometimes clogged them with laboured
particularities that scotched the sublimity accompanying the presentation of general life.
The metaphysicals failed to realise the comprehension and the expanse of thought
which repleted the mind with sudden astonishment to be followed by rational
admiration. They never measured up to the Johnsonian dictum that great thoughts are
always general and descriptions that are always analytic and fragmentary, ridden by
particularities, do not suit the true nature of poetic creation. The poet,

is to exhibit in his portraits of nature such prominent and striking
features, as recal the original to every mind; and must neglect the minuter
discriminations, which one may have remarked, and another have
neglected, for those characteristicks which are alike obvious to vigilance
and carelessness.(28)

The true poet or the artist must realise that the laws of nature are superior to the
'accidental prescriptions of authority'. Steering clear of individual caprice, the poet
must see through the endeavour of self-authorised legislators who try to clamp fixity to
rules that are bom for their self serving reflexion. To highlight his antipathy towards a
misplaced accent on rules, Johnson told Fanny Bumey that the people who would judge
her work are those who know no rules, but pronounce entirely from their natural taste
and feelings or those who know and judge by rules or those who know and are above
the rules. The last in this stratification is the most satisfying. This should bring us to
Johnson's neostoical distrust of the imagination. The poet need not be a victim of an
untutored, unbridled imagination for that would drive him away from the permanent
and the ideal. Johnson believed that imagination is indispensable in any valid aesthetic
creation: yet the disapprobation was directed to an imagination which was not
'informed' and 'regulated' by reality. The poet must have his imagination adequately
counter balanced by knowledge and rational control. The poet's exercise of reason
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holds his mind to the ideal - true with clarity - that renders an immediacy to truth.
Imagination, passion and reason share a combination of poise that does not have a
whole scale anti-imagination bias of Cartesian mathematicism or an exaggerated neoclassic rationalism.
However, in the age of Sensibility, exceptions to the Neoclassic system
pervaded the dominant motifs of the prevalent aesthetics. Words like 'imagination',
'Nature', 'genius' and 'inspiration' began to shift from their neoclassical sense towards
the romantic sense. There was no effort to replace drastically the theoretical framework
of Neoclassicism with only Shaftesbury and Burke standing out to provide alternative
responses. But the residual elements of Neoclassicism remain quaintly in suspension
with proto-Romantic elements. Being thus transitional, the concept of the poet started to
reconfigurate with an internal momentum with the first winds of romanticism.
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CHAPTER IX

Imagination, Genius & 'Aesthetic Ideas': Apropos Kant

In Kant's critical framework Imagination is treated as a transcendental facuhy,
though its empirical, psychological character has also been taken into consideration.
Kant, unlike Hume and Descartes has given a positive evaluation of imagination in the
context of acquiring knowledge. For Plato, Descartes and Hume, it is antithetical to
reason. In Hurne, the imagination is associated with belief which itself results from the
association of ideas. But for Kant the transcendental imagination is the ground of the
possibility of knowledge. In Kant we find a distinction between the transcendental and
the psychological aspects of the concept of imagination.

In the Critique of Pure Reason, there are two important issues which need a careful
study. One is the distinction between the transcendental and the empirical imagination
and the other is the idea of schematization as connected with the productive imagination.
The real question is how do sensibility and understanding come together to give rise to
knowledge? The Kantian answer is in the form of transcendental imagination which
brings together the sense-manifold and the pure concepts of the understanding and thus
justifies knowledge.

The actual operation of imagination in this context is called the transcendental
schema. The entire discussion of schematism presupposes the transcendental deduction
because it deals with the union of the sense-manifold and the pure concepts. Speaking
very generally it brings about a reconciliation between the 'empirical' and the 'a priori'.
Kant points out that the 'a posteriori' already has a structure. According to him, there is
no pure impression as such. Anything that enters into our consciousness must be located
in the framework of time. The understanding presents the categories. But it does not
activate itself to embrace the manifold offered by sensibility. Rather, some 'third thing'
is required whereby these two faculties can be synthesised. It is transcendental
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imagination, which through the schema translates the categories in terms of time, thus
giving them a natural affmity with the sense-manifold that has already been ordered in
time. This is the most important function of imagination, for it is only through the
combining of the sensibility with the understanding that knowledge is possible.
We can dwell on the concept of schema for a while because it may reveal certain
points which are important in bringing out the role of imagination. Kant called schema
the 'third thing' for obviously it could not be identified either with sensibility or with
understanding. Its fiinction was to bring about a fusion of the two. The schema is
actually intended to be seen by Kant as a dual thing. For him it has a two-fold character
by virtue of which it can bridge the gap between sensibility and understanding. It may be
said that the productive imagination works from the concepts to the sense-manifold,
whereas it is schematism which operates from the sense-manifold to the concepts. So
imagination is the link between concepts and data, whereas schematism is the bridge
stretched from the date, to the concepts by the structure of the data themselves, a
structure bestowed on them by time. It is that what imagination does for concepts, time
does for data. (Roteristreich 1972: 34) However, according to Kant it was transcendental
and not empirical imagination that was at work in schematism. Transcendental
imagination, for Kant had a highly mysterious character. Its function was to give rise to
schema. Kant does not make clear how exactly imagination gives rise to the schema and
how the schema functions. His programme of the reconciliation between empiricism and
rationalism hinges upon the function of the schema. Kant assigns an important place to
imagination, which according to him brings about such a reconciliation. This makes
imagination an important condition for the very possibility of knowledge. But his own
account of schematism is quite sketchy and fails to offer clear answers. It may also be
said that the exact fijnctioning of the productive imagination has not been properly
explained and articulated by Kant himself. Apart from the functioning and the nature of
the. productive imagination, there also arises another question, namely that of the
.relationship between the productive and reproductive imaginations. This question is
important not only in the context of schematism but in the critical philosophy at large.
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Kant uses the word imagination in both the technical and the ordinary senses of the
term. And the problem that arises is' that of the relationship between these two
understandings of imagination. These two have been left unconnected by Kant himself
Nowhere does he try to offer a complete account of their relationship with each other. It
becomes necessary to locate the connection between the two imaginations because one
feels a lurking suspicion that the notion of the transcendental imagination is
systematically misleading. The functions of the transcendental imagination seem so
radically different from these of the empirical imagination that only the name
imagination seems common to both. Similarly, within the context of schematism itself^
Kant insists that it is the transcendental imagination which is at work. The transcendental
imagination does not involve images for it is not empirical. But if it performs the
function of combining sense manifolds with the help of an image it is intermediate. If
this is so, the transcendental imagination seems to be fiinctioning like the empirical
imagination in some way. Levi writes about the transcendental imagination.

The term imagination always connotatively close to its origins of image
making should now become almost the chief inhabitant of a realm of
purely logical subsistence... the manifold of appearances with its
singleness and separateness of component parts recurs as the epistemic
problem, and the active faculty for their synthesis again becomes the
virtual imagination which produces almost simultaneously an image and a
connection of impressions in time .... This is essentially the reproductive
function of an imagination whose operations are merely empirical. (1964:
188)

This is a serious charge which can be legitimately made, for Kant has not clearly
worked out the functional similarities of dissimilarities between the two imaginations.
When we move from the Critique of Pure Reason to the Critique of Practical Reason,
what immediately strikes one is Kant's emphatic rejection of the role of imagination in
the context of morality. The reason being the distinction Kant makes between
understanding and reason. We know that the faculty of understanding requires certain
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material to be given to it in the form of sense manifold. The function of the
understanding is to effect an ordering and systematisation. Understanding is not
autonomous for it presupposes the functioning of sensibility which provides the sensemanifolds. Because understanding is not autonomous the question of its relationship with
the other faculty, namely sensibility, arises. It is at this point that imagination performs
its function in the first Critique. But reason, which is operative in the sphere of morality
is not dependent upon any other faculty for its functioning. It is autonomous. It can
determine a particular action or decision on its own. The rational moral will is such that
it can by its own autonomy give rise to the moral action. Because of this autonomy of
reason, there is no need for schema in the Critique of Practical Reason. For schema, as
we have seen before, is essentially a bridge between two different faculties. And no such
bridge is required in the second Critique because reason is the sole faculty which is
operative in the sphere of morality.

It has been argued that the notion of type can be interpretively understood as a
figurative process, Paul Dietrichson also has understood type as a figurative substitute
for schematisation. Mark Johnson holds that, " it would be correct to claim that the type
is a figurative substitute for a schematisation because applying the categorical imperative
requires an imaginative leap by which laws from one domain (nature) are taken as
acting like (with respect to their form) laws in another domain (freedom). In other words,
the typification of the categorical imperative is essentially a metaphorical process, that
is, a transfer of structures functioning in one realm, which is thus orgjinised by these
projected structures." (1985: 265) What becomes clear from the comment is that moral
reasoning involves an act of imaginative envisionment of a non-existing world as a
means for judging a proposed maxim. This whole process is clearly metaphorical,
involving the process of imagination. The metaphor involves taking what we know of
natural law and projecting it on to the realm of freedom so as to transform free action
into naturally necessitated action. Based on this metaphorical transformation, we must
then determine whether the envisioned world would involve some sort of internal
contradiction. Such a metaphoric understanding is a projective process in which we
employ imagination to evaluate our proposed maxim.
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Finally, Kant's Critique of Judgement can be described as the crowning achievement
of the critical philosophy as a whole. This view of the third Critique is based on the fact
that here, Kant is essentially concerned with a massive reconciliation of two notions,
namely nature and freedom which have been the guiding concepts of the first and the
second Critiques respectively. The first Critique seems to yield the conclusion that
nature can be regarded as an object of knowledge only on the presupposition of the pure
concepts of understanding. On the other hand, the second Critique yields the importance
of the seemingly opposed principle of freedom as a ground of moral action. These two
presuppositions that of nature, (and with it, the principle of cause and effect) and
freedom have been reconciled in the third Critique. What is important for us in this
context, is to know how Kant brings about this reconciliation. For one of the key
concepts used in the third Critique is that of the Reflective Judgement which clearly
involves the use of imagination.

The third Critique distinguishes judgement as a unique and irreducible faculty,
separate from both sensibility and understanding. At the same time, in the introduction to
the third Critique, Kant insists that judgement is very much needed for the proper
employment of both sensibility and understanding. Objective knowledge requires the
identification of an object under a concept which involves the working together of the
sensibility and understanding. The judgement by which an instance is subsumed under a
rule is called 'determinant judgement' by Kant. This is where imagination performs an
'applicative function'. It is due to this application that knowledge becomes possible. In
its applicative function, imagination sees to the proper employment of rules. In this case
imagination itself is rule bound, it does not give rise to rules. Rather, it takes care of the
correct implication of the rules that already are. But Kant argues that even though this
imagination follows rules, it is also spontaneous. It is not itself directed by any rules
even though it cannot invent new rules. Thus understood, imagination is involved not
only in objective knowledge, but also in moral judgements where a particular instance is
brought under a general principle. Both the cognitive and the moral experiences depend
upon the distinct capacity that imagination has of subsuming a particular instance under
a general rule in the form of the determinant judgement. However, Kant goes on flirther
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to speak of a 'reflective judgement' where employment of imagination does not involve
application of rules. It is true that Kant discusses his universality given by the reiflective
judgement within the context of the aesthetic judgement of taste. In this context, Kant
points out that the judgement of taste, although subjective, is not arbitrary but also
claims a certain universal argument. According to Kant, such a universality is possible
because when one makes such a judgement of taste, he is expressing a certain
disinterested delight. This pleasure is not bound up with any desire or inclination on his
part. This disinterested delight leads him to expect that all would agree with him. This
possibility of agreement is the distinctive universality of taste. It is thus, due to the
reflective judgement that he claims an intersubjective community. Kant also points that
reflective judgement is grounded in imagination. The functioning of imagination, in this
context, is to lead one from a single instance to either a rule or a concept. As far as
judgement of taste is concerned, imagination opens up the possibility of an
intersubjective dialogue. Imagination thus brings about an association with others.
Looking at this, in the light of the idea of the kingdom of ends, one recognises oneself as
a member of such a republic of subjects through reflective judgement. Both the
determinant and reflective judgement reveal? the objective and intersubjective aspects of
the functioning of imagination.

Basically, the equation of imagining presupposes the context of perception. Hence,
any discussion of imagining or of imagination is a discussion of the relationship between
imagination and perception. Both Hume and Kant regard imagination as a connecting or
uniting power. However, this power operates in two different domains. One is where
imagination connects perceptions of different objects of the same kind and the other is
where the imagination connects different perceptions of the same objects of a given kind.
First is the illustration of what Strawson calls kind identity, that is to say, of recognising
two different objects as of same kind. The second is the illustration of what he calls
individual identity, that is to say, recognising the given object as such and such. It is
obvious that both these functions of imagination are complementary. Strawson points out
that Kant's Schematism and Hume's Of Abstract Ideas are concerned with the first, that
is, with kind identity. As far as the discussion of imagination in the case of individual
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identity is concerned, Kant discusses this issue in Transcendental Deduction, and Hume
in the chapter entitled Scepticism' with regard to the senses in his Treatise. According to
Hume, senses, reason or understanding and imagination are to be distinguished. Of the
three, senses or reason by themselves do not lead us to the continued and distinct
existence of bodies. What is important for us to note is that he ascribes this function to
imagination; it is our belief in the continued and distinct existence of bodies which is due
to imagination. Imagination confounds the similarity of temporality separated and hence
non-identical perception with strict identity through time as a result of which we believe
in a continued existence of perceptions where there is patently no such thing.
(Strawsonl974: 49) Kant on the other hand, would argue that Hume takes a certain
character of perceptions for granted. Hence, the question is not "how it can be that on the
basis of perceptual experience as it is we come to have the beliefs in question, but how it
is that perceptual experience is already such as to embody the beliefs in question;'or,
perhaps better what it is for perceptual experience to be such as to embody the beliefs in
question." (50) The crux of the entire discussion in this regard lies in recognising that in
the actual perceptions that we have there is also non-actual or possible perceptions
involved in it. Iniagination in one of its aspects is a faculty which represents such nonactual perceptions in the case of our having actual perceptions. This is done through
images. This function of imagination, namely to represent with the help of images some
non-actual perceptions in the present points out what Strawson calls a 'kinship' between
the two fiinctions of imagination as far as establishing the relationship between kind
identity and individual identity. No knowledge claim will be valid or justified if we
ignore the recognition of these two identities. It is in this sense that for Kant there is
justification which imagination offers for making imagination necessary in the process of
knowledge. In the case of Hume imagining can offer no justification for knowledge. In
fact it is the transcendental approach taken by Kant that lies at the root of this basic
difference between him and Hume. Hence for Kant the functioning of imagination was
bound with the problem of justification of perceived knowledge. Kant assigned to
imagination a role in the validation of knowledge. Also in the experience of the sublime,
the imagination reaches towards reason, but the feeling this gives is only of an aesthetic
idea of reason. In fact, the sublime feeling of the inadequacy of the understanding to
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grasp the ideas of reason is only produced by the completeness of the imaginative
representation of these ideas. Kant writes:

The poet ventures to realize to sense, rational ideas of invisible beings,
the kingdom of the blessed, hell, eternity, creation, etc.; or even if he
deals with things of which there are examples in experience - e.g. death,
envy and all vices, also love, fame, and the like - he tries, by means of
imagination, which emulates the play of reason in its quest after a
maximum, to go beyond the limits of experience and to present them to
sense with a completeness of which there is no example in nature. This is
properly speaking the art of the poet, in which the faculty of aesthetical
ideas can manifest itself in its entire strength. But this faculty, considered
in itself, is properiy only a talent (of the imagination). (Bernard 1951;
157-58)

So the poet's imagination can frame an idea of reason only through a representation;
it is the productive faculty of cognition that creates another nature out of the material
that actual nature gives it. This is the remoulding of experience not merely in accordance
with the analogical laws but with principles which occupy a higher place in reason. The
poet enjoys a 'freedom from the law of association (which attaches to the empirical
employment of imagination)', so that the material he is supplied with by nature is
'worked up into something different which surpasses nature.'(15 7)

However, no discussion on imagination can be deemed complete without an
elucidation of what Kant means by genius.

Genius is the talent (or natural gift) which gives the rule to art. Since
talent, as the innate productive faculty of the artist, belongs itself to
nature, we may express the matter thus: Genius is the innate mental
disposition (ingenium) through which nature gives the rule to art. (150)
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This innate mental disposition is bound to vary from person to person. No definite
rules can guide the production of beautiful objects as the artist is not conscious of how
he creates them. So, for Kant, originality is the essential characteristic of genius. From
Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View we may point out that originality itself
has two aspects: the first is 'non imitative production' and the second is 'discovering
what cannot be taught or learned'. Such originality although rare, is potentially fanatical
since it is by definition disciplined by neither an object nor a canon. Consequently, Kant
attempts to limit it by proposing that 'originality of imagination is called genius when it
harmonises with concepts', a thought which he expanded and developed flirther in the
third Critique. (Caygill 1995: 213) The power of artistic creation is vitalisric or organic.
Talent cannot be learnt; it is imparted to every artist immediately by the hand of nature
and so it dies with him, until nature endows another in the same way, so that he only
needs an example in order to put in operation in a similar fashion the talent of which he
is conscious. (Bernard 1951: 152) Although the product of beauty cannot be imitated, yet
the ideas of the artist as expressed through his work, can stimulate another artist
provided he is endowed with the genius. This means the excitation of the productive
capacity of another person who does not imitate (Nachahmung) but follows ( Nachfolge)
in an 'original' way. However originality cannot be the absolute condition for fine art.
'Now since the originality of the talent constitutes an essential (though not the only)
element in the character of genius, shallow heads believe that they cannot better show
themselves to be fiill-blown geniuses than by throwing off the constraints of all rules;
they believe, in effect, that one could make a braver show on the back of a wild horse
than on the back of a trained animal. Genius can only fiimish rich material for products
of beautiful art; its execution and its/or/w requireitalent cultivated in the schools, in order
to make such a use of this material as will stand examination by the judgment.' (153) In
fact Geist for Kant, is the power of the creative genius. It is a capacity that brings under
its coordinated sway the transient and the momentary play of human feelings. It is
worthwhile for us to note that empirical laws cannot give birth to the subtleties of
expression and imagination. The Geist has its own form of expression and the artist
endowed with it communicates universally. Makkreel points out that this spirit holds an
important place in Kant's aesthetics. It is the enlivening principle of the mind, a detailed
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characterisation of which occurs in the Reflexionen zur Afithropohgie. This spirit is not a
special talent but that which activates all talents. This is what is truly creative and is
applied not only to the artist's mind but also to the work itself (1990: 97) In fact Kant
finds the spirit of an art as a systematic method which contains a comprehensive idea
(zusammenhangende). Cassirer prefers to render it as 'soul'.

Geist is simply that which brings about this harmony of the faculties of the
mind (subjective or formal purposiveness). It gives life to the work of art,
and a work of art which is ohtie Geist is lifeless since, although in
accordance with the rules of taste, its representation does not make us feel
the harmonious relation of our mental powers. As long as the artist does no
more than not disobey the rules of taste he cannot produce a genuine work
of art. He himself is soulless (ohne Geist). What he lacks is Geist, the
animating principle of the mind. (1938: 278-79)

It thus produces the harmonious motions of the powers of the mind {was die Gemiits
Krafte zweckmassig in Sdmung versetzt). In fact the life in a work of art is provided by
it and what Is soulless (geisths) forbids the experience of a harmonious relation of our
mental powers. So art need not merely obey the rules of taste for that renders it ohne
Geist and it is this that vitalises the workings of imagination and understanding. Kant
finds a certain relation between imagination and understanding which constitutes genius.
It expresses itself in the free harmony between imagination and understanding and
presupposes a proportion and disposition of these faculties that are not guided by mere
obedience to rules but are produced by the nature of the subject.

In the employment of the imagination for cognition, it submits to the
constraints of the understanding and is subject to the limitation of being
conformable to the concept of the latter. On the contrary, in an
aesthetical point of view it is free to furnish unsought, over and above
that agreement with a concept, abundance of undeveloped material for
the understanding, to which the understanding paid no regard in its
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concept but which it applies, though not objectively for cognition, yet
subjectively to quicken the cognitive powers and therefore also
indirectly to cognitions. (Bernard 1951: 160)

Genius thus properly consists in the happy relation between these faculties. It
shows itself in the enunciation or expression of aesthetical ideas and in contradistinction
to reproductive or the productive imagination thus, represents the imagination as 'free'.
Art, hence, gains a new rule and talent manifests itself The poet as the genius revels in
the free employment of his cognitive faculties. He is a favourite of nature, a rare
phenomenon who produces his own rules of teaching that emanate from the peculiarities
of the products of his spirit.

In this context we can profitably bring in the discussion of Kant's concept of
'aesthetic ideas' and 'metaphor'. There is much in Kant to recall what Aristotle had said
of metaphor, that its use is by far the greatest thing, it is the token of genius. The
metaphor raises questions concerning the origins and limits of knowledge. Plato, we all
know, has employed myths or extended metaphors, when it appears that literal language
cannot bear the strain of his insights. Myths might have been for him an economical and
moving method of communication. But there have also been vehement critics of imagist
language, such as Hobbes and Locke. Figurative speeches, said Locke, insinuate wrong
ideas and thereby mislead the judgement. The early rationalists, like Descartes and
Spinoza, were as wary of the metaphor as were the early British empiricists.
Metaphorical language they held, is the deceptive fruit of the imagination. Pure reason
speaks in clear and distinct ideas. Kant exhibits no such fear of the artistic imagination. It
is not, for him, the source of unclarity or falsehood. He conceives of the role of 'aesthetic
ideas' as helping to bring reason into harmony with itself Accordingly, 'aesthetic ideas'
stand distinguished frorri both rationalist and empirical conceptions of metaphor. Kant's
'aesthetic ideas' is a generic term, and may be taken to include similes, metaphors,
poetic analogies, postulates of practical reason and religious language. Productive
imagination combines and rearranges the data from the senses according to the laws of
association.
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The phenomenal workings of the imagination are determined by Nature and by the
laws of empirical psychology. But Kant implies that to gain a sense of freedom from the
confmes of commonplace experience and to afford a sensuous analogy of the noumenon,
the poet remodels experience into something that transcends the empirical laws of
understanding and fulfils the higher laws of reason. When the poet gives images that
convey part of the meaning of love or death, ideas for which there is a host of indefinite
concepts , but for which we can give nothing but crude verbal definitions.

Cognition for Kant, divides into understanding {verstatid), and reason (yeniu/t).
Understanding is day-to-day thinking about the phenomenal world. It is the province of
the physicist, and antithetical to the province of the poet, for whom cognition has a
greater depth and transcendence. According to Kant, 'aesthetic ideas' are based on
analogy and are quasi-sensuous examples of analogical reasoning. The metaphor, for
Kant, is not a mere ornament: it enjoys cognitive value. One does not speak of ornaments
as 'profound' or 'apt', 'far-fetched', or 'implausible'. The language used to describe
metaphor is generally the language of cognition and understanding. One speaks of a
'pregnant' metaphor, and a 'pregnant' idea. Both imply a fecundity of cognitive and
affective implications. Poetic metaphor is one species of'aesthetic ideas'. When they
are expressed in language, we have metaphor, myth, or even religious language. When
they are expressed in line and colour, Kant calls them 'figure', they become pictorial or
plastic images with apparently greater significance and suggestiveness than the objects
from which they were derived. When 'aesthetic ideas' are expressed in musical fonn,~or
'play' as Kant calls them, they take on the structures and tensions of highly complex
affective status which can be understood and followed in music, but not re-expressed
outside music. The cognitive significance of 'aesthetic ideas' lies, for Kant, in their
unparaphrasability and their transphenomenal application. It would seem that as a class,
'aesthetic ideas' give quasi-intuitive awareness of a type that empirical science can never
provide.

So in terms of his notion of 'aesthetic ideas' Kant can be said to have offered a
mimetic theory of art. 'Aesthetic ideas' have to be construed, Kant implies, as giving an
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insight into the supersensible, though drawing from the 'literal' world. 'Aesthetic ideas',
in the hands of artistic genius, the poet, reveal how moral ideas shape or inform the
physical world in nature. They are artistic 'ciphers' of moral ideas expressed in nonconceptual or indeterminate ways. Although the literal and lexical meanings are played
upon in metaphor or in 'aesthetic ideas' generally, because of the newness and fecundity
of the combination, indeterminate connotations of the terms are brought into play. In the
poetic metaphor as if two bodies of discourse is not a mechanical overlapping of two
lexical meanings , but enjoys an etymological atavism that goes to the roots of language.
The metaphor is not a mere selection from meanings already known: it draws from those
held in the subconscious of language as well.

Kant's rejection of the translatability thesis in respect of metaphors is based on the
ground that metaphor and 'aesthetic ideas' in general give a sense or subjective freedom
as vehicles for the free play of the cognitive faculties, and it would be lost by spelling
out 'aesthetic ideas' into determinate concepts. He is committed to the claim that
because 'aesthetic ideas' express the supersensible in a non-conceptual way, they
logically cannot be expressed in determinate concepts as objects of sense. Metaphorical
language seems to be parasitic upon non-metaphorical or literal language. An 'aesthetic
idea' could not be grasped if knowledge of the world of appearances were lacking, even
though the poetic metaphor takes its genesis frorh literal languages, it cannot be reduced
to literal language. Kant's claim is that poetic discourse is ideally ambiguous, it thrives
upon its freedom of interpretation.
So for Kant, art is a solution to neither a practical nor an intellectual problem. However,
Genius and Imagination, certainly contribute to the refined intellectual accretion as one
delves into the inner layers of romantic consciousness and to the understanding of
poetry. Genius, in Kant's discourse, has lent a special emphasis on the uniqueness of the
poet; in imagination, the agent in all human perception, he boldly underlines the power
to produce a distinctive language of poetry.
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CHAPTER X

The Concept of the Poet in the Romantic theory of poetry

Romantic literary theory owes a lot to Kant and Herder. However, excepting
Coleridge, British literary criticism was less theoretical than its German counterpart.
The poet-critics, like Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats had their agendas
determined by their peculiarly individualistic poetic practices. They developed many
themes that bear concurrence with the philosophy of German romanticism but made
sure that it had the stamp of their personal aesthetics. With an exaggerated emphasis on
the nature of imagination and its role in creation, the writers took serious account of the
philosophy of unconscious creation and the language appropriate to poetry. To form a
concept of the poet would, thus, require a careful study of each of the poet-critics so that
some 'converging' points in the outlining of the creative self could be had.

The discussion cannot begin without a brief reference to the aesthetics of Blake. The
poet in the aesthetics of Blake believes in the union between the perceiving subject and
a perceived object. His mind dissolves the divide between the "inside" and the
"outside". It is here that we come to a creative perception which is not an escape from
reality. Unlike Plato, Blake's poet takes knowledge and art as recreation. The poet
applies his imaginative vision to the attainment of wisdom. He is an entity who carries
the entwined cargo of wisdom and knowledge that lends a 'serenity' which knowledge
without wisdom cannot impart.
Blake writes: The reason Milton wrote in fetters when he wrote of Angels & God,
and at liberty when of Devils & Hell, is because he was a true Poet and of the Devil's
party without knowing it.(Keynes 1975:xvii) By stating this he emphasises the
importance of tension between contraries; it is the creativity of opposites where there is
no fusion but a complementary tension of apparently incompatible opposite or
quadrants. The true poet, like Milton, combines the rational and the intuitive - the
heaven (reason decorum, elegance) and Hell (enthusiasm. Energy) - a terrible
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dichotomy to reconciliate. The poet's mind is not a close-ended receptacle; rather it is
an ever expanding cabinet that grasps more than whatever grips.
With imagination as the instrument of creation, the poet is fijndamentally anti
Lockean. The poet cannot see a thing and experience the way every body does. There is
much truth in what Blake said, 'Every Eye sees differently. As the Eye, Such the object'
(Keynes 1966: 456). What Blake wrote to Revd Dr. Tmsler (23 Aug. 1799) is very
relevant here.

I see Every thing I paint In this World, but Every body does not see
alike. The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the Eyes of others
only a Green thing that stands in the way. But to the Eyes of the Man of
Imagination, Nature is Imagination itself As a man is, so he Sees. As the
Eye is formed, such are its Powers, (793).

It is here that the Poet differs from all. The Tree is not merely a green thing to him.
It is in his 'seeing' that he is memorable amidst common humanity. He has the richer
perception as opposed to the classical empiricism of Locke. He becomes ' a man
speaking to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more lively sensibility, more
enthusiasm and tenderness, who has greater knowledge of human nature and a more
comprehensive soul, than are supposed to be common among mankind; a man pleased
with his own passions and volitions, and who rejoices more than other men in the spirit
of life that is in him; delighting to contemplate similar volitions and passions as
manifested in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled to create them
where he does not find them'.{Jones 1919:14)
'transforming imagination'.

This is what we can call the

So imagination for the romantic poet is the power to

imagine a higher reality beyond the reach of the senses; also it is a unique power that
helps the poet to perceive the universe in a better and satisfying way. So the romantic
imagination widens the limit of experience. The emphasis is not on the Corporeal or
"Vegetative eye'; it is a 'Window concerning a Sight' (Keynes 1966:617). The poet
would 'look thro' it & not with it', (ibid) 'This World of Imagination is Infinite &
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Eternal, whereas the World of Generation, or Vegetation, is Finite & Temporal. There
Exist in that Eternal World the Permanent realities of Every Thing which we see
reflected in this Vegetable Glass of Nature.'(605) The poet is the man whose perception
is obviously more than the ordinary men.

Isaiah answered: 'I saw no God, nor heard any, in a finite organical
perception; but my senses discover'd the infinite in every thing...' (Keynes
1975:xx).

This is the poet's special power to observe the infinite and the finite and it is the
poet who can know and note; 'I feel that a Man may be happy in This World. And I
know that This World Is a World of imagination and vision'. (Keynes 1966:793) So
poets, like prophets

have each for his peculiar dower, a sense
By which he is enabled to perceive
Something unseen before

(The Prelude, 1805, 303-5)

He is dowered with the transforming imagination which
. . . in truth,
Is but another name for absolute strength
And clearest insight, amplitude of mind,
And Reason in her most exalted mood. (267-70)

So it is the poet who brings the entire soul of man into activity. What the poet does best
is to concentrate on the manner in which the imagination sought its object. When
Coleridge said that the reader of poetry is carried forward by the pleasurable activity of
the mind which is excited by the attractions of the journey itself, he is merely pointing
at the electricity in the poet's mind that seizes the reader in an intensified pleasure. The
Poet, for the romantics, have 'primary notions', contrary to Locke's referal to the mind
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as 'empty cabinet' or a dark room or a 'closet wholly shut from light'. (Yohon
1961:129) Blake observes:

Reynolds Thinks that Man Learns all that he knows. I say on the
contrary that Man Brings All that he has or can have Into the World with
him. Man is Bom like a Garden ready Planted & Sown, This World is
too poor to produce one seed' - (Keynesl966:471).

So the creative mind operates through the synthetic and magical powers of the
imagination to plant the 'seed'. In fact whenever Coleridge attempts to define poetry, he
almost always turns his attention not on the finished product but on its etiology in the
poet, and looks into the nature and play of the mental faculties in its composition.

The poet described in ideal perfection, brings the whole soul of man into activity.

... He diffuses a tone and spirit of unity that blends, and (as it were) fijses, each
into each, by that synthetic and magical power, to which we have exclusively
appropriated the name of imagination' (Shawcross 1907:12).

The poet is the person who with the magical power reconciliates the opposites or
discordant qualities. The poet's mind catches this generative tension and makes
dissolve the individual identities to create a composite new whole.
The imagination, in creating poetry, therefore, echoes the creative principle
underlying the universe. Conversely, the whole universe, both in its
continuous generation in the 'the Infinite I am' and in the repetition of that
act in the process of perception by individual human mind, may be said to
consist, jiist as a great poem does, in the productive resolution of contraries
and disparates. (Abrams 1953:119)
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The poet in Coleridge converts all contraries reconciled in poetry into the new triadic
rhythm of thesis - antithesis - synthesis. The poet needs to reconcile natural language
and craft, spontaneity and deliberation - "an interpretation of passion and of will, of
spontaneous impulse and voluntary purpose?(Shawcross 1907:50) Coleridge believes
that the poet must have the ear of a wild Arab listening in the silent Desert; he has to
have the eye of a North American Indian trying to trace the footsteps of an enemy upon
the leaves that lie strewn upon the forest floor; he needs to have the touch of a blind
man who feels the face of a darling child. In the first of the 1813-14 lectures, Coleridge
said that the common characteristic of all true poets is that 'they write from a principle
within, independent of everything without. The work of a true poet, in its form, its
shapings, and modifications is distinguished from all other works that assume to belong
to the class of poetry, as a natural from a artificial flower; or as the mimic garden of a
child from an enamelled meadow.'(Raysor 1960:212) (italics mine) He always laid a
great emphasis on the art of writing poetry as an endowment from God, 'which might
be cultivated and improved, but could not be acquired.... Poet was a child of Nature,
and not the creature of his own efforts.' (63) He is the man who 'carries the simplicity
of childhood into the powers of manhood; who, with a soul unsubdued by habit,
unshackled by custom, contemplates all things with the freshness and wonder of a child;
and, connecting with it the inquisitive powers of riper years, adds, as far as he can find
knowledge, admiration; and where knowledge no longer permits admiration, gladly
sinks back again into the childlike feeling of devout wonder'.{\ 12) (italics mine) So
what is needed of the poet is to have the best of the two worlds. The creative process in
the poet is the tension held between ingenium and studium; in him the divinity of genius
is helped by art. Genius in the poet must have talent as its complement and implement
much in the same way his imagination cannot do away with fancy. For Coleridge, the
higher intellectual powers can only act through a corresponding energy of the lower.
However, the true poet cannot but accentuate the dynamic depths of the unconscious.
The poet has a supernatural afflatus - a divine ye ne sais qiioi. It can snatch and create
'a grace beyond the reach of act' which a master hand alone can teach. The true poet or
the seer or the rishi has access to it - the beautiful and beauty making power; he inheres
the 'self-sufficing power' - unifying, idealising and reconciling like the esemplastic
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imagination. The poet's true self combines genius and understanding that foster the
fairest flowers of originality. Coleridge conceptualises the true poet as having this virtue
by dint of which he produces strongest impressions of novelty that rescue the stalest and
most admitted truths from the impotence caused by the very circumstances of their
universal admission. It is with genius that the poet is able to bring out many a vein and
many a tint which escape the eye of common observation, 'thus raising to the rank of
gems what had been often kicked away by the hurrying foot of the traveller on the dusty
high road of custom' (Shawcross 1907:121). So the poet has the unusual intensity of a
modifying power, deep and quiet sensibility, good sense, 'method', simplicity and
profundity.
However, poetry is Making, not Shaping. The poet's mind need not be
supplied with rules for in that case it woiJd turn into 'mechanical art' and the one
common character that belongs to all true poets is that they write from a principle
within and not originating in anything without. So the poet imbibes a process of
orderliness where the rules evolve from within. He needs to exhibit the depth and
energy of thought that is the combination of creative power and intellectual energy. He
is the man with a sense of musical delight that comes from his power of imagination.
Also the poet should not be his own biographer. He knows that ' the material of
sensational experience must be transmuted in some mental alembic before it can emerge
in poetic form. Such is the process of reconcilement of the external with the internal
effected by the poet'. (Read 1947:36). It is in Shakespeare that he saw the wrestle 'as in
a war embrace' of the creative power and the intellectual energy. The poet's mind
reduces multitude to unity, succession to an instant and understands a poem as a quasinatural organism. It is he who makes imagination and intelligence merge into one and
dilate and flow into one current and with one voice.

In the aesthetics of Coleridge, imitation does not just involve the coexistence of
two elements but it requires that they be perceived as coexisting. These two constituent
elements are likeness and unlikeness or we may say sameness and difference which
remain united in their apparent opposition in all genuine creation of art. For in the art of
the romantic poet" such a reconcilement is a major phenomenon. He imitates the
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beautiful in nature - the other name for coalescence of the diverse, union of the shapely
with the vital. The true romantic artist masters the essence, the natura naturans 'which
piesuppposes a bond between nature in the higher sense and the soul of the man'
(Shawcross 1907:257). This is Schelling's 'Inner Essence'. The mind of man, 'is the
very focus of all the rays of intellect which are scattered throughout the images of
nature (257-8); It is the ability of the poet to superinduce upon the forms of these
images the moral reflections to which they approximate and 'to make the external
internal, the internal external, to make nature thought and thought nature.' (258).

. . . . He must out of his own mind create forms according to
the severe laws of the intellect, in order to generate in himself that coordination of freedom and law, that involution of obedience in the
prescript, and of the prescript in the impulse to obey, which
assimilates him to nature, and enables him to understand her, that his
own spirit which has the same ground with nature, may learn her
unspoken language in its main radicals, before to approaches to her
endless compositions of them. (ibid).

It is thus the poet's freedom and law within that ferret out the unheard, unspoken
language for nature. Invariably, unheard melodies become sweeter. The poem grows out
of an idea which is the operative principle. It is the universal in the individual or the
individuality itself- the profound emanation from our indwelling power. The wondrous
and beauteous nature is absorbed by the soul of the poet and reborn in his art as the
revelation of the inner self The poet's imitation is the imitation of that which is within.
Art is merely the mask and mantle in which the artist walks through eternity enveloped
and disguised. The poet declares the magic of his inner self in art and reveals its energy
for all the world to see in the complete mastery of the intractable material. It is the
revelation of a sensitive and highly strung soul. Coleridge, in one his notes in Anima
Poetae, points out the union of harmony and good sense, of perspicuity and
conciseness.
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Fancy is an associative process while imagination is a creative one. At the first
instance, it breaks down the material and then recreates it - reorganises the everyday
world of perception to raise it to the higher level of universality. In the Chap. XIV of
Biographia Literaria, Coleridge quotes from the poem Nosce Teipsiim, by the
Elizabethan poet, Sir John Davies to illustrate this creative activity of the poetic
imagination. The poet's own spirit transfers the human and intellectual life to the
objects of sense that are essentially fixed and dead. Art is always the symbolic
representation of the original experience. It is the poet's unique ability to master the art
of symbolic representation. Art shows the universal while there is endless modification
working in and through the particular. The poet's secondary imagination rolls the
universal and the particular, the ideal and the real into one. Imagination, then, is that
'reconciling and mediatory power, which incorporating the reason in images of the
sense, and organising (as it were) the flux of the senses by the permanent and selfcircuiating energies of the reason, gives birth to a system of symbols, harmonious in
themselves, and co-substantial with the truths of which they are the conductors'.
(Raysor 1936:99) This power puts forth from the poet's inner being,

A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud
Enveloping the Earth And from the soul itself must there be sent
A sweet and potent voice, of its own birth,
Of all sweet sounds the life and element!

'Dejection: an Ode" (54-8)

It is the poet's creative imagination that breaks dov^m the barriers between the matter
and the mind. With the active cooperation of human volition it works on the phenomena
furnished by the primary imagination. Coleridge misinterpreted the ordinary German
word Ein bildnngskraft to mean In-ems-Bildung which he translated into Greek as
'esemplastic' or 'coadunating- power. So the poet's imagination is a synthetic,
modifying, permeative, fusing, coadunating, symbolic, holistic, assimilative, multiform,
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organic and vital power. The poet is capable of expressing the 'naturgeist' through form
and figure. The poet, through this 'true inward creatrix' weaves a pattern out of the
farrago of the unconscious. For Coleridge, the poet is aware of the flux and reflux of he
mind and his act of creation is the point of fLision of the unconscious objective world
and the conscious articulate world of the poet. 'The conscious is so impressed on the
unconscious as to appear in it .... He who combines the two is the man of genius; and
for that reason he must partake of both.' (Shawcross 1907:258)
For Coleridge, the quintessence of beauty lies in the unity of the formal and the
material elements of art. It is the poet's ability to produce the real delight by a
harmonious fusion of form and content.

Imagine the polished golden wheel of the chariot of he sun, as the
poets have described it; then the figure, and the real thing so figured,
exactly coincide. There is nothing heterogeneous, nothing to abstract from:
by its perfect smoothness and circularity in width, each part is ...as perfect
a melody, as the whoJe is a complete harmony. This, we should say, is
beautiful throughout. Of all 'the many' which I actually see, each and all
are really reconciled into unity: while the effiilgence fi'om the whole
coincides with, and seems to represent, the effulgence of delight from my
own mind in the intuition of it. (233)

The instance of the golden wheel serves to show that for Coleridge there always is
the predominance of form in the form-and-matter union of art. Here the influence of
Winkelmann cannot be ruled out. Beauty is bom out of the fullest reconciliation
between the parts and the whole. It is harmony which subsists in composition.
Coleridge believes that a complex and true beauty would crystallise if the regular form
is modified by the perception of life and spontaneous action. However, the form without
spirit is dead, and the spirit without form is incomprehensible and intangible. Raphael's
Galatea is an admirable example of 'the balance, the perfect reconciliation, effected
between these two conflicting principles of the FREE LIFE, and of the confining
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FORM !' (235) The true poet needs to eflfect this fusion. Also, Coleridge argues that the
ideal of earnest poetry is in the harmonious melting down of the sensual into the
spiritual and thQfusion of man as an animal into man with the power of reason and selfgovernment. The poet infiises a logic even into the loftiest of poetry where pleasure euid
emotion become the unifying agents, and conscious will and understanding have their
share of contribution to make in the discipline of form without which beauty would be a
casualty. This brings us to 'method' which is a 'unity with progression'. It is the
unpremeditated and evidently habitual arrangement of the poet's words. This poetic
method is grounded on the habit of foreseeing in each integral, or in every sentence, the
whole that the poet intends to communicate. The self-conscious poet from the very
beginning has a clear and definite vision of the road he has to travel, and also of his
destination. So there is a 'progressive transition'. The artist has to learn what Horace
called 'the art of blot'. With his imagination the poet organises the sense data bringing
in compression, rapidity, unity, profundity, and relevance. There are, according to
Coleridge, two methods: one is the method based on the relations of the Law, the other
is the method based on the relation of theory. The former is a 'progression of necessary
consequents unified by an initiative derived from the interior of the intellect', and the
latter is a 'progression unified by an initiative drawn from the observation of
nature.(Jackson 1969:102) There is a reconciliation of the two methods in the mind of
God, and to a lesser degree in the activity of the poet. The poet ought to understand that
the sum total of all his intellectual excellence is good sense and method. Through good
sense the genius distinguishes the various parts of the whole in terms of means, and he
derives his position and characteristic from the antecedent method, or self-organising
purpose. The creative imagination presents the mental antecedents of the poetic method.
This antecedent can be an image or an idea obtmned through the. senses. It originates
from without. Inspiring passion, which is the immediate and proper offspring of the
mind, develops into a specific medium and gives birth to a form. The principle of
method, therefore, leads to the principle of organic form in the aesthetics of creation.

Possessed with wonder and freshness, the Poet, for Wordsworth, is essentially a
man speaking to men. He can only use language of real men and cannot talk in tricks,
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quaintness, hieroglyphics and enigmas. There is the emphasis on the common humanity
of the poet; the office of the poet is prophecy and he belongs to an order of men who are
rapt, possessed, and uttering more than they know. Wordsworth was, as well, aware as
other poets who have brought into greater display the elements of poetry that consists in
ecstasy. Coming out of the ivory tower, the poet celebrates his individualism, which
goes convincingly to democratise the concept of poetry. If Wordsworth will allow no
difference of A/W between poets and men, it must be conceded that he makes as wide as
he can, the difference of degree. Some of us would be inclined to say that the very fact
that the poet is 'habitually impelled to create', does differentiate him in kind from
ordinary flesh and blood. The poet is the artist who neither writes to order nor chooses
to imitate anybody. He is a law unto himself, pleased with his own volitions. His own
feelings are his rock of defence, his stay and support.
So 'the poet thinks and feels in the spirit of human passions'(Jones 1919:21); the
poet's art has its value beyond the aesthetics of 'individualism' to the aesthetics of
social ends. In a letter to John Wilson, Wordsworth writes that a great Poet ought to
'rectify men's feelings, to give them new compositions of feeling, to render their
feelings more sane, pure, and permanent, in short, more consonant to nature, that is to
eternal nature, and the great moving spnit of things'. (Smith 1925:7) And the poet's
work is intended to humble and humanise the readers so that they may be purified and
exalted. The poet should exhibit the affection present throughout the human life. The
poet 'considers man and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each
other, so as to produce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in
his own nature emd in his ordinary life as contemplating this with a certain quantity of
immediate knowledge, with certain convictions, intuitions, and deductions, which from
habit acquire the quality of intuitions;' (Jones 1919:17-8) it is thus a stimulant to right
feelings and right understanding. He sees in the rustic the basic human type from which
all others are derived. Men like Michael are, as Prickett points out, not the 'lowest
common denominator of humanity, but the highest common factor'. (1981:232) What
devolves on the poet is the responsibility to strike a consciousness among highbrow
readers about their 'roots'; their 'deracinated' status has rendered them impervious to
the candid way-of feeling andthejlucidjirianner-of expression.,The social imbalance..has.
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placed the rich in a state where the 'deepest selves' are reprehensibly attested as '
'primitivism' and fundamental nature is given a wide berth.. However, uniting pleasure, •
knowledge and sympathy into a unique conglomerate, the poet binds the vast empire of 1
human society by passion and knowledge. He not only experiences a unity with the
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Universe, but also is obliged to promote a unity among all the human beings.

i

Meditating, long and deep, on the nature and value of the feelings, he 'widens the
poet's work is braced by the moral sense of a cohesive life. He 'thinks and feels in the
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1
1
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spirit of human passions', (Jones 1919:21) In the incidents of the common life, the poet

1

sphere of human sensibility for the delight, honour, and benefit of human nature.' The

traces 'the primary laws of our nature: chiefly as fer as regards the manner in which he
associates ideas in a state of excitement'(4). The poet, as the teacher, indoctrinates men
about the right code of existence, and provides a rational gratification of the mind.

In framing models to improve the scheme
Of man's existence, and recast the world.

{Excursion 3, 336-7).

The poet apprehends the organic unity of man and nature for his experiences are
directed and regulated by the spirit of love or sympathy,
For the discerning intellect of Man,
When wedded to this goodly universe
In love and holy passion, shall fmd these
A simple produce of the common day. (Owen 1974; 173)
Also in a letter to Charles James Fox (Jan. 14* 1801) Wordsworth believes that Mr.
Fox would be able to ' perceive that they may excite profitable sympathies in many
kind and good hearts, and may in some small degree enlarge our feelings of reverence
for our species, and our knowledge of human nature...' (102) In fact the
'comprehensiveness' of the poet's mind can grasp the infmite complexity of pain and
pleasure. Also the poet tends to make the scientific data organic to human life. This is
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one aspect of the organic sensibility with which the poet is credited, though
Wordsworth may not have actually meant this by the expression 'organic sensibility'.
But he is aware of such an activity when he said that the poet carries sensation into the
midst of the objects of the science itself The man of science seeks truth as a remote and
unknown benefactor; he cherishes and loves it in solitude. But the poet sings a song in
which all human beings can join with him. His truth is universal, resulting as it does,
from a realisation of the fundamental principles of human nature and from a perception
of the essential unity between nature and man along with all other kinds of life.
However, Wordsworth tries to find a collaboration between poetry and science when in
a prognosis in the 1800 preface the poet is seen to carry sensation into the community of
the objects conferred by science. 'If the time should ever come when what is now called
science, thus familiarised to men, shall be ready to put on, as it were, a form of flesh
and blood, the Poet will lend his divine spirit to aid the transfiguration.' (Jones 1919:20)
Prickett sees the influence of Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric (1783) on
Wordsworth's theory of poet and poetry. He could no longer take for granted the
neoclassical assumptions of a common ground between the artist and the audience. It is
the reference to the mind that brings us to Wordsworth's bold accent on the 'new'.
'There have been greater poets than Wordsworth, but none more original. He saw new
things, or he saw things in a new way'. (Bradley 1992:100) This made him to outgrow
Hartleian associationism and generate the need for a massive appraisal of human values,
both poHtical and aesthetic. Prickett notes that such judgements grew his interest in
prophetic figures as his mind focussed on the biblical models that remind us of Lowth's
identification of the poet and prophet. 'He was fascinated by the outcast and the
wanderer; pedlars jmd leech-gatherers became types of the poet, cut off from ordinary
society by their prophetic role. From being the celebrant of common feelings, the poet
has become the critic of social change'. (Prickett 1981: 233). This differentiates
Wordsworth's concept of the poet from that of Schelling orDe Vigny who isolates the
artist from the common herd by the brilliance of his genius. Interestingly, the stress on
the common humanity, as shared by the poet and the common men, and the sharing of
the common language of' low and rustic life' is a move away from the Wordsworthian
emphasis on the prophetic role of the artist. This contradiction is not a conftising
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conflict; it is the testament of the poet's 'mind' that works on the 'similitude in
dissimilitude and dissimilitude in simiIitude'(Jones 1919:26).
The poet is endowed with a more than 'lively sensibility' (Jones 1919:14). This
'sensibility' could be interpreted as emotionalism that is undoubtedly related to the
senses. The poet is the man who is capable of receiving the impressions through the
senses and thereby experiences a state of excitement. This is the state which organically
relates the senses to the inner emotions. In contrast to Coleridge, Wordsworth retained
the old associationist doctrine of deriving the intuitions of the poet from his sensations
and impressions. The poet in the Wordsworthian aesthetics possesses an extraordinary
keen awareness of the nature and quality of the sensations.
This brings us to the mind of the poet and the poetic process. In fact what
Wordsworth says in course of his modification of the phrase 'overflow of feelings' is
worth quoting: 'it takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquillity; the emotion
is contemplated till, by a species of reaction, the tranquillity gradually disappears, and
an emotion, kindred to that which was before the subject of contemplation, is gradually
produced, and does itself actually exist in the mind'. (Jones 1919:26) The poetic process,
thus, progresses with recollection, contemplation, recrudescence, or renewal of original
emotion (not simulacrum but kindred) and finally composition. Wellek observes that 'in
many passages Wordsworth acknowledged the share of consciousness in poetic
composition. In his list of the poetic faculties reflection and judgement take up the third
and sixth place in what seems a hypothetical temporal order: observation and sensibility
precede reflection, which defines "the value of actions, images, thoughts and feelings".
Imagination, fancy, and invention precede judgement, which makes a choice between
the faculties to be asserted (whether imagination or fancy) and determines the species of
composition, the genre'.(1955:139) In fact in the mind of the poet the emotion remains
till its accidentals or causal ingredients have been precipitated and what is left is its
ideal or essential truth. Here memory is accorded a unique emphasis. And it is through
such a process of 'filtering' that the poet is able to transform the personal emotion into
the universal. Consciousness has little part to play at the moment of creation. There is
implicit in the statement of Wordsworth regarding the rekindling of the original
emotion, a suggestion that the poet should abandon himself to the resurrected passion.
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True to his conception of the poet, Wordsworth himself indulged his memory in long
periods of reverie, set it to travel to and fro among the past experiences of his life, and
loved solitude and indolence chiefly because during the lulls of social intercourse and
intellectual labour, the lost impressions were recaptured. He loved to sit in the long
barren silence contemplating the submerged feelings and images in his mind and took
hold of them when they rose to the surface. The poet's imagination transforms the
apparent world into one which is of higher import, denoting the operations of the human
mind upon those objects and processes of creation or composition that are governed by
certain fixed laws. The poet first conceives the essential nature of his object and sees it
in its basic reality. He strips it of all casualties and so in a way he is a philosopher.
However, to exhibit this abstraction nakedly would be the work of a mere philosopher.
Therefore he reclothes his idea in an individual dress which expresses the essential
quality and the spirit and life of a sensual object. The creative activity carries with it a
pleasure, indeed 'an overbalance of pleasure' (Jonesl919:24), as Wordsworth calls it.
The poet's mind, during the process of composition, is in a state of 'enjoyment'. The
poet has to communicate this 'over balance of pleasure' for, Wordsworth believes that
his power of communication is extraordinarily strong.
The poet's art involves a power that johs people out of their emotional
indifference and makes them realise the nature and mystery of the world. It serves as a
stimulant against 'savage torpor' and becomes a stimulus to right feelings and right kind
of awareness which have a humanising effect on the reader and that obviates the false
feelings from the heart such as prejudices arising from false refinement and social
snobbery and vicious feelings such as hatred and malice. This anticipates, as Wellek
points out, Tolstoy's On Art. 'The common denominator is their Rousseanism, their
enmity towards urban civilization, their trust in emotional spontaneity and sincerity,
their concern for the effect of literature on humanity, as an instrument of unification in a
spirit of love.' (1955:141). So Wordsworth can say,
upon me bestow
A gift of genuine insight; that my Song
With star-like virtue in its place may shine,
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Shedding benignant influence, and secure,
Itself, from all malevolent effect
Of those mutations that extend their sway
Throughout the nether sphere!- ...

(Owen 1974:174)

X

Shelley, in fact, saw the reciprocal action of the poets and society upon each
other. They cannot escape from a subjection to a common influence which arises out of
an infinite combination of circumstances belonging to the times in which they live,
though each is in a degree the author of the very influence by which his being is thus
pervaded. When Shelley calls poetry the most unfailing herald, companion and follower
of the awakening of a great people, he is advisedly careful not to commit himself on the
question of whether poetry produces social change or social change produces poetry.
Both are equally cause and effect of each other. The unacknowledged legislators do not
represent their age by passively reflecting it but by participating in what is dynamic and
progressive in it - in what Shelley's contemporaries liked to call 'the spirit of the age'.
They look beyond opinion in its fixed and dead form of 'custom' and attach themselves
to the new currents of feeling that are moving towards beneficial change. It is in this
way that the poet 'beholds the future in the present, and his thoughts are the germ of the
flower and the fruit of latest time'(Jones 1919:124)- that he can prophesy, and by
prophesying help to bring the future to pass.
Shelley's view of human virtue, as well as of the poetic imagination, is also connected
with his abhorrence of the principle of self. To him disinterested imagination is the
characteristic of the cultivated mind. He maintains that it has an intimate connection with
all the arts which primarily add dignity, power, and stability to the social state of man. So
the poet needs to overcome i-e^shness. If poetry is to exercise its due effect on society
there must be a collaboration between the poet and the reader, both of whom have risen
above self The poet's art should make the self appear as insignificant as an atom is before
the universe. It is precisely to this phenomenon that Shelley ascribes the uplifting power
of tragic poetry. A true poet is under great obligation to restrain himself; he is not to
create his art in the interest of self expression but with due regard to the betterment of
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society. Poetry alone can restore sensibility compelling us to imagine ourselves
empathetically. In this respect it does its work not upon morality but upon imagination as
the cause of hiorality. Transcending historical relativity the poet's art strengthens the
moral nature of man in the same manner as exercise strengthens a limb.

Shelley

emphasised that all poetical beauty ought to be subordinated to the inculcated moral; he
pointed out that metaphorical language ought to be a pleasing vehicle for useful and
momentous instruction. However, the aesthetics of creation in Shelley would forbid a
concept of poet that professes didactic art. With substance or idea taking precedence over
'form', Shelley considered Plato or Bacon as poets of the first order by virtue of their
ideas, by the power of their language, by clear-cut imagery, and by their moral insight.
The poet should know that the study of the poem has an interest of a very common and
irresistible character as he should avoid system and mannerism, minimising the
importance of rules for, rules that fetter one's genius and diminish the effect of
conception need to be eschewed. From his preface to Laon and Cythna, we find that the
poet needs to administer metrical language, the ethereal combinations of the fancy, the
rapid and subtle transition of human passion to the creation of poetry. The poet's power
consists in sympathy and that part of the imagination which relates to sentiment and
contemplation. He commands the ability to apprehend minute and remote distinctions of
feelings whether relative to external nature, or the living beings which surround us, and to
communicate the conceptions which result from considering either the moral on the
material universe as a whole.
Shelley believed in the consonance between form and spirit. We find an accurate and
revealing conception of the poetic art. In Shelley's preface to Prometheus Unbotmd
(1819) we find all three - the form, the spirit, and the substance of a poem duely
emphasised. Shelley here observes that poetry creates but only by combination and
representation. He says that a poet

is the combined product of such internal powers as modify the
nature of others; and of such external influences that excite and sustain
these powers; he is not one but both. Every man's mind is, in this respect,
modified by all the objects of nature and art; by every word and every
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suggestion which he ever admitted to act upon his consciousness; it is the
mirror upon which all forms are reflected, and in which they compose one
form. Poets, not otherwise than philosophers, painters, sculptors, and
musicians, are, in one sense, the creators, and in another, the creations, of
their age. (1907:147)

Peacock and Shelley agreed, then, that poetry and other products of the imagination
compete for the imaginative energy of the human mind. Shelley, however, wishes to
justify poetry as the highest and the most useful expression of the imagination. He
began to do so by saying that language, the arbitrary product of the imagination, can
give expression to it more directly and faithfully than can materials produced by nature
(the sculptor, stone, the scientist, chemicals, the economists' crops and people). In the
context of the upsurge of liberty that he had discussed in "A Philosophical Review of
Reform", Shelley can repeat his assertion that the 'Toets are the unacknowledged
legislators of the world". (Jones 1919:163) From the utterances of the poet who is
closely attuned to his own inner creative universe, his world gets a picture of the new
religious, political and social order that is both the natural consequence of past history
and the unuttered desire of the people.
Shelley uses the word "legislator" for the poet in a special sense. It implies an essential
community between poets and the rest of the community. We must realise that Shelley
is not using the term in the sense of 'law giver'. In fact, in ancient Greece, the
philosophers had great influence

on 'moeurs'

(manners),

'lois' (laws), and

'gouvemements', an influence which was only increased by the fact that they had no
'existence politique' - they were unacknowledged. They drew up codes of laws which
were then presented to the people at large for ratification. Diderot considered that
philosophers influenced society by educating political leaders. Kant thought that they
ought to be consulted on certain important public decisions, adding not without irony
that this should be done in secret to spare the rulers any embarrassment. For all these
thinkers the philosopher appeared as the agent of change and the rest of the society as
passive recipients of his decision. The same pattern is evident in Rousseau's account,
which alludes to Plato's 'Statesman' and draws on the examples of classical lawgivers
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like Lycurgus and Moses. The 'legislateur' must formulate out of his own, virtually
superhuman, wisdom a complete code of laws, which the rest of society has only to
accept and obey. Such a conclusion would have been unacceptable to Shelley. Shelley
did not think of a legislator as a person whose views are to be tyrannically imposed on
others. In "The Triumph of Life" he explicitly condemns those who tyrannise over
opinion by pretending to a divine section, like the Christian theologians-

Who rose like shadows between Man and God;
Till that eclipse, still hanging over heaven,
Was worshiped by the world o'ver which by strode,
For the true Sun it quenched -... (289-92)
Shelley's use of the term "legislator" is nearer to its traditional use by English political
writers. In this tradition a legislator is thought of as being a representative, or even a
delegate of the governed, rather than a ruler or the aide of a ruler. Since 1817, Shelley
had been actively involved in a movement which aimed to make the legislators of
England even more directly responsible to the people as a whole. It would seem
reasonable to associate his definition of poets as "unacknowledged legislators" with the
democratic constitutional theories of the Reformers, rather than with the classical notion
of the lawgiver on which the philosopher drew. Poets, for Shelley, do not influence
society by imposing their ideas on it, the influence they posses are based on the fact that
their creations are the representatives of the hopes as desires, which may also be
unacknowledged, of all men. Poets do not possess the superhuman wisdom pointed by
Rousseau of his lawgiver, but they are more sensitive than most people to the
movement of thought and feeling that affect society as a whole. They are able to
reinforce and define some of these movements by giving them expression, but it is not
in their power to create them by their personal fiat; like democratic legislators, they
guide the general will by expressing it.
The poet's art is concerned with inner facts. This however, does not propose that his art
is unfactual or is at odds with our experience, life and the world we live in. So Shelley's
poet is not socially irresponsible and does not practise a superior kind of lying. Facts
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would refer to certain limited data, essentially biographical or historical. His art may
ignore these data or transcend them; but it remains true to its own sense of fact.
Primarily, it is responsive to the facts of mind. There is a strong tinge of neo-Platonism,
particularly in the notion that the poet penetrates to the eternal realities beyond the
shadowy images to which ordinary mortals are restricted. 'A poet participates in the
eternal, the infinite and the one; as far as relates to his conceptions, time and place and
number are not. The grammatical forms which express the moods of time and the
difference of persons, and the distinction of place, are convertible with respect to the
highest poetry without injuring it as poetry.' (Jones 1919:125) Here Shelley's aspiration
seems to be towards a transcendence of grammar, which he regards with suspicion
because it confides feelings which had once been fresh, personal and original. This
belief that the inherited structures of grammar impose their patterns of preconception on
all those who employ a language will not be surprising to modem studentis of
linguistics. Shelley, who had a properly revolutionary attitude to systems of all kinds,
whether religious, political or grammatical, seems to believe that the inherited pattern
blunted the poet's attempt at pure poetic achievement and diverted him from his aim' to
mark 'the before unapprehended relation of things' (123). Not just that the poet would
elude the categories of grammar, he was also determined to avoid the confinements of
fact.

A man cannot say, 'I will compose poetry'. The greatest poet even cannot say
it; for the mind in creation is as a fading coal, which some invisible influence,
like an inconstant wind, awakens to transitory brightness; this power arises
from within, like the colour of a flower which fades and changes as it is
developed, and the conscious portions of our natures are unprophetic either of
its approach or its departure. (156)

This owes a primary debt to Aristotle as Shelley never divorces the matrix of
universal!sm from his concept of the Poet. Suggesting that poetic creation largely
subscribes to the 'unconscious', Shelley resembles Schleiermacher in this regard.
'When composition begins, inspiration is already on the decline, and the most glorious
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poetry that has ever been communicated to the world is probably a feeble shadow of the
original conception of the poet.' (156) Poet's imagination has attributes which are of far
reaching significance. It is in the caicible of the imagination that the abstract ideas
which appeal to the poet are given a reality that can be embodied in art. For Shelley, the
imagination is the synthetic force which brings into harmony the outer world of sense,
and the real world of Platonic idealism. So,

The fiinctions of the poetic faculty are twofold; by one it creates new
materials of knowledge, and power, and pleasure; by the other it engenders in
the mind a desire to reproduce and arrange them according to a certain
rhythm and order which may be called the beautiful and the good.(155)

Poetry is beautiful chiefly because of the correspondence with the ideal world which
the imagination brings into it. This is the most significant aspect of Shelley's view of,
poetry, and it makes the inclusion of entities, not normally considered poetry, within the
ambit of poetry. In the poetry of beautiful idealism, the highest kind of poetry, the poet
has to transcend the limitations of particularity. Though the reflection in the water
'surpass' the truth it also 'misrepresents' it (121); in contrast, the poet achieves a higher
kind of reality than what is available to the common eye. It is important to realise that
although this approach specifically avoided realism and the mere collection of
particulars, it never disavowed reality which it hoped to approximate as closely as
possible. Realism was a distortion or at best, a limitation of reality. However, it was
possible to go beyond the merely mimetic and to recreate nature through the plastic
power of the imagination. Here Shelley was in accord with Plotinus and Philostratus
who said that great works of art are produced not by imitation (the Aristotelian
mimesis) but imagination which is a wiser creator than imitation. Although Shelley's
views of a close resemblance with neo-Platonic theory (which he might have, in part,
assimilated through Coleridge), the insistence on avoiding particularity, has a ring about
it that reminds us of Joshua Reynolds and Dr. Johnson. It is worth recalling that
Shelley's account of his training and qualifications to be a poet in the preface to The
Revolt of Is/am bears some highly specific resembles to Imlac's dissertation on poetr)'
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as referred in the previous chapter. Although Shelley was recounting his own
experiences, the manner and the preconception of his curriculum vitae betray an
obvious debt to Johnson. In the preface to The Revolt of Islam he writes:

It is the business of the Poet to communicate to others the pleasure and the
enthusiasm arising out of those images and feelings in the vivid presence of
which within his own mind consists at once his inspiration and his
reward.{1907:3)

The poet has to be 'comprehensive'(5) in the sense that he must be 'familiar with
nature'(ibid). However, Shelley's formulation is more transcendental and bases itself
primarily on the creative power of the imagination; it is a more positive view, which
establishes a greater claim for poetry. And yet this almost religious response to the
powers of imagination is related, in part, at least to a eighteenth century belief that the
poet should concern himself with the whole rather than the parts, with the species rather
than the individual. Here the neo-Platonists and Dr. Johnson touch hands and Shelley
takes up his individual position.
Like Sidney, Shelley's true poet should regard poetry as an ideal creation which
gives us back an ideal world, a world transformed by imagination. Shelley writes:

If (poetry) creates anew the universe, after it has been annihilated in
our minds by the recurrence of impressions blunted by reiteration. It justifies
the bold and true word of Tasso 'Nan merita name di creatore, se non Iddis
ed a Poeta'. ('None merits the name of creator, except God and the poet').
(Jones 1919:159)

Shelley resembles Schleiermacher on the issue of the element of uncofiscious in
poetic creation as well. His art is not subject to the control of the active powers of the
mind and 'its birth and recurrence has no necessary connection with consciousness or
will.'(160) However, the element of the unconscious should accompany what Keats has
to say on the question of aesthetic discipline. Excellent rhetoric or diction was to Keats
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'the Poetry' or 'Mammon' as opposed to the 'purpose' or 'God' of the poem. In a letter
to Shelley he points out that a modem work must have a purpose, which may be the
God, having self concentration. The artist must serve the Mammon. Keats advises
Shelley to curb his magnanimity and be more of an artist, loading every rift of his
subject with poetic ore. Keats may make four thousand lines of one bare circumstance
and fill them with Poetry. It is to this aesthetic discipline that the poet must subscribe to.
It is the penalty that the poet pays for dashing off in a hurry; the poet needs to take pain
for the birth of his child.

Continuing with the emphasis on the splendid powers of imagination, Keatsian
poetics envisages the poet as desirous of 'sweet sensation of the truth', and the 'real
apprehension' that go beyond 'notional apprehension'. Possessed with

'wise

passiveness' or what Keats would attribute as 'diligent indolence' it is a state of 'a
complete disinterestedness of mind'. The sensations of natural beauty could stimulate
the Keatsian poet into a sphere of ecstasy that empowers him to feel the 'mystery' of
nature. He warms up to a spontaneous unquestioning delight in the life of nature and in
the human forms, possessed as he is, with an 'intensity' and a 'fine excess' that
underscore the need of a 'vision'.

1^ I think Poetry should surprise by a fine excess and not by
Singularity - it should strike the Reader as a wording of his own highest
'thouights; arid appear'aimdst ^Remeihbranc^'^' "It lorfches &rBeaUiy
should never be half way thereby making the reader breathless instead
of content: the rise, the progress, the setting of imagery should like the
sun come natural to him - shine over him and set soberly although in
magnificence, leaving him in the Luxury of twilight - but it is easier to
think what Poetry should be than to write it - and this leads me on to an
another axiom. That if Poetry comes not as naturally as the Leaves to a
tree it had better not come at all. (Cook 1990:380) (italics are mine).
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It is a wholesome use of senses, an endowment of a pervading unity to the senses, a
sense of spontaneity and sincerity, a sense of intensity that help evaporate all
'disagreeables' in the event of an aesthetic propinquity to beauty and truth. The poet
initiates into 'fine writing' that emphasises descriptive and evocative powers where the
semantic musicality is harmoniously weighed with the presence of intellect. 'The
Genius of Poetry must work out its own salvation in a man: It cannot be matured by law
& precept, but by sensation & watchfulness in itself- That which is creative must create
itself. ' (418). With creation comes a comprehension of the mystery of human life and a
'knowledge enormous makes a God of me' (Hyperion, III, 113). There is the possible
usherance of a philosophic mind and the 'gradual ripening of the intellectual powers'
(Cook 1990:374) that exact a dedication towards the inexorable good of poetic truth.
Knowledge carries us towards a greater whole, as Keats points out in letter no 64, that
extensive knowledge assists 'by widening speculation, to ease the Burden of the
Mystery'.(395)

The poet has to comprehend and think into the human heart. The imagination works
on the feelings and emotions generated therein and the ideas need to get themselves
proved upon our pulses - 'I am certain of nothing but of the holiness of the Heart's
affections and the truth of Imagination - What the imagination seizes as beauty must be
truth - whether it existed before or not - for I have the same Idea of all our Passions as
of Love they are all in their sublime, creative of essential Beauty (365). Yet elsewhere
he propounds the contrary doctrine that all disagreeables must evaporate by coming into
close relation with Beauty and Truth, meaning that Beauty and Truth are separate
entities which must be reconciled. This validates the proposition that in the aesthetics of
romanticism, imagination is the image-making force. The poet is the man with a view of
the universe as one living entity; he has an ideal that

believes in the complete

interpenetration of matter and form; it is the fusion of subject and expression, each
inherent in and saturating the other. Apollo, as the god of song and poetry, presides over
the ripening of human intellect and brings it to fruition in a harvest of harmonious
expression. The source of the poet's illumination, as it is the visible and the
demonstrable sphere of god's activity, is the natural world. It is found as a concrete .
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external reflection of that unifying and ripening activity which takes place concurrently
under the influence of the same power that works within the 'maturing' human soul.
Evert observes:

The agency of fusion, in which all physical and spiritual elements of
experience are comprehended by the poet as complementary aspects of a
single harmony, is the imagination. Since this imagination perceives the
world of idea to be a corrective half of the experiential whole, it is free of
time and space and not bound to frame its visions within the relational
limits of normal humar\ reason. The imagination is fed by knowledge of the
sense-world, whole elements it transmutes into their ideal counterparts. The
imagination is therefore the mediating agency between the worids of the
mundane and the divine. Since the poets' function is mediatory, their role is
variously priestly and oracular, in the immediate service of mankind and the
ultimate service of the god (1965:31-2)

So, Homer's soul can look out through "renovated eyes"(I2), Shakespeare's master
lips "pour forth the inspiring words"(29), Spenser blow his "silver trumpet"(30), and
Tasso, his "ardent Numbers"(36X as the Poet inspired by Apollo seizes his lyre for an
enrapturing melody. ("Ode to Apollo"). As the poet grasps the meaning and value of his
visionary experience, there arises:

A power within me of enormous ken
To see as a god sees, and take the depth
Of things as nimbly as the outward eye
Can size and shape pervade.

{Fall of Hyperion 1303-6).

Keats believes that a poet should bear allegiance to the freedom-giving, truthrevealing, and intuitive imagination as the informing spirit of poetry and manifests an
antagonism to the idea of verse coldly thought out, cut by feet and chiselled by rule, all
unwarmed by the penetrative fires of feeling. So Keats believes that whereas Byron
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describes what he sees, he as a poet describes what he imagines. His job is the most
demanding. Poetry cannot be created without the untrammelled poetic impulse. The
imagination of the poet brings him to a 'fellowship with essence' and guides him to the
ultimate truth.
Imagination provides the insight into Beauty and sensuous delight is subjected to a
transmutation that bears a discipline and a modification. Imagination is compared to
Adam's dream - he 'woke and found it truth' (Cook 1990:365). Prickett's analysis is
worthwhile;

The reference to Adam's 'dream' is to Paradise Lost, Book VTII, lines 46090, where Adam is cast into a trance by God while he takes one of Adam's
ribs to create Eve. Adam dreams of Eve, and then awakes and finds her real.
As with the Knight at Arms 'alone and palely loitering' in La Belie Dame
Sans Merci, Adam's dream was more 'real' to him than his waking
surroundings, and had he not found Eve on awakening, life would
thenceforth have been barren and meaningless. Clearly, therefore, though
Keats's 'Imagination' is in some sense Platonic, like Blake's, its function' is
to transform our vision of this world rather than point to another.'
(1981:220).

This helps us to understand what he wrote to Reynolds: 'we hate poetry that has a
palpable design upon us - and if we do not agree, seems to put its hand in its breeches
pocket. Poetry should be great & unobtrusive, a thing which enters into one's soul and
does not startle it or amaze it with itself, but with its subject.' (Cook 1990:377) Leaving
aside didacticism, the poet should have imagination as the proper organ of poetry. Here
Keats, it may be noted, is under the considerable spell of Hazlitt's aesthetics.
Imagination, to Hazlitt, is the plastic power. In its operation, the imagination constantly
associates, and in this association it transcends any mechanical process. For Hazlitt the
poet has the intuhive perception of the hidden analogy of things and has the uncanny
ability to penetrate to the pith of reality to separate the essential from the nonessential.
Scott lacked this creative impulse while Shakespeare's enormous associative power and
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plastic imagination helped him to be the 'true maker'. The prototypical poet for Hazlitt
and Keats, thus, moves beyond the given materials to render them new life, new form
and new meaning. Novalis observes:

To make poetry is to create. All poetry must be living and individual. What
an inexhaustible mass of materials is at hand for new individual
combinations! (Furst: 1980:83)

Mere principles of association do not contribute to the poetic creation. It is the
elements of human sensitivity and Jreedom that come to bear on the peculiar source of
aesthetic pleasure. For both the exemplary power of imagination is sympathy, the ability
to enter into another reality and share its being. Imagination is future-directed without
the rankling intimidations of past and present. So Hazlitt's preoccupation with the
imagination in its sympathetic dimension, iiituristic orientation and its ability to create
beauty, points to Keats's preoccupation with the relation between beauty and truth.

Keats recogiiises the moral value, something that Arnold followed in him. In the Fall
of Hyperion, he wanted the poet to feel the giant agony of the world and to labour for
mortal good and with the aid of this pain he seeks to grasp the meaning of his visionary
experience. But the poet should not be confused as 'a dreaming thing'. Keats's poet
cannot be the man who has elevated the 'paradise of sensations' over the mind; he
cannot discard thought. On the contrary, to seeks to know and understand the ways of
life in order to enrich his perception. In 'Sleep and Poetry', Keats writes:

And can I ever bid these joys farewell?
Yes, I must pass them for a nobler life,
Where I may find the agonies, the strife,
Of human hearts.(122-25)
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Keats was aware that the complete absorption in sensation is only a stage in the
'Mansion of Many Apartments'. It is the chamber of Maiden thought with pleasant
wonders and delight. But soon it sharpens one's vision with the knowledge of the
harsher reality. The poet's mind is strengthened when his imagination is joined by the
knowledge of the world. Hence, for Keats, the world becomes "the Vale of Soul
making". The poet feels the giant agony of the world and the moral appeal lies with
imagination as he envisions poetry as something that soothes cares and elevates the
thoughts of man. He vouches for a life against artistic isolation. The artist needs to feel
his oneness with humanity. In a letter to John Taylor (April 24*^, 1818), Keats writes:

I find there is no worthy pursuit but the idea of doing some good for the
world - some do it with their society - some with their wit - some with their
benevolence - some with a sort of power of conferring pleasure and good
humour on all they meet and in a thousand ways all equally dutiful to the
command of Great Nature - there is but one way for me - the road lies
through application, study and thought. I will pursue it and to that end
purpose retiring for some years. I have been hovering for some time between
an exquisite sense of the luxurious and a love for philosophy - were I
calculated for the former I should be glad - but as I am not I shall turn all my
soul to the latter.'(Cook 1990:392) (emphases mine)

So Keats's poet relates himself to Nature with affection and sympathy that are fostered
by application, study and thought.

Melancholy and Beauty are related when we find Keats interpreting the spirit of the
beauty of nature in terms of human emotions. The conflict he presents refers to magic
and fact, sensuous and spiritual beauty, joy and melancholy. Intense pleasure cannot be
distinguished fi-om numbing pain. Like beauty, melancholy too is seen by none save by
the poet. The poetic soul is one of the ornaments in the temple of melancholy. Being the
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worshipper of beauty, the mood in which the poet apprehends it is one of wakeful
anguish. The poet has to move from the luxury of sensation to a mood of unhappiness
before he apprehends beauty. In Keatsian aesthetics, the poet is the revealer of beauty the 'master passion' or spiritual passion; to him poetry cannot have a palpable design
but rather has the ability to surprise us by a 'fine excess' and 'singularity' (380). This
echoes Yeats's "Adam's Curse" where the poet is envisaged as a person who can take
hours to compose a line and not a single moment in this 'destruction and reconstruction'
game goes a begging.
The true poet is the man wdth the yearning passion for the principle of beauty in all
things. The poet has the ability to see things in their beauty and see them in truth. This
is not a beauty of form, but of spirit. It is something like a Platonic idea which reveals
itself in a variety of forms. He informed Bailey that he intended to illustrate the belief
that 'all our passion' as well as love are 'in their sublime creative of essential beauty'
(365). The poet needs to have feeling for the 'eternal Being', the 'principle of Beauty',
and the 'Memory of great Men' (390). Beauty is Absolute and real. Consequently, every
other category has to be subsumed under it. The poet's quest is for the realisation of this
beauty.

If Truth refers to the world of fact. Beauty, besides referring to the domain of fact,
bears a reference to the transcendent world also. These two worlds have to be
reconciled by the poet. The poet cannot afford to be self-complacent as he needs to
combine critical faculty with the creative activity. The critical activity controls the
creative exuberance and gives a form and a structure to the work of art. But this critical
activity in the process is not something like obeying the formal rules. On the other hand,
as Coleridge asserted, it is involved in the principles of composition. This differentiates
the Keatsian approach from the neo-classical standards. The rules come from outside
whereas the principles are inherent in the creative process. From the process and from
its intensity, the poet becomes conscious of Beauty which may at times appear as
difficult beauty, as Bosanquet argued .The process has an intensity and therein the artist
realises a kind of synthesis.
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A true poet is one who has nothing to teach; his mind is a thoroughfare for all
thoughts; indeed, he should have no personal predilections. His principal merit should
be the capacity to subdue his own personality and enter the life of the subject of his
poetry. This endows the poetic mind to rejilise the beauty of everything. The poet's
imagination initially seeks the true principle of beauty in all things. By 'principle' it
means the element of beauty which his mind accepts; it rejects what is not beautiful.
Then it advances to the higher principle by beauty in all things; that is to say, the stage
where he can assume an attitude of absolute submission to experience, where there will
be nothing that is not beautiful or not worthy of being treated poetically. With the great
poet, the sense of beauty overcomes every other consideration; rather, it obliterates all
considerations. The truth is that poetry is double lived here on earth and its secret lies in
its intricate meaning which is sensuous, intellectual, spiritual, and at the same time real
and ideal. The poet need not hurry, bee-like 'buzzing here and there impatiently from a
knowledge of what is to be arrived at'; he can let his leaves open like a flower and be
'passive and receptive, budding patiently under the eye of Apollo'.(379)

The poetical character 'is everything and nothing - it has no character - it enjoys
light and shade; it lives in gusto, be it foul or fair, high or low, rich or poor, mean or
elevated. It has as much delight in conceiving an lago as an Imogen. What shocks the
virtuous philosopher delights the chameleon poet' (419). The poet should submit to
things as they are, without seeking to intellectualise them, without trying to indoctrinate
the people. The poet has to accept the tensions between good and evil, and the
paradoxes and contradictions of life. The poet has to negate his personality along with
the time and space that condition his experiences. He has to identify himself with the
characters he creates. He should be able to speak and act as they do. That is, he must be
capable of negating space, time, and personality. This is an essential aspect of the
dramatic tendency of his power to achieve a sympathetic identification with someone as
something dearer to him than his lone self This self-effacement was absent in
Wordsworth, but prominent in Shakespeare. So for Keats, negative capability is the
impersonality of great art. However, the kind of impersonality that Keats advocates, is
different from that of Eliot. It is not the assimilation of the outward into the inward nor
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is it the reverse. The poet has to embark on his adventure as a Proteus, transforming
himself at will into varied forms. This requires not mere awareness, but a diligent
indolence which can make the artistic consciousness immanent in the universe of
experience. So the 'creative self

in Keatsian aesthetic is different from the

Wordsworthian 'egotistical sublime' (418). Wordsworth placed his personality at the
centre when Keats referred to him in the term of 'the egotistical sublime'. For
Wordsworth, emotions and feelings proceeded inwards. As a result he was not capable
of making all disagreeables evaporate.

They evaporate because they are in close

relationship with Beauty and Truth. The great artist has an imaginative openness of
mind and a heightened receptivity which annihilate his identity and the identity of
everyone that press upon him. What is important for the poet is the intensity of
experience which rouses the imagination to a vigorous activity. The poet places value
on the state of mind and emotion during an experience. He is endowed with the ability
to synthesise the different states of feeling with the aid of his intuition and imagination
which proceeds from the ardour of the pursuer. He can keep under his control the
rational limitation and vagaries of imagination in order to safeguard the intensity of his
experience and his oneness with the plenitude of life. The true poet knows the use and
value of imagination. He cannot allow it to tamper or weaken the poetic vision or distort
the poet's feeling of the actual. It cannot be allowed to become an arbitrary and superior
standard of every thing. The poet needs an imaginative mind which is free from all
prejudices and is ready to accept reality in all its variety and concreteness. The poet has
a sympathetic absorption in the essential significance (c.f "A fellowship with essence"
Enciymion I. 779) of the 'perceived' object. The ideal is that of disinterestedness that
arises from diligent indolence and creative brooding. The poet is the man who possesses
contemplation, concentration and the ability for an imaginative identification that
enable him to anticipate ftiture objects and feel interested in them.
So in the aesthetics of all the poets we have the principles of intensity, invention,
fancy and imagination - qualities that stand out in their individual depth and timbre to
carve out an indelible territory for a distinct concept of the poet. Their aesthetics are
uniform in their interest in the relationship that the poet has with language, the
extraordinary ability to add a weight of interest to the simple and the barren from the
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resources of their mind, and in the energy that springs from within to make the
insignificant things serious and even formidable. However, as Romanticism began to
give way to realism from about 1830 onwards, an inevitable momentum started to
bubble over from within. The Age of Realism started to enter quite unobtrusively and
the thusness of life challenged the romantic exuberance with a new articulation and
synthesis.
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CHAPTER XI

Contrasting Identities of the Poet: Matthew Arnold and Thomas Carlyle

It is the critical cast of mind that separates Arnold distinctively from his more illustrious
contemporaries Tennyson and Browning. It is a sustained self profiting quest to
discover what poetry in his age should be. Arnold's systematic criticism is in
contradistinction to Tennyson's unsystematic, hardly a paragraph of critique and
Browning's one noteworthy essay. Arnold's poetics is a remarkable phenomenon that
vibrates and stirs itself with the dialectic of 'quietness' and 'excitement'; the teleology
of his art is a combination of the aesthetic and the ethical that demands from the poet a
paradoxical detachment with participation, a passionate austerity and contemplative
identification and reconcilement to the currents of life.

The poet's attention should be fixed upon excellent models; the subject must be
human actions - actions that appeal to elementary feelings ~ independent of time. The
Greeks had the choice of 'great action' and made it control and govern the structure of
the poem. He must cull 'actions' that possess an inherent interest. The reasons that
Arnold puts forth to justify the exclusion of "Empedocles on Etna" from his collection
of poems (1853) is quite pertinent. The poet should write to strengthen the individual.
Poetry must do something for the reader and thereby for the society in which the poet is
placed. It must cure him and the society of the paralysis that has set in modem times the paralysis resulting from the mind which has a sense of being divided within itself
The poem "Empedocles on Etna" is unrelieved by incident, hope or resistance. (Later he
raised the same question about the effect of "The Scholar-Gipsy" on the reader, but he
perhaps felt that it was certainly more positive than "Empedocles". This crisis, in some
form or another, troubled Arnold throughout.) The poet is antagonistic to self-pity,
enervation and immobilisation that are caused by a mind divided against itself
Empedocles is convicted of mental spasm in the Preface. It was a malady from which
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the Spasmodics , as their name signifies, suffered too - a too morbid preoccupation with
thought, to the neglect of action. Representation to be poetical, in the aesthetics of
Arnold, needs to interest, 'inspirit and rejoice the reader'(Jones 1919:357); it must
'convey a charm, and infuse delight', (ibid) To Arnold, therefore, as to Aristotle, the joy
that poetry imparts is dependent on its subject. So the business of the poets, he said,

'is not to praise their age, but to afford to their men who live in it the
highest pleasure which they are capable of feeling. If asked to afford this by
means of subjects drawn from the age itself, they ask what special fitness
the present age has for supplying them: they are told that it is an era of
progress, an age commissioned to carry out the great ideas of industrial
development and social amelioration. They reply that with all this they can
do nothing; that the elements they need for the exercise of their art are great
actions, calculated powerfully and delightfully to affect what is permanent
in the human soul' (372-3)

This is an important statement on Arnold's concept of the poet. Passing actions possess
so much that is of passing value that the Greeks wisely left them for the comic poet to
treat. The poet must choose actions that please always and please all; he should select
actions of such nature that 'most powerfully appeal to those elementary feelings which
are independent of time'.(360) The poet's art aims higher: it is cathartic. The poet
cannot conceal the ugliness of the substance of his art in the event of a compromise with
subject that is sought to be compensated by rhetorical embellishment. The Greeks
understood this better than we do. The poetical character of the action in itself was their
first consideration; 'with us, attention is fixed mainly on the value of the separate
thoughts and images which occur in the treatment of an action. They regarded the
whole; we regard the parts. With them action predominated over the expression of it;
with us, the expression predominates over the action. Not that they failed in expression,
or were inattentive to it; on the contrary, they are the highest models of expression, the
unapproached masters of the grand style: but their expression is so excellent because it
is so admirably kept in its right degree of prominence; because it is so simple and so
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well subordinated; because it draws its force directly from the pregnancy of the matter
which it conveys.' (362) So for the Amoldian poet, expression is subservient to the
excellence of action. The 'total impression' or the symmetria prisca is the poet's prime
concern - 'Who saw life steadily, and saw it whole;' ("To a Friend" 12) His art should
not influence in parts but should impact as a whole. However, it should not be a plain
forcible inevitable whole but should be guided by a deep internal law of development to
a necessary end. Certain dimness and indistinctness may impair the impression but a
vigorous action would have everything converging upon it. He has to develop situations
stroke by stroke, without wasting a word and freakishly throwing in a sentiment.

...modem poetry can only subsist by its contents: by becoming a complete
magister vitae as the poetry of the ancients did: by including as theirs did,
religion with poetry, instead of existing as poetry only, and leaving religious
wants to be supplied by the Christian religion, as a power existing
independent of the poetical power. But the language, style, and general
proceedings of a poetry which has such an immense task to perform, must be
very plain direct and severe: and it must not lose itself in parts and episodes
and ornamental work, but must press forward to the whole. (Stange 1967:35)

The true poet sees even the segments of life in its totality; it is a unified vision
where the poet penetrates into the essential, underlying realities that help him to conjure
a comprehensive vision.

..." he must life's movement tell!
The thread which binds it all in one,
And not its separate parts aIone.("Epilogue to Lessing's Laocoon" 140-3)
Clearly, Arnold is here under the spell of Goethe who possesses the double notion of
seeing the whole and seeing things as a whole.
Imraer strebe zum Ganzen, und Kannst du selber
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Kein Ganzes
Werden, als dienendes Glied schliess an ein
Ganzes dich an.
[Aspire always toward the whole, and if you are unable to become a whole, attach
yourself, as a serviceable member, to a whole.]

(Stange 1967:33)

The Amoldian poet never overlooks the value of imagination as the living power
and prime agent of all human perception. He stresses the imaginative reason. Science
and the scientific understanding of the world 'dehumanise'. Science, does not, as
Arnold was to declare later, present us the 'countenance' and 'expression'. But a
distortion of the central truth about the creative imagination had brought about a
confusion and the emphasis had come to be laid on art as 'a true allegory of the state of
one's own mind in a representative history' (Jones 1919:365). This is something akin to
the confusion resulting from a reliance on the inner voice against which Eliot had to
protest later. Arnold realised that even Goethe's Faust was remembered more for its
wonderful local felicities of expression (texture) than for its structure. The poet, for
Arnold, must learn from the Greeks to subordinate expression to construction. Keats
and Shakespeare come in for criticism as bad models for the younger poets to imitate.
Shakespeare occurs to him as one - 'a name never to be mentioned without reverence'
(366). For he 'chose excellent subjects', 'had no theory of choosing subjects of present
iniport' (367), finding 'his best in past times'(ibid); and 'knew well what constituted a
poetical action'(367), - all of which fitted in well with Arnold's concept of the poet.

Others abide our question. Thou art free,
We ask and ask - Thou smilest and art still,
Out-topping knowledge. ("Shakespeare" 1-3)

But Shakespeare has, what appals Ben Jonson too, such an unbridled expression,
such a gift of happy phrase, that he is unable to say a thing plainly, even when the press
of the action demands the very directest language. Arnold's poet should know 'how
unspeakably superior is the affect of the one moral impression left: by a great action
treated as a whole, to the effect produced by the most striking single thought or by the
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happiest image'.(Jones 1919:371) He will cultivate, too, a respect for 'the wholesome
regulative laws of poetry' (375) which were threatened by 'their eternal enemy,
Caprice;(ibid) Towards the close of the preface after quoting Goethe about two kinds of
dilettanti: 'he who neglects the indispensable mechanical part, and thinks he has done
enough if he shows spirituality and feeling; and he who seeks to arrive at poetry merely
by mechanism, in which he can acquire an artisan's readiness, and is without soul and
matter'(3 74) - he says he would prefer to be the second kind since the first seems to do
most harm to art.

The best poetry, Arnold professed, was a criticism of life under the conditions fixed
for such a criticism by the laws of poetic truth and poetic beauty. The core of poetry
should be strong; the poet should have for his subject some weighty idea or substantial
'action' which must be accompanied by a sense ofarchitectonice. He acknowledges the
unity of form and content; form is the container where the poet can pour the content. In
Wordsworth, the profound truth of subject and profound truth of execution are balanced
- the congmity between conception and expression, which is the result of the 'trueness'
in the poet's vocation. Poetry is an interpretation of life as the poet experiences and
knows it, bringing into play his intellect and mind matured by experience and reading.
Poetry is not, however, merely an intellectual exercise; it is subject to the laws of poetic
truth and beauty. These laws insist on one condition: the poet's treatment of life. Indeed
the quality of 'high seriousness' comes out of the deepest sincerity with which the poet
feels his subject. This accent on 'high seriousness' can be found in the poetry of Dante,
Homer and Milton; this is what gives their poetry its power. The sincerity of the poet
comes from his speaking from the depths of his soul, and this sincerity, which gives
birth to this phenomenon, should be consistent, and be found uniformly through a poem.
It is the poet's commitment which gives an authentic signal of an order of life, a vision
of life, behind the verbal. Aristotle meant by Spoudaioies a concern with the depths and
heights of our being. In fact, the poet is more extraordinarily endowed than other men,

The poet to whose mighty heart
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Heaven doth a quicker pulse impart,
Subdues that energy to scan
Not his own course, but that of man. ("Resignation" 144-47)
The poet cannot rest content with a romantic self-absorption for that would render
his art weak much in the same way Keats got his art enervated. With the quick impulse
within, the poet experiences the strong and the beautifiil forces of life and yet grows a
detachment that whets his aesthetic appetite. It is the aesthetic disinterestedness. The
poet should not stray into more than one sense for that precludes a disciplined
accomplishment. Here Stange makes a perceptive observation: 'In "The Strayed
Reveller" the implications of the centaurs are not laboured, but the two aspects of these
myths express what Arnold felt to be a central truth about poetry and the poet's task.
Only the gods can see events on earth without being involved in them or feeling their
painful consequences. For the artist there is no escape from the human lot; it is the cost
of his humanity that he must become what he sings. But as Arnold came to see the
problem for the poet of his time, it was primarily one of striking a balance between
involvement and removal or put another way of finding the razor-edge of sympathetic
detachment.' (1967:26) He is the artist who contains and removes himself from life's
proftise activity. Eschewing romantic excess, the poet has the 'stream of life's majestic
whole' ("Epilogue to Lessing's Laocoon" 187) mirrored on the soul. He manifests an
untiring attendance on life's activity with the dual aim of combination and
transcendence. He has the 'fine balance'.

... their eye
Drinks up delighted ecstasy,
And its deep-toned, melodious voice
For ever makes their ear rejoice.
They speak! the happiness divine
They feel, runs o'er in every line;
Its spell is round them like a shower. It gives them pathos, gives them power. (194-200)
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The poet is expected to exude the 'energy' through each curve and angle of his art;
the accent is on objectivity and 'steadiness' with the imperative of expressing joy
standing out as the essential function of his art. He,

Sees his strong thought in fiery flood
Roll through the heaving multitude;
Exults - yet for no moment's space
Envies the all-regarded place. ("Resignation" 155-59)
However, the poet, exulting in the "heaving multitude", cannot afford to stand alone.
He cannot say: '1 am alone. X"Resignation"l 69) Here one can draw parallel with
Gibran's poet ( A Poet's Voice) who believes in the extension of the self In a direct
communication with the outer world lies the enrichment of the inner self

Heaven fills my lamp with oil and I place it at my window to direct
the stranger through the dark. I do all these things because I live in
them; and if destiny should tie ray hands and prevent me fi-om so
doing, then death would be my only desire. For I am a poet, and if I
cannot give, I shall refuse to receive,( Sherfan 1997: 242)

Arnold's poet mingles with the crowd; he sees the gentle stir of birth; he has the
murmur of a thousand years in his ears; with a Sophoclean breadth of vision he
perceives life as a continuous whole which does not cease and 'whose secret is not joy,
but peace' ("Resignation" 192). Amidst "lurid flow" and "insane distress" he attaches
things to nature and to the whole. In fact Clough's poet who can 'tell the purport of their
pain' echoes him.
And what our silly joys contain;
In lasting lineaments pourtray
The substance of the shadowy day;
Our real and inner deeds rehearse,
And make our meaning clear in verse: (Ghosh 2000:74)
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The poet achieves a superior self and a 'stillness' - a stillness that the moonlight has,
a stillness that the bee has while sucking honey from the chosen flower, a stillness that a
wisdom-fed soul possesses. He is free from the accidents of the weary kingdom of time,
imparting a new sense to men and making them find a 'world' within their world. With
his innate power,

He read each wound, each weakness clear;
And stuck his finger on the place,
And said: Thou ailest here, andhere\ ("Memorial Verses" 20-3)
So Goethe emerges as the clearest and largest and the most helpful thinker of modem
times - "physician of the iron age"(I7). This echoes Sri Aurobindo:
A perfect face amid barbarian faces,
A perfect voice of sweet and serious rhyme,
Traveller with calm, inimitable paces,
Critic with judgment absolute to all time,
A complete strength when men were maimed and weak,
German obscured the spirit of a Greek. ("Goethe" 1994:26)

As a true poet he bears a proximity to Truth; he is the gifted soul in whose hands
God has placed a viola to soothe the spirit and bring his fellow men close to life and the
beauty of life. In the background of a soul-numbing age, Arnold accords Wordsworth a
similar status.
He too upon a wintry clime
Had fallen - on this iron time
Of doubts, disputes, distractions, fears.
He found us when the age had bound
Our souls in its benumbing round;
He spoke, and loosed our heart in tears.
("Memorial Verses" 42-47)
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He understands the real value of 'tears' (Arnold, it may be observed, harbours a
complaint against the Carthusian monks). Through his sensibility he combines light,
wisdom, and freedom, evoking a power that makes the hitherto worn-out smile break
forth with the freshness of a sun-lit field. He can assume the role of the father who
comforts the weeping child in Whitman's "On the Beach at Night". By his powers of
receptivity he can grasp reality in all its grandeur, doling out instalments of knowledge
to the 'inconsummate' community. Gifted with the power that challenges the wintry
clime, he inheres the wonder and the bloom of the world with a vision and 'healing
power'.

So poetry, as criticism of life would suggest that the poet's art is an interpretation
and a healing representation of life. Disparaging Dryden and Pope as 'claims of our
prose', Arnold disclaims poetry that is conceived and composed in wits for poetry that
is conceived and composed in soul should be the teleology of the poet's creative
abilities. The soul here is not the Christian soul but as Wellek points out is something
like the German Gemiit, the heart. (1983:167) The true poet needs to provide the
spiritual healing and consolation without the overdose of intellect. As poets, Dryden and
Pope lose the imaginative life of the soul as their criticism of life is not a 'poetic
criticism'; their application of ideas to life may be powerful but it is not poetical. It is
the 'art' that proceeds from ratiocination, antithesis and other intellectual devices. Mere
clever craftsmanship cannot afford the desired satisfaction to Arnold - it falls short of
genuine poetry. Actually, Arnold values many poets and among them his greatest
favourites, Wordsworth and Goethe, for their consoling, 'healing power', for the 'joy'
and even the optimism they radiate. Leopardi whom Arnold admired highly, loses out
against Wordsworth and Goethe because of his pessimism and Coleridge is criticised
for his lack of joy, which seems to Arnold something unnatural and shocking. The
emphasis on 'joy', as opposed to pleasure, surely derives from Wordsworth (though
Arnold also quotes Schiller), as the idea of healing power {visa meciica) comes from
Keble's Lectures. The recurrent stress on "joy" which is clarified by his speaking poetry
as addressed to the "great primary human affection", to "the elementary part of our
nature", seems to reflite an interpretation of "high seriousness" as churchyard
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solemnity.' (165) High seriousness and the style in which it is clothed cannot be
separated and the best way to define poetry is not to do it in the prose of the critic, but
to recognise it by feeling it in the verse of the master. Hence the touchstones; and the
touchstones have all the characteristics one would expect in Arnold's poet - a
solemnity, a sublimity, a melancholy reflection on life and its transience, and a longing
for the impossible. Arnold's 'The Study of Poetry' thus anticipates I.A. Richards's view
of the saving power of poetry, its capacity to mould our aesthetic responses and
impulses, and F.R. Leavis's emphatic conviction of the moral role of literature. Arnold
was also aware, while speaking of the moral value of poetry, of the importance of the
'form' and the laws of 'poetic truth' and 'poetic beauty'. He recognised again the
vitality and value of the cultural tradition and aesthetic heritage of civilised Europe as
the background and- measure of new aesthetic achievement. In this, as in many other
things, he prepares the ground for Eliot and others.

So the poet's art should touch some profound truth in man. It is in this sense that
poetry interprets and it is in this sense that 'life' is the subject of interpretation.
Criticism of life signifies evaluation and feeling for sympathetic 'sharing in'; it cannot
mean mere castigation and rational interpretation. What Arnold speaks about poetry,
qualifies indirectly the abilities of the poet. He believes, as I.A. Richards does, that
poetry is sure to take the place of religion for it is in poetry that the religious, moral, and
aesthetic elements coalesce. It is the poet who through his unique art gives us a special
kind of knowledge where thought and feeling are ftised. Arnold further makes a
distinction between 'facts' and 'ideas'. Religion is failing us for it has attached its
emotion to historical facts and when the facts come to be questioned the very
foundation is shaken. For poetry, the idea, what we would now call myth is everything;
hence the greatness and importance of poetry.
It is in poetry which is a criticism of life that the spirit of our race will find its last
source of consolation and stay. Arnold believes that poetry does not present life as it is,
rather the poet adds something to it from his own noble nature, and this something
contributes to his criticism of life. The poet gives in his poetry what he really and
seriously believes in; he speaks from the depths of his soul, and speaks it beautifully
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enough to create perennial source of joy. The poet's ait must sustain and delight us as it
answers the question, 'How to live?' by conforming to the ideals of truth and goodness.
However, Arnold is against direct moral teaching, for he regards didactic poetry as the
lowest. Without being simply didactic, the poet needs to be concrete and on this note he
criticises Emerson for lacking concreteness and energy. The poet's style has to have
order, elegance and charm; style, here, could mean something moral and ethical as well;
style could be the expression of the nobility of the poet's character. The true poet's
work is a work of synthesis and exposition; his creative being lies in being happily
inspired by a certain intellectual and spiritual milieu and by a particular order of ideas.
He presents the most effective and attractive combination without being analytical and
exploratory, making his art survive as the interpretation of the natural world. He
cultivates natural magic and moral profiindity. The power of his art lies in drawing out
an explanation of the 'mystery' of the universe, a strength that awakens in us a new,
intimate and wonderfully profound sense of things along with our relation to them.

Poetry, for Arnold, has a twofold function: poetry as interpretation of the
physiognomy and movement of the natural world, and poetry as the interpretation of the
inward world of man's moral and spirhual nature. Arnold can only but reject the poetr>'
of Omar Khayyam, which, he says, represents a revolt against moral ideas. Omar
Khayyam does give an answer to the question, how to live, but the answer seems
unpalatable to Arnold's moral sense. His Weltanschauung disclaims any dogmatic
philosophy but stands as the convincing principle that has morality touched with
emotion.

So Arnold's concept of the poet owes its emergence to the dynamic awareness of the
bristhng issues of the day. The opposition between his romantic leanings and a
conscious desire for objectivity stabbed him from v^thin - the stabs that made him try
his hand at epic and dramatic poetry. 'Arnold can be fairly called the critical voice of
Victorian imagination. Like his early and late contemporaries, he was a great
experimentalist in the qualhy of modem life: like them, he turned all his creative energy
~ and the style in which that creative energy functioned - upon the stresses with which
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human nature in his time was struggling and dealt with them both literally (as current
and real) and imaginatively (as metaphors of man's perennial condition for which the
great literature of the peist has genuine relevance).' (Bucklerl980:12-13) This critical
status of Arnold shaped his concept of poet with maturity and systematic rigour. Also,
his intellectuality, innate religious sense, love of heroic past, love of freedom and
awareness of the need for order, the need to see life steadily and hoHstically, brought
out deeper antinomies and contradictions. His conceptualisation of the Poet goes to
resolve these tensions, even if that is without impeccable success. His poet is the life of
this life and has triumphed over the ages despite their severity. His kingdom has no
ending.

Whose natural insight can discern
What through experience others learn;
Who needs not love an power, to know
Love transient, power an unreal show;
Who treads at ease life's uncheer'd waysHim blame not, Fausta, rather praise!
CTlesignation"233-38)
It is this untainted "praise" that the true poet enjoys at the hands of Thomas Carlyle. He
has a deep seated belief in the transformational aspect of literature - the shift in locus that breaks fresh grounds and triggers a 'perception' which is at odds with the prevalent
modes. Thinking and theorising in the same age with Arnold, he, however, generates a
radicality that evinces a novelty in methods of 'seeing' and in empowering the artist
with hitherto unrealised modes of knowledge. The Carlylean aesthetic is always
moistened with a social conscience and it remains alive in the same way as the finite in
universe is embosomed in the infinite in Tagorean aesthetic. The poet stands amidst the
imperatives of historical development and yet is not cowered for, the literary
imagination serves as a saving grace.
The apocalyptic orchestrator and aesthetic organicist, Carlyle presses hard towards a
new definition and an attitude that runs counter to conventional wisdom. Man suffers
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the incarceration of a phoney, self-destructing myth that is rooted to the engineered
misvision of the 'establishment', precluding as a consequence, the purgation of vision,
which is thought to be the de riguer in his survival under the tyranny of 'facts'. On the
contrary, true vision would have enabled him to discern his past, his present, his
universe and his nature.
Carlyle harboured an exemplary fondness to conceptualise the poet in the Goethean
sense.

The coldest sceptic, the most callous worldling, sees not the actual aspects
of life more sharply than they are here delineated: the Nineteenth century
stands before us, in all its contradiction and perplexity; barren, mean and
baleful, as we have all known it; yet here no longer mean and barren, but
enamelled into beauty in the poet's spirit; for its secret significance is laid
open, and thus, as it were, the life-giving fire that slumbers in it is called
forth, and flowers and foliage, as of old, are springing on its bleakest
wilderness, and overmantling its sternest cliffs. (Hughes 1957:3)

A poem for him is a musical thought and the mind behind it has penetrated into the
heart of the thing, disclosing the inmost mystery and the melody that lies hidden in it. It
is the revelation of the harmony of coherence. The poet is the man of intuitive intellect
'which could apprehend and define the eternal essence embodied in the material shape;
and the truth of his observation was of much higher importance than the strength of his
rhetoric.'(Buckley 1981:38) He is with the touch of the 'universal' (having the
infinitude in him), communicating an Unedlichkeit. Victor Hugo writes:

The realm of poetry is without bound. Beneath the real world there is an
ideal worid which reveals itself in all its brilliance to the eye of those
accustomed by serious meditation to see in things more than just things.
(Furst 1980:92)
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The poet is the man with the clear eye and the loving heart with the special ability to
penetrate into the mystery of Nature; a healthy mind that is at unity with itself. Wise
and good, the poet needs to conquer his suffering and make it all his own. He is the man
with a profound faith and the ignorant community stands to be indoctrinated by this
faith. Here Cariyle's poet conforms to Schlegel's thesis that the artist is a higher organ
of the soul. He is the 'point where the vital external forces of mankind converge, and
where the inner forces are in most immediate effect'.{72)
In this respect, Dante and Shakespeare are Cariyle's models of Hero as Poet. Carlyle
calls Dante the saint of poetry and says that he has been worshipped, and will continue
to be worshipped as such, in times to come also. He is the voice of ten silent centuries,
the singer of "a mystic unfathomable song". Dante was heroic in his suffering; he was
heroic in his devotion, and in his capacity for being hard Jind careless. He had also the
passion and sincerity which all great man have, and these qualities impart to his poems
an inner music and inner harmony. Dante's greatness lies not in liberality, but fiery
emphasis and depth. He is world-deep, not world-wide. "The very movements in Dante
have something brief; swift, decisive, almost military. It is of the inmost essence of his
genius, this sort of painting. The fiery, swift, Italian nature of the man, so silent,
passionate, with its quick abrupt movements, its silent pale rages, speaks itself in these.
things." (Jones 1919:273) He possesses the gifts of sympathy and an essentially moral
nature. This sympathy enables him to grasp the essence of things. The moral nature
enables him to leave out the trivial and the worthless and seize upon the essentially
noble and the worthwhile. From this arises the power of his immortal work. Dante's
intensity gives him the intellectual insight which makes a great painter as well as a great
reasoner in verse. "For rigour, earnestness and depth, he is not to be paralleled in the
modern world; to seek his parallel we must go to the Hebrew Bible, and live with the
antique Prophets there."(275) In fact Cariyle's transcendentalism, his faith in a divine
world of ideas, is also seen in his appraisal of Dante as one who had a clear and intense
perception of the other world, firmly and sincerely believed in its reality, and hence the
vividness of his presentation of it.

18.1

With Shakespeare also we have the essential qualities of a hero. He is a poet who is
divinely inspired with an intellectual greatness, a rare power of vision, keen insight,
felicity of thought, understanding, sympathy, a calm and tranquil soul, and joyous
strength. He could impose form and order on his chaotic material with the keen insight
and the inner light that was in him.

Perfect, more perfect than any other man, we may call Shakespeare in
this : he discerns, knows as by instinct, what conditions he works
under, what his materials are, what his own force and its relation to
them is: It is not a transitory glance of insight that will suffice : it is
deliberate illumination of the whole matter; it is a calmly seeing eye, a
great intellect in short. (285)

Like a God he said, "Let there be ]ight"(286), and there was light; order was thus
imposed on disorder, and clear and perfect plays took shape. The divine light within
illumined the dark and the chaotic. Endowed with the penetrating eye, he could see the
inner harmony which exists in the soul of men.

You can laugh over them, you can weep over them; you can in some
way or other genially relate yourself to them; - you can, at least, hold
your peace about them, turn away your own and others face from them.
At bottom, it is the Poet's first gift, as it is all men's that have intellect
enough. He will be a Poet if he have: a Poet in word; or failing that,
perhaps still better, a Poet in act. Whether he write at all; and if so,
whether in prose or in verse, will depend on accidents, who knows on
what extremely trivial accidents. But the faculty which enables him to
discern the inner of things, and the harmony that dwells there, is not the
result of habits or accidents, but the gift of Nature herself; the primary
outfit for a Heroic Man in what sort soever. (287)
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He enjoys the intellectual and moral superiority that every true poet enjoys.
Bestowed with an 'unconscious intellect', he sheds new light on human nature and
increases our knowledge of the true nature of man and of the world. Under the influence
of German philosophers Carlyle lauded the sovereignty of the unconscious in all
literary, moral and political activity and held that the immortal works of art are created
and not manufactured in the dark mysterious depths of the unconscious. In fact the true
poet's aesthetics manifests an awareness of the wholeness of things, the organic unity.
His art exhibits the ability to look upon that real world itself with holier eyes, rendering
a solemn temple where the spirit of Beauty dwells with new emblems that await
worship. 'In such spirit, and with an eye that takes in all provinces of human thought,
feeling and activity, does the Poet stand forth as the true prophet of his time; victorious
over its contradiction, possessor of its wealth; embodying the nobleness of the past into
a new whole, into a new vital nobleness for the present and the future.

Antique

nobleness in all kinds, yet worn with new clearness; the spirit of it is preserved and
again revealed in shape, when the former shape and vesture had become old (as vestures
do), and was dead and cast forth.' (Hughes 1957:9) (italics is mine)

This new clearness makes the poet's art draw our attention to things that we might
otherwise have missed.

...What's it all about?
To be passed over, despised? or dwelt upon,
Wondered at? oh, this last of course! - you say.
But why not do as well as say, - paint these
Just as they are, careless what comes of it?
God's works - paint anyone, and count it crime
To let a truth slip. Don't object, "His works
Are here already; nature is complete:
To let a truth slip. Don't object, "His works
Are here already; nature is complete;
Suppose you reproduce her - (which you can't)
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There's no advantage ! you must beat her, then."
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better, painted - better to us,
Which is the same thing.
CTraLippo Lippi", 290-304)
Fra Lippo Lippi simply could not understand how it WEIS possible for anybody to ignore
the beauty, wonder, the power and shapes of things and their colour, light, shades,
changes and surprises all of which had been made by God. He believes that an artist
should paint any of God's works, and consider it a crime to allow any truth to slip from
him. It is wrong to raise an objection and say that since God's works are already there,
there is no need to reproduce Nature. An artist paints the sights and scenes of Nature
which most people are blind to and the artist is pledged to make people conscious of
those sights to which they had been indifferent before.

So like the true poet,

Shakespeare's works are grounded in Nature's laws, and are fully in accordance with
Truth. His tranquillity and spiritual calm renders him superior to Dante. Despite the
inevitable arrowheads of suffering, laughter flows out of him in floods and is beautiful
like sunshine on the deep sea. So if Dante was the musical priest of Middle-age
Catholicism, Shakespeare was the musical priest of true Catholicism, of the universal
church of the future and of all times. His works reveal the thousand-fold hidden beauty
and divineness of Nature. He chums out a universal Psalm. Being unconscious of his
own intellect he is a more successful prophet than Mohammad who was over-conscious
of his own prophetfaood. He is the priest of mankind with the universal appeal as sincere
and strong as Homer and Aeschylus. A Great Man is always a force of nature and his
noblest words and action Jirise not from his own conscious self, but from the deep
mysterious forces of nature at work within him, Shakespeare, as the true poet-hero,
makes the grade quite easily.
In an almost Vedic spirit, averse to the dichotomy between the Poet and the
philosopher, Carlyle finds the whole world mirrored in the poet's head. Novalis, in a
similar strain, combines the poet and the philosopher for a disjunction of these two
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selves is symptomatic of a febrile constitution. The rag-fair of the world with its
freneticism, discord and desperatiori, lies to remain transmuted into a wise universe of
belief, melody and reverence, disclosing in the transfigurement a plot of holiness and
divinity. The poet does it heroically for he struggles and endures in the unabated misery
of the existential arc. This understanding of the poet of the secrecy of the age finds
integrated to the aesthetic whole in the Carlylean aesthetic. His ability is rooted in
kneading the predominant currents of his era. True poets interpret facts and these facts
are communicated 'musically'. They manifest a gleam of zeal and love of truth looking
through the pestilent jungle of superstition, Goethe, Ciirlyle's true poet, emanates as the
'Uniter, and victorious Reconciler of the distracted, clashing elements of the most
distracted and divided age that the world has witnessed since the introduction of the
Christianity...'(Hughes 1957:9) So in Dickens he heard the real music of the genuine
kind. He is the man with the gift of articulate pictural utterance and with 'eyes', 'soul'
and 'heart'. His concept of beauty entails 'harmony' and a sense of 'wholeness'. For
instance, Schiller seemed a very worthy character for Carlyle with his pursuit of the
beautiful. He represented it in suitable forms accompanied by a diffusion of feelings
arising from it. Poet, the high-priest, bodies forth some glimpse of that unspeakable
Beauty and in one or the other degree it becomes his afflatus. The Beautiful is higher
than the Good and includes in it the Good.
For Carlyle, although the prophet seizes the moral side of things and the Poet the
aesthetic side, these two provinces run into another and cannot be disjoined. The
Carlylean aesthetic integrates intellect and morality where a great poet is a great man
with a clearly developed character, insight, courage and real applicable force of head
and heart, manifesting no haughtiness for courage, speculation and plausible show of
force. He is the 'Able Man', This is something that Carlyle learns in the first place from
Fichte, with his idea of the 'learned man' as the interpreter of the Ideal to the mass of
men unable to discern it for themselves. Here, the poet is Schlegel's 'mediator' who
'perceives the divine in himself, and who self-destructively surrenders his self in order
to proclaim and communicate this divine perception, and to present it to all mankind in
ethos and action, in words and works'. (Furst 1980:71) The Hero performs the
traditional role of the Priest - the interpreter of God's will to man.. The Priest himself is
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no longer available for this role, for Carlyle never recovered his faith in orthodox
Christianity. But the hero, in any case, is a broader concept than the Priest. In Sartor
Resartus he is still primarily the writer and teacher, as he is in Fichte; but he can also be
the king and Carlyle recognises him in still other roles in which the Hero as Poet
assumes special significance. But his essence is still to be the messenger of the divine to
men. Novalis observes: 'Only an artist can divine the meaning of life'. (70) He has
insight into the ultimate spiritual reality to which most men are blind, and all good menin a good society — will sense the fact, following him willingly, because only in
conformity to the dictates of that ultimate spiritual reality does freedom He.
For both Arnold and Carlyle, the poet enjoys a superiority that distinguishes, and yet
the distinctness inhouses the power to communicate. The poet for them works in
contrasting aesthetics of creation with differing perspective and vision; but the points of
similarity lies in the 'extraordinariness' with which they view life and the 'competence'
with which they comprehend and interpret what vibrates and irradiates them from
within. Both emphasise the uniqueness of the creative self that comes to have a more
insightful and comprehensive treatment in the hands of Sri Aurobindo and Tagore.
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CHAPTER XII

The concept of the Poet in the aesthetics of Sri Aurobindo

If Heidegger says, ' All reflective thinking is poetic, and all poetry in turn is a kind of
thinking' (Stambaugh 1971: 136), Sri Aurobindo would go further to say it is intuitive
thinking. Poetry emanates from a sublime source that finds expression through a supreme
revelatory utterance.

The various grades of consciousness ( satyam riam brhat)

commingle, to produce the spirit forming gestalt. The poet's vision perceives the universe
in its comprehensive wholeness that sends forth the creative rhythm. The sense of beauty
fosters the sense of oneness. The poet achieves the fourth dimension of aesthetic sense.

A fourth dimension of aesthetic sense
Where all is in ourselves, ourselves in all,
To the cosmic wideness re-aligns our souls,
A kindling rapture joins the seer and seen;
The craftsman and the crafl grown only one
Achieve perfection by the magic throb
And passion of their close identity.

(Aurobindo 1996; 112)

The voice of poetry comes from a region above us, a plane of our toeing, above and
beyond our personal intelligence; a supermind which sees things in their innermost.
The poet has to realise a region above him, beyond his mere personal intelligence. His
voice finds expression under the sway of the supermind which 'sees things in their
innermost and largest truth by a spiritual identity and with a lustrous efiulgency and
rapture and its native language is a revelatory, inspired, intuitive word limpid or subtly
vibrant or densely packed with the glory of this ecstasy'.(Aurobindo 1994:279)
The poet finds his strengthfiromthe higher hidden planes of consciousness.

[89

A Power that lives upon the heights must act,
Bring into life's closed room the Immortal's air
And fill the finite whh the Infinite.

(Aurobindol996:315-16)

He penetrates through the veneer of mundanity to correspond with the secret knowledge .
In one of Vamadeva's hymns in the fourth Mandala (IV. 3.16) the Rishi describes himself
as one illumined expressing through his thought and speech words of guidance, " secret
words" - ninya vacatnsi - "seer wisdom that utter their inner meaning to the seer" - kavyani
kavaye nivacana. (Aurobindo 1991:5) The poet-seer (kavayah satyasrutah) sees the truth
(ritam), the true law of things {ketuna).

They sang Infinity's names and deathless powers
In metres that reflect the moving worlds,
Sight's sound -waves breaking from the soul's great deeps.
(Sethnal989:402)
He goes beyond the word or image he uses or the forms of the things he sees. He stands
to reveal the large and powerful interpretive vision of Nature, life and man. He
discovers the 'hidden word'.

A world unseen, unknown by outward mind
Appeared in the silent spaces of the soul.
He sat in secret chambers looking out
Into the luminous countries of the unborn
Where all things dreamed by the mind are seen and true
And all that the life longs for is drawn close. (Aurobindo 1996:27)

In the dialectic of the 'delight of being' and the 'delight of becoming' we have the hub
of creativity in art and literature. What is irrefutable here is the subliminal nature of
aesthetic inspiration - 'the more luminous, flexible, deep and powerful will the Art be that
springs from that high motive'. (Aurobindo 1950 :109) The poet is a man who is not
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incapaciated by a disability to seize the essence or rasa, the delight of being which is
supra-aesthetic. Rasa, for Sri Aurobindo, is more than the informing spirit of poetry
(yakyam rasatmakam kavyam); it is the existential substrate of all that is.

So poetry attains its value by its ability to carry us beyond the ordinary range of our
consciousness. ('Poetry , if it deserves the name at all, comes always from some subtle
plane through the creative vital and uses the outer mind and external instruments for
transmission only.'Aurobindo 1949: 3) The Aurobindean aesthetic catches the dialectic
of the Mind and the Super Mind where the artistic delight transforms into the delight of
being,

The artist and the poet do it when they seek the rasa of the universal from
the aesthetic emotion or from the physical line or from the mental form of
beauty or from the inner sense and power alike of that from which the •
ordinary man turns away and of that to which he is attached by sense of
pleasure.(Aurobindol949 .106)

What is hinted at is the psychological transformation that sets in the aftermath of an
artistic mode of apprehension, leading the artist to the higher grades of consciousness.
This is the true metamorphosis in Sri Aurobindo's thesis where the broadening of the
consciousness unsheathes the true (not merely being in self-delight) self in an
expression that is essentially spiritual. Sri Aurobindo's aesthetic culture is inextricably
integrated to a spiritual experience where art 'reveals the power for inner truths, for
self-enlargement, for liberation'. (Aurobindo 1949:163) The poet has the 'unsealed
vision'(130), the 'vision mind'( 1949:63) or 'seeing mind'(302). 'The intellect is not the
poet, the artist, the creator within us; creation comes by a supra-rational influx of light
and power.'(1949:128) In a remarkable process of absorption and transfiguration, the
artist adds something to what is already existing. To use Sri Aurobindo's distinction
between the powers of manifesting and discovering, one might say that the mental
imagination has to discover the unknown, while the truth-consciousness alone is
capable of manifesting the known. He seizes the soul of the wonder of things and not
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the mechanical miracle, searching out the perfected synthesis of rhythm and sublime.
The creative impulse rides on the inspiration which is the force that lends substance to
rhythm, form and words. 'The most genuine and perfect poetry is written when the
original source is able to throw its inspiration pure and unaltered into the vital and there
it teikes its true native form and power of speech exactly reproducing the inspiration,
while the outer consciousness is entirely passive and transmits without alternation what
it receives.' (Aurobindol949;3) The true poet is the channel or receptacle for the inrush
of the elation or creative impulse that transmits what it receives. The discriminative
intelligence and determining vision 'comes as part of that influx of power and light
from above which by its divine enthusiasm lifts the faculties into their intense suprarational working. (1972 : Vol. 15 131) He is thus open to the golden light.

Thy golden Light came down into my brain
And the grey rooms of mind sun-touched became
A bright reply to wisdom's occult plane,
A calm illumination and a flame.

Thy golden light came down into my throat
And all my speech is now a tune divine,
A paean-son of Thee my single note;
My words are drunk with the Immortal's wine.
("The Golden Light", 1994:146)

This golden light is the divine inspiration; it is the impetus to poetic creation and
utterance which comes to the poet from a superconscient source above the ordinary
mentality; this makes what is written seem not to be the fabrication of the brain-mind,
but something more sovereign that is breathed or poured in from above. The poet,
essentially, creates out of himself - with the inner seeing and sense. His outward seeing
stimulates his inner vision where the personality of the seer disappears under the
intensity of the eternity of vision and the Spirit stands in its sovereign identity to reveal
its own secrets. So the poetic vision of life is a soul view, and the mind of the poet,
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seized by the creative spirit, looks beyond the inane temporality of things to discern
'forces behind life'.

A conscious power has drawn the plan of life,
There is meaning in each curve and line. (Aurobindo 1996:460)

The soul of the poet has come to see 'Thy world-epiphany" as the "veil" is torn.

A master-work of colour and design,
A mighty sweetness borne on grandeur's wings;
A burdened wonder of significant line
Reveals itself in even commonest things.
CTHvine Sight" 1994:165)

Sri Aurobindean aesthetic stresses a greater, wider, and deeper aesthesis. By aesthesis, Sri
Aurobindo 'meant a reaction of the consciousness, mental and vital and even bodily, which
receives a certain element in things, something that can be called their taste. Rasa, which
passing through the mind or sense or both awakes a vital enjoyment of the taste, Bhoga,
and this can again awaken us, awaken even the soul in us to something yet deeper and
more fundamental than mere pleasure and enjoyment, to some form of the spirit's delight
of existence, Ananda'. (1949:122 ) The poet avails himself of image, symbol, whatever is
just, beautiful, meaningful, and suggestive. He gives to a local habitation a new merit and
'his fictions are not charming airy nothings, but as with every true artist significant figures
and creations which serve to bring very real realities close to the spirit, and their
immortality is the immortality of truth'. (Aurobindo 1994:212) With intuitive life vision or
inspired reason he can shed light on the self of things and reach the vision of identity - our
whole self and the self of the world. So in the universal light of the sun of poetic truth, the
poet creates. The Vedas point out the eternal Truth around which the illumined powers of
thought and life find their sacrosanct place. Under the benign benison of the immutable
beauty of Mother of Creation and the Eternal Spirit, such powers find their 'measureless
house'. The poet grows an access to such a source.
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A voice of unborn things whispers to the ear,
To their eyes visited by some high sunlight
Aspiration shows the image of a crown:
To work out a seed that she has thrown within,
To achieve her power in them her creatures live.
(Aurobindol996 183-4)
With the power of his waking self he is in the formidable position to discover the highest
power of the inspired word, theMatitra.
The poet may be balked by his medium, his transcribing brain and inadequate control over
language and rhythm. The true poet needs to grow a mastery in all these three areas in a
twofold Sadhana where one points to the spontaneous illumination of the inspiration ('a
slender river of brightness leaping from a vast and eternal knowledge ... which exceeds
reason more perfectly than reason exceeds the knowledge of the senses' Sri Aurobindo
1972: 27) and the other requiring labour-in the proficiency of art for 'reception' and
'transmission' - a poetic radiation, as it were. 'For the poetic mind sees at once in a flood
of coloured light, in a moved experience, in an ecstasy of the coming of the word, in
splendours of form, in a spontaneous leaping out of inspired idea upon idea, sparks of the
hoof-beats of the white flame horse Dadhikravan galloping up the mountain of the gods or
breath and hue of wing striking into wing of the irised broods of Thought flying over earth
or up towards heaven.' (Aurobindo 1994:206) He has the stab of flame within:

A light falls on our vexed unsatisfied lives,
A thought comes down from the ideal worlds
And moves us to new model even here
Some image of their greatness and appeal
And wonder beyond the ken of mortal hope.
(AurobindoI996:261-2)

The poet is the seer-creator, hierophant and magician of a diviner and more universal
beauty. He hears 'a voice of unborn things' (183). His creation voices a supreme harmony
of Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spirit. Philosophy may meander into abstractions
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and religion 'turn to an intolerent otherworldliness and asceticism', but the poet creates his
art as the mediator between the immaterial and the concrete, the spirit and life, liberating
man into pure delight and bringing beauty into his life. The recreation of the five supreme
harmonies provide the ample sweetness and power; the accents of power and light come
from 'the highest skies of vision and ranges through the widest width of our being'.
(Aurobindo 1994; 199) Here dwells Homer, Shakespeare, Dante, Valmiki, Vamadeva or
Viswamitra who can seize on some truth of being, breath of life, power of spirit and
manifest it for the delight and joy. There is the imaginative intelligence, the ecstatic and
exalted sense and more than anything else the intense light of the revealing force. The true
poet will have the 'sovereign poetic enthusiasm' raising his art to the greater power of
revelation, the Overmind, the source of creative inspiration. He puts his fingers on
undiscovered secrets, transfiguring old rhythms and creating new harmonies; he is scarcely
guided by rules and prescribed forms - the Truth-finder, bom as a flame from earth and yet
the heavenly messenger of the Immortals. The poet may subscribe to a system of
philosophy but would betray the essential law of creation in his effort to argue out his
system intellectually: he would stomp, though artistically, the unfirm ground where
authentic poetic spirit and pure inspiration are in short supply. He is the man who serves
the 'rites of a different consecration' with 'richly irised seeing eye' and 'rapturous voice',
providing in an insightfiil transmutation the 'something more' - it is the truth that is poetic,
authentic, inspired and compelling. Here Tagore is Sri Aurobindo's Poet with the
transforming power of poetic vision. The Poet ascends to the supreme level and can ascend
beyond the regions of Mind where the higher and wider values stand to substitute the
values of constricted existential perimeter.
Beauty, in its four grades - physical, moral, intellectual, spiritual - forms a difficult
evolution as the poet's mind requires to travel beyond the initial stages to the supra
sensuous, the supra rational and the supra intellectual with a sense of 'revelation'. He
transcends his role as a maker of beautifiil words and phrases, a favoured child of the
fancy and imagination and a careful fashioner of idea and utterance but becomes the
chosen voice of the eternal spirit of beauty and delight and the supremely creative and
self-expressive rapture, approximating the Ananda. The poet has the persistent thrill of a
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transfiguring touch and to whom 'beauty' - a flame in which God abides - discloses
itself Thus empowered, the poet digs out the 'wells of light' from darkness's core.
On the undiscovered depths imposed a form,
Lent a vibrant cry to the unuttered vasts,
And through great shoreless, voiceless, starless breadths
'

Bore earthward fragments of revealing thought
Hewn from the silence of the ineffable. (Aurobindo 1996:41)

The poet needs to lessen the tyranny of the reasoning and the critical intellect by
cultivating the power and sincerity of life; the sustaining power that makes his creation
vital is 'breath of life'. The poet's creation cannot be merely 'all thought' (be it cultured
philosophising or moralising in dexterous verse) for a divorce from 'life' would mean an
imperfection of the poetic grasp that precludes the inner being from the effects of
sweetness and illumination. It is the beauty and the power of the thought and its life
and emotion that need to be made one thing with life. So the poet needs to reembody in
the beauty of the word, the infinite life of the spirit for his business is most intimately
with the life of the soul, making poetry the rhythmic voice of an inner curve of being
and not merely the surface voice. The justification of this argument lies in the
superiority of Shakespeare's work.

The outward form of Shakespeare's work is a surge of emotion and passion
and thought and act and event arising out of character at ferment in the yeast
of feeling and passion, but it is its living interpretation of the truth and powers
of the life-soul of man that are the core of greatness of his work and the rest
without it would be a vain bnite turmoil. (Aurobindo 1994:217)
However, the poet being a child of his age has to surrender a part of his being to the
deliberate detached reason that turns him an observant. The over accent on the
intellectuality of his observing self makes a sort of scission in his being which however
stands to be redressed in a balance maintained between thought and life, ' the life
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passing into self-observing thought and the thought returning on the life to shape it in its
own vital image' (218). The poet (thought-mind) ought not to wean out youthful power
of the vital being, the lucidity and candour of a spontaneous life that prevent him from
being tethered to the tantalising pole of morbid perversities. Life-sense and observing
reason, engaged in a complementary contribution, sustain the fullness of existence. The
poet, however, needs to tread the illumined realm of an intuitive jmd spiritual thinking
being endowed in a 'high original power'.

In that paradise of perfect heart and sense
No lower note could break the endless cheirm. (Aurobindol996;235)

This helps him to find his self and the self of things, inculcated as he is, with the
knowledge of the integral power of our complete existence. Sri Aurobindo would brush
aside the tradition headed by Hobbes and recently given currency by Ryle, as inadequate
by pointing to the complexity of the creative process. The notion of simple problem
solving, particularly of the behaviourably observable type fails to account for creativity.
Creative activity does not consist merely of the reshuffling of discrete elements of atomic
contents and experienced forms into other combinations. The product of the creative mind
is not a mere combination, but a creation in a sense that no behaviourist or mechanist can
admit and remain true to his theories. Aesthetic consciousness or creative imagination , for
Sri Aurobindo, must image 'difficult and hidden truths'. Arguing by his paradigmatic
concept of mantra he would say that a metaphor or a symbol employed in the Vedic style
is expected to convey a reality, as a revelative symbol of the unrevealed and hint
luminously to the mind what for logical or practical thought would have ever remained
inaccessible. The romantic view of imagination is that it is 'a plaything and caterer for our
amusement, our entertainer, the nautch-girl of the mind' (Aurobindo 1949:7). The artist
must be a seer, 'a revealer of hidden truths, imagination no dancing courtesan but a
priestess in God's house commissioned not to spin fictions but image difficult and hidden
truth.' (ibid)
In Aurobindo's four-fold gradation of the planes of experience - higher mind, illumined
mind ("The outflow of the illumined mind comes in a flood brilliant with revealing words
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or a light of crowding images, sometimes surcharged with its burden of revelations,
sometimes with a luminous sweep." 1949: 116), intuition ("The intuition is usually a
lightning flash showing up a single spot or plot of ground or scene with an entire and
miraculous completeness of vision to the surprised ecstasy of the inner eye; its rhythm has
a decisive inevitable sound which leaves nothing essential unheard, but very commonly is
embodied in a single stroke." U6-7), and overmind (" The Overmind is essentially a
spiritual power. Mind in it surpasses its ordinary self and rises and takes its stand on a
spiritual foundation. It embraces beauty and sublimates it; it has an essential aesthesis
which is not limited by rules and canons; it sees a universal and an eternal beauty while it
takes up and transforms all that is limited and particular." Sethna 1972: 50) we cannot
overlook the propelling force of imagination in the aesthetics of creation. Imagination, the
mind's vehicle of summoning possibilities, has the supplementary power to figure the
'may

he's and

'might he's

of the

Infinite

to transform

itself

into

'truth

imagination'(AurobindoI949:392), as the mind ascends towards truth-consciousness.
'Every well-made and significant poem, picture, statue or building is an act of creative
knowledge,

a

living

discovery

of

the

consciousness,

a

figure
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Truth'

(Aurobindol949:108). Creative intelligence mediates between the experiential reality of
the surface and the heightened strata of consciousness to open the door of the Spirit.
Imagination, Sri Aurobindo points out, 'ultimately becomes inspiration when it ascends
higher. The purer it becomes the nearer it gets to Truth. For instance, in the case of poets,
generally it is inspired imagination that works'(PuraniI970:199). In The Life Divine, Sri
Aurobindo points out the transformation that the Overmind brings on the mind to create
great poetry - the creative binary opposition between the delight of being and the delight of
becoming which bears a hint of Kantian reason that is unshackled from the rules of
discursive mental operations.

A Light there is that leads, a Power that aids;
Unmarked, unfelt it sees in him and acts:
Ignorant, he forms the All-Conscient in his depths,
Human, looks up to superhuman peaks: (Aurobindo 1996:339)
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Herein we encounter the mantra - the mystery of the inevitable word, the supreme rhythm,
the absolute significance and the absolute utterance. With the Overmind, at work beauty
and truth are held in a luminous unification, with disparate entities reconciled. The poet
(rishi) with a 'force' working within him combines the opposites and 'it is his vision of its
(truth's ) beauty, its power, his thrilled reception of h, his joy in it that he tries to convey
by an utmost perfection in word and rhythm!(Aurobindo 1949: 129) It is on the basis of
the over-mental experience that the full import of the delight of being can be realised.
Poetry and Truth are wedded together, shaping up with the bliss of Brahman, as the fliU
manifestation of the Logos. One can agree with Sethna on Sri Aurobindo's ability to bring
out living symbols from the mystical planes - a concrete contact with the Divine presence.
"Even when realities that aie not openly divine are viewed, the style is of a directed
knowledge, direct feeling, direct rhjfthm from an inner or upper poise: the mundane scene
and the supra-mundane principalities and powers are given their image and value and
secret life-throb as realised from a consciousness aware directly of the supreme Spirit.
That consciousness covers all phenomena with significances and suggestions which the
mere mind cannot adequately gauge.' (1974:89) Aurobindo's aesthetics takes citta vistara
as an essential fiinction. The poet's mind is not satiated with the liberated intellect for it
progresses beyond 'the scrutiny of things that explain to the experience of the things that
reveal the truths of the spirit.'(Aurobindo 1994:238) The integral equation of Brahmas\'ada
and Rasasvada could lend a finality to the experience. His voice lays down the order of
novelty where new things are told and old things are stated in a new way in a scale of
ascension infiised with a vision of inmost things and invested with untapped potentialities
of the soul's experience. His voice would reveal the rhythmic Word, the vibrations that
touch the fount of joy from the inner being culminating in the fullness and unity with all
cosmic experience. Sri Aurobindo's seer-poet needs to create poetry taking the 'highest' as
its keynote - an intuitive supra-intellectual consciousness that understands the potent
communion with the Eternal in subtler harmonies and in the vibrations of a larger and
quieter spirit. With the intention to transfigure the past without being imaginatively
preoccupied with it, he seeks to demarcate the eternal in the flux of transience with greater
revelatory spiritual significances. It is a delve into a deeper aesthesis that poetically
'materialises' the 'untransformed', lining the border of a welter of things, without .any
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predilection towards the ugly and the terrible that exist with their individuality under the
lucent wings of poetic creation. The true poet obviates the tyranny of prosaicness with the
reinscription of the 'beautiful' and 'noble' that is engendered by the vision-power. It is from
him that the profound enlightening idea is bom. Also a creative interpretation of the world
and nature are ascribed to hini as his utterance is compelled under the force and puissance
of the intuitive will, vision, the inmost consciousness of Nature and things, the inner
rhythm, the greatest stress of sight and a vibrant and responsive sense. He stands to open
'new vistas to the general intelligence and the life-sense of the race.'

(Aurobindo

1994:244)

The defects in English poetry, as pointed out in Sri Aurobindo, reemphasise the
features that consolidate the Poet's Ait -"especially thought-power, thought-vision and the
fruitful alignment with life. Creativity is not a bland imitation of nature in a world that
exists in the vision and imagination of the creator. The poet, for him, reveals the creative
truth and Aurobindo 'comes close to traditional tantric ideas on art which say that artactivity was like the flight of the bird from one tree to another which left no trace of its
trail in the air' (Nandi 1975:159). Thus the subjectivity and objectivity in art harmonise
into a spiritual transcendence that 'lies in the apprehension of a something stable behind
the instability of word and deed, something that is a reflection of the fiindamental passion
of humanity or something beyond itself, something that is a dim foreshadowing of the
divine urge which is prompting all creation to unfold itself and to rise out of its limitations
towards its God-like possibilities.' (159-60) Sri Aurobindo, as a poet, was a 'traveller
between summit and abyss'. As S.K. Ghose observes,' To read him is once more to believe
in human possibilities . What Claudel said about Rimbaud, C'est a Rimbaud que Je dois
humainement mon retour a la foi' applies with equal, if not greater, force to Sri
Aurobindo's massive insights, his 'revelation', everburning fire." (Joshi 1973: 52))

True to his theory, he has the poetic integralism that explores the inconscient. He
writes in an enhanced awareness that breaks through the veneer of things.

O word concealed in the upper fire,
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Thou who hast lingered through centuries,
Descend from thy rapt white desire,
Plunging through gold eternities,,.,
Break the seals of Matter's sleep,
Break the trance of unseen height...
O Muse of the Silence, the wideness make
In the unplumbed stillness that hears thy voice...
("Musa Spiritus" Aurobindo 1994:589)
He is the poet of 'transformation' - as all his true poets are - who extends the
experiential self to embrace the reality of the world and obeys the higher law that has the
body's cells holding the immortal flame. He, like the vedic rishi, climbs beyond himself to
the region where the Ineffable has a secret voice and the Imperishable bums through
'Matter's Screen'. His awareness knows the harmonious and the luminous totality of man's
Being - the genuine voyant possessed with as Ghose says: Samyakdrishti or
TotalUatdenken (Joshi 1973:60)
So 'all problems of existence are essentially problems of harmony' (Aurobindo 1949:4).
However, this harmony cannot be monochromatic in the sense that intellectual
knowledge and the will of action are not the uhimate instruments of our consciousness
and energy. The cognate of supra-rationality is vital for it creates the spaces of creation.
Tagore believed that our realisation should not end with the reasoning mind, for it must
acknowledge the creative imagination in the same breath. 'The rational or intellectual
man is not the last and the highest ideal of manhood. The spirit that manifests itself in
man and dominates secretly the phases of his development, is greater and profounder
than his intellect.' (Aurobindo 1949:124) For Aurobindo, the rational is surpassed and
left behind by the genius, for the rational only constructs, but does not create. In this
light one can understand Kant's celebrated view that creations of the mind which do not
owe their origin in any way to the spiritual faculty in man (freedom and autonomy) are
only a product of mechanical operations, of association of ideas, or even of mere lucky
accidents. 'Rule and precept are incapable of serving as the requisite subjective standard
for ...the aesthetic and unconditioned finality in fine art'. (Meredith 1911:212) Kant
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finds the explanation of genius in 'the supersensible substrate of all the subjects
(unattainable by any concept of understanding), and consequently in that which forms
the point of reference for the harmonious accord of all our faculties of
cognition...,'(ibid) Despite obvious differences between Kant's and Sri Aurobindo's
respective philosophical positions, the points of accord also are striking. It may be noted
in this context that Sri Aurobindo is not an advocate of reductionism. Though art or the
aesthetic impulse, properly speaking, springs from the infra-rational parts of our being,
it does seek the help of the rational. Reason lays down the laws of aesthetics, purifies
our appreciation and improves our taste. Within restricted bounds, reason corrects and
sets aright our aesthetic instinct and impulse, by making it self-conscious and rationally
discriminative. The rational as such may.not also be the artistic but it is the creator of
our aesthetic conscience - a judge and guide.

So the super-existentialist Sri Aurobindo, manifests a supra-normal familiarity with the
intensities of our subliminal and supraliminal being. Spirituality for him is a much wider
thing than formal religion. Art reaches its highest self expression when it is pressed into
the service of spirituality. And spirituality denotes a three-fold line of human aspiration divine knowledge, strength, love and joy. Art needs to reach beyond what the best
European Art satisfies -'the physical requirements of the aesthetic sense, the laws of
formal beauty, the emotional demand of humanity, the portrayal of life and outward
reality' (Aurobindo 1936: 46) - to manifest the inner spiritual truth , the 'deeper not
obvious reality of things, the joy of God in the world and its beauty and desirableness and
the manifestation of divine face and energy in phenomenal creation'.(ibid) So Sri
Aurobindo's integralism delimits the content of art that clearly emphasises the supreme
intellectual value of art and his welianchammg

smoothens all the rough zones of our

stratified existence. His theory of art is impregnated with the poignant belief that 'what
nature is, what God is, what man is, can be triumphantly revealed in stone or on canvas'
(48). So it is for the poet to realise the three tier use of art - aesthetic, intellectual or
educative, and the spiritual which is the highest.

In the dead wall closing us from wider self,
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Into a secrecy of apparent sleep,
The mystic tract beyond our waking thoughts,
A door parted, built in by Matter's force,
Releasing things unseized by earthly sense:
A world unseen, unknown by outward mind
Appeared in the silent spaces of the soul. (Aurabindo 1996:27 italics mine)
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CHAPTER X i n

The Concept of the Poet in the Aesthetics

of Rabindranath

Tagore

Tagore's art enshrines an emphasis of temperament - a celebration of sensibility.
"Expression", from an aesthetic point of view, bears an altogether different connotation
for Tagore that it would have for Croce. That imaginative experience is autonomous,
that there is something like expressive knowledge which could be said to be nonconceptual, and hence, intuition, that this intuition is expression, are a few of the
propositions of Croce with which Tagore would agree. But he is sceptical about the
primacy of expression in art. Croce does not specify the content of art. Tagore has
definite ideas about what is to be expressed apart from its expressions. He does not
think that expression is the ultimate truth about art, even though it could at times be
primary. Tagore's is an expressionism with a difference. For him, the ultimate truth
about art is the expression of the universal man (nianava prakash), where our
intelligence and feelings, cravings and experience have melted into one perfect unity,
our personality. When art focuses on nature, it is the humanised nature, the nature in
relationship with man touched by human emotions that forms its content. Never does
art go beyond man. Tagore's idea of art as the harmony of form and content would not
be that of Croce's.
So art for Tagore is endowed with a significant 'human' content. The deepening of
the world-consciousness is co-terminus with a clarification of self-consciousness.
Tagore's poet acknowledges the correspondence between the original intuition and the
final realisation. The vibrations within the poet lead him to the cadences of the
extraneous world where the rhythm as found in the joy that circulates in unabated
abandon, strikes a correspondence with the Greater Being or the Great Further. The
poet's being is more in becoming than in knowing.
The Poet's mind floats and dances on the waves of life amidst the voices of wind and
water.
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Now when the sun has set and the darkened sky draws dovm upon the sea like drooping
lashes upon a weary eye it is time to take away his pen, and let his thoughts sink into
the bottom of the deep amid the eternal secret of that silence.
(Fna( Gathering, 23) (Das J 997: 164)
Dancing on the "waves of life" the poet's art glows with the lustre of 'individuality'.
The success in creation lies in totality and is stamped with a distinct singularity. By
implication, poetry is an aesthetic response of the beholder. Consciousness becomes a
sort of witness in attaining to a perceptual focus. Poetry, for Tagore, growing and
changing, remains an adventure of the consciousness, an inner voyage, haunted by the
sense of the not~ye/. The poet is a revealer as much as he reveals himself He evinces an
immediate consciousness of reality in its purest form without the penumbra of selfgratification and ulterior considerations. For Tagore, poetry is truer than fact; poetic
reality leads one to spiritual reality embodying an ideal vision that encompasses matter
and spirit, being and non-being in its comprehensiveness. This vision springs from
'superabundance' which attunes him to the divine immanence in nature. It is not
clouded by a Platonic doubt. The aesthetics of creation goes beyond the precincts of
utilitarianism. The excess reveals the poet's personality better, and makes him
conscious of the proflmdity of it. The poet owns the universal bhava and then
depersonalises it in his art-work, making thereby, the universal appreciation of art
possible. It becomes the communication in 'higher' forms between the Poet's mind and
the Universal Mind, the individual mind and the social mind, between the creative and
the Greater mind.

Our infinite self is pure, intelligent and free; it is joy \tse\f or anwidasvarupa. With
expression, we taste the joy that fills our true being. Aesthetic expressions occasion an
enlargement of man's spirit, and aesthetic expression, just as much as moral action
involves self-realisation. Tagore's concept of expression is richer and more
comprehensive than Croce's and it is linked up organically with his philosophy of
nature and life. Gentile has pointed out that Croce's 'expression' is only one of the four
arbitrary grades of manifestation of the spirit, and the grades have no internal
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connections amongst themselves. They are simply asserted and are irreducible. Again,
if Croce makes expression an expression of an individual, private experience, he
renders the problem of communication more difficult to solve. The non-private self, the
surplus in man, is the creator for Tagore. Kant would call the 'surplus', man's 'supersensible substratum' {Critique of Judgment, I section 59) which art symbolises by
beauty. It is the objective ground, and its objectivity or non-private nature ensures
communication.

Tagore's notion of the 'surplus' in man is strikingly similar to

Schiller's aesthetische Zugabe. For both of them their respective ideas connote the
infinite perspective of man, or his aesthetic ontology. Tagore's notion of the surplus in
man implies, as it does in Schiller's case, a detachment from the compelling demands
of the physical needs. In virtue of the surplus, freed from his original serfdom as a
creature, man takes his right seat as a creator, says Tagore. Schiller could have said this
as well.

The poet has the 'surplus' and the 'excess' (Frost's 'extra') of emotional activity
which are the propelling force for creation. For Tagore, a rigid puritanical or over
aesthetic view falls out of favour; enjoyment need not be an end in itself; it should
never lose hs direct touch with life.

...yet I can assert, as a general truth, that when a man tries to thwart
himself in his desire for delight, converting it merely into his desire to
know, or to do good, then the cause must be that his power of feeling
delight has lost its natural bloom and heahhiness.(Tagorel945: 8).

It shows that the 'ftiU being' circles around the comprehensive expression of emotion
and a freewheeling of joy without any ascetic rigours being clamped on the desire for
delight. Here, the poet's art, manifests in plenitude. 'It reveals that aspect of our
personality which overflows in excess of all our creaturely needs and exhausted by all
pressures of practical living. It is this excess in which man is most truly revealed'.
(1978:101) In this excess can be found the element of the infinite. Self-gratification and
a blatant address to mere needs and desires preclude the inception of art. For Tagore,
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utility is just a state of heat that is dark. The superabundance or 'excess' of pure utility
is like the white heat; it is, then, expressive. Great endeavours dwell in the surpassing
strength of the surplus and this surplus brings home the circulation of 'light and life'.
The paradigm of moral emotion, for Tagore, has been love, in which both freedom and
creativity merge. The merger is possible on the basis of man's urge to self-expression
working on the surplus within him. The human person, incarnating freedom, is
cognitively creative. Mind, for Tagore, cannot be reduced to the determining influence
of what is extra-mental. Accordingly, morality caimot be naturalised. Goodness or
moral value is never intelligible in terms of a natural state. The joy that marks human
communion cannot be reduced to a natural state without the loss of meaning. Tagore
stresses the non-equivalence of 'joy' or 'delight' and 'pleasure' as much as Kant does
between 'delight' and 'gratification' in the third Critique. No doubt, the surplus at work
in man, is for a good life. Man is essentially a personal being, and 'personality', as
Tagore defines it, is the consciousness of unity of the moral self or agent with other
moral selves. This deeper relatedness is possible in an attitude of freedom and
creativity.

Tagore's idea that man exceeds himself is essentially an idea of a communicative
self. It is man's special delight that he finds his own self in others and creativity renders
this possible. Tagore has given a classic example of communicative function of art in
"Broken Song".

The singer alone does not make a song, there has to be someone who hears;
One man opens his throat to sing, the other sings in his mind.
Only when waves fall on the shore do they make a harmonious sound;
Only when breezes shake the woods do we hear a rustling in the leaves.
(Radice 1995: 55)

This duality is an aesthetic fact.

A bird, says Tagore, may be unconscious of its

listeners, but never so is an artist. Plato tells us in Symposium that an author seeks
immortality among his reader through his works.
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Unuttered poetry, self-contained expression, are two unmeaning phrases
that have gained currency in certain quarters. But to call a person a poet
who may be gazing at the sky in a rapture as silent as the sky itself, is like
giving the name of fire to a piece of wood that is not alight. Poetry is
expression; what is or what is not silently passing through a person's mind
means little to others who are outside it. The same is the case with 'selfcontained expressions'; guests are not entertained by knowing what is in
the kitchen, the dainties must be served to them.
(Chaudhury 1965:54)

Kant in his third Critique mentions that art presupposes the social spirit of humanity.
Hiimaniora is the necessary condition of the culture of mental powers, and humanity
entails the universal feeling of sympathy or communication. Tagore mentions that the
will to communicate goes hand in hand with the will to create. The artist inhabits a nonsolipsist world, and self-expression is self- socialisation as well. The word sahitya,
which Tagore uses for art indicates that the artist and his audience together constitute
the domain of creativity, even as the moral action presupposes a world of other free
selves, besides the moral agent. The moral world, as well as the aesthetic, is the world
of humanity. For the poet, what remains significant is a faith in the future of humanity.
Optimism and the undistorted soul are the major propulsions behind great art. Art
cannot grow out of antipathy or antagonism towards life and the world. The telos
cannot be ignored as the poet's art leads him to the radix of his predicament, and
eventually to the 'higher strata' of existence. Art may reveal turbulence but it disguises
'peace'. True art composes itself in the lively peace, and the aesthetic sincerity, to a
large extent, renders this peace.

Tagore's concept of 'infinite idea' is regulative in function. An infinite idea is an
idea of the 'limitless unattained' and gives a character to what is attained. These ideas
are related to man's creative activities in a similar manner as the Kantian Reason is
related to 'understanding'. There can be no coherent use of the understanding without
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Reason. Like Tagore, the concept of imagination fulfils the operations of the logical
mind. The infinite ideas are disclosed to the imagination as vision of wholeness. The
expression of an infinite idea means more than what it contains. The expression may
then be incomplete, but not imperfect. It is the function of creative imagination to make
manifestation of infinite ideas more and more clear. Tagore implies that the truth is
established in the creative and the transformative work of the imagination.

The

imagination is constitutive of the true or the real. What it means is that reality is not
merely what we are conscious of or that by which we are affected, but more
importantly, it is what we express. In expressing the real, man creates himself in the
image of his truth. In perceiving and expressing a new vision of the object the
imagination reaches beyond the limitation of the self and objective forms. Tagore
claims that this results in a knowledge which is constitutive of reality. The imagination
is ever holistic and it is the complete and the final truth of man. In connection with
explaining the notion of inspiration Tagore has noted much in the manner of Plato in
Ion, that it is an enchanted state when a subliminal power helps man to get over the
artificiality of the phenomenal world and stand before his noumenal substrate. For
every phenotype level, there is the genotype. This bears an analogy with Gibran who
experiences through art the existence of the metempirical. Gibran writes; 'Art is a step
firom nature toward the Infinite.' He also observes: 'Art is a step in the Known toward
the unknown.' (Sherfan 1997:252)

However, the inspiration is under sadana or self-culture which makes the artist
consciously or unconsciously, a yogi. 'Discipline is that basis of character and
sensibility which will help us to discriminate and, where necessary, reject. Restraint is
essential. One does not set a house on fire in order to light a lamp. An untrained
imagination cannot hope to create beauty.' (1978:53) What Nietzsche had spoken of in
the context of the origin of tragedy (and for that matter, of all that is creative) as the
phenomenon of the slave emerging as the free man or of rending the veil of maya,
could also be said of the operations of imagination in its constitutive mode. The
unconscious becomes a positive creative force. The unconscious possesses a direction
of its own; it tends toward the human truth. In fact, Tagore's understanding of the
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comprehensiveness of emotions is based on an imaginative system of relations. In such
a system there obtains a depersonalised condition of the self, a modality of
consciousness so that an inversion or a universalisation of emotion occurs. This
possibility could be taken as Tagore's account of the emergence of the phenomenon of
rasa. For him, rasa is a principle of aesthetic organisation beyond particularity - a
consciousness liberated from the bounds of individual separateness. Such an experience
is at once moral and aesthetic. Imagination is an instrument of the good as well. It
extends the self, transcends it, and possibly envisions a new self One may venture also
to suggest that Tagore's idea of aesthetic perception is a creative analogue of the
Buddhist notion of pratyaksa as apprehension of a svalaksaiia. Art experience was
likened by Coomaraswamy to samvega or emotional shock involving an artistic
reorganisation of the everyday environment with repudiation of the usual and the
commonplace. Imagination renovates forms of thought and experience through the
transformation of perception. Tagore would qualify this as the transformation of facts
into human imagery.

The poet is the-child-hero in Tagore's "The Hero"; he is also like the child, who in
the clearness of his vision and imagination, sees the tiger demanding a piece of soap to
scrub off the black stripes on its body. The tiger grows into a reality and into an
individuality of its own, blessed as it is, by the creative energy of the imagination that
combines the subject and the object to give us 'joy'. With creative imagination as a
powerful possession of the poet, the issue of the extent of personality in artistic creation
deserves a special emphasis. Tagore mentions in Sahityer Pathe:

When the individual self of an author identifies itself with the great
human self through sympathy, then upon his nature does the universal
spirit put its stamp. The personality of a good dramatist and the human
nature outside it combine so harmoniously that it is hard to separate them.
(Chaudhury 1965:153-54)
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With the descent of universal spirit, the poet suffers from depersonalisation or
departicularisation to the point where the artistic spirit is subsumed under it. He is not a
chameleon or Proteus, as Keats points out in his letter to Richard Woodhouse (27 Oct.
1818), having no poetic character, no self ('it is everything and nothing' Cook
1990:418). The poet does not merely reveal the mood of his mind; rather the truth of his
inner being bears an obvious stamp. Tagore admits that literature is nothing but the
record of truth realised by man. This truth is essentially about his own self, for the self pervades and colours all nature, inner and outer. Yet the elusiveness of the personality
remains to be questioned. Tj^ore's brilliant use of the metaphor of scaffolding is a case
in point. He compares the poet's self or personality to the scaffolding which is
indispensable only while the construction is underway and becomes superfluous as
soon as the building is completed. The poet's self is merely instrumental. It is like the
scaffolding whose importance is only during the period of construction. It necessarily
disappears once the construction is over. The poem needs to be fi'ee from its genesis,
minimising the bearings of the social and the historical forces. It is thus, like a dewdrop
which has no filial memory of its parentage. However, such a metaphor about the
depersonalisation need not be laboured with an Eliotian emphasis; rather one must try
to understand the comprehensive personality of the poet - his all inclusiveness. So,

It is difficult to discover the individuality of Shakespeare from his works
because this individuality is very large. The principle of life that he
developed within his inner self is not to be bound by a few neat and trim
theories. This is the reason for the illusion that there is no unity of
personality in the writings of the poet. (Chaudhury 1965: 51)

What stands out is the emphatic admission that the poet's imagination is a powerful
instrument that attains the all inclusive personality of the ideal human spirit. This is
what we can attribute as the subsumation of the artistic spirit in the universal spirit. In
the words of Tagore;
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This world, whose soul seems to be aching for expression in its endless
rhythm of lines and colours, music and movements, hints and whispers,
and all the suggestions of the inexpressible, finds its harmony in the
ceaseless longing of the human heart to make the Person manifest in its
own creations. (1945:32-3)

And in this the apparent paradox between the self-expression and the energies of a
'beyonding' (the essential and universal human truth) is resolved.
Just as we find that the stronger the imagination the less is it mere
imagination and more in harmony with truth, so we see the more vigorous
is our individuality the more does it widen towards the universal. For the
greatness of personality is not in itself but in its content, which is
universal, just as the depth of a lalce is judged not by the size of its cavity
but by the depth of its water. (Tagore 1988:49)

Whatever enters into his consciousness gets transformed into a new world. The poet,
truly, delivers the golden. The entry into the realms of consciousness means that the
qualities of the poet's mind, opinions and ideology are bound to make their presence
felt. The poet has the 'digestive Juices' within. It is the power that saturates the external
world with the solvent of his emotion. He figures and transfigures in his own mode of
desubjectification. So herein we encounter the 'aesthetic distance'. The inwardisation is
accompanied by an 'aesthetic detachment' (the disinterestedness in art). Yet the
detachment is not meant to be an estrangementfiromethics. Moneta tells the poet:

The poet and the dreamer are distinct,
Diverse, sheer opposite, antipodes
The one pours out a balm, a balm upon the world,
The other vexes it.

{Fall of Hyperion, 1.168)
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Keats knew that the poet has to comprehend and think into the human heart; 'the
holiness of the heart's affection and Love are all in their sublime, creative of essential
Beauty'. For Tagore, the deepest feeling of the poet's heart strives to attain immortality,
assuming a lovely form in language.

...when our heart is fully awakened in love, or in other great
emotions, our personality is in its flood-tide. Then it feels the longing
to express itself for the very sake of expression. Then comes Art, and
we forget the claims of necessity, the thrift of usefulness, - the spires
of our temples try to kiss the stars and the notes of our music to fathom
the depth of the ineflFable. (1945:17)

The poet is not a votary of asceticism; rather he is by na;ture, on the side of love. Love
adorns itself It seeks to prove its inward joy by its outward beauty. There was a time
when humanity in its moments of leisure sought beauty in various ways in that portion
of the universe with which it came into contact. This outer adornment was the
expression of its inner love. Love, for Tagore, is the aesthetic principle that weaves the
disparate strands into a coherent carpet of pattern. If rainbow is the artistic whole - a
comprehensiveness, a consummation in creation - every distinct colour is the colour of
love that shades into the other to evolve the final coherence called harmony. It is the
One in the artist that creates; the artist needs to express the One, the Infinite, through
the harmony of the many. Poetry has the 'joy' of unity which when seeks expression,
becomes creative. The rhythm of cosmic motion gives birth to the creative emotion in
his mind. This enables him to apprehend truth in its wholeness.

Find your beauty, my heart, from the world's movement, like the
boat that has the grace of the wind and the water.
(StrayBirds,25S){B?ii\991:

421)

The poet is blessed with the ability to bring the whole of reality within his grasp.
He realises that a log cannot give a truer view of a tree a whole. He comprehends the
great panorama of the universe as his aesthetic sensibility takes the 'whole' in a joyful
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embrace. So in the contemplation of the symphony of the 'whole', the poet gets
intensely conscious of his own existence and this consciousness shapes his art with an
unmatched beauty.

That which had been untrue to us, because we had not feh its truth, the
poet brings that within the range of our vision. He thus enlarges the
sphere of beauty, truth and joy. The English poet has said. Beauty is truth,
truth beauty. The Upanishads say the same thing, may be a little
differently: All appearances, from the speck of dust at our feet to the far
away stars in the galaxy are manifestation of His immortal Delight,
anandarupamamritam yadvibhati. (Ghosel978:59)
Self-realisation is a fijndamental principle in Rabindrean aesthetic. The poet
through his 'knowing' realises his true self- the purer and higher self

Science may

discover new bases of knowledge while investigating the truths of the phenomenal
world; but the world of aesthetic delight, anandam, remains rooted to its fundamental
basis although it may extend its frontiers from age to age.. Tagore's distinction between
'truth' and 'reality' is crucial. Reality, we are told, is the truth that is made of our
'own'. The alleged impersonality of scientific truth is a matter of decision on the part
of the man of science. Tagore believes that from the world of science the elements of
personality have been carefully removed. It cannot be touched with our feelings. But
Tagore is querulous about whether scientific view is the complete view. The poet or the
man who creates or simply the Man as a Knower, is not fully himself The sunrise
cannot have the eternal interest for the scientist as it has for the poet for the poet
transcends facts and by his force manifests our relation with the phenomenon. To know
about a rose is one thing, and to feel about it is another. In one case we have truth-value
and in the another the issue is one of taste-value. The truth about the rose combines
both these values. Tagore believes that we must not merely know it; rather we must feel
it because only by feeling it we can feel ourselves. He says: '...the reality of the world
belongs to the.personality of man and not to reasoning, which, useful and great though
it be, is not the man himself. (1945:52)
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It appears that Tagore's distinction between the material and the expression
anticipates Sartre's distinction between in-soi and pour-soi, being in itself and being for
itself He argues that rocks and crystals are complete in what they are and keep a kind
of dumb dignity in their stolidly limited realism. But human beings are teased by their
creative ideal, and if divested of it, they are turned into a rock or crystal like being. The
poet forms his ideas by some hidden and subtle skill. This creative power is the origin
of poetry. God has decorated the peacock in a wide range of quaint colours. He has not
done so to man; rather He has installed a bowl of colour inside him and said, " You
have to deck yourself in your own hues." He has said, " I have put everything in you,
but with all those ingredients you have made yourself strong, beautiful and wonderful. I
shall not prepare it for you," (Tagore 1965:451) Perception, feelings and language are
his raw materials. Wedded to a vision, he has a near epiphanic apprehension of the
spiritual reality. The poet experiences the 'stirring of the soul' that inspire him to
discover the 'unity of meaning' in the muhiplicity of the extraneous world,

The invisible screen of the commonplace was removed from all things
and all men, and their ultimate significance was intensified in my mind;
and this is the definition of beauty.... The poem I wrote on the first day
of my surprise was named "The Awakening of the Waterfall'. The
waterfall, whose spirit lay dormant in its icebound isolation, was touched
by the sun and, bursting in a cataract of freedom, it found its finality in
an unending sacrifice, in a continual union with the sea. After four days
the vision passed away, and the lid hung down upon my inner sight. In
the dark, the world once again put on its disguise of the obscurity of an
ordinary fact. (Tagore 1958:94)
The 'intensified' vision is the poet's prerogative. His art lies in the beautification of
life and in striking a chord of concord between the glory of the Infinite and the selfdiscipline of the Finite. Here one is reminded of the closing lines from Tagore's "Two
Birds".
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Their love is intense with longing, but they never can fly wing to wing.
Through the bars of the cage they look, and vain is their wish to know each other
They flutter their wings in yearning, and sing, 'Come closer, my love!'
The free bird cries, ' It cannot be, I fear the closed doors of the cage'.
The cage bird whispers, 'Alas, my wings are powerless and dead'. (Das 1997: 85)

The two birds can be interpreted as the two states of reality (Finite and the Infinite)
and they share a critical 'affection' between them despite the apparent dichotomy. It is
the poet's imagination and vision that harmonise the disjunctive poles into a
comprehensive whole where unity resonates with the creative joy. (The Rig Veda says,
'Two birds, friends joined together clutch the same tree. One of them eats the fhiit; the
other looks on without eating'. 1.164.20 O'Flaherty 1994:78.) Tagore perceives in this
image the mutual relationship between the infinite being and the finite self The poet
combines both the bird within him - '...the objective one with its business of life, the
subjective one with its disinterested joy of vision'. (Ghosel978:24) The aesthetic
tension, evolving from this dialectic, is the key to the aesthetic freedom. A sense of
reality and a sense of truth as syntactic as we find in the aesthetic world, give a sense of
freedom that is rare in our mundane existence. This is the poet's freedom; it is his
'rhythm' (chandd). So the creativogenic features express themselves in the 'becoming'.
In the smithy of the poet's inner being the physical self is transmuted to the spiritual
stratum of aesthetic consciousness. It is the psycho-spiritual transformation that matters
in his aesthetic workshop. The real creation is in fine tuning to the tune of the Asim.
Tagore would choose to say, 'The ever-renewing force of your Ula filled my heart.'
(Radice 1995 : 88)

Wildly you roamed through the woods with your pulsing dances,
To whose rhythm and tempo I constantly matched my tunes Dancing beside you.(Radice 1995: 88)

The self-consciousness in the poet knows that the 'Great Master' plays; the
objects of the earth are woven by the fibres of his mind which is the universal mind as
well. It is through the instrument of his mind that He brings out the songs of creation.
Her smile will inspire my flute, raise songs of the triumph of beauty
In my poet's heart. (Radice 1995: 90)

Tagore goes beyond Croce to suggest the awakening of the finite experiential self
which marks the interfusion of the subject and the object in an aesthetic realisation that
consummates in the principle ofanatida. With the aid of an innate telesthetic tool, the
poet's mind partakes of the transempirical activities which are embosomed with
delight. The inner coherence, non-deviation, non-contradiction, and non-fluctuation
emphasise the poet's religion. The principle of ananda harmonises all the empirical
ramifications and the antinomies to flow unabated, free as it is, from the spatiotemporal infliction. It is the celebration of unification - the harmony in the synthesis of
Truth-Beauty-Goodness. His art is macerated in this 'joy' having the self-governing
principle that is unconditional and universal. It is the Lila. It is the rhythm of the inner
spirit free from the psychophysical or psycho-empirical laws of nature that admit: him
to the subtler ranges of truth. Like Collingwood, beauty for Tagore is a fact as it
appears to an individual, which means that desubjectification is individualistic and the
access to an ideal is resonated with suggestiveness and elasticity. The Referent and the
Reference are in focus in the fiision of the ideal and the true. So the artistic reality,
inhousing the Infinite, is an integral part of the poet's mind. This is the 'humanisation
of the Infinite'; it is an exploration of the perfect beauty of the Divinity (parama
stindara). The poet's expression of beauty is catholic. Ugliness is bom from the
imperfect realisation of Truth. The true poet comes to realise the harmony (sumiti) m
his soul and comprehends the harmony in the physical world ('....I know that I am not
a mere stranger resting in the wayside inn of this earth on my voyage of existence, but I
live in a world whose life is bound up with mine. The poet has known that the reality of
this world is personal.' Tagore 1945:73-4) and thus shares the gladness of creation. His
art springs from an inner quest, discipline and self-realisation; it is an open-ended
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system blessed with the tension among a thesis, anti-thesis and synthesis. It glows with
an inner strength, a trained imagination, severity, and moderation that promise to yield
a richer harvest. So in the expression of the inner realisations of his entire life lies
embedded the finality of meaning in the aesthetic realisation of the poet. Aided by
words, rhythm', and imagery the poet idealises his feelings and experiences in the
context of truth and beauty. The painter draws the beauty in the lines of his brush and
the poet in the music ("snares of music" Radice 1995: 90) and the inner joy. Siva
awakens within and without. He has felt the "Flux of Form" (Radice 1995: 88); the
wonder in his heart has "overflowed with its own extravagance"(Radice 1995:88) ; he
has the "... gleaming nectar-cup/ That the world hungers for^'. (ibid)
Age after age I come,
A poet, to your hermitage. I fill my basket with garlands of victory;
Irrepressible conquest shouts through the plangent rhythms of my verse.
By the force that drives my feelings, roses open
By the impulse of ecstatic discovery that opens new leaves,
I hurl forth my songs. " The Wakening of Siva" (Radice 1995 :89)
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CHAPTER XIV

The Concept of the Poet in the aesthetics of T.S. Eliot

Dissatisfied with the vagueness of impressionistic criticism, Eliot institutes a
scientific inquiry into the process by which a work is produced to account for its effect.
In spite of sharing the usual Modernist elitism, he most often files an apology for
traditional hierarchical values. Though a classicist, yet he did not intend to arrange and
systematise his ideas into a coherent theory of poetry. He vtas not interested in formal
definitions of poetry. What he sincerely attempted is to push the cause of his own new
kind of writing - 'But I believe that the critical writings of poets, of which in the past
there have been some very distinguished examples, owe a great deal of their interest to
the fact that the poet, at the back of his mind, if not as his ostensible purpose, is always
trying to defend the kind of poetry he is writing, or to formulate the kind that he wants
to write'.(Eliot 1957: 26) And for this some important concepts need to be critically
appraised for Eliot's concept of the poet owes a lot to such individualistic
interpretations.

We can begin with Eliot's concept of Tradition:

It involves, in the first place, the historical sense, which we may call
nearly indispensable to anyone who would continue to be a poet beyond
his twenty-fifth year; and the historical sense involves a perception, not
o?ily of the fastness of the past but of its presence; the historical sense
compels a man to write not merely with his ovm generation in his bones,
but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of Europe fi-om Homer
and within it the whole of the literature of his own country has a
simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. The
historical sense which is the sense of the timeless and of the temporal,
and of the timeless and the temporal together, is what makes a writer
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traditional. And it is at the same time what makes the writer most acutely
conscious of his place in time, of his contemporaneity. (Eliot 1960:49))
(italics are mine)

The poet is gifted with historical sense that brings about a fusion of the past and the
present in his sensibility. This stems the muddle of materials - chaotic, shifting, fluid ~
and renders an order. He has the sense of the 'living past' - the entire pattern of
emotion, feeling, moral, forms, rhythms and words is modified by the existing or
contemporary pattern. Eliot's tradition 'is a labile, self-transformative organism
extended in space and time, constantly reorganised by the present.' (Eagleton
1976:147) The poet, for Eliot, incarnates the past and the present and he is
conceptualised as the 'link' in the development in time. This extraordinary awareness
and assimilation of the past is the 'creative eye'.

We need an eye which can see the past in its place with its definite
differences from the present, and yet so lively that it shall be as present to
us as the present. This is the creative eye. (Eliot 1960:77)

So the poet is the individual whose importance is in the way he carries forward and
continues, through change and development. It is he who taps the latent resources in the
past; the creative process has the sense of continuity that leads to a significant structure
where the total complex of sensibility, form and language of the past impinge on the
present to create an 'ideal order'. Maud Ellmann writes:

'Tradition has no outside. Patiently digesting differences, the old
incorporates the new. In fact, the search for novelty strikes Eliot as a perilous
pursuit, more likely to 'discover the perverse' than the 'really new'....The
presence of the past has now become authoritarian, though Eliot conceals its
iron hand by sentimentalising its paternalism. If he suggests that literary
history is a play of differences with no fixed terms, no stable legislature, he
now submerges his suspicion in the rhetoric of organicism. He speaks as if
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tradition had emerged according to the laws of nature, rather than through the
social, economic and political exclusions which institute the canon by
expelling any works that challenge its hegemony. Spongeous and capacious,
tradition absorbs all friction into the serenity of its organic form. (Clarke
1990: 206)

The poet has the subtle sense to create a conformity between the old and the new
work of art where the supervention of novelty need not impair the delicate configuration
but only slightly alters the existing order; with auditory imagination the poet's mind
draws the principles whereby the 'relations, proportions, values of each work of art
toward the whole are readjusted', (Eliot 1960:50)
Therefore, the poet

can neither take the past as a lump, an indiscriminate bolus, nor can he
form himself wholly on one and two private admirations, nor can he
wholly form himself upon one preferred period.... The poet must be
conscious of the main current; which does not at all flow invariably
through the most distinguished reputations .... He must be aware that the
mind of Europe - the mind of his own country - a mind which he learns in
time to be much more important than his own private mind - is a mind
which changes and this change is a development which abandons nothing
en route, which does not superannuate either Shakespeare, or Homer, or
the rock drawing of Magdalenian draughtsmen. (51)

Eliot, it may be noted, is not conceptualising the poet's possession of the 'historical
sense' to historical knowledge or erudition. The poet is conceived io develop and
procure 'the consciousness of the past and that he should continue to develop this
consciousness throughout his career' (52). So a good deal of the poet belongs to the dim
aura of unconscious or semiconscious feelings around the clear centre of the conscious
mind. It is this consciousness that makes a poet at once contemporaneous and a
representative of the past, and his poetry at once more civilised and most primitive. .
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So in Eliot's concept of the poet, the true originality is merely a development. J. Hillis
Miller, himself a Geneva critic, has given a perceptive account of Eliot's concept of
tradition in phenomenological terms. Miller has used the term 'collective mind' for
what Eliot has called 'the mind of Europe'. In order to write poetry, the poet's mind has
to become a part of the collective mind which is possible only through the obliteration
of his historical personality. 'The poet can procure the consciousness of the past',
writes Miller, 'only by self-effacement, and must make a continual surrender of himself
as he is at the moment to something which is more valuable'. (1965:157) This is almost
like the mystic draining himself dry of mundane associations to enable him to forge a
relation with the Immanent. This process of emptying oneself is the process of
depersonalisation. The poet cannot have his complete meaning alone.
His significance, his appreciation, is the appreciation of his relation to the
dead poets and artists. You cannot value him alone; you must set him, for
contrast and comparison, among the dead. I mean this as a principle of
aesthetic, not merely historical criticism. (Eliot 1960:49)

So the poet universalises his identity at the very moment that he seems to be negated.
'The poet is most himself when he is least himself; most individual when he is most
bespoken; most intimate when he is taking his dictation from the dead....In Eliot the
literary past is undead, too, and just as irrepressible. ...At any rate, the dead in Eliot
would not be dead enough for Lewis. And it is the loop in time which reawakens them
in all their undiminished personality.' (Clarke 1990:208) However, this enthusiasm
does not generate the affinity for the 'freedom' that 'ruled' the nineteenth century.
Absolute freedom means absolute chaos and the poet's art has limitations within which
he is to work- limits which does not just confine but also sustain and preserve.
Eliot conceives of the poet as a delicate transforming machine and tries to analyse the
function of the machine so that he can safely advance his theory of impersonality of art.
However, Eliot, like Coleridge, brings in the value of mind in the creation of poetry.
But the mind that Eliot speaks is of a very different nature. It has none of the aura of a
philosophical and theological association. It is neutral and 'inert'. To Eliot the creative
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mind is entirely separate from the man. It is the task of the poet to create poetry out of
'emotions' and 'feelings' and transmute them into 'art emotion' which is distinct from
emotion as it exists in life.

Not only is art a 'transmutation' of suffering and passion, Eliot suggests, but
the better the art, the more complete the transmutation. This is an artist's
catharsis to match Aristotle's audience-catharsis and is actually, although
Eliot seems never to have noticed it, the very quintessence of romantic
individualism and Protestantism, a utilitarianism that finds the value of art in
its services to one superior individual, the artist, and thus the farthest extreme
from the tradition and from Catholic criteria of 'communion.(Clarke 1990:
124)

The mind of the poet is 'a receptacle for seizing and storing up numberless feelings,
phrases, images, which remain there until all the particles which can unite to form a new
compound are present together.' (Eliot 1960:55 emphases mine) It is the rhythm that is
the germ, that is the seed, the primeval shape of the new wholes of disparate experience
at the hour of their coming into existence. This rhythm is thus basic to the birth of
poetry and as a corollary, the relationship between music and poetry is vital. The idea
and the image come only after the birth of this rhythm; the ultimate product becomes a
structure of feelings and emotions. The poem which has been made becomes distinct,
impersonal, an object which exists in its own right without any reference to the private
life of the creator. Where Coleridge has tried to bring in the whole soul of man in
creating poetry, Eliot has succeeded in denying even the existence of the soul and
making the matter of creative activity a form of delicate instrumentation,

Valery was acutely conscious of the creative process or what he calls 'the drama of
creation'. In an answer to a question at the end of his lecture 'The Creation of Art',
Valery was more explicit and gave an idea of the type of poetry he wanted to write. The
process of writing, according to him, involves a sheer amount of calculation, of
prearranged details. He says: 'I have sometimes imagined constructing a literary work
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in a completely theoretical way; a work manufactured out of the whole cloth, planned
in its most minute details like a highly complex machine.' (Mathews 1964:137) We
have already found Eliot comparing the artistic creation with chemical combination.
Valery has recourse to the image of the dark room where a film is developed with
infinite care. The mind of the poet will concentrate on 'developing' the original germ
supplied to him by 'chance' in order to produce the desired effect. The object created
must include a long intellectual exercise. Valery, in fact, stresses the role of the intellect
in creating poetry and sees the vision of something absolutely ordered. In talking about
different types of original impulses leading to the birth of poems, he observes:

In another case a line came to me, obviously engendered by its
sound, its timbre. The meaning suggested by this unexpected
element of a poem, the image is evoked, the syntactical figure it
presented (an apposition), acted like a little crystal in a
supersaturated solution and led me as though by symmetry to
expect and to construct according to my expectation a beginning
before my line to prepare the way for it and justify its existence,
and after it a continuation to round out its effect. Thus from a
single line there developed, little by little, all the elements of a
poem, the subject, the tone, the type of prosody, etc.' (131)

This shows the extraordinary working of the poet's mind which can be qualified as
'theoretical meditation'. This is in some way analogous to the role of the mind in Eliot.
Coleridge, though a votary of imagination, was fully conscious of poetry being a
deliberate art. Valery, on the other hand, was aware of the 'sensational' basis of poetry
and Eliot could not ignore the 'unconscious' element in poetry, Herbert Read points out
that 'Valery was always aware of the dialectical nature of the creative process, the
drama of creation, as he called it'. (Mathews 1964:ix) The creative process of Eliot also
involves the duality.
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Coleridge in defining the function of the secondary imagination says that this
faculty 'dissolves', 'dissipates', in order to 'recreate'. By stressing the words,
'dissolves' and 'recreate' we may tentatively say that Coleridge is hinting at the way the
poet handles his perceptions, domiees and experiences. The experiences are not
transferred directly to the poem, but undergo a sort of processing. Perhaps this
exposition is not wholly implausible, because we find another poet (Baudelaire)
emphasising the process of destruction in order to recreate. Eliot comes closer to this
when he says that the mind of the poet will digest and transmute the passions which are
its material. In fact the mind of Eliot's Poet is typically modem. Here it would be
worthwhile to refer to McFarlane's brilliant interpretation of the 'modernist mind'.
A sense of the total relatedness of things, altogether different from those tightly
drawn causal links by which the positivist world had together, stimulated a
search for that mystic 'world of relationships' - Hofmannathal's Welt der
Bezuge - in which the role of the poet was that of'silent brother of all things',
who saw the world ...as an infinitely complex lattice of relationships, personal
to him, of which his mind was the centre and coordinator... the poet was able
to coordinate, in patterns appropriate to the new thinking, those disparate
elements which, following the fragmentation of the positivistic world, would
Otherwise have remained merely chaotic and unrelated. (1976:83) (italics mine)

So, a poet's mind is 'constantly amalgamating disparate experience; the ordinary
man's experience is chaotic, irregular, fragmentary. The latter falls in love, or reads
Spinoza, and these two experiences have nothing to do with each other, or with the
noise of the typewriter or the smell of cooking; in the mind of the poet these experiences
are always forming ?iew wholes.'(Etaighi, Chickera 1962:307-8) (italics are mine) The
mind of the poet, says Eliot,

would be magnetised in its own way, to select automatically in his
reading (from picture papers and cheap novels, indeed, as well as serious
books, and least likely from works of an abstract nature, though even
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these are ailment for some poetic minds) - an image, a phrase, a word which may be of use to him later. And this selection probably runs
through the whole of his conscious life. There might be the experience of
a child often, a small boy peering through sea-water in a rock-pool, and
finding a sea-anemone for the first time: the simple experience (not so
simple experience for an exceptional child as it looks) might lie dormant
in his mind, for twenty years, and reappear transformed in some versecontext charged with great imaginative pressure. (1959:78-9)

The mind of the poet works in its own free way, automatically, on anything and
everything that comes its way and fixes itself eternally on its screen. The poet is not an
ordinary man who shall remain perennially ungrafted with any striking experience and
who, forgetting it for ever, passes on to all that next comes his way.

Ezra Pound was of the opinion that poetry is 'a sort of inspired mathematics which
gives us equations, not for abstract figures, triangles, spheres and the like, but equations
for the human emotions.'(1910:5) To Pound the method of the Chinese ideogram was
quite fascinating. While reading the Chinese language he noted that it was not a mere
juggling of mental counters that he experienced, but it^an experience of watching things
W©J4C

out their fate. The appreciation of Pound for the Chinese ideographic method goes

a long way to explain the way his mind was working and how he expected language to
objectify the emotion sought to be communicated by the poet. Naturally, the poet is
supposed to communicate not through any abstractions; on the contrary his medium is
to be provided only by clear visual images, concrete and not at all abstract. The Chinese
method of ideogram allows no room for any vagueness: the "objective correlative"
provided by the character is precise and exact like a mathematical equation and one can
have no feeling of vagueness or haziness about the emotion or the idea which it seeks to
express. This is the very thing the poet seeks to attain. Indeed, what Eliot meant by
"objective correlative" is almost precisely, what Pound meant by his mathematical
equations. Eliot does not set about giving theoretical conclusions on the psychology of
poetry, which is the business of the psychologist, but he only points out certain mental
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states which result in artistic creation. What Eliot stresses is the special ability of the
mind which will enable us to maintain the autonomy of every field of activity and at the
same time perceive it in relation to every other. This ability is the product of a
systematic intellectual discipline which the poet possesses. So deliberating on the need
of discipline in the aesthetic faculty of the poet, Eliot writes,

In the common mind all interests are confused, and each degraded by the
confusion. And where they are confused, they cannot be related; in the
common mind any specialized activity is conceived as something isolated
fi-om life....To maintain the autonomy, a disinterestedness, of every
activity, and to perceive it in relation to every other, require a
considerable discipline. (1923: 421)

The discussion now invariably veers around the creative process in the poet's mind
contrary to any chance of spontaneity. It is triggered off by an 'obscure impulse', an
inert embryo or 'creative germ' which possesses no face or name. The poet is ordained
to fix the process by the resources of the words at his disposal. So the process is the
dialectic between the nameless impulse and the defining and decisive power of
language. The material cannot be spoken as having created or imposed its own form.

What happens is a simultaneous development of form and material; for the
form affects the material at every stage; and perhaps, all the material does is,
to repeat 'not that! not that!' in the face of each unsuccessful attempt at
formal organization; and finally the material is identified with its form.
(Eliot 1957:101)

Here the poet's voice is unobtrusively directing the process to its successful end (Cf
Ch. XIV Biographia LHerana),TheTe is no question of psychic automation as obscure
impulses cannot lead to a definite creation. The process has the control of reason and
subtle ability for selection that coordinates and discriminates between alternative
possibilities and resources of language, form and technique for the puipose of finding
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the appropriate verbal shape for the impulse. Here, under creation, the poet is in labour
which Spender points out as 'the hard race, the sweat and toil' (1955:52) For Eliot the
true poet is one who develops technique as originality for him is merely development.
(Shakespeare and Dante are major instances in this regard) So the poet's progress is
dual as there is a gradual accumulation of experience. This accretion of experience
forms a new whole and finds its appropriate expression. The poet is the man who needs
to develop the apposite technique - the 'technique of feeling'- and the discovery and
development of form through the right verse pattern and speech. He incorporates,
remodels, adapts or invents as occasion suggests.

Deliberating upon the essential attributes of a classic poet, Eliot emphasises
maturity. His The Metaphysical Poets' throws a great deal of light upon this point of
maturity. Eliot tells us that the poet who tries to find "verbal equivalents for his states of
mind and feelings" is heading towards maturity and is likely to last. (1951: 289) In other
words a progress towards the acquisition of finding objective correlative for his
emotions is a progress towards what he calls maturity. Thus viewed, it is a stage,
howsoever advanced, in the development of the poet's ability of communication. Now if
we turn to the essay The Tradition and the Individual Talent' we find that it is not only
to expression but also to content that the term 'Maturity' refers. There he remarks that
the difference between a mature and an immature poet is measured by their respecti\e
capacity to accept and transmute a variety of feeling emd emotion. Again, in 'Philip
Massinger', he provides us even with one of the surest ways of differentiating between
a mature and an immature poet:

One of the surest of tests is the way in which a poet borrows.
Immature poets imitate, mature poets steal; bad poets deface what they
take, and good poets make it into something better, or at least something
different. The good poet welds his theft into a whole of feeling which is
unique, utterly different from that from which it was torn; the bad poet
throws it into something which has no cohesion. A good poet will usually
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borrow from authors remote in time, or alien in language, or diverse in
interest. (1928: 125)

The last sentence, indeed, reveals Eliot's practical grasp as a poet. Obviously the poet
will not borrow from his contemporaries because then he will be dull and uninteresting
and more liable to be easily deflated as a borrower. Thus, an Eliot could freely glean
from a Baudelaire, a Dante, the Hindu Upanishads, the French and Latin Poets, the
Buddha and St. Augustine. An enrichment of his own tradition will, of course, bolster
his effort. And, if he goes to the themes of diverse interests then also the poet can
produce something non dull, something interesting and striking and not a mere copy but
something strikingly original, a result of a well-digested assimilation.

A classic poet, Eliot holds, exhausts the language through which he expresses
himself. It is not every language that can produce a classic. It is a sheer matter of luck; it
is also the fusion of various elements of a language that helps it to qualify for this
particular transformation. One such language, according to Eliot, was Latin. It could
produce a Virgil who exhausted the language and after him Latin in that form could
never again serve as a vehicle to another equally great a poet. English language has
failed to qualify for this purpose. On the contrary, English has so much variety in it;
though it has failed to produce a classic which could have exhausted the whole
language, it has produced poets who exhausted its various forms of expression. The
concern of the classic poet is not with a narrow range of sensibility of thought and
feeling. On the other hand the classic poet,

must within its formal limitations, express the maximum possible of the
whole range of feeling which represents the character of the people who
speak the language. It ^^dll represent this at its best, and it will also have
the widest appeal: among the people to which it belongs. It will find its
response among all classes and conditions of men. (Eliot 1957: 69)
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Besides, the classic poet, being universal, sets the standard and serves as a
yardstick to measure the attainments and deficiencies of the other poets. Virgil, the
classic poet in Eliot's concept, is not provincial and insular. He is a poet who possesses
the highly essential attribute of Universality. 'It is the importance of that civilisation
and of that language, as well as the comprehensiveness of the mind of the poet, which
gives the universality.' (Eliot 1957:55 italics mine) To Eliot the whole of European
literature is one whole, and its blood-stream is Greco-Roman. He claims Virgil as the
standard of the whole of Europe - irrespective of all its diversity of languages,
literatures, national cultures and traditions. He is "the classic of all Europe" (73),
declares Eliot, without any reservations. It is not necessary that the production of a
classic should be repeated, as a classic is a permanent touchstone. This standard set by
the classic poet frees the European literatures from 'chaos' and helps establish 'order.'

However, the Eliotian poet is not simply a man possessed with a greater degree of
consciousness than the other people. He differs from them as an individual also and, in
this respect, each poet is different even from the other poets. What distinguishes him
essentially is the possession of a faculty by which he can make his readers share
consciously in the new feelings which they had never experienced before. The poet to
Eliot is not the social reformer. His duty to his people is, at best, only indirect. His first
and foremost duty, rather his direct duty is to language. This he is to perform in a dual
manner: first, he is to preserve his language, and second, he is to extend and improve it.
But lest we should misunderstand his point, he makes it clear that the poet does act as
an agent of social change though he never seeks to do so directly or consciously. While
seeking to express what other people feel he is also changing the feeling by making it
more conscious. He is making the people more aware of what they feel already, and,
therefore, is teaching them something about themselves. (1957:9) Thus the poet works
by touching the hidden chords of human personality. He shapes and moulds any
conscious effort and never dons the robes of a moralist reformer-preacher. Integrity of
style or speech is supposed to be his highest concern.

So here I am, in the middle of the way, having had twenty years -
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,

Twenty years largely wasted, the years of I'entreduex gueaes
Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt
In a wholly new start,...

("East Coker", V, 172-75)

So the poet wrestles with the ambiguity of the language and the more he is successful
with his tryst with language the better is the form.

Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, under the burden,
Under the tension, slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, will not stay in place
Will not stay still

( "Burnt Norton" V 149-53)

That makes the poet's endeavours,

... a raid on the inarticulate
With shabby equipment always deteriorating
In the general mess of imprecision of feeling,
Undisciplined squads of emotions. ("East Coker" V 179-82)
The poet's tussle with language decrees a sensibility towards the 'dialect of the
tribe'("Little Gidding" II 129). He is envisioned to purify it which goes to show a
healthy corelation between sensibility and language. The poet's duty lies in infusing
vitality and order over the encrustation of stale and stilted stylistic conventions. He
must purge language of the encroachment of abstractions, inject suppleness and variety
and with rhythmic modulation align the principles of stability and order. This closely
resembles Hulme's poet who is engaged in 'a terrific struggle with language'. (Hulme
1936:132) The highest form of poetic activity is ' the avoidance of conventional
language in order to get the exact curve of the thing'. (137) Language, for the poet, then
becomes the 'well oiled fire-engine',
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... (where every word is at home),
Taking its place to support the others
The word neither diffident nor ostentatious,
An easy commerce of the old and the new,
The common word exact without vulgarity,
The formal word precise but not pedantic,
The complete consort dancing together. ("Little Gidding" V 217-223)
EHot's poet is the dislocator of language. He is like Hulme's poet who can jolt the
reader out of his stale linguistic habits - 'every word in the language originate[d] as a
live metaphor'.(Hulme 1936:152) Vitality is the predominant feature in his poetic
expression. The poet must become more and more comprehensive, more allusive, more
indirect, in order to force, to dislocate if necessary, language into his meaning. The poet
needs to release the innate potentialities of language and harmonise 'vitality' and
'order', sensibility with language. He is the individual whose concern with language is
wider and deeper where the awareness of language leads him to use it as creative.

And a language is always changing; its developments in vocabulary, in
syntax, pronunciation and intonation - even, in the long run, its
deterioration - must be accepted by the poet and be made the best of He
in turn has the privilege of contributing to the development and
maintaining the quality, the capacity of the language to express a wide
range, and subtle gradation, of feeling and emotion; his task is both to
respond to change and make it conscious, and to battle against
degradation below the standards which he has learnt from the past. The
liberties that he may take are for the sake of order (Eliot 1957:37-8)

It is this order that the true poet is capable of maintaining - striking the balance between
the fixity and flux in language. It is the maintenance of strength^ subtlety and the
presentation of the quality of feeling. Eliot's poet knows the purity he has to maintain,
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combining in a fine balance vigour, sensitivity, resilience with clarity, stability and
order.

Out of the meaningless practical shapes of all that is
living or lifeless
Joined with the artist's eye, new life, new form, new
colour.
Out of the sea of sound the life of music,
Out of the slimy mud of words, out of the sleet and hail
of verbal imprecisions,
Approximate thoughts and feelings, words that have
taken the place of thoughts and feelings,
There spring the perfect order of speech, and the beauty
of incantation.

(The Rock, Chorus IX 19-24)

This beauty and order are composed by the real poet's strength and submission. The
poet needs to continue the struggle for the maintenance of a living language. He must
strive for the proper upkeep of its subtlety and the quality of feeling in every generation.
In his absence he should leave behind 'standards' for his acolytes to take up the
struggle.

Eliot maintained that some standard of correct poetic diction is essential for the
poet to communicate his emotion. But while doing so, unlike Wordsworth, he refuses to
go to the extremes. He cautions us by pointing out that: Toetry must not stray too far
from the ordinary everyday language that we use and hear.'(Eliot 1957:21)

And, lest we should make the mistake of reaching too close to the spoken
language around us, in his essay 'Charles Whibley', we have his severe warning:
An identical spoken and written language would be practically intolerable. If
we spoke as we write we should.find no one to listen: and if we wrote as we
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spoke we should find no one to read. The spoken and the written language must
not be too near together, as they must not be too far apart. (1951:497)
Eliot as is his wont, very rarely overshoots in his general, theoretical utterances and
very skilfully keeps the middle path even in the present case also. He does not mean
that the poet is to make the actual language, the actual speech of the people, his
medium. On the other hand, what is entirely different from this, he is not to move so far
from their language that may have no scope to reach down to the level of the masses
and thus, fail to influence the nation as a whole. The actual speech of the people is at
best a source of the material out of which he must make his poetry. Eliot lays down that:

He [the poet] must, like the sculptor, be faithful to the material in which he
works ; it is out of sounds that he has heard that he must make his melody
and harmony. ( Eliot 1957:24)

The poetic diction of the Eliotian poet is not something fixed, static or dead. On the
contrary, it is dynamic, undergoing a constant change, and is neither identical with, nor
too remote from current speech. A remark of Dr. Johnson made in his essay on Dryden
fmds some favour with Eliot.

Words too familiar, or too remote, defeat the purpose of the poet. From those
sounds which we hear on small or on coarse occasions, we do not easily
receive strong impressions, or delightful images; and words to which we are
nearly strangers, whenever they occur, draw that attention to themselves which
they should transmit to things. (185)

He adds to this view his own that such words are allowed to be used if the writer's aim
is to focus on the word itself or if it is the only word suitable for expression. The
aesthetics of creation advocates the necessity of a common style because without it the
task of communication for the poet becomes a very difficult one. According to him
rnuch of the so called 'wiiflil obscurity' of the modem writer is the product of this lack
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of a common style. The presence of a common style demands of the writer a great deal
of talent and labour; there is an exacting pressure on the fount of the poet's originality
while he works within the limits of that common style. For this purpose he has to
concentrate on the attainment of the finer shades of distinction, rather than to become
whimsical and wilful in an effort to be different from the others. He has, indeed, to
strive for precision and clarity.

The music of a word is, so to speak, at a point of intersection; it arises from
its relation first to the words immediately preceding and following it, and
indefinitely to the rest of its context; and from another relation, that of its
immediate meaning in that context to all other meanings which it has had in
other contexts, to its greater or less wealth of association. Not all words,
obviously, are equally rich and well-connected: it is a part of the business of
the poet to dispose the richer among the poorer, at the right points, and we
cannot afford to load a poem too heavily with the former - for it is only at
certain moments that a word can be made to insinuate the whole history of a
language and a civilization. (32-3)

This elaboration offered by Eliot makes us see how seriously he looks at the functions
that a word can perform; its potential extends to the horizons of the infinite so much so
that it can revive in a flash the whole history of a language and a civilisation. So the
poet has to be extra meticulous while handling his words: and this also naturally speaks
of the way Eliot uses his words. The wealth of association evoked by a word is just
fundamental to all the poetry (as that of Eliot himself) that relies so heavily upon the
technique of allusion and cross reference.

It is the context that determines the music, the tone and also the meaning conveyed
by a word: not the immediate context but the whole context offered by the 'dialect of the
tribe', the language of the people. The fUIlest communication made by a word is found
in every phrase and the sentence that is right. For the poet the word must fit in its proper
place. It evokes all the connotations generated by its previous use in the language and
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seeks further to estabhsh a flow or current of perception with all its fresh connotations.
It has to be the exact word for the purpose of the poet's art but all vulgarity (which here,
naturally, is the opposite of over-refinement) is to be kept out. Thus the poet is
supposed to walk on the razor's edge because he has to maintain a very delicate balance:
the common as well as the formal word that is precise to his purpose is also to be devoid
of both vulgarity and pedantry. Only thus can he succeed in tiding over the problem of
communication.

The poet needs to draw a circle beyond which he does not trespass; his aesthetics
works under the dialectic of two hemispheres - one is the actual life which is always his
'material', and the other is the abstraction from actual life which is a necessary
condition to the creation of the work of art. His circumference is symptomatic of his
range, the extent of the area of experience he has explored and the formal technical and
linguistic resources he has exploited. The poet, for Eliot, has to have genuineness but
also abundance, variety and complete competence. He is the man with a 'scrupulous
attention' to and responsibility for language of which he is the servant rather than the
master without being oblivious of the width of emotional range. Also

the great poet should not only perceive and distinguish more clearly
than other men, the colours or sounds within the range of ordinary
vision or hearing; he should perceive vibrations beyond the range of
ordinary men, and be able to make men see and hear more at each end
than they could ever see or hear without his help.
(Hayward 1955:100-1)

This clearly ordains the poet with extraordinary felicity and power - Wordsworth's
comprehensive soul, Coleridge's "genius' in the true poet or ih.t pratibha in the seer in
Sanskrit aesthetics. He is the one who has the comprehensive vision and breadth of
perception that restore a tradition and retwine as many straying strands of tradition as
possible in his creation. It is with this ability that he produces 'some new experience, or
some fresh understanding of the familiar or the expression of something we have
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experienced but have no words for, which enlarges our consciousness or refines our
sensibility (Eliot 1957:18) The poet is the man who imposes, through his art a credible
order upon ordinary reality which hands down a condition of serenity, stillness and
reconciliation to us. In fact Eliot conceptualises the poet as a man who has an
extraordinary sense of organisation and inspiration. The control and poetic automation
press upon each other to evolve the delicate point of creation. It is the real poet who is
never unconscious where he ought to be conscious and conscious where he ought to be
unconscious.

There is a great deal, in the writing of poetry, which must be conscious and
deliberate. In fact, the bad poet is usually unconscious when he ought to be
conscious, and conscious where he ought to be unconscious. Both errors
tend to make him personal. (Eliot 1960:58) (italics mine)
Here Eliot is close to Coleridge for whom the poet's art need to involve an
interpenetration of passion and will, spontaneous impulse and voluntary purpose.

Having discussed language what one should be curious about is the relationship it
has with thought, with the poet as the mediator. Eliot distinguishes between the poet
who 'thinks' and the poet who does not. The former is capable of expressing the
emotional equivalent of thought. In the felt experience of the poet 'ideas' exist as ideas
at the disposal of the poet for him to excavate the intrinsic value. It is he who could
make the truth more fully real to us. Here is an obvious analogy with Susanne Langer
where we fmd the poem or artistic phenomenon as nondiscursive - the product exists as
a totality. (1942: 212) One can argue that it is the presentation that matters for the poet
does not allow 'thought' to remain as it is in the product; he transmutes it into a
complex experience suitably inhoused in a verbal structure. The true poet, for Eliot,
develops a mechanism of sensibility (infusion of intellect and emotion) that can devour
any kind of experience. Donne is the representative poet here for whom thought was an
experience; his sensibility was modified by it. Eliot is not wholly correct when he
points out that in the seventeenth century a dissociation of sensibility set in, from which
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we have never recovered. Wordsworth, Coleridge, Yeats in many instances repudiate
such claims. However, our thesis does not demand any involvement in the controversy.

However, should the poet believe his thoughts? For Eliot, he need not. As
metaphysicians mjike metaphysics, the bee makes honey, the spider secretes filament,
the poet makes poetry. The poet does not have the mandate on him to believe. His job is
to do. Donne did not have to believe. Like a magpie he culled various shining fi^agments
of ideas that caught his eye and laid them in the various rooms and spaces of his verse,
The Eliotian poet does it by an inner equilibrium which Eliot calls the 'wit' - the
capacity to harmonise disparate tones and attitudes. By 'wit' EHot means what Remy de
Gourmont meant by irony in his analysis of Laforgue's techniques. So belief and
unbelief do not figure significantly in the poesis for, in the final analysis one focusses
on the crystallisation of 'ideas'^'leading to a coherence. Eliot would prefer the poet who
can illustrate a sane attitude towards the mystery of life. There exists a moral awareness
linking the poet to his own time and to other times. It is a moral insight into the facts of
life which intensify the significance of the end product. Eliot, echoing Gourmont,
believes that the great poet while he writes himself writes his time as well. He is the
most sensitive point, the spiritual barometer; the intensity of his work is not merely
aesthetic but also moral. His aesthetic integrity comprehends and implies moral
integrity.

The essential is to get upon the stage this precise statement of life which is at
the same time a point of view, a world - a world which the author's mind has
subjected to a complete process of simplification (Eliot 1960:68)

It is for this that Baudelaire finds praise, as his poetic concern is not with demons or
black masses or romantic blasphemy but with the real problem of good and evil.
However, the moral reality should not be propagandist; the poet's art enlarges our
consciousness and refines our sensibility, communicating a new experience and fresh
understanding of the familiar. This mora! reality is no where close to the simple pietism
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of Ruskin or Tolstoy but close to Henry James who believed that the more a work of art
feels at its source, the richer it is.

So, within the complexity of modem poetics, Eliot's poet needs to be intelligent for
the more intelligent he is the more varied will be his interest. Eliot is suspicious of
poetry that attracts or appeals to a crowd of people. His poet can straightaway
communicate to a small but chosen people - elite and advanced. It is to this small elite
that the poet first communicates his emotion. It is through this upper strata of society
that the influence of the poet seeps down to the people through the popular poets. This
only means that poetry of a high order remains in advance of the popular ken and takes
its hold upon the people only slowly. The spirit of modernism made poetry

become an 'intolerable wrestle with words and meanings', a hauling and
straining, a racking of the mind's power of comprehension. Older and more
traditional definitions of poetry - the spontaneous overflow of powerful
feeling, the best words in the best order - were impatiently dismissed.
Obsessive attempts to say 'the unsayable' made extreme demands on the
mind's elasticity. Not only literature but all art of the period seemed to be
intent on stretching the mind beyond the very limits of human understanding.
(McFariane 1976:72)

Anti-Wordsworthian in nature, the aesthetics of Eliot's poet clearly exhibits the poet as
a man with remarkable 'elasticity' to endure the strain of comprehension. It is a wholly
new kind of stress which Eliot's poet is well equipped to encounter. So the concept of
the poet thoroughly alters its focus, character and impact. The hermetic character of
poetry, its complexity of thought and language, experiments in expression and the
gradual extinction of the dominance of the personality of the poet were enough
indicators for another upheaval that seemed to loom in the lurch.
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CHAPTER XV

Recentering of the Poet: The Postmodern

Perspective

Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb,
I arise and unbuild it again. (Shelley, 'The Cloud" 83-4)

From Descartes to Derrida there has been a gradual death of the creative self in
Western philosophy. Under cultural pluralism and the dislocation of the logocentric
system, the lone voice of the hieratic poet suffers a serious marginality giving way to
the poetic of 'plurality' and ceaseless interpretability of textuality. The poem as we
normally recognise disappears into a network of signs, a 'jouissant affirmation of
indeterminacy, a dance of the pen, a Dionysian threshing floor'.(Burkel992:24) At the
hands of the constructivist anti-humanist theorists the poet is desacralised and all forms
of theocentric auteurism is deemed outlandish. Refusing to ascribe a 'secret' to the
text, we encounter a 'counter theological' and 'revolutionary activity' 'for to refuse to
halt meaning is finally to refiise God and his hypostases, reason, science, the law'
(Barthes 1986:54)

So truth cannot return in her traditional logocentric forms. Truth cannot
unveil herself and display her naked charms to the rapacious gaze of man
or present herself as a clear and distinct idea to the mind's eye. She cannot
be laid out in philosophical propositions or adequately represented in
language or in sensuous form. Savoir (knowledge) can longer be identified
with sa-voir - literally, his seeing; homonimically {ca-voif), seeing it.
(Bannet 1993 :51)
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So however much we desubstantialise our thinking, and leave aside the textual monism
with a foundationalist rationale where the author is the auctor vitae or 'transcendental
signified', the artist pushes the horizon of the artefact to lurk subjunctively in the critic
who is engrossed in a near demented text-digging to stamp his significance. The poem
may exist as a sea of signs with multiple referents; as an open ended system sponsored
by ecriture. But can we decimate the objectivity of the text in the first place? Does not
the subjective reality of the text with its bounds and boundlessness trigger a
multivocality of. significance? If the critic vibrates the text with an overplus of
signification, was it not an inspiration from the 'inaugural' text? How could we
obfuscate the man who blew, as it were, the 'linguistic structure' out in the initial
instance? One remembers that Brihaspati, the poet-philosopher in Rjg Veda blows out
the birth of the gods. This act of blowing brings out the dialectic between what is from
what was not. Postmodernist tendencies where 'anjfthing goes' would have unabashed
militancy against such a concept which however, cannot outplace what is in the teeth of
what could be. Beyond the thraldom of univocity of significance where textual reading
has unimpeded significative possibilities, the metaphysics of 'presence' acknowledges
the 'arranger' of signs whose arrangement comes to be subverted and also a voice that
could possibly order meaning(s) out. Astoundingly, Stanley Fish denies the existence
of textual meaning or any text independent of the reader's constitution of it. Felperin
rightly argues that 'if Fish's tail-chasing theory avoids the pitfalls of that large body of
contemporary theorizing that seeks to prescribe practice, it does so at the high cost of
withholding any practical gttidance whatever in doing what we would do anyway,
since the reader's operations are quite literally beyond 'his' control. Who needs or
wants a theory that is, in this strict sense, inconsequential?'(1985:211). This
'inconsequentiality' could render serious body blows to the edifice of critical practice
which without Culler's 'literary competence' and Holland's 'reason' in critique would
patently encourage an absurd travesty of interpretation. This amusing obligation to be
'interesting' with acentred nomadological and schizoid interpretation could lead to
critical 'caprice'. Barret points out the shockingly hyperbolic symbolic matrix of
Frost's "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" where the deconstructionist would
never take the "woods" as woods but 'could be anything dark and inviting - perhaps the
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female genitalia, to whose seductiveness the poet would, but for various reasons cannot,
yield, etc., etc....' (Barret 1987;129).However much we accept the amoiphous semantic
space and the rhizomatic textual existence and eschew a seeming polarisation on
auteurist criticism, criticism needs to imbibe what the Sanskrit aesthetics would
attribute as auchitya ('justness'). (This is with due regard to Eliot's perception over a
dubiety about the fiiture of interpretation). Here side stepping the pitfalls of
autodeconstructionism, the poem can exist as a linguistic construct - without an
overzealous burial of the constructor - awaiting revelatory utterances from the
'interpreter'.(This is no 'interpretive fallacy' as the reader and the writer maintain the
sanctity of their domain and 'secondary interpretive texts' cannot be 'semantically
equivalent to the literary text', Bagwell 1986; 43-4) In Iserian synthesis 'ideation'
{Vorstellung) as opposed to ^perception'(Wahrmhmung) would lead the interpreter to
the 'blanks' {Leerstelleti\ the 'suspended connectibility' in the text on the syntagmatic
axis that forges a text-ure in the Text. Surface signs of the authorial reification could be
Iser's negativity that braces up to the 'hidden cause' for a readerly sally at the
unformulated constellations.

In a revisionary impetus, the poet's determinate or unilinearity of design are '^
transcended much in the same way in which Derrida discusses counter-metaphysical
writers like Nietzsche, Heidegger or Levinas. The referentiality of the text that leads to
the remonumentalisation is bom from the inherent signification . 'True, text can no
longer be thought to carry a "message" from author to reader nor to have any
autonomous identity, since they are always already each reader's self-replication and
have no fimction other than to reinforce and prolong reader (and author) identity. '(Ray
1984:68) The recognition of authorialism, euphemistically the textual givens, lends to
the decomposition-recomposition dialectic its much needed propriety. Ellis is very
close to the truth when he points out that 'to postulate a sign that simply played
indefinitely and infinitely against other signs is to imagine one with no distinct
character at all, i.e., one not recognizable as having any shape or fiinction of its own.
That produces not more and richer meaning , as advocates of this position like to think ,
but no meaning at all'.(1989:118) For us the inceptive text has the signs with distinctive
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shape and function that 'recognizably sets it apart form other signs.'(ibid) Countering
the preposterous resonance of Frost's poem, as given by Barret, we can choose the
inceptive text with its own dinstinctive signs to formulate an analysis that construes
'intention' and intepretation'. This is not just what the writer meant, but how he may
have meant us to take that text. It is the 'woods' that infuse the moment of reflection the 'lovely, dark and deep' phase of life - which leads to a resolution to keep
'promises'. In fact the realisation that 'miles' remain to be travelled is the supreme
discovery. This realisation etches out a 'design' before man where 'sleep' comes to
mean a meditative pause, a restive inertia, that doles out peace, harmony and rest. The
text, in a striking layer of meaning, can reveal that the man riding the horse, is riding
his material self for long. This initiates the horse's failure to understand the meaning of
the halt for the malaise of a conflict between the spiritual and the material selves of
existence is brought to the fore. The man stops in the wood, lovely and dark, to focus
deep down within him for the real wealth that has been accumulating ever since man
rode the 'horse'. This self-introspection is necessary in the run up to 'sleep', which
could be death or final consummation.(Ghosh 2000: 48-50)
Indisputably, the success is in exceeding the poet's conscious purpose - the intention
of the poet is never the final creator. The poet, as Eliot has argued, may hardly be aware
of what he is communicating. Hirsch's statement that all uses of language are ethically
governed by the intention of the. author (1976; 91), is unacceptable for, the author
cannot live as the sole detOTniner of his work but can obviously survive the critical
outrage of the anti-intentionalists by remaining as a block, if not the most essential, in
the textual architecture. So the 'understanding' and 'intention' without being at
loggerheads or entirely sponsorial on levels of mutuality could foster an interpretation,
that reverberates the textual 'voids' whhout disambiguating the authorial 'point of
view'. Even though it may be admitted that 'not just occasionally but always, the
meaning of a text goes beyond the author' (Gadamerl989: 296) yet the 'linguistic
arrangement' that spawned the whole saga of hitherto untracked tracks of meaning is
the 'unrealised' or 'blindness' of the creative self This incubates on the corridor of the
'unfounded' and 'unthought' with startling ramifications - the Derridian dissemination.
The critic, the sign-seeker, can situate him/herself in a 'prestructural activity' and
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fitting the 'diverse perspectives into a gradually evolving pattern' (Iserl978:35)
augments the 'meaning' whh his text iecriUtre) - ' he has not shown infinite meaning
but instead additional, specijtcally stated

meaning that has been ignored in an

inadequate account of the text. The critic has shown something particular, he deludes
himself

if

he

thinks

he

has

shown

something

indeterminate

and

indiscriminate.(ElIisl989-.118) Ellis contends with a strange 'curiousness' in Fish's
logic that 'if there are two opposing views of the text, one cannot appeal to the text,
because that is simply the locus of the dispute. Given Fish's logic, no knowledge of any
kind is possible, for if two people make opposing statements about anything, the mere
fact that they are different prevents any further investigation into the adequacy of the
either by looking at what it was that the two purported to be talking about'. (123) So the
text cannot be the basis for deciding on the weakness, blemish and misdirection for that
would prevent a feisty leap into the infinite space of untamed subjectivity. That the
argument revolves around the impossibility to assign 'weight' in the event of a conflict
of view sounds apocryphal. Every opinion cannot be equally valid. As conflated with
my interpretation, the explanation to the Frost's poem that Barret quotes, could only
have grown riding on the monstrously reckless wings of critical discourse. It is an
instance of wrijing about the text without reading it. The validity of the authorial
intention may be largely ambushed with credible accretion of significance generated
fi-om the fluid sign-system; but a total freedom that heralds the mark of the writer as
being 'reduced to nothing more than the singularity of his absence' {Lodge 1988: 198)
is an impossible notion. To thwart such critical vandalism would require an implicit
authorial resuscitation. When Hirsch writes - 'it may be asserted as a general rule that
whenever a reader confronts two interpretations which impose different emphases on
similar meaning components, at least one of the interpretations must be wrong' (1967:
•230) - he strictly ant^onises Fish in a mislaboured argument. The critic can exists with
his hemispheric dominance without terrorising the text. Here one may pause to note in
O/Grammatohgy:
The writer writes /// a language and in a logic whose proper system, laws,
and life his discourse by definition cannot dominate absolutely. He uses
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them only by letting himself, after a fashion and up to a point, be
governed by the system. And the reading must always aim at a certain
relationship, unperceived by the writer, between what he commands and
what he does not command of the patterns of the language that he uses.
(Spivak 1994: 158)

So authorial meaning has its place with the differing spectrum of readerly
introspection to evolve a conflict that contributes to the enhancement of knowledge. In
a 'bi-active' process, it is critically precarious to believe that a poem really means
whatever any reader seriously believes it to mean. Faick vents a consternation over the
evolution of language in post-structuralism where 'language simply evolves as it does,
and no question can usually be asked about the spiritual - or even the physical situation of the experiencing human beings who are the means by which such evolution
occurs. It is at this point that post-structuralism falls into incoherence, since the preexperiential human awareness, or Man as a source of experienceable meaning, cannot
in fact disappear unless he reverts entirely to nature and loses altogether the conceptual
and world-referential mode of comprehension which comes to him through his
possession of language'. (1989: 101-2) Holland points out the inconsistency in the
argument that since one needs a linguist to tell what it is that one knows, the status and
nature of the T which knows, is cast under a cloud. He argues, 'If, for example, I do
not understand the working of my hip, if I have to ask an orthopedist to find out what it
is I am walking on, does it follow that I am called into question?'(1992:168)
Substantiating Falck fiirther one can say that unacknowledgement of the self need not
mean its dismissal. Wittgenstein has a logical thesis founded on a metaphor namely that
just as the eye is not the part of the visible field, the philosophical I does not exist. This
can be interpreted in more than one way in a very crucial passage in Critique of Pure
Reason where Kant has remarked that the phrase 'I think' accompanies judgement and
knowledge claim. Self for Kant, is transcendentally apperceived; the cogniser, the
knower, the philosophical I are transcendent to the domains of knowledge. Frost's
poem is a unique text; it is not Yeats' "Among School Children". Pluralism in
signification is critically decorous to the point that its borders of singularity of existence
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are not perilously attenuated. Perambulatory interpretations egged on by whatever the
mind chooses to say could mean that Frost's poem blots out the divide with Yeats'
composition in an appalling medley. The authorial intention constructs the first premise
of meaning that sust^ns itself in its transcendence. With the declarative and descriptive
textual stratification, the inner dynamics seizes on the programmatic and the operative
intention. The poet, in a way, lives in the 'unintended'- the hiatus between gesture and
statement. In the revisionist perspective, the readerly forays identify the locale of an
authorial voice and prepares to 'slay the father' at the crossing. This 'marking' of the
place for an introjection and 'overturning' is knowing in belief of a 'presence' or a
'voice'.

Deconstruction is justified in attributing creativity to critics. But what

disqualifies it from coherence and cogency is the carie blanche that revels in debunking
the author. If imagination is the creative afflatus in the critic's tool so also it is of the
author. What can be sufficiently argued is that no anarchic critical maelstrom,
anauchitya, devoid of the rethinking of one's thinking, can differentiate Shakespeare's
and Sidney's sonnets without attributing one to the other. An attitude- what the critic
has done he has done - would exonerate the imputation of 'consequence' that
responsible animadversion brings in its trail. The virtues of'discrimination', de rigueur
to the 'sanity of criticism', would be mashed at our own peril and dissolution of the
essential divide between the two voices would tantamount to critical perversion. So
poststructiiralism, limited by its conceptual framework, cannot recognise a text's
artistic success or failure; the demarcation between great writer and poor writer/ great
criticism and poor criticism is debunked. The dismal desuetude of 'literary competence'
leaves normal (intonating 'proper' but not 'right') criticism with a ring of primitive
discordance which is unfortunate for mere insistence on one's individual response
precludes any room for critical improvement beyond the initial stage of thought. It may
be tepidly admitted that autho-centric truth of prevalent reality can spark off a
'direction' that subsidises to critical calls. This understanding of literature, in a way,
justifies the implied author's peripheralisation of the empirical author as Paul de Man
expatiates in the essay 'Impersonality in the Criticism of Maurice Blanchot'. That in the
askesis of depersonalisation, Blanchot, endeavours to conceptualise the literary work as
an autonomous entity, a 'consciousness without a subject', involves a negativism
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bordering on an extreme purification that wrenches out elements from everyday
experience and human interaction 'all reifying tendencies that tend to equate work with
natural objects', (de Man 1983;78) In the reversal of tendencies is inherent a rooting
towards a 'subject'. Blanchot stresses meaningfully the process of mediation in the act
of reading. In his exegesis on Mallarme he makes allowance for the poet's voice in this
essential reading process. 'He has been abolished and has vanished as the dramatic
centre of his work, but this very annihilation has put him into contact with the
reappearing and disappearing essence of the Book, with the ceaseless oscillation which
is the main statement of the work,' (77) So absolute impersonality is deconstructed and
substantiating further Booth consigns the 'untransmuted biases' to oblivia in a
restructuring that involves empirical moulting. When the author writes,' he creates not
simply an ideal, impersonal man in general but an implied version of himself. (1973:
70) Even when Barthes admits the authorial ingress by the backdoor, an inscription of
himself in the text 'as one of his characters, as another figure sewn into the rug' (1979:
78), the implied authorship is irrefutable.
A constative statement - A candle bums limply near the window - when rendered to
a poetic form, can branch out into several strata of meaning. A modest rendition would
appear like this:

A burning candle, limp and low,
It bums to bum near the window.

To obviate the lines of 'identity' between poetry and non-poetry under the facetious
assumption that all discourse are hooded under the blanket of echture is sheer naivety.
Admitting Holland's statement - 'meaning whether we are talking simply of putting
black marks together to form words or much more complex process of putting words
together to form theme do not inhere in the words-on-the-page but like beauty, in the
eye of the beholder' (1975: 98) - to our advantage we can assert that the poetic
construct has a kind of rhythmic or gestural quality that reveals 'the before
unapprehended relations of things'.(Jones 1919:123) The personal idiosyncratic quality
- the transcoding ability - is brought to bear on the text when the poetic structure
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encourages a pursuit of signs. The tyrannical graphocentricism of the text needs a
conscious denial with obvious reference to the ego, or cogiio, and the text can be
likened to 'a violet by a mossy stone / half hidden from the eye. (Wordsworth, "She
Dwelt Among the Untrodden Ways" 5-6); This is the expressiveness or the revelatory
interests of the text. Here runs a 'possible' interpretation;

The burning candle is the decadent existential circuit of mortal man
beleaguered by his broiling milieu. It holds the fire to bum but not to spread
light; it bums to perish in its infructous burning. The conventions of
symbolic extrapolations bring the window to stand for the hope that would
'carry' the burning mortal existence to the outer space of 'expansive'
composure, linking the exhaustible with the inexhaustible being. The flame
in its depressing glow awaits the gusts from the window either to douse
itself or lend a shiver to the burning - an added degree to the brightness. The
window is a beckoning to an 'ambiguity' - the equivocationality between a
burning for the second wind from the external self and 'burning out' for the
surging assistance across the conflagrating texture of life to a cosmic
transcendence.

Here the text with a cert^n arrangement of 'signs', rhythmic 'angles' and metaphorical
'curves', elicits the reader's 'play' with significance; rather, activating the imagination,
it coaxes a manifold transcription of experiences. Recent intentionalists, obviating the
genetic relation between meaning and authorial intention, choose to consider it as an
'ontological relation' that is grounded in the assumption that 'every meaning
presupposes a meaner' (Tatar 1998". 35) who exists like a cause in the effect (not the
causa sine qua non but causa causans).Thex& is no gainsaying that any text in literature
draws us for its revelatory attributes. One can agree with Culler that to read a text one
need not make his mind a tabula rasa and approach it without preconception. Reading
requires the intemalisation of the grammar of literature where a 'preconception' locks
horn with an 'existent' idea to evolve a new-found textuality. Krieger, professing his
stubbornly humanistic stance, sees not only the poet's verbal power for humanistic
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affirmation, faced as it is with the blankness of our common language but also the
poet's product existing as an out-of-the-ordinary stimulus for our response. (Seturaman
1989: 533) A mere Aim flam conversationalist utterance solicits the skill of a 'mind' to
restructure it with a rhythmic form and thematic viability, cutting open the 'corridors'
for readerly intervention. In the conflict is the 'revelation'.

Foucault, emphasising the presence of the author as a 'functional principle',
seconds the Eliotian thesis of an organic relationship among the various texts of the
author. He raises the issue of transdiscursivity in 'What is an author?' emphasising the
authorship beyond the sanctum sanctorum of the text. It is a phenomenon which
legislates against textual protectionism. It is an existence that defies the strict
identifiable borders of textual status to qualify as something more than the creator of
one's own text. It is a deterritorialisation that establishes an endless possibility of
discourse. However, such discursivities cannot, as Burke argues, transcend the
inceptive text in the sense of a paradigm-replacement in science for 'revisions'
legitimise within the primal corpus and cannot outdo the centripetal reflexes to the
founder. (1992:92) The return cannot be qualified as a historical supplem.eat or an
ornament; rather it develops into an endeavour that transforms the discursive practice
itself A reassessment of Galileo's text can contribute to the augmentation of
knowledge of the history of mechanics but it cannot alter mechanics itself
Modifications have in them the authorial subjectivity - a meta-authorial figure with
remarkable discursivity. So the author can be said to exist as a 'convenient explanatory
device , an a priori principle with which we are able to domesticate a text for our
specific purposes'. (Racevskis 1983; 39)
Truly in the face of cannibalistic critical appetite for the displacement of the author and
the replacement of the readerly author-ity and against the anachronistic status of
refrigerated univocality and timelessness of text, the subjective reality does not suffer
entire etiolation. The poet cannot be reduced merely to a manipulator of conventions, a
person who thrashes out a programme of reader harassment. Also the reader, "occupied
in 'making texts' rather than reading them, has mislaid one of the greatest of human
qualities: intellectual curiosity, the desire to enlarge his being by learning about
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something other than himself. (Gardner 1982; 25) 'Mastery of meaning' which
Barthes underscores in S^ is a miasma beyond the reader and the writer. Significant
questions of ideology and social power arise in all discussions of art. This underscores
the necessity of the writer and the reader to comprehend the ideological dimensions and
develop an understanding into their literary imagination itself How much blood can the
deconsructive leech suck? How far can the deconstructive angel fly? The poet and his
poetry remain as the most reliable access to reality. Without a centre language - a
phenomenon that outdistances the Buddhist anantmavada - is cut off from hs human
base with art and ethics becoming the two foremost casuaiities. Giving intransigently a
wide berth to the 'selP, without trying to map out the living structures of truth,
poststructuralism has hit th^ deep end where precarious critical practices have
overshadowed the aesthetic standpoint. Literature can never be wholly lacking in truth
value for as Todorov observes 'if we continue to read Shakespeare today, it is because
we have the feeling (even though we cannot explain it) that he offers us a better
understanding of "human nature" or something of the sort'.(1987;185) Accepting
Scholes' prescription to evade extremism that rankles the text with an inveterate
predisposition to 'overpower', we can acquiesce to the text-induced empowerment that
facilitates the reader to cuhivate a serious sense of questioning which puts the values
proffered by the text we study under scrutiny. Accepting a textual voice in the first
place, the reader can safely question: Is it true?/ Is it proper? Todorov writes, 'In this
way, we could transcend the sterile opposition between specialist-critics who know, but
do not think, and the moralist-critics who speak without knowing anything about the
literary works they discuss. In this way, the critic could finally assume fully the role
that is incumbent on him, that of participant in a double dialogue: as reader, with his
author: as author, with his own readers...'(191) The reinstatement of the poet's voice
need not be perceived as a vitriolic polemics against the regnant modes of reading.
Deconstructive textualism can also survvve with demethodological reflexes without
neutering the original progenitor. The process of demystification that bludgeons
through the aporia(s) would not do itself a disservice in the event of a rehabilitation of
the poet's voice which without being vociferous could yet be perpectival. The true self
is a free whole; it is ever more than its parts . Tagore believes that even amongst the
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dramatic characters of Shakespeare about whom Keats proposed the idea of negative
capability, the bodiless presence of the poet can be felt. His 'timbre is inexplicable any
more than the quality of a beautiful speaking voice can be.'(Barthes 1990:vi) The
creative self is so expansive that it eludes the language-net and maintains its restless
existence in the Wittgensteinian silence. The poet's text, existing as a potent point of
reference, could stymie subversive propensities that disallow distinction between the
essential and the inessential, encouraging the wanton defocussing of the mind that is
deleterious to the sanity of critical/creative practice. The dehumanisation and
desubstantiation of literature could never attest a high intelligibility without the
gnawing uncanniness of a missing 'core'. Deleuze and Guattari see in the logic of AND
an ontological subversion and a nullification of'foundation'.(1987:25) 'The processes
of intention, influence and revision, the infertility of life and work, autobiography and
the autobiographical, author-functions, signature effects, the proper name in general,
the author-ity and creativity of the critic, all these are points at which the question of
the author exerts its pressure on the textual enclosure.'(Burke 1992:191) The authorial
reinscription, says Burke, would strike out 'not as a question within theory but as the
question of theory, of its domains and their limits, of its adequacy to the study of texts
themselves, to the genealogy and modes of their existence'.(ibid) Meaning, admittedly,
is not the bourgeoise monopoly of the poet or the critic. Literary text is an endless event
which the poet instantiates but which in its subsequent polyyocality foregrounds a
multiplex where the reader-ly and the writer-ly voice get locked in a polysemia with the
former 'empowered' and the latter partially 'overpowered'. In fitness of things the birth
of the Reader and importantly the rebirth of the Author stand to 'right' the wrong in
'writing' with a future invested with a new authority and monumentality.
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